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Congratulations to the writers, illustrators, and translators chosen as finalists
for the 2018 Kirkus Prize! This year’s finalists were chosen from 604 young readers’ literature titles, 295 fiction titles, 294 nonfiction titles, and 90 Indie titles. The
three winning books will be announced in Austin, Texas, on Thursday, Oct. 25.
Winners in the three categories will receive $50,000 each, making the Kirkus
Prize one of the richest annual literary awards in the world. Books become eligible
by receiving a starred review from Kirkus Reviews. Three panels of judges, composed of nationally respected writers and highly regarded booksellers, librarians,
and Kirkus critics, select the Kirkus Prize finalists and winners. Thanks to the
judges for their hard work!

The finalists for the 2018 Kirkus Prize are:
FICTION:
•
Halsey Street by Naima Coster (Little A)
•
Florida by Laurena Groff (Riverhead)
•
Mourning by Eduardo Halfon (Bellevue Literary Press)
•
Severance by Ling Ma (Farrar, Straus & Giroux)
•	Heads of the Colored People by Nafissa Thompson-Spires
(37 Ink/Atria)
•
Tell the Machine Goodnight by Katie Williams (Riverhead)
The judges for the 2018 Kirkus Prize in Fiction are: award-winning author Sandra Cisneros; editor,
writer, and Kirkus critic Jessica Jernigan; and Angela Maria Spring, owner of Duende District, a pop-up
bookstore in the Washington, D.C., area.
NONFICTION:
•
The Road to Unfreedom: Russia, Europe, America by Timothy Snyder (Tim Duggan Books/
Crown)
•
Dopesick: Dealers, Doctors, and the Drug Company that Addicted America by Beth Macy (Little,
Brown)
•
American Prison: A Reporter’s Undercover Journey into the Business of Punishment by Shane
Bauer (Penguin Press)
•
Heavy: An American Memoir by Kiese Laymon (Scribner)
•
Call Them by Their True Names: American Crises (and Essays) by Rebecca Solnit (Haymarket)
•	Heartland: A Daughter of the Working Class Reconciles an American Divide by Sarah Smarsh
(Scribner)
The judges for the 2018 Kirkus Prize in Nonfiction are: award-winning author Carina Chocano; author
and Kirkus critic Joseph Barbato; and book buyer for all eight of Copperfield’s Books’ stores in San Francisco’s North Bay, Sheryl Cotleur.
YOUNG READERS’ LITERATURE:
Picture Books:
•
Crown by Derrick Barnes, illustrated by James C. Gordon (Bolden/Agate)
•
Dreamers by Yuyi Morales (Neal Porter/Holiday House)
Middle Grade:
•
Merci Suárez Changes Gears by Meg Medina (Candlewick)
•	Harbor Me by Jacqueline Woodson (Nancy Paulsen Books/Penguin)
Young Adult:
•
The Poet X by Elizabeth Acevedo (HarperTeen)
•
Children of Blood and Bone by Tomi Adeyemi (Henry Holt/Macmillan)
The judges for the 2018 Kirkus Prize in Young Readers’ Literature are: New York Times–bestselling
author of the Legend trilogy and the Young Elites trilogy, Marie Lu; writer and Kirkus critic J. Alejandro
Mazariegos; and Youth Services Supervisor at the main branch of the Kansas City Public Library, Kim
berly A. Patton.
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fiction
THE COMING STORM

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Alpert, Mark
St. Martin’s Press (336 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-250-06542-1

THE WINTER OF THE WITCH by Katherine Arden.............................5
THE WEIGHT OF A PIANO by Chris Cander.......................................7

In the year 2023, post-apocalyptic New York has become a war zone
as genetically altered federal agents
advance a cruel and oppressive rightwing agenda.
Unfortunately for the subjects of
this mad secret experiment, which transforms selected officers
from the Federal Service Unit into invincible hulks, the treatment results in shocking physical and psychological effects. One
scrambled soul has his “brain burst open and all the memories
inside it scattered across the room.” The grievous side effects
have the FSU in hot pursuit of Jenna Khan, a young scientist
who may be the only one who can save the agents from a nasty
fate. She was one of the key researchers on the gene-altering
program, Palindrome, staying on after opposing it on moral
grounds so she could devise a fix for her quadriplegic brother’s
rare genetic disease. Together with a Brooklyn gang leader and
an imposing fighter who has made the White House his enemy
since being injected with the DNA modifier in Afghanistan
without being told what was at risk, she mobilizes citizens and
overmatched police in an effort to forestall evil plans to take
control of everyone via the release of airborne viruses. Alpert,
who specializes in looking into the dark potential of technological advancement, doesn’t spare details in rolling out his vision.
But that vision is ill-served by one-dimensional characters, an
underfed story, and an overly familiar doomsday setting.
The latest techno-thriller from the author of The Omega
Theory (2011) and Extinction (2013) boasts a strong whiff of
Trump (the corrupt president here suffers from frontotemporal dementia), but any timeliness can’t make up for the
absence of thrills.

AS LONG AS WE BOTH SHALL LIVE by JoAnn Chaney....................8
THE PERILOUS ADVENTURES OF THE COWBOY KING
by Jerome Charyn...................................................................................8
THE PARAGON HOTEL by Lyndsay Faye............................................ 9
LATE IN THE DAY by Tessa Hadley...................................................... 15
EVERYTHING UNDER by Daisy Johnson............................................ 17
THE CURRENT by Tim Johnston......................................................... 17
ELEVATION by Stephen King...............................................................18
ONCE UPON A RIVER by Diane Setterfield.......................................30
THE MAN WHO COULDN’T DIE by Olga Slavnikova;
trans. by Marian Schwartz.................................................................. 31
HOLY LANDS by Amanda Sthers.........................................................32
THE NEW IBERIA BLUES by James Lee Burke................................... 33
ARCHANGEL’S PROPHECY by Nalini Singh.................................... 40
LATE IN THE DAY

Hadley, Tessa
Harper/HarperCollins
(288 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-0-06-247669-2
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THE WINTER OF
THE WITCH

Arden, Katherine
Del Rey (384 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-101-88599-4

A satisfying conclusion to a trilogy
set in medieval times in the area on the
verge of becoming Russia.
In a luxuriously detailed yet briskly
suspenseful follow-up to The Bear and
the Nightingale (2017) and The Girl in
the Tower (2018), Arden’s historically based fantasy follows
heroic Vasya—a young woman with a strong connection to
the spirits of the place where she lives—as she attempts to
save her family and her country from evil forces. Because
the novel starts with a bang where the preceding volume
left off, with Moscow nearly burned to a crisp by a Firebird
imperfectly controlled by Vasya, readers are advised to backtrack to the two earlier books rather than attempt to sort
out all the characters and backstory on the fly. Among the
humans are Vasya’s sister, Olga, compromised by her desire
for wealth and position; her brother, Sasha, a monk with a
taste for the military life; Grand Prince Dmitrii; and corrupt priest Konstantin. Among the inhuman are the warring
brothers Morozko, the winter-king with whom Vasya conducts a conflicted romance, and Medved, a demon addicted
to chaos. Arden keeps the narrative fresh by sending Vasya
questing into fantastic realms, each with its own demanding
set of rules and its own alluring or forbidding geography, and
by introducing new “chyerti,” demons or spirits, including an
officious little mushroom spirit who indiscriminately plies
Vasya with fungi, some edible and some distinctly not. Fans
of Russian mythology will be pleased to find that Baba Yaga
puts in a cameo appearance to straighten out some of the
complicated genealogy. The trilogy leads up to the Battle of
Kulikovo, which many consider the beginning of a united
Russia. Arden neatly establishes parallels between Vasya’s
internal struggles, between attachment and freedom or the
human world and the spiritual one, for example, and those
taking place in the world around her.
A striking literary fantasy informed by Arden’s deep
knowledge of and affection for this time and place.

y o u n g a d u lt

Despite a peaceful upbringing, 15-year-old Aminah has
heard murmurings of horsemen who steal people riding
through villages like hers. The rumors soon become a reality—
Aminah is violently separated from her family and enslaved—
sending her on a harrowing journey. Far from Aminah’s village,
Wurche, the strong-minded and independent daughter of one
of the “three lesser chiefs of Kpembe,” is forced to marry, part
of her father’s strategy to accrue power. (The title refers to the
humming market town next to Kpembe where “everything was
for sale,” including people.) The strength of Attah’s (Saturday’s
Shadows, 2015, etc.) novel is in these two fully realized women,
who must navigate their own ever changing circumstances
against the backdrop of an increasingly volatile political landscape, in which feuding royals are competing for power among
themselves but also with the Germans and the British. Wurche
is especially compelling: As the story progresses she becomes
increasingly skeptical of the slave trade but is also a participant
in it. A “boyish woman,” in Aminah’s eyes, Wurche’s sexuality
is as complex as the rest of her, and though Attah doesn’t delve
as deep here as she might, on the whole it is a rich and nuanced
portrayal. The plotting, especially in the book’s final third, can
feel rushed. Still, Attah is adept at leading readers across the
varied terrain of 19th-century Ghana and handles heavy subjects with aplomb.
Two memorable women anchor this pleasingly complicated take on slavery, power, and freedom.

FREEFALL

Barry, Jessica
Harper/HarperCollins (368 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-06-287483-2
A woman survives a plane crash only
to be stalked through the wilderness
by a ruthless killer while her estranged
mother investigates the circumstances
surrounding her accident.
Thirty-one-year-old Allison Carpenter is en route from Chicago to San Diego when her plane—a
single-engine aircraft owned by her fiance, pharmaceutical CEO
Ben Gardner—goes down in the Colorado Rockies. Instead of
waiting for rescue, Allison scavenges the wreckage for supplies
and runs for her life. By the time help arrives, the fuselage is
ablaze, convincing authorities that both Ben and Allison are
dead. Back in Allison’s hometown of Owl’s Creek, Maine, her
mother, Maggie, is devastated by reports of her daughter’s
death and shocked to learn of her engagement. Maggie and
Allison haven’t spoken since Allison’s father died two years ago,
so Maggie, a retired librarian, begins researching her daughter’s
recent past to determine what else she missed. The deeper Maggie digs, the more strongly she believes that Allison is still alive—
and in danger. Allison and Maggie share the narrative, with past
and present mysteries unfolding in tandem courtesy of Maggie’s
research and Allison’s flashbacks. Although the setup of Barry’s
debut novel is clever and her concluding twist surprises, the

THE HUNDRED WELLS
OF SALAGA

Attah, Ayesha Harruna
Other Press (240 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-59051-995-0

The lives of two young women—one
kidnapped into slavery, the other a royal
whose family is complicit in the slave
trade—intersect in pre-colonial Ghana.
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the 2018 kirkus prize
fiction finalists
Introducing the finalists for the
Kirkus Prize in Fiction is one of the highlights of my year, and I’m particularly excited about this year’s list. Our dedicated
judges—critic and writer Jessica Jernigan
and Angela Spring, owner of Duende District, a bookstore by people of color with
pop-ups throughout the Washington, D.C.,
area—considered hundreds of books that
earned starred reviews from Kirkus before
choosing an eclectic and exciting group of six finalists.
There are three debuts—novels by Naima Coster and Ling
Ma and a book of short stories by Nafissa Thompson-Spires—
as well as Katie Williams’ first book for
adults. There’s a collection of stories by
a writer, Lauren Groff, whose last novel
was a Kirkus Prize finalist in 2015. And
there’s a novel in translation, by Eduardo Halfon, which is also the first finalist
from Bellevue Literary Press. Jessica and
Angela will be joined by author Sandra
Cisneros to select the winner on Oct. 25 in Austin; here are excerpts from our reviews to help you choose which one you want
to read first!

plot feels underbaked, and scenes from the point of view of
“The Man,” Allison’s nameless, faceless pursuer, prove more
tedious than thrilling.
Barry makes some keen observations regarding
female identity and personal empowerment, but her
characters lack verisimilitude, which undercuts the novel’s drama.

WINTER LOON

Bernhard, Susan
Little A (351 pp.)
$24.95 | Dec. 1, 2018
978-1-5039-0298-5
Bernhard’s debut centers on the
ugly cards fate deals to adolescent boy
Wes Ballot: poverty, alcoholism, rape,
incest, abuse, and abandonment, to
name a few.
Living with the pain caused by other
people in pain, the protagonist has a resilience that’s almost
beyond belief—really, it is hard to believe. The novel opens
with 15-year-old Wes’ “ear to the ice, alone on a frozen lake
surrounded by remote miles of woods and farmland...where
the ice had given way and the hungry lake had swallowed [his]
mother whole.” The utter bleakness of this initial scene aptly
sets the tone for the remainder of the book and showcases one
of the author’s most commendable skills: visceral descriptions
of the frigid winters in rural Minnesota. Abandoned by his
drifter father, Wes ends up in Loma living with Gip and Ruby,
his maternal grandparents. The two are a sad and vile pair who
blame their grandson for his mother’s death. When Wes asks
if God allowed his mother to die, Ruby responds heartlessly:
“God wasn’t there, Wes....You were.” Against this emotional
backdrop and with no supportive authority to guide him, Wes
somehow attends high school, holds a summer job, and falls
in love. Bernhard shows that she is not afraid of difficult or
touchy subjects, illustrating the prevalence of classism and
racism in the lives of the inhabitants of her fictional small
town, but she doesn’t go beyond the surface in her exploration
of systematic prejudice. The problems, like the characters,
are underdeveloped. As the novel progresses, Wes uncovers
repressed family secrets so horrendous that the reader might
find some passages difficult to read.
A coming-of-age story overloaded with tragedy, hopelessness, and trauma.

Halsey Street by Naima Coster: “A quiet gut-punch of a debut,
Coster’s novel is a family saga set against the landscape of gentrifying Brooklyn.”
Florida by Lauren Groff: “A literary tour de force of precariousness set in a blistering place, a state shaped like a gun.”
Mourning by Eduardo Halfon: “Halfon constructs a kind of postmodern memorial to his grandfathers, who outlived the horrors of
the Holocaust but not its searing emotional aftereffects.”
Severance by Ling Ma: “A post-apocalyptic—and pre-apocalyptic—debut….Smart, funny, humane, and superbly well-written.”
Heads of the Colored People by Nafissa Thompson-Spires: “A bold
new voice, at once insolently sardonic and incisively compassionate, asserts itself amid a surging wave of young African-American fiction writers….Thompson-Spires flashes fearsome gifts for
quirky characterization, irony-laden repartee, and edgy humor.”
Tell the Machine Goodnight by Katie Williams: “Williams imagines a not-too-distant future in which people find happiness with
the help of machines….With its clever, compelling vision of the
future, deeply human characters, and delightfully unpredictable
story, this novel is itself a recipe for contentment.” —L.M.
Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor.
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A gentle meditation on the healing power
of art—and its limitations.
the weight of a piano

THE WEIGHT OF
A PIANO

Cander, Chris
Knopf (336 pp.)
$26.95 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-0-525-65467-4

Two people nursing childhood wounds
meet via a piano and take a journey toward
closure across Death Valley.
Cander (Whisper Hollow, 2015, etc.)
grabs the reader in her opening pages: a
bravura, thickly detailed account of the creation of a Blüthner
piano from wood culled in the forests of Romania, then lovingly
aged and shaped in a factory in Leipzig. Blüthner No. 66,825
comes to Katya, a gifted Soviet musician who reluctantly immigrates to California with her husband, Mikhail, who promises
that her beloved piano will soon follow. Somehow, decades later
in 2012, it has wound up in the possession of Clara, an auto
mechanic in Bakersfield who impulsively puts it up for sale
after she and the piano are kicked out by her live-in boyfriend,
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frustrated by her inability to commit. How these stories connect doesn’t become apparent until long after Clara reneges on
her sale to photographer Greg Zeldin, realizing she can’t give
up the only connection to her parents, who died in a fire when
she was 12. Cander expertly parcels out her revelations: Alert
readers will likely figure out that Greg is Katya’s son before he
admits it on route to Death Valley, but the final plot twist is a satisfying surprise. Clues are carefully planted, however, as Cander
builds parallel narratives in alternating chapters. Clara warily
joins forces with Greg, allowing him to lease the piano and following him to Death Valley, where he takes a series of photos of
the piano perched in locations he once visited with his mother.
Flashbacks chronicle Katya’s increasing misery in the U.S., mitigated only temporarily—and ultimately disastrously—when her
piano belatedly arrives. As the narratives converge, Greg convinces himself and almost convinces Clara that the piano shows
they were meant to be together. Her realization that it’s not
so simple prompts an odd but beautiful finale that leads from
inside the piano’s consciousness to the summit of Dante’s Peak.
Deftly plotted and well written, a gentle meditation on
the healing power of art—and its limitations.

|
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AS LONG AS WE BOTH
SHALL LIVE

marriage...until Marie plummets off the edge of a cliff into
Three Forks River at Colorado’s Rocky Mountain National
Park. Matt, of course, is immediately a murder suspect despite
his protestations. He insists Marie fell, but something doesn’t
add up to Denver Homicide Detective Marion Spengler. Even
her much older partner, the very rough around the edges Ralphie Loren, smells something rotten in paradise. When a body
is finally pulled from the raging river, all hell breaks loose.
Chaney (What You Don’t Know, 2017) alternates past and present,
creating an unbearably urgent narrative, and she has a shockingly firm grasp on the barbs and ennui of long-term marriage.
Readers will be convinced they know what happened, but as
the nature of Marie and Matt’s relationship is revealed, watch
out: This duo is one of a kind. There are no one-dimensional
characters here. Matt is the least developed, but even he, in all
his boorishness, has hidden depths. Loren is a fascinating, crass,
undeniably sharp cop hiding a painful secret; he’s haunted by
past cases, and Chaney doesn’t skimp on the harrowing details.
But it’s the women who are the stars. The nuanced Spengler, a
very competent detective as well as a wife and mother, is still
feeling her way in a man’s world, and Marie is a force of nature,
destructive and altogether relatable in equal measure.
A perfectly paced, shock-studded chiller from an
author to watch.

Chaney, JoAnn
Flatiron Books (336 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-250-07639-7

Marriage is murder in Chaney’s
creepy new tale of deadly domestic woe.
In 1995, Janice Evans is married to
Matt, working long hours at an old folks’
home while Matt attends school, and
although Janice loves her husband, Matt is trying her patience
because he’s cheating. Flash-forward to 2018, and Matt has
been married to the lovely Marie for more than 20 years. Matt
has tried to put his past behind him. After all, it’s not his fault
Janice was killed by an intruder who attacked them both while
they slept. Matt and Marie have two daughters in college and,
like most couples, have had a few rough patches. A romantic
hiking weekend is just the thing to put the spark back in their

THE PERILOUS
ADVENTURES OF THE
COWBOY KING
A Novel Of Teddy Roosevelt
And His Times
Charyn, Jerome
Norton (320 pp.)
$26.95 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-63149-387-4

A rendering of Teddy Roosevelt’s
early life that spotlights formative
moments in colorful, entertaining episodes.
The young boy saw a werewolf near his bed at night when
an asthma attack came on. As Teddy narrates, his father would
order up “the Roosevelt high phaeton with its pair of long-tailed
horses” and let the wind fill Teddy’s lungs in thrilling rides on
the “scorched plains of Manhattan’s Upper West Side.” He was
the youngest man in the state Assembly, where he says he wore
“a pince-nez with a gold tassel, and a peacoat from my Harvard
days.” When he lost his mother and wife within hours of each
other, he fled west, to Dakota territory, “with silver stirrups, a
tailored buckskin suit, and a Bowie knife from Tiffany’s.” But
he’s pulled back to New York, where he becomes a police commissioner fiercely disliked for his blue laws and anti-corruption
drive. He’s rescued from a melee at the Social Reform Club
by his new squad of bicycle cops, whose leader will join him
in Cuba. Before Charyn (Jerzy, 2017, etc.) ends with President
William McKinley’s assassination, he gives the Rough Riders a
big slice of the book not just for TR’s famous hill charge, but
for the reluctant leader who could scrounge for his troops and
8
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A riveting multilevel thriller of race, sex, and mob violence
that throbs with menace as it hums with wit.
the paragon hotel

THE PARAGON HOTEL

suffer whatever the men suffered—though he also had a tent
from Abercrombie & Fitch. The prolific Charyn has written
scripts for graphic books. With TR, there’s a sense of the outsize characters of 19th-century dime novels, though without the
hagiography. Roosevelt embodied contradictions—a privileged
reformist, a cowpoke from Manhattan, an honest politician—
and his private life was riddled by strife and loss.
Charyn makes artful use of historical fact and fiction’s
panache to capture the man before he became one of the
great U.S. presidents and a face on Mount Rushmore.

Faye, Lyndsay
Putnam (432 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-7352-1075-2

A young white woman named Alice
James flees Prohibition-era Harlem by
rail with an oozing bullet wound and a
satchel containing $50,000 in cash.
She makes it cross-country to Portland, Oregon, where Max, a kindly, strapping black Pullman porter and World War I veteran, whisks
her away to the novel’s eponymous hotel, populated mostly
with African-Americans besieged by threats from the local Ku
Klux Klan. You needn’t be an aficionado of crime melodrama
or period romance for those two sentences to have you at
“Hello,” and Faye (Jane Steele, 2016, etc.) more than delivers on
this auspicious premise with a ravishing novel that rings with
nervy elegance and simmers with gnawing tension. The myriad

HERE AND NOW AND THEN

Chen, Mike
Harlequin MIRA (336 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-0-7783-6904-2

y o u n g a d u lt

A time-traveling father must save
his teenage daughter from secret agents
who want to eliminate her to protect the
historical timeline in this debut novel.
It’s 1996 in suburban San Francisco.
Kin Stewart, an agent for the Temporal
Corruption Bureau, is on a mission to stop a time-traveling
merc who’s been hired to disrupt important legislation. There’s
a problem: Kin’s been shot, and the implanted beacon that’s supposed to help him return to 2142 has been damaged. Stranded
in the past, Kin gradually forgets his previous life. He gets married, and he and his wife, Heather, have a daughter, Miranda.
When Kin’s spent 18 years in the past, Heather accidentally
triggers the indestructible “metal thingy” he’s kept hidden in
their garage, inadvertently summoning Markus, a fellow TCB
agent and the brother of Penny, Kin’s fiancee in 2142. Markus
gives Kin 24 hours to “close out” his life in the 20th century.
When Kin realizes the TCB intends to eliminate 14-year-old
Miranda as a timeline error, he’s forced to risk everything to try
to save her life. Plot holes are neatly sidestepped as Kin explains
who can time travel, when and how often, what the grandfather
paradox is, and why he can’t bring his daughter with him to 2142.
Naturally, it takes time to set out the rules, and the explanations
don’t all make sense, but Kin’s story isn’t primarily about time
machines or the Museum of the Modern Era that serves fast
food as a curiosity in 2142. It’s about a father who learns the
value of being honest and authentic with the daughter he loves
because in the end, there is never enough time.
A subtly woven meditation about the fragility of time
raises the bar in this smart, fun, and affectionate story.
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elements of Faye’s saga are carried along by the jaunty, attentive voice of Alice, who came by her nickname “Nobody” as a
young girl growing up on the crime-infested Upper West Side
of Manhattan, where she acquired the ability to hide in plain
sight among the neighborhood’s mobsters, leg-breakers, and
bootleggers. She calls upon this chameleonlike talent as she
embeds herself among her newfound protectors, some of whom
are wary of her presence. But Alice has at least one Paragon
resident solidly in her corner: the stunning Blossom Fontaine,
a dauntingly sophisticated cabaret singer whose own past is as
enigmatic and checkered as Alice’s. Blossom, Max, and the rest
of the hotel’s residents dote on a precocious, inquisitive mixedrace child named Davy Lee who vanishes from their sight one
afternoon at an amusement park. As the Klan begins to show
signs of renewed aggression toward Portland’s black citizenry
and corrupt cops start throwing their weight around the hotel,
Alice is compelled to deploy her street-wise skills with greater
urgency to help find Davy Lee. In doing so, she also unravels
secrets within secrets that carry deadly and transformative
implications for her and for everybody around her. This historical novel, which carries strong reverberations of present-day
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social and cultural upheavals, contains a message from a century ago that’s useful to our own time: “We need to do better at
solving things.”
A riveting multilevel thriller of race, sex, and mob violence that throbs with menace as it hums with wit.

THE MARTIN CHRONICLES

Fried, John
Grand Central Publishing (272 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-5387-2983-0

A coming-of-age novel, set in New
York in the 1980s, that unfolds as a series
of episodes.
Fried’s first book does not break new
territory so much as it revisits familiar ground. The novel revolves around
Martin Kelso, 11 as the story opens and 17 when it comes to a
close. During those six years, he moves from sixth grade at a
boys school that has gone coed to the threshold of college. The
journey is insulated by Manhattan privilege, but there is, as
there must be, unanticipated bumpiness. “For my friend Kevin
Johnson’s thirteenth birthday,” Fried opens one chapter, “his
father ordered pizzas and a case of Coke, and then handed out
Playboy magazines.” Later, Martin experiences a first kiss with
his cousin Evie, four years his senior, who is the novel’s agent
of chaos, a character who trails disruption in her wake. “This
was the Evie I remembered—an emotional spinning top,” Martin reflects. “I never knew quite where she would come to rest.”
That question, and Evie’s continued machinations, ebb and
flow throughout the book. It’s an interesting strategy, a way to
inject more risk into the narrative, but in the end, it backfires
a little bit. This is because Evie is a more compelling character than her cousin, who seems most alive when she is around.
Without her, Martin learns to run the elevator in his apartment
building during an operators’ strike and almost gets arrested
after buying beer. He is used by a young woman looking to get
back at her ex-boyfriend. He hangs out with his friends. None
of it sticks, however, or more accurately, none of it comes fully
to life. The scenes resound with a kind of nodding recognition,
charged less from within than by the recollections of its readers,
the memories of adolescence they provoke. Only when Fried
returns to Evie and her troubles does the book re-engage again.
“None of this really matters,” one character says, and it’s
hard not to feel as if she is referring to the novel itself.

|

THE BEST AMERICAN SHORT
STORIES 2018

of those who are essentially powerless in an American arena
that has become truly Darwinian. On that note, the opening
story concerns a young man who, living in a trailer on the edge
of a Montana forest, must face two essential losses, one the disappearance of his father (“One member of the search committee, a homeless asshole there for the free lunch, pulled me aside
and told me it was ‘them aliens’ who took my father”), the other
the death of the family dog via a mountain lion that, after all,
is just doing its job. Maria Anderson’s “Cougar,” from the Iowa
Review, is a masterpiece of charged compression; there’s a lot
happening in the space of just a few pages. Other standouts are
Esmé Weijun Wang’s “What Terrible Thing It Was,” a delicate
story of madness (“Even knowing that I am not alone would be
its own strange balm”) that could just as easily appear in a horror anthology, and Jocelyn Nicole Johnson’s “Control Negro,”
whose double-edged title speaks volumes to the terrible price
an African-American pays for simply being in the wrong place
at the wrong time.
As ever, a welcome portrait of the state of the art in contemporary short fiction writing, a literature of resistance.

Gay, Roxane with Pitlor, Heidi—Eds.
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (352 pp.)
$28.00 | Oct. 2, 2018
978-0-544-58288-0

y o u n g a d u lt

Politically charged, diverse installment of the long-running literary annual.
Writes general editor Pitlor, American fiction writers today work in an
atmosphere of political decline, racism,
corruption, and casual violence, and consequently they “are
now faced with the significant challenge of producing work
that will sustain a reader’s attention amid this larger narrative.”
Adds volume editor Gay, who read 120 submissions to make this
anthology, “I thought about this cultural moment and what it
means to both write politically and read politically.” The stories included here are of a uniformly high quality, without a dud
among them, though it has to be said that only some of them
are overt in their political stance, even if many concern the lives
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THE BEST AMERICAN
COMICS 2018

produce comics allows for the indulgence of outsider visions,
like the compellingly bizarre “Untitled” from Michael Ridge
(guy and girl cruising in an old car, thick black lines inexplicably
spilling from their eyes and mouths, closing with the repeated
refrain “Buy Fuckin Pickels”) or Max Clotfelter’s “The Warlock
Story,” an autobiographical tale of the artist’s shy, unpopular
early days in school drawing outrageously violent and sexually explicit comics on notebook pages, which simultaneously
earned him interest from cool kids and deep concern from
school officials and his mother. Many of the works tackle contemporary issues such as gender identity, global terrorism, and
class warfare. Others explore timeless concepts like artists
struggling against the strictures of art school. The most effective have a sense of humor (Aaron Lange’s “Selections from Art
School” or Keiler Roberts’ “Sunburning”). Sometimes the more
refined and impressive the art, the less resonant the stories (Ted
Stearn’s “The Moolah Tree”). But each story excels on some
level, from intimate confessions to surreal mythologies.
An excellent encapsulation of what makes sequential
art such a compelling, singular art form.

Gloeckner, Phoebe with Kartalopoulos,
Bill—Eds.
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (416 pp.)
$25.00 | Oct. 2, 2018
978-1-328-46460-6
Editor Gloeckner (The Diary of a
Teenage Girl, 2002, etc.) and series editor
Kartalopoulos curate the 13th annual collection of North American sequential art.
As Gloeckner states in her wonderful introduction, these
are auteur comics—works birthed from a single creator (with
the exception of one father-son team)—rather than the ensemble approach (writer, artist, inker, letterer) often seen in commercial comics, not to mention the by-committee production
employed in TV and movies. While independent comics stalwarts such as Fantagraphics and Drawn & Quarterly published
many of these stories, self-published books make up a good
chunk of the collection. The low-to-no budget required to
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A thoughtful nightmare for uncertain times.
kingdom of needle and bone

KINGDOM OF NEEDLE
AND BONE

Grant, Mira
Subterranean Press (128 pp.)
$40.00 | Dec. 31, 2018
978-1-59606-871-1

When a devastating virus outbreak
strikes, a virologist hatches a radical idea
to save the lives of future generations.
While on vacation in Florida, 8-yearold Lisa Morris starts to feel ill but, not
wanting to miss the last day of fun, keeps her symptoms to herself. By the time she and her mother, Brooke, and father, Rick,
meet her Aunt Isabelle, who happens to be a virologist-turnedpediatrician, at the baggage claim back home, Lisa is in bad
shape. Dr. Isabelle Gauley sees what’s on little Lisa’s back, “a
deep red, vicious-looking rash, humped up in little peaks, like
goosebumps, like acne,” and immediately thinks measles. Quarantine follows, but it’s too late for Lisa, as it is for the people
she infected back in Florida and on the plane ride home. Lisa
is patient zero, the first identified case of Morris’s disease,
which eventually kills about 5 percent of the world’s population, a catastrophic loss of life. The finger-pointing and blame
were inevitable, as was the depletion of the vaccination supply,
then the outbreaks of whooping cough and mumps. With the
world paranoid, exhausted, and divided, Isabelle and her nurses
try to mitigate the damage the best they can at their vaccination clinic, but they’re fighting a still-active anti-vaccination
movement (of which Brooke and Isabelle’s sister, Angela, a
radical activist, is a part). When Brooke approaches Izzy with
shocking evidence that Morris’s has indelibly changed its survivors’ immune systems, Izzy puts in motion a controversial
plan to save future lives. The pseudonymous Grant (Feedback,
2016, etc.) writes with a lean urgency, taking barbed aim at the
anti-vaxxer movement and its surrounding ethics while bolstering her potent cautionary tale with enough scientific factoids
to make the whole rolling disaster terrifyingly plausible. Readers will be simultaneously relieved and disappointed when the
novella ends, but as Grant makes perfectly clear, this is a fight
that is never truly over.
A thoughtful nightmare for uncertain times.

y o u n g a d u lt

Emily Stuart, who suggests that he take a room with a friend
of a friend in the suburbs. Evan is a successful banker, so there
is no need for him to lodge in the top floor of Caroline Beresford’s stately home; nonetheless, he does and falls immediately
in love with the titular lady of the house. Almost as immediately,
he begs Emily, a copywriter, to “write it all down” on paper—his
feelings about Caroline as well as endless mundane details about
her appearance, troubled marriage, the home itself, the suburb
of Richmond, and her and Evan’s small talk over coffee sometimes on weekends. Emily and Evan meet frequently in a series
of bars (the progression and descriptions of which are a highlight) to down gin and tonics and discuss how very little there
is to discuss. Emily is perturbed by how this nothingness can
hardly make for a novel and, it emerges, by her own unrequited
love for Evan. Desultory footnotes direct readers repeatedly to
endnotes that provide many more details, most inconsequential. Indeed, “repeatedly” is a pertinent word, as the book is
structured like a labyrinth—circular, passing the same sights
over and over, with slight variation along the way. The most
illuminating endnotes provide historical context about “unrequited love as a creative act,” which is one of the games afoot

CAROLINE’S BIKINI

Gunn, Kirsty
Faber & Faber (352 pp.)
$22.95 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-0-5713-3932-7

Gunn’s (Featherstone, 2003, etc.) highly
self-aware “arrangement of a novel” is an
almost love story, sketched from the outside looking in.
When Evan Gordonston returns to
London after having moved away as a kid,
he connects with childhood companion
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Edward Carey

LITTLE IS A QUIRKY, COMPELLING STORY THAT DEEPENS INTO A
MEDITATION ON MORTALITY AND ART
By Megan Labrise
Photo courtesy Nina Subin

For Carey, this curious occupation ignited an intense fascination in the craft and times of Anne Marie Grosholtz, the plucky businesswoman who would
become Madame Tussaud, bringing the French Revolution to (still) life for the early-19th-century British
public. (Carey would become a novelist, visual artist,
and playwright especially known for exquisite self-illustrated fictions, like Observatory Mansions and the
Iremonger trilogy.)
Thus was Little (Oct. 23) born—a stunning, loving fictionalization of the life of Madame Tussaud, 15
years in the making. Little is “a quirky, compelling story
that deepens into a meditation on mortality and art,”
Kirkus’ critic writes.
“My mother had a large nose, in the Roman style,”
Carey writes, as young “Marie,” in Chapter 1 of Little.
“My father, so I would come to believe, had a strong
chin that pointed a little upward. That chin and that
nose, it seems, fitted together....I nosed and chinned
my way into life. I was, certainly, unaware then of
what extraordinary bodies I should come to know, of
what vast buildings I would inhabit, of what bloody
events I would find myself trapped within, and yet, it
seems to me, my nose and my chin already had some
inkling of it all. Nose and chin, such armor for life.
Nose and chin, such companions. To begin with, for
always, there was love.”
Tragedies befall mother and father; Marie winds
up a ward of Doctor Curtius, a young wax sculptor, of
Bern, who supplies surgeons with alarmingly accurate
models of appendages and viscera. Marie soon displays
an aptitude for assisting in the workshop, and so, when
Curtius is forced to flee to Paris, he takes her, too.
This much we know about the “real” Tussaud,
though it seems much of the rest of her life may be
open to interpretation.
“The thing about her is, she was incredibly smart
and she was an incredibly good businesswoman,” Car-

For a spell in young adulthood, Edward Carey was
a frozen docent at Madame Tussauds in London.
“We were there to prevent cruelty to wax dolls,”
says Carey, who was bodily incorporated among the
waxworks, tasked with standing stock-still until gawkers got grabby, in which case he’d momentarily reanimate to admonish: Don’t touch!
“It’s the least-skilled job in perhaps all the world,”
he says, “but nothing was more fun than to go down
into the Chamber of Horrors and keep very, very, very
still outside Charles Manson’s family cage.”
14
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ey says. “There are so many things she said that happened in her life—that she was in [Versailles] with
Madame Élisabeth, that she happened to be in prison
with Joséphine [de Beauharnais]—and there’s often
very little evidence there to back up her claims. She
spins herself the most incredible story. She’s become a
myth, and that’s what’s so exciting about her.”
Though we may never know the whole truth, “what
is true is a little wizened waxwork at Baker Street in
London,” he says, “and that’s so loaded with personality, I do think it feels like it’s actually dropped out of a
fairy tale.”
Little sees Marie through royal servitude, the
French Revolution, imprisonment, and escape, all the
while commemorating, in waxworks and sketches, her
everyday impressions of a truly momentous time.
“What I was so excited about in this novel, and in
my Victorian trilogy as well, is following the lives of
the little people caught up in big history,” says Carey,
who drew the book’s illustrations from Marie’s point
of view. “Whatever happened—and her life must have
been incredibly harsh, at times—she’s an absolute survivor.”

here. The examples, though, of Petrarch and Dante falling in
love at first sight with underage girls and dedicating sweeping
poetry to them, don’t age particularly well even when reframed
(and reframed again) by Gunn.
An ode to unrequited love masquerading as a tale of
unrequited love that might actually be a tale of unrequited
love. Very meta.

LATE IN THE DAY

Hadley, Tessa
Harper/HarperCollins (288 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-0-06-247669-2

Megan Labrise is a staff writer and co-host of the Fully
Booked podcast. Little received a starred review in the Aug.
15, 2018, issue.
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The 30-year bond between a quartet
of close friends—two couples—comes
unglued when one of them dies unexpectedly in Hadley’s (The Past, 2016, etc.)
quietly riveting latest.
Christine and Alex and Lydia and
Zachary have been close since their early 20s; now in their 50s,
they’re still close, the friendships among them still anchoring their lives. And then one night, Christine and Alex are
listening to music when the telephone rings. It’s Lydia, from
the hospital. Zachary is dead. He was fine, at his office at the
gallery, talking about the next show, and then he wasn’t. Then
he keeled over and was dead. For all the years they’ve known
each other, Zachary has been a gentle force of nature. “Of all
of us,” Christine thinks, “he’s the one we couldn’t afford to
lose.” In the immediate aftermath of his death, the families
band together: Alex goes to collect Lydia and Zachary’s daughter from college; Lydia comes to live, for a while, with her best
friends. The women have been close since childhood, Lydia
theatrical and romantic and borderline frivolous; Christine
serious and artistic, the practical one of the pair. Shortly after
university, the women met Alex and Zachary, also childhood
friends. In the early days, it was Lydia who was in love with
Alex, although he was unhappily married to somebody else.
Zachary was well-matched with Christine. The partnerships
evolved without animosity: Zachary married Lydia, in the end.
Alex married Christine. For three decades, they remained
close, the history between them no threat to the happy present. But after Zachary’s death, their pleasant equilibrium is
thrown forever off-kilter, as remnants from the past bubble up
to the surface. A four-person character study—here as always,
Hadley is a master of interpersonal dynamics—the novel captures the complexity of loss. Their grief is not only for Zachary; it is for the lives they thought they knew.
Restrained and tender.

15

BEAR NO MALICE

who brings him back to the remote cottage where she lives
with her brother, Simon. As Miranda and Simon nurse Tom
back to health, the three form a bond, with Tom and Miranda
taking extra-special notice of each other. As Tom regains his
strength, he must return to London and attempt to find stability in his life. He hopes to discover the identity of his attackers and to live a more moral life. Unfortunately, he is unable to
forget Miranda nor the pull he felt toward her. When Miranda’s
brother marries and the Thorne family moves to London, Tom
and Miranda rekindle their connection. As Tom and Miranda
grow more deeply attached, unexpected obstacles to their relationship continue to crop up. Told at a slow and steady pace, this
is a tale not meant for rushing. Details about the story’s setting
are conspicuously absent, as the author focuses instead on the
characters’ thoughts and actions. Even so, the descriptions of
characters’ interior emotional lives are sufficiently engaging to
keep readers turning pages. The novel also contains many interesting details about the art circles of the era as well as the political inner workings of the English church. Written as a sequel to
Harwood’s Author of Impossible Saints (2018), the book can also
stand on its own.
A smart and highly civilized tale about love, temptation,
and second chances.

Harwood, Clarissa
Pegasus (384 pp.)
$25.95 | Jan. 1, 2019
978-1-64313-052-1

A British clergyman struggles with
his habit of falling for unavailable women
in this Edwardian-era love story.
When the novel opens, Canon
Thomas Cross is in the midst of an extramarital love affair with Julia Carrington,
a wealthy parishioner. His guilt over their ongoing tryst has
reached a crescendo, and he insists they put an end to their
meetings. Several hours later, after Tom has conducted church
meetings and visited sick patients at a hospital, his conscience
is eased by having performed these good deeds. Unfortunately,
as he heads home, he is kidnapped and driven far outside the
city, where he is beaten and left for dead. As he languishes in
the woods, he is discovered by Miranda Thorne, a local artist,

JUST AFTER MIDNIGHT

Hyde, Catherine Ryan
Lake Union Publishing (336 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Dec. 4, 2018
978-1-5039-0485-9

A woman on the run from her controlling, manipulative, and—yes, she’s
ready to admit it—physically abusive
husband. A 14-year-old girl reeling from
her mother’s sudden death. Can they
help each other find peace?
Finally ready to divorce Robert, Faith seeks refuge at her
parents’ California beach house, a sanctuary that, until now, has
always been rented out, so Robert has never known its location.
But one morning she discovers Sarah, a teenage girl, sitting
on the beach in front of her door. Now living with her grandmother Constance down the shore, Sarah is grieving not only
the loss of her mother to a gunshot, but also her father’s sale of
her beloved mare, Falkner’s Midnight Sun. Having lost her own
mother at age 12, Faith connects easily with Sarah, and the two
begin forging fragile ties. Yet Faith’s own shaky confidence is
rattled when she notices a man following her car, and she suspects that Robert has hired a private investigator to locate her.
However, when the man turns out to be her new neighbor, Greg,
Faith must weigh her fears against her hopes to find love again.
Meanwhile, to help Constance gain custody of Sarah, Faith
agrees to take the girl away, reuniting her with her horse. And
as the horse’s new owner seeks a buyer, Sarah prepares to say
goodbye to Midnight one more time and face the truth about
her mother’s death. Perhaps best known for Pay It Forward,
Hyde (Heaven Adjacent, 2018, etc.) has written another novel
16
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Johnston’s descriptions of people, places, grief, and
loneliness are subtle and evocative.
the current

THE CURRENT

that’s primed for filming. Their spirits bruised, each woman,
young and old, struggles to overcome the dominance of men,
and Hyde’s talent lies in drawing these women together with
bonds of compassion.
A heartwarming meditation on the transformative
power of kindness and women’s friendship.

Johnston, Tim
Algonquin (416 pp.)
$27.95 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-1-61620-677-2
A young woman turns Nancy Drew
after losing her friend and her father to
accident and illness in Johnston’s (The
Descent, 2015, etc.) haunting novel.
Though their relationship as roommates is fraught with tension and misunderstanding, Caroline and Audrey continue to be drawn
together throughout their time at college. So when Audrey asks
to borrow $150 for a bus ticket so she can visit her terminally
ill father, Caroline spontaneously offers to drive her all the way
home instead: “ ‘What the fuck,’ Caroline says. ‘Road trip.’ ” But
a violent encounter at a gas station, followed by a car accident,
leaves Audrey injured—and Caroline dead. Trying to come to
terms with the tragedy, Audrey realizes that their accident had

EVERYTHING UNDER

Johnson, Daisy
Graywolf (272 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Oct. 23, 2018
978-1-55597-826-6

y o u n g a d u lt

A retelling of Oedipus Rex set in the
insular community of the boat people
who live along the canals of Oxford.
Gretel was raised in the sole company
of her mother, Sarah, on an engineless
houseboat moored in a quiet part of the
River Thames. Their relationship is intensely iconoclastic and
isolated: They haul their own water, fish for much of their food,
speak a language peppered with made-up words, school each
other with entries from Sarah’s encyclopedia. One winter, dogs,
cats, and even children begin to go missing from the communities that live on the river. Sarah and 13-year-old Gretel believe
it is the work of an uncanny creature they call the Bonak, and,
with the help of a wandering boy named Marcus, they determine to trap and kill it. Now Gretel is an adult working as a lexicographer, and Sarah—who abandoned her into foster care 16
years earlier—has come back into her life in an even wilder and
more unpredictable form. Sarah’s phone call making contact
sends Gretel on a quest into her own past: First to find Sarah,
then to find Marcus, and finally to confront the Bonak, a creature made flesh by her and her mother’s own fears. The book is
structured in interwoven sections which alternate among Gretel’s first-person perspective and the close-third-person narration of Sarah and Marcus, whose timelines take place in the
past. As the truth about Marcus’ identity becomes clearer, the
haze that surrounds Sarah—a reimagining of Jocasta—deepens. However, where the original tale focuses on the torment
of Oedipus himself, here the mother’s rage, her despair, and
her progressive disassociation from the known world are the
centerpieces of the story. Sarah’s past leaves lurid scars across
her daughter’s psyche as the book delves into what it means
to live in a world that binds us so cruelly to our fate. Johnson’s
(Fen, 2017) debut novel explores the determinism of its characters’ choices even as it asserts the fluidity of their genders and
their relationships with each other, in prose that harmonizes
with the haunting wasteland of its setting—a place where what
is discarded takes on new identity if not new life.
A tense, startling book of true beauty and insight. Proof
that the oldest of stories contain within them the seeds of
our future selves.
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UNMARRIAGEABLE

a lot in common with the death of another girl years ago; she
begins to investigate on her own, and she finds that the people
involved—the girl’s suffering father; a young man who fell under
suspicion; his lonely mother—are caught in the loose threads of
the past and have been unable to move on. As she draws nearer
to discovering the truth, Audrey realizes her own life may be
in danger, yet she’s driven inextricably on. If it sounds like a
mystery, it is, but not in the traditional whodunit mode. This
novel is careful layer upon careful layer, as deceptively thick yet
brutally delicate as winter ice itself. Johnston’s descriptions of
people, places, grief, and loneliness are subtle and evocative; the
minor plot about an aging dog becomes a rending portrait of
the ravages of love. Indeed, for all its harsh observations about
human nature, this novel has at its heart a strong belief that
love, for all the pain it brings, is the one thing that truly saves us.
An apt title that functions as a beautiful metaphor for
all the secrets and emotions roiling beneath the surface of
every human life.

Kamal, Soniah
Ballantine (352 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-5247-9971-7

A modern-day retelling of Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, this time set in
Pakistan.
Why so many writers choose to retell
Pride and Prejudice is a question that will
never be answered. You can read versions
of the novel in which the characters are gay, Amish, or battling
zombies, though not, fortunately, all of the above. Kamal’s (An
Isolated Incident, 2014) latest effort locates the familiar story in Pakistan in 2001. Here, the Bennets are the Binats, with sisters Elizabeth, Jane, Kitty, Mary, and Lydia becoming Alysba, Jena, Qitty,
Mari, and Lady, respectively. Mr. Darcy appears as—wait for it—
Mr. Darsee. And so on. Kamal sticks closely to the original plot, so
there aren’t any surprises there. Alysba Binat, like her predecessor,
is smart, headstrong, and a little too quick to judge. Likewise, her
mother is a little too eager for her daughters to marry; her father
a little too retiring; etc. All these similarities, unfortunately, draw
attention to the gap between Austen’s writing and Kamal’s. Kamal
can be heavy-footed where Austen was light, plodding where Austen was quicksilver. Kamal’s dialogue sometimes sounds more like
something from a doctoral thesis than like something someone
might actually say. At one point, Darsee tells Alysba, “That book
made me believe I could have a Pakistani identity inclusive of an
English-speaking tongue. We’ve been forced to seek ourselves in
the literature of others for too long.” She responds, “But reading
widely can lead to an appreciation of the universalities across cultures.” But as those lines also reveal, Kamal’s version of the classic
novel highlights issues of colonialism, race, and Pakistani identity.
Her insights are pointed and smart. Flaws aside, Kamal’s novel is a
charming update to the original. Put your feet up and enjoy it.
Kamal’s version has its flaws, but overall it’s a delicious
book, something to sink your teeth into.

ELEVATION

King, Stephen
Scribner (160 pp.)
$19.95 | Oct. 30, 2018
978-1-9821-0231-9
King (The Outsider, 2018, etc.) revisits
a couple of familiar themes while paying
heed to new realities in this elegant whisper of a story.
Scott Carey has a problem. He’s a big
guy, clocking in north of 240 pounds, but lately the bathroom
scale has been telling him something different: He looks the
same, but he’s losing weight, pound after pound. “Twenty-eight
pounds,” he tells a doctor friend. “So far.” There’s more weight
loss to come, recalling horrormeister King’s Thinner (as Richard Bachman), though without the curse. But what is it that’s
18
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A touching fable with a couple of deft political jabs on
the way to showing that it might just be possible for us all
to get along.

remaking Scott—diabetes, cancer, a change of metabolism?
It’s not for want of eating: As King writes, “One of the benefits of his peculiar condition, aside from all the extra energy,
was how he could eat as much as he wanted without turning
into a podge.” An adventurous palate, curiosity, and a brace of
pooping pups who leave bits of themselves on his lawn put him
into the orbit of a married couple, two newcomer women, who
have opened a vegetarian Mexican restaurant in a quiet town
in—where else?—Maine. The locals don’t favor the couple with
their business until—well, it would give too much away to talk
about precipitating events, except to say that Scott has a way of
being just where he’s needed in the midst of inclement weather,
to say nothing of a gift for setting a good example of neighborliness. As befits the premise, King delivers an uncharacteristically slim novel, just a hair longer than a novella, and one wishes
there were just a little more backstory to give depth to Scott’s
good-guyness. Why is his reaching out to beleaguered neighbors important in “Trumpian” times? “It just is,” Scott tells us,
before he finds a memorable—and quite beautiful, really—way
to depart a Podunk town made all the better for his presence.

LOOK AT ME

Krügel, Mareike
Trans. by Taylor, Imogen
Text (304 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Dec. 11, 2018
978-1-925603-35-4
A woman juggles domestic calamities
while trying to avoid a more serious crisis in German author Krügel’s first novel
to be translated into English.
Katharina lives near Lübeck on Germany’s Baltic coast, but her tone of wryly comic exasperation
closely resembles that of popular frazzled working-mother
heroines from Britain, Australia, and the U.S. A part-time music
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teacher, Katharina has been carrying most of the responsibility for care of her household and two children—Helli, a stubborn and emotionally chaotic 11-year-old recently diagnosed
with ADHD, and 17-year-old Alex, whose joyful immersion in
musical theater feels to his classically trained mother like rebellion—ever since economic necessity forced her architect husband, Costas, to take a job in Berlin. For more than a year he has
come home only on weekends, a situation she understands yet
resents. This weekend he’s staying in Berlin for his office Christmas party, and Katharina has declined an invitation to join him.
Instead she’s planned her first visit in 15 years from musician
and former flatmate Kilian, her platonic best friend before she
met Costas. But the day goes awry early when Katharina must
collect Helli from school after one of the girl’s explosive, semiintentional nosebleeds. Various crises follow. Katharina helps
her neighbors Theo and Heinz search for the thumb Theo’s cut
off while tinkering with the lawnmower. Alex—whom Katharina thought was gay—introduces his annoyingly perfect girlfriend. Helli has a major meltdown on horseback. Katharina’s
musician sister demands help with her failing love life. Katharina gets dangerously drunk with Kilian. The pet rats escape. It
all reads like a domestic romp except for the darker fears and
regrets that Katharina can’t quite escape, like a third baby in her
past or the fact that she’s yet to make a doctor’s appointment or
tell Costas about the lump she’s found in her breast.
Krügel knows her way around both the salty and sweet
of marriage and motherhood.

brings great tension to the book, even if her quirky obsession
with serial killers is underutilized. Text messages headed with
avatars and wrapped in conversation bubbles add a fun texture
to the rapid-fire dialogue. Though the commencement banquet
turns out to be little more than a footnote, it’s worth pulling an
all-nighter to see if Reid and Millie will graduate from friends
to lovers.
A funny, sexy page-turner that warns: Keep your
friends close and their avatars closer.

WANDERER

Léon, Sarah
Trans. by Cullen, John
Other Press (208 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-59051-925-7
Léon’s slim debut novel tells the
story of a French composer and his former student, brilliant but difficult, who
reappears unexpectedly after an absence
of 10 years.
The book opens with “a wandering silhouette, lost in the
surrounding whiteness,” chanting the words to the eponymous
Schubert song. It’s January in the lonely foothills of the Bourbonnais mountains. Hermin, a composer, has taken refuge in his
work when a surprise visitor imposes on his solitude: Lenny, the
piano prodigy he hasn’t seen in a decade. “A teenager had left
him; a man had returned.” There are two central mysteries here:
Why has Lenny come back into Hermin’s life? And why did he
leave so abruptly all those years before? Interwoven with the
third-person account of their strained reunion is an extended
flashback from Hermin’s point of view, detailing how he first
came to befriend the German teenager and eventually take him
in. Other mysteries arise. What is behind Lenny’s passionate
insistence that he will never give another concert? Why won’t
he stop coughing? And why do these characters have such a
hard time asking direct questions? Both writing and story are
overwrought and often melodramatic: “music, that sovereign
divinity, that inexpressible force to which he’d consecrated
himself since childhood, and in which nothing, not absence,
not even suffering, would ever be able to shake his faith.” The
mood grows claustrophobic. After revealing the truth about a
decade-old betrayal, Lenny hurls himself coatless into a winter
storm, risking death by exposure and compelling Hermin into
the dark night after him. What claims are we allowed to make
on the people we love? Léon seems to ask. And what do we owe
those who love us in ways we can’t reciprocate?
Romantic with a capital R, the novel ultimately treats
the relationship between the two men with a delicacy that
is unexpectedly moving.

MY FAVORITE HALF-NIGHT
STAND

Lauren, Christina
Gallery (384 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Dec. 4, 2018
978-1-5011-9740-6

A criminology professor uses a fake
dating profile to flirt with her best friend
in Lauren’s (Josh and Hazel’s Guide to Not
Dating, 2018, etc.) latest.
Looking for a date to a commencement banquet at UC Santa Barbara, Millie Morris and her platonic friends Reid Campbell, Stephen “Ed” D’Onofrio, Alex
Ramirez, and Christopher Hill decide to join a dating site. But
when Millie and Reid have a one-night stand (parting ways early,
making it a half-night stand), their feelings for each other start
to interfere with their plans. Reid pursues two online matches,
the first a pretty but bland woman named Daisy and the other
a fascinating woman named Catherine whose face is obscured
in her profile picture. Writing as Catherine, Millie opens up to
Reid about all the things she’s been afraid to talk to him about
in person—her home life, her past, and her true feelings for him.
But when they start to get closer in real life, too, she realizes
that her ruse may cost her both her friendship with Reid and
any prospect of a relationship. Meanwhile, Reid is torn between
Millie and her digital alter ego. With her split personality—aloof
and sarcastic in person, honest and vulnerable online—Millie
20
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A tender, haunting meditation on loss.
where reasons end

HALF OF WHAT YOU HEAR

career move should be. And then opportunity knocks: A former
colleague wants Bess to write a puff piece about Susannah Lane,
one of Greyhill’s most famous and mysterious residents. As
Bess begins to interview Susannah (who also happens to be her
father-in-law’s high school sweetheart), it becomes clear there
are a lot of secrets people in town don’t want her to know. The
biggest one concerns what happened to Susannah’s high school
best friend, who died when she stumbled off a cliff. People in
town maintain that her death was an accident, but Susannah is
convinced there was something more sinister involved. But the
longer Bess talks to Susannah—and the more people in town
tell her Susannah is crazy—the more Bess starts to suspect that
Susannah may have ulterior motives. Can she actually trust
what Susannah is telling her? Or is Susannah simply using her to
publicize her decades-old grudges? Lewis (Save Me, 2014, etc.)
creates a sympathetic heroine as well as a realistic and full cast
of characters around her, including Bess’ good-natured husband,
her critical mother-in-law, and the coterie of adult mean girls
who run the town. The fast pace and intriguing mystery make
this one perfect for fans of Big Little Lies.
A compelling look at the power of small-town gossip.

Lewis, Kristyn Kusek
Harper/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Dec. 31, 2018
978-0-06-267335-0

A former White House employee
discovers that her husband’s sleepy
hometown has more scandals and secrets
than Washington.
As the social secretary at the White
House, Bess Warner worked long hours
and dealt closely with the first lady. But when she’s humiliatingly
fired, she and her husband decide to embrace a slower lifestyle
and take over his parents’ inn in his tiny hometown of Greyhill,
Virginia. What Bess doesn’t count on is how hard it will be to
fit in as an outsider. Most of her neighbors have known each
other their entire lives, and they aren’t particularly welcoming
to newbies. Struggling to find herself in a new town while her
growing kids are shutting her out, Bess wonders what her next

WHERE REASONS END

Li, Yiyun
Random House (192 pp.)
$25.00 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-984817-37-2

A grieving mother creates a palpable,
imagined son.
In her recent memoir, Li (Dear Friend,
from My Life I Write to You in Your Life,
2017, etc.), a MacArthur fellow and winner of several writing awards, revealed
having suffered from recurring depression and twice attempting
suicide. The consequences of suicide for the living are central
to her quiet, unsettling new novel, construed as a conversation
between a mother and her dead 16-year-old son, Nikolai. “I was
almost you once,” his mother tells the child she desperately and
passionately imagines back to life, “and that’s why I have allowed
myself to make up this world to talk with you”—about sadness,
motherhood, memory, and the inadequacy of words. Although
he is precocious, articulate, and often impatient—accusing
his mother of resorting to clichés—Nikolai never explains his
reasons for ending his life, saying only, “You promised that you
would understand.” But though she knows that “contentment
was never a word in his dictionary,” understanding defies her:
She knows nothing of “the bad dreams he had not told me over
the years, the steps he had walked and the thoughts he had gone
through on his last day.” Searching for words to convey her pain,
she finds “no good language when it comes to the unspeakable.” “Words provided to me—loss, grief, sorrow, bereavement,
trauma—never seemed to be able to speak precisely of what was
plaguing me,” the mother says. A writer, she once had begun a
novel in which a woman lost her son to suicide when she was 44.
“I had not known the same thing would happen to me when I
22
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GOOD RIDDANCE

was forty-four,” she tells her son. “Maybe,” he suggests, “you’ve
been writing the novel to prepare yourself.” She has always written to prepare herself for losing him, she reflects, “pre-living the
pain” as if to inure herself to it. But “pre-living is not living,” she
says. “I will be sad today and tomorrow, a week from now, a year
from now. I will be sad forever.”
A tender, haunting meditation on loss.

Lipman, Elinor
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (304 pp.)
$25.00 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-0-544-80825-6
Daphne Maritch has no idea why her
mother, a popular New Hampshire high
school teacher, left her a heavily annotated yearbook for the class of 1968—but
she’s about to find out whether she wants
to or not.
As Lipman’s latest comic novel (On Turpentine Lane, 2017,
etc.) opens, Daphne is attempting to declutter her apartment
according to the principles of a bestselling book: Hold each item
to your heart and ask “does this thing inspire joy?” Despite her
mother’s obsession with the class of ’68—she was their teacher
and yearbook adviser fresh out of college, then attended their
reunions for decades—the answer with regard to their yearbook
is a firm no, and she pitches the thing out. Unfortunately, one

SUCH GOOD WORK

Lichtman, Johannes
Simon & Schuster (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-5011-9564-8

y o u n g a d u lt

The international refugee crisis and
the struggle to stay sober preoccupy
roughly equal portions of this thoughtful first novel, which follows an American graduate student to Sweden in the
fraught years 2014-15.
Unable to stay clean in the U.S., Jonas Anderson takes advantage of his dual citizenship and the concomitant free tuition to
enroll at Lunds University, hoping a change of scenery will ease
his craving for drugs. In fact, he still spends a lot of his time
thinking about how great it would be to get high—true to life,
no doubt, but not terribly compelling in fiction. Fortunately for
Jonas and the novel, he also casts a sharp eye over the Swedish
social and political landscape, noting that, while the Swedes resolutely and commendably welcome refugees flooding in from
the Middle East, they are far more ambivalent about the Roma
often found panhandling on street corners. Spotting other
people’s hypocrisies is one of Jonas’ specialties, and it might
serve him well if he ever gets back to his neglected creative
writing, but so far substituting alcohol for drugs has done little
to enhance his creativity. And he’s not a particularly admirable
character himself; he freely admits that the main attraction of
his German exchange-student girlfriend, Anja, is that she’ll be
gone soon; temporary relationships work best for commitmentaverse Jonas. Only after he moves to the nearby city of Malmö
and impulsively signs up to teach Swedish and English to young
refugees does he begin to think about people other than himself.
He becomes particularly close with a boy named Aziz, and he
learns to maneuver sensitively with children who have suffered
and lost more than he can imagine. By the time the Paris terrorist attacks prompt the Swedish government to close its borders,
we see that Jonas has achieved a new stability and sense of purpose—even though he’s not entirely sure of it himself.
A bit short on narrative drive, but Lichtman’s low-key
treatment of two highly charged subjects is refreshing.
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in sabrina orah mark’s
stories, laughter is the
only response to sorrow
A woman haunted by a dirty house, a seventh wife’s inferiority complex, an adjunct professor hoping her student
Emily Dickinson will speak up in class. Each of the 24
svelte fairy tale–esque stories in Sabrina Orah Mark’s sublime debut story collection, Wild
Milk (Oct. 1), pulls at the thread
of some incessant nagging. “Often
the story comes out of something
that’s bothering me,” says Mark,
and a good number of these stories
reckon with the domestic grind of
motherhood.
In the title story, Mark writes:
“The strange thing about being
a mother is how often I’m interrupted. Like something is happening and then something else is Sabrina Orah Mark
happening. It is difficult to get a
good grasp on things.” Granted, this mother is interrupted by her child’s teacher combusting into snow, but Mark
says that she too struggled to enter a new relationship
with the world when she became a mother. “I was always
able to hibernate and keep the world at bay, and with kids
you can’t really do that…you’re in the supermarket and
your kid is crying and people are looking at you and
suddenly there’s all this exposure,” she explains. “I had
to gather those pieces of the
world that were exposing me
and that were being exposed
to me, and I had to bring it
into my stories to make sense
of what was going on.”
On dreaming up these absurd and often hilarious scenarios, the writer credits not
an active imagination but
real-life circumstances—Mark is a Jewish woman raising
two black sons in the South. “Anything that I could dream
up in terms of an absurdist vignette, the world has already
made [up] something way crazier,” she says by phone from
Athens, Georgia, where the longtime New Yorker now
lives. “Especially these days—like with babies in cages—
that should be a surrealist image, but it’s not.” —B.B.

Photo courtesy Sarah Baugh

of the neighbors in her New York apartment building is both a
dedicated trash-picker and an aspiring filmmaker. This neighbor
lays claim to the yearbook, convinced that she can base a fascinating documentary on research into the fates of this group of
60-somethings. Daphne’s belated attempts to derail the project,
which seems to have the potential to reveal her dead mother’s
secrets, lead to all sorts of madcap adventures. She enlists another
neighbor, a sexy young TV actor, in her efforts; she takes a trip to
this year’s reunion with the documentary filmmaker; she desperately tries to insulate her father, erstwhile principal of the same
high school, now a widowed dog-walker in Manhattan, from the
whole project and its revelations. It’s pretty silly, and very contrived, but this author has a black belt in silly contrivance and a
faithful horde of fans who are looking for just that. Au courant
elements like an investigative podcast serial, the television show
Riverdale, and online courses for becoming a chocolatier add a
fresh twist to the proceedings.
Lipman’s narrative brio keeps things moving at a good
clip.

THE RED ADDRESS BOOK

Lundberg, Sofia
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (304 pp.)
$25.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-328-47301-1
Nearing the end of her days, 96-yearold Doris Alm turns the pages of her
red address book, a gift from her father
decades ago, lingering over names
crossed through with the word “dead”
etched in the margin.
Impoverished at age 13 by her father’s untimely death, Doris is
sent by her mother to work as a maid for the glamorous Madame
Serafin. Stunned to be thrust into the world so soon, Doris bravely
embarks on the first of what will be many adventures in her life.
As the third maid, Doris takes on the most unpleasant tasks, but
she also meets the artist Gösta Nilsson, a man forced to hide
his homosexuality even in bohemian Europe. Gösta and Doris
become lifelong friends even as Doris travels with Madame to
Paris, where she is sold off to Jean Ponsard and begins work as a
living mannequin, modeling clothes in department stores and for
magazine shoots. She meets the love of her life, Allan Smith, in
the park one afternoon. A whirlwind romance ensues until suddenly Allan disappears, moving to the U.S. to care for his mother.
Brokenhearted, Doris plunges into her work, which enables her
to care for her younger sister, Agnes, after their mother dies, at
least until war breaks out. Just as all hope seems lost, a battered,
yellowed letter from Allan arrives with funds to take Doris and
Agnes to America, where fresh calamities will keep them apart. In
this, her debut novel, Swedish writer Lundberg has created a cast
of warm characters, all conjured anew in the eyes of Doris’ greatniece, Jenny, who’s arrived to sit with Doris in her final days. Reading through Doris’ book and hearing her stories, Jenny concocts a
plan to reunite the star-crossed lovers.
A charming, fragile romance.

Bridgette Bates’ poetry collection What Is Not Missing Is
Light is the recipient of the Black Box Poetry Prize. Wild Milk
received a starred review in the Aug. 1, 2018, issue.
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Three sisters learn to fight for their survival
in this spare, dystopian debut.
the water cure

THE WATER CURE

Jodi McCarty and Miranda Matheson have one thing in
common from the get-go: They both made lousy choices in love
as teenagers. Jodi paid for hers with an 18-year prison sentence,
which ends as the novel begins. Miranda, still in her 20s, has just
fled her unhappy marriage to a washed-up country music star.
The two women meet in a bar in a tiny Georgia town, and Jodi
is immediately smitten with pretty, charismatic Miranda. For
her part, Miranda recognizes someone who can help her—and
whom she can manipulate. She needs help spiriting her three
young sons away from her husband, while Jodi needs Miranda’s
car to rescue the brother of her lost first love from an abusive
home (although that brother is much changed from the kid she
remembers). Soon the whole bunch of them are heading for an
isolated West Virginia farm that Jodi inherited from her grandmother, the one place in the world she feels at home. Maren
draws them, and the reader, into a world of shifting allegiances,
small-town bigotry, draining poverty, pervasive substance abuse,
and secrets as destructive as the blasts used in fracking on the
property down the road from the farm. The author skillfully
handles a dual plot, alternating chapters set in the near-present

Mackintosh, Sophie
Doubleday (288 pp.)
$26.95 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-385-54387-3

y o u n g a d u lt

Three sisters, secreted away during
a global crisis of male violence, learn to
fight for their survival in this spare, dystopian debut.
Grace, Lia, and Sky follow the rituals
enforced by their mother and their father,
King, the only man they’ve ever known. The strange family lives
in an isolated, crumbling mansion by the sea, where women
arrive to receive the family’s storied water cures and heal from
violent pasts. They look like “they had been bled out, their skin
limp. Eyes watering involuntarily, hair thinning,” recalls Lia, and
the sisters learn to fear a world that visits so much violence on
its women. There are water cures for everything: to purify toxins from the outside world, illness, grief, too much feeling. The
rituals themselves are often violent, requiring drowning or selfharm. When the novel opens, the sisters are mourning the death
of King and the discovery of Grace’s pregnancy, which disrupts
their harmony and fractures their routines. To complicate matters, three men wash up on shore and beg for entry. Met with
deep suspicion and relegated to the beach, the men become figures of both fascination and fear. Mackintosh alternates between
the sisters’ collective voices and the heartbreaking narratives of
Grace and Lia. Despite being warned by her sisters and mother
to stay away, Lia begins her first love affair with Llew, who is by
turns charming, careless, and cruel. Grace gives birth to King’s
stillborn baby boy, an experience that isolates her from her
younger sisters and her mother, who inexplicably disappears.
While the narrative at times veers toward the pedantic, it’s both
shocking and refreshing to see the observations women make to
one another—about the specific, learned cruelties and emotional
violence of men—represented so plainly on the page. “It was no
one big thing but many small things,” one of the patients writes in
the house Welcome Book. “Each one chipped away at me. By the end,
I felt skinless.” Ultimately, Grace, Lia, and Sky must make a choice:
to trust the men or to save one another.
An evocative coming-of-age novel that captures the
fear, rage, and yearning of three women growing up in a
time of heightened violence.

SUGAR RUN

Maren, Mesha
Algonquin (320 pp.)
$26.95 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-61620-621-5
In Maren’s darkly engrossing debut
novel, two women yearning for freedom
fall in love, but the secrets of the past
and betrayals in the present threaten to
crush them.
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THE BURGLAR

and 20 years before. The novel’s noir tone and taut suspense are
enriched by Maren’s often lovely prose, especially in descriptions of the natural world, and sharp observations, like this one
of Jodi’s first love: “There is a velocity to her that pulls you close.
Her life lived like the coil before the strike.”
This impressive first novel combines beautifully crafted
language and a steamy Southern noir plot to fine effect.

Perry, Thomas
Mysterious Press (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-8021-2900-0
In case you’ve forgotten, Perry (The
Bomb Maker, 2018, etc.) reminds you that
it takes a thief to catch a killer.
Elle Stowell has robbed a lot of
houses, but her discovery at the home
of retired financial services officer Nick
Kavanagh, owner of the Kavanagh Gallery, is a first: the naked
corpse of Kavanagh, together with those of socialite Anne
Satterthwaite Mannon and Hollywood director’s wife Valerie
McGee Teason, huddled together in the host’s bed, each of
them shot in the head. Even more bizarre, a digital movie camera at the crime scene has recorded everything from Kavanagh’s
original propositioning of the two women to Elle’s entrance 12
hours later. What to do? Since “Elle was both good in intention
and bad at carrying out good intentions,” she neither destroys
the memory card nor brings it to the LAPD but anonymously
mails them a copy from which she’s excised her own image and
keeps a copy of the undoctored card herself to prove that she
arrived on the scene long after the murders because she thinks
that the worst thing that could happen to her is getting arrested.
Sure enough, her very next job is interrupted by some people—
she’s not sure who—she hears walking around the house, and
her plan to join a friend on a long-distance vacation till things
cool down ends with things considerably heated up. By that
time, however, Elle’s figured out that the biggest threat to her
safety isn’t the police but the killer whose handiwork she stumbled on. Instead of trying to solve the murders in order to prove
her own innocence, she now has a much more compelling reason to figure out who’s got her in their sights: turning them over
to the authorities before they can kill her too.
All the relentless drive of Perry’s tales of concealment
specialist Jane Whitefield (Poison Flower, 2012, etc.) but
there’s a less compelling logic behind both the burglar’s
actions and the murderer’s.

GHOST WALL

Moss, Sarah
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (144 pp.)
$22.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0374-16192-7
A teenager and her working-class
family join a group of experimental
archaeologists and must face the sinister
connections between their own circumstances and the brutal lives of the Iron Age inhabitants of Britain.
Seventeen-year-old Silvie’s father has an unusual hobby. A
bus driver by trade, her dad is an amateur expert in pre-Roman
British history. He’s taught Silvie how the ancient people would
have lived—which roots can be eaten, which moors can be usefully foraged—and how they would have died, found preserved
in bogs with ropes around their necks, hands, and feet. But his
interest isn’t especially benign. A violent, racist man, he reveres
Iron Age Britain as a symbol of purity, believing it represents
a culture before it was sullied by invaders from other lands. A
local professor has invited Silvie’s family to tag along on a summer archaeology course that will attempt to replicate the daily
lives of the Iron Age Northumbrians. As the college students in
the course get to know Silvie and get a closer look at her family
dynamics—her tempestuous father, her cowed mom—Silvie is
forced to both question her secret life and protect it from outsiders before the re-enactment goes too far. Moss’ (Signs for Lost
Children, 2017, etc.) unusual premise allows her to explore issues
of class, sexuality, capitalism, and xenophobia in fewer than
150 pages. Her decision to use unformatted dialogue, without
punctuation or paragraph breaks, can be frustrating and works
against the plot’s natural suspense, but it also shows Silvie’s
panic, confusion, and longing as strangers get too close. One
can’t help but wonder if there is a post-Brexit cautionary tale
flowing not too far below the surface here.
A thorny, thoroughly original novel about human
beings’ capacity for violence.

TRYING

Phillips, Emily
Hodder & Stoughton (384 pp.)
$26.99 | Dec. 18, 2018
978-1-4736-6380-0
A young British woman struggling
to conceive faces numerous disappointments in this emotional and surprisingly
humorous debut.
Olivia and Felix have recently moved
to the suburbs of London in anticipation
of beginning a family. In their early 30s, they expect that conceiving a baby should be fairly straightforward. When many months
pass without a positive pregnancy test, they both feel the strain
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of their unrealized dreams. As sex becomes more of a chore than
an expression of devotion, the couple’s marriage suffers. Olivia
dives more deeply into her position at the Swedish lifestyle company where she works despite the fact that she feels consistently
underappreciated there. Meanwhile, it seems her every friend is
popping out multiple babies with ease. As she and Felix suffer
the barrage of Instagram baby brags and the indignity of fertility apps directing them to fornicate at a moment’s notice, they
grow increasingly frustrated. Even so, both characters seem to
get in the way of their own baby-making goals. Felix continues
to disappear on long business trips, precluding the possibility of
coupling on certain optimal days, and Olivia refuses to give up
drinking or even visit a doctor to discuss fertility until deep into
the novel. As baby-making, or the lack thereof, sends Olivia’s life
on a downward spiral, she wonders whether procreating is worth
such distress. Told from Olivia’s perspective, the story contains
many slapstick moments that provide much-needed relief from
the more difficult topic of infertility. Olivia struggles to fit in at
the office as well as in her social circle, a group that is becoming
increasingly baby-dominated. The author also pokes fun at the
uber-trendy nature of the Scandinavian company where Olivia
works, from the futuristic furniture to her frighteningly handsome supervisor. Told in an accessible and fast-paced prose full
of British humor, the novel feels almost like a collection of blog
posts about the difficulties of TTC. Despite the lighthearted
nature of the language, there is a depth of emotion to the story
that will leave readers deeply moved.
A promising debut that provides an honest and raw
examination of the destructive nature of unrealized dreams.

to be silly, Quirk keeps things moving. But the spark and surprise of his past thrillers, such as Cold Barrel Zero (2016), are
largely missing. And though Quirk has never drawn characters
with much depth, the paper-thinness of Peter (who disdains
the Hardy Boys but frequently seems to be emulating them)
and Rose (one of whose main roles is to point out when Peter is
bleeding) is disappointing.
Quirk goes for timeliness in imagining the Russians
taking control of Washington, but while the book does
resonate to a small degree with current events, reality beat
fiction to such possibilities as our enemy owning a sitting
U.S. president.

THE HOLE

Revueltas, José
Trans. by Hopkinson, Amanda and
Hughes, Sophie
New Directions (80 pp.)
$12.95 paper | Oct. 30, 2018
978-0-8112-2778-0
Brutal, mercifully short novella of
life inside a Mexican prison.
Himself a former political prisoner
who died in 1976, Revueltas served time
in the Palacio de Lecumberri, perhaps
the worst of the worst of Mexican jails, where he wrote this
roman à clef. His story recounts the struggle of three inmates
caught up in an ugly, unwinnable war against their guards, for
whom they have a simian name: “They were captive there, the
apes, just like the rest of them,” Revueltas’ story opens. That
the apes get to wear uniforms and badges and go home at night
is about the only thing that distinguishes them from the prisoners, and everyone involved is a violent sort except for “The
Prick,” a half-blind junkie whom two other prisoners, bearing
the Shakespearean names Polonio and Albino, are angling to
implicate in a plot by which “The Prick’s mother—amazingly
just as ugly as her son,”—would smuggle drugs inside the prison,
carrying them deep within her person. What could go wrong?
Everything, as it turns out. As the story, told in a single onrushing paragraph for no apparent reason, unfolds, we learn the
backstories of the characters, none of them remotely pleasant
or honorable except of the honor-among-thieves variety; Albino
had been a soldier and a pimp, but his addiction is so strong
that he cries “from the lack of drugs, but stopping short of slitting his wrists, something all the addicts did when the anxiety
got too tense.” He and Polonio share a girlfriend, who “was an
honorable woman, a tramp sure, but when she slept with other
men it wasn’t for the money, no....” Meche is the brains behind
the operation, but that’s not saying much, and the whole thing
ends in a bloodbath. There’s no hint of the magical realism that
characterized Latin American literature at the time; Revueltas’
story is realistic, period, and deeply unpleasant.
If hell is other people, then being locked up with these
three is its deepest chamber. Of interest to students of
Latin American literary history.

THE NIGHT AGENT

Quirk, Matthew
Morrow/HarperCollins (432 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-0-06-287546-4
After all their meddling with America, the Russians have placed a mole in
the White House, leaving over-his-head
surveillance specialist Peter Sutherland
the only man who can stop them.
The son of a wrongly disgraced FBI
spy chief whose alleged treachery has tainted his own career,
Peter is surprised to land a job in the White House situation
room. His assignment is to sit by a special phone through the
wee hours, in the rare event that someone calls with an urgent
coded message. After almost a year of phone-sitting, he finally
gets such a call from Rose Larkin, a panicked young woman who
has just escaped the bullet-riddled home of her aunt and uncle.
Counterintelligence agents, they were thought by the Russians
to be in possession of a hotly pursued red ledger. Rose is drawn
to Peter for his caring nature. He is increasingly committed
to helping her, even if that means lying to his superiors, as the
people whom he thought he could trust prove untrustworthy.
Can he even turn for help to President Michael Travers, his basketball buddy? Though some of the spy stuff is so standard as
28
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A dark and dreamy collection.
mouthful of birds

THE GOWN

Distraught over her grandmother’s
death, Heather Mackenzie discovers
that her beloved Nan—a woman who
never sewed a stitch in her life—has left
her a peculiar gift: a box of exquisitely
embroidered, pearl-encrusted flowers.
In her quest to discover her grandmother’s secrets, Heather will
find much more than she had bargained for.
Robson’s (Goodnight from London, 2017) novel shifts deftly
between Heather’s world, as she travels from Toronto to London in 2016, and Nan’s world, giving meticulous attention to
the historical detail of post–World War II London. With everything from sugar and tea to heat and light strictly rationed, Ann
Hughes, Heather’s grandmother, has done her best to make her
drab house happy, but it’s tough going. A talented embroiderer
and dressmaker to the royal family, Ann’s work for Norman
Hartnell, the premier dressmaker in England, offers an elegant
respite from grim reality. Luckily, Miriam Dassin has decided to
immigrate to London from Paris, where she, too, has worked as
a superb embroiderer at the house of Christian Dior. Although
haunted by her memories of Nazi persecution and imprisonment at Ravensbrück, Miriam secures a job at Hartnell House,
befriends Ann, and moves into her house. As Princess Elizabeth and Lt. Mountbatten’s nuptials approach, the women of
Hartnell House cut, stitch, and embellish her gorgeous wedding
gown. Fortune seems to finally smile on the women, as Ann
meets the dashing Jeremy Brackett-Milne and Miriam captures
the eye of journalist Walter Kaczmarek. Yet they must avoid the
snares of spies eager to steal and publish the designer’s patterns
before the wedding. Untangling the threads of these remarkable women’s lives, Heather, too, just may find love.
A fascinating glimpse into the world of design, the
healing power of art, and the importance of women’s
friendships.

y o u n g a d u lt

photograph she’s never seen before: It shows her mother, father,
and older brother, Edwin, with her mother holding a newborn
baby. What’s strange, however, is that Seraphine is a twin and
there’s no telling whether the baby is her or her brother, Danny.
Also, mere hours after the twins’ birth, their mother committed suicide by throwing herself off a cliff near the house. Why
had she never seen this photograph, what did it reveal about her
past, and who took it? As Seraphine delves deeper into the mysteries of her family, she finds more deaths, coverups, and mysterious disappearances than one ancestry should contain. At
the center of all of this is one figure she’s never heard of: Laura,
Edwin’s au pair the summer she and Danny were born. If she
can just find her, maybe she’ll discover the secret of her birth.
Rous’ debut novel is a whirlwind, twisting and turning with
new revelations every few pages. Pinging between Seraphine’s
search in the present and Laura’s experiences in the past, the
reader is never entirely sure of what they know, as each chapter
brings new information that may change previous certainties.
The ambiance of Summerbourne and the family that inhabits
it, from the folly to the gardens to the old gardener who speaks
of fairies, adds that gothic touch to what might otherwise have
been a generic family-mystery thriller.
A modern gothic suspense novel done right.

Robson, Jennifer
Morrow/HarperCollins (400 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Dec. 31, 2018
978-0-06-267495-1

MOUTHFUL OF BIRDS

Schweblin, Samanta
Trans. by McDowell, Megan
Riverhead (240 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-399-18462-8

A dark and dreamy collection by
Schweblin (Fever Dream, 2017), like an
eerie walk through a perpetual twilight
of uneasy—and often absurdly funny—
states of consciousness and being.
In these 20 swiftly running stories, unimpeachably translated from Spanish by McDowell, Schweblin explores the slippery terrain of the mind’s deeper recesses, where anxieties over
the limits, or lack thereof, of the possible multiply and mutate.
The collection’s trenchant first story, “Headlights,” begins with
a bride realizing she’s been abandoned on the side of a highway
by her new husband after stopping for a bathroom break, ostensibly because she took too long and “waiting wears [men] out.”
Here she encounters a field full of jilted, wailing, and vengeful
fellow brides in a witty examination of gender allegiances and
competition, and dependency and tolerance in romantic relationships. “Preserves” introduces a pregnant woman and her
husband who are both unprepared for the rigors of parenthood;
they take drastic measures to eliminate the pregnancy but somehow preserve their would-be daughter for when they’re ready.
In the title story, the limitlessness and obligations of parental
love are put to the test by a teenage daughter’s curious appetites. And in “Toward a Happy Civilization,” in a clever dilation
of the idea of never being content where one is, an office worker
from the capital plots his escape from the countryside, where

THE AU PAIR

Rous, Emma
Berkley (368 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-440-00045-7
An unfamiliar photo causes a British woman to question her identity and
investigate long-hidden family secrets in
this debut thriller.
With her father recently having died
in an unfortunate accident the day before
her birthday, Seraphine Mayes is spending her compassionate
leave going through his belongings at Summerbourne, the large
Norfolk estate where she was raised. In his things, she finds a
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ONCE UPON A RIVER

he’s being held captive by a train station attendant and his wife,
who cooks wholesome meals and assigns daily tasks of vigorous
outdoor labor to the man and their other office-worker detainees. Though some stories are more desultory than others and
may not entirely satisfy, at her best, Schweblin builds dense and
uncanny worlds, probing the psychology of human relationships and the ways we perceive existence and interpret culture,
with dark humor and sharp teeth.
An assemblage of both gauzy and substantial stories
from an unquestionably imaginative author.

Setterfield, Diane
Emily Bestler/Atria (480 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-7432-9807-0
In Setterfield’s (Bellman and Black,
2014, etc.) new novel, a town by the River
Thames is deeply shaken and inspired by
the arrival—and apparent resurrection—
of a mysterious young girl.
At the Swan, an inn along the river,
storytellers gather to spin their magic on cold winter nights.
But not even the most creative teller can compete with the
horror of reality when a stranger, horribly beaten, arrives at the
door, clutching a dead child. As Rita, the local nurse and midwife, gently takes stock of the man’s injuries, she also realizes
that the child is not dead, though no one seems to know who
she is. Soon enough, two possibilities arise: She might be the
kidnapped daughter of a local businessman, or she might be the
daughter of a local farmer’s scoundrel son. She may even be, the
denizens of the Swan acknowledge in whispers, and stranger
still, the long-lost daughter of the phantom ferryman who
patrols the Thames, saving those who fall in before their time
and taking those whose time has come to the other side of that
vast, mercurial expanse. Setterfield masterfully assembles an
ensemble of wounded, vulnerable characters who, nevertheless,
live by the slimmest margins of hope—hope that springs from
family, from the search for meaning, from people’s decency to
strangers, from the belief that truth heals and sets one free.
Despite the harsh vagaries of the river, it also brings the promise of life and the peace of death and, Setterfield reminds us, the
never-ending, transformative power of stories. And stories, in
turn, expose our humanity—the best and worst of humankind,
and somewhere in between, the quiet, unremarkable connections, the small gestures, the perfect heartbreaks that give our
lives meaning.
Celebrates the timeless secrets of life, death, and imagination—and the enduring power of words. Fans, rejoice!
Definitely more The Thirteenth Tale than Bellman and Black.

OLD NEWGATE ROAD

Scribner, Keith
Knopf (320 pp.)
$26.95 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-525-52179-2

A man returns to his hometown to
dismantle a barn, a symbol for his confrontation with the broken home he was
raised in.
Cole, the hero of Scribner’s fourth
novel (The Oregon Experiment, 2011, etc.),
fled as far from his upbringing as possible, leaving his native
Connecticut for Portland, Oregon. But he’s back in East Granby
because his high-end construction business demands quality
chestnut wood like the kind used to build a tobacco drying shed
back in his hometown. He’s sidestepping family problems in
Oregon: an estranged wife, Nikki, and a teenage son, Daniel,
who’s courting school expulsion for his defiant freegan attitude.
But he’s got family problems back east, too, where his father,
Phil, has returned home after a prison stint for murdering Cole’s
mother. Ignoring dad is tempting but difficult since he’s displaying symptoms of Alzheimer’s. That’s a lot of domestic drama to
carry (not to mention Cole’s run-ins with a former bully), but
Scribner mostly handles it with grace and a fine eye for detail
around his Connecticut setting; he writes beautifully about
the hills and tobacco fields that define the area. The novel’s
real turf, though, is the bleak emotional territory of abuse, and
Scribner writes with brutal intensity about the violence Cole’s
father rained down on his family and how that anger has been
passed down through Cole and Daniel. Scribner’s prose can be
overgrown, and some plotlines feel untenable; the righteously
political Daniel registers only a mild protest at working in the
tobacco industry when he comes for a change of scenery. But
Scribner wisely avoids clichéd father-son teaching moments,
instead drilling deeper into ever darker material, arguing that
the stories abused children tell themselves about violence are
often cover for even worse degradations. The novel ends on a
redemptive note, but not before running its leads through an
emotional gauntlet.
A bracing, knotty exploration of abuse and its impact
across decades.
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LOOKER

Sims, Laura
Scribner (192 pp.)
$25.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-5011-9911-0
A woman destabilized by her infertility and impending divorce obsesses over
her next door neighbor, an actress who
seems to have it all.
After years trying to achieve her
dream of being a tenured professor of
English in the big city with a husband, children, and even a
cat to round things out, the unnamed narrator of poet Sims’
(Staying Alive, 2016, etc.) first foray into fiction has hit a wall.
|

Darkly sardonic novel of life in a post-Soviet Russia that
keeps looking longingly to its totalitarian past.
the man who couldn’t die

Infertility forced her to give up her dreams of motherhood; her
husband has left her. She’s only managed to make lecturer at her
university, teaching a night class on poetry to seven students. At
least she’s got the cat. As the woman stews in bitterness over
her fate, she fixates on the actress, who recently made the move
from indie darling to blockbuster star. The narrator watches
the actress through her lit windows at dusk: The actress has a
handsome husband, three beautiful children, a cook, a nanny.
As the narrator’s divorce grows more acrimonious, she makes
a series of increasingly unhinged decisions—ranging from stealing from the actress’s garden to getting involved with one of her
poetry students—and accelerates toward inevitable disaster.
Like a modern-day version of Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart,” Sims’
novel shows the warped reality and claustrophobic mentality of
a person losing a grip on her moral compass. But this reality is
conveyed with slack language and a piling on of plot turns out
of Single White Female or Fatal Attraction, which seems especially
bewildering from Sims, the author of four well-regarded collections of poetry. In fact, the novel has some of its most original
and electric moments when the narrator dives into the edgy
poems she teaches her students.
That this novel gallops along at top speed doesn’t disguise the overly familiar scenery going by along the way.

following on her 2017, which won the 2006 Russian Booker
Prize, is oddly timely, for there are all sorts of understated hints
about voter fraud, graft, payoffs, and the endless promises of
politicians who have no intention of keeping them. It is also
deftly constructed, portraying a world and a cast of characters
who are caught between the orderly if drab world of old and the
chaos of the “new rich” in a putative democracy.
Concise but densely packed and subtle in its satire.
Well-known in Russia, Slavnikova is a writer American
readers will want to have more of.

y o u n g a d u lt

THE MAN WHO
COULDN’T DIE

Slavnikova, Olga
Trans. by Schwartz, Marian
Columbia University Press (272 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Jan. 29, 2019
978-0-231-18595-0
Darkly sardonic novel of life in a
post-Soviet Russia that keeps looking
longingly to its totalitarian past.
Alexei Afanasievich Kharitonov
served in the Great Patriotic War as a scout, his specialty dispatching the enemy by strangulation “without noise or weapon.”
Now, half a century later, he lies paralyzed in his family’s dreary
apartment, felled by a stroke. For a decade and a half, his body
has stubbornly refused to die. This is all to the good, as far as
his family is concerned, for they rely on his pension. In a scenario reminiscent of the 2003 German film Good Bye, Lenin!, his
stepdaughter, Marina, who “had divined in the decrepit general
secretary’s replacement by a younger, more energetic one not a
pledge of Soviet life’s continuity but the beginning of the end,”
concocts a scheme to keep the apartment just as it was in the
Soviet days even though things have changed irrevocably outside. Marina edits the daily edition of Pravda to be sure that no
word of the collapse of the Soviet Union sneaks through, not
quite sure whether her stepfather is able to comprehend anything at all but taking no chances. He does, and he wants nothing more than to end it all, having silently “declared war on his
own immortality.” Will he live forever in that shrine to Soviet
life, complete with a portrait of Leonid Brezhnev that Marina
stole from a university journalism archive? Slavnikova’s novel,
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HOLY LANDS

(his father’s thwarted passion) or a writer. Fifteen years or so
later, he reconnects with his friend and chief solace from those
lonely schooldays, Alva, for whom he nursed a love that wasn’t
so much unrequited as tantalizingly out-of-phase. She’s married
now, it turns out, to a much older Russian-born writer who was
one of their adolescent literary idols, and Jules leaves his job as
a record-company executive to live with them in a remote chalet. He and Alva resume their old chaste companionship, and
her husband, whose memory has begun to fail in ways at first
scarcely visible but ever more conspicuous, encourages Jules
to rededicate himself to his old ambition of writing fiction.
What emerges from his stay in Switzerland is a dense network
of connections and collaborations, not only with Alva and her
husband, but also with Liz and Marty. Some of these links are
wished for, some half-accidental, some ardently chased after,
some resisted or delayed or lamented or clear only after years
of being obscured, but all of them are inescapable—which
turns out to be a pretty fair definition of family. Wells’ style is
less antic than that of his admired elder John Irving, but in setting, tone, density of plot, and a streak of (occasionally heavyhanded) didacticism, the resemblances are strong.
The book’s earnestness weighs it down from time to
time, but overall Wells has written a tender, affecting
novel, one that packs a lot into a slender frame.

Sthers, Amanda
Bloomsbury (176 pp.)
$22.00 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-1-63557-283-4
A swiftly moving epistolary novel
about a Jewish family.
Harry Rosenmerck, a Jewish cardiologist, has fled his New York home
to breed pigs in Israel. Yes, pigs. His
estranged family lies scattered in his
wake. There’s his ex-wife, Monique, who’s facing down a serious
illness; their brokenhearted daughter, Annabelle; and their playwright son, David, whom Harry has refused to speak to since
David’s coming out. Sthers’s latest novel—her American debut—
takes the form of letters that crawl back and forth via snail mail
between Harry, Monique, Annabelle, and David, in various
combinations, as well as the letters that Harry exchanges with
Rabbi Moshe Cattan, who objects to his budding husbandry
but soon becomes a fast friend. Sthers, a filmmaker both in her
native France and in the U.S., has a keen eye and a light touch.
The story zips among its many characters; it never drags, never
tires. Then, too, Sthers has a fine sense for the way that the
tragic, the comic, and the tender become mingled. Why won’t
Harry speak to his son? Why did he and Monique separate?
What lies behind Annabelle’s painful history with men? Sthers
hints at answers but never overdoes things. Her slim, swiftly
moving novel describes the complicated relationships between
siblings, a married couple, a man and his rabbi and still has room
for a light critique of Israel’s policies toward Palestine. This is a
book you can read in an afternoon, but it’ll stick with you for
much longer than that.
Comic, moving, and occasionally profound, Sthers’
novel is a delight.

GOLDEN STATE

Winters, Ben H.
Mulholland Books/Little, Brown
(336 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-0-316-50541-3
Tell a fib, a whopper, a confabulation
in California, and, promises Winters (The
Last Policeman, 2013, etc.), you’ll wind up
in a heap of trouble.
“Any assault on reality, any infusion of
falsehood in the air can’t be countenanced, no matter the source.”
Lying weakens trust, which damages society. It also spoils one’s
breakfast. Laszlo Ratesic is just tucking into his chicken and
waffles as Winters’ yarn opens, but then he, a noted “speculator”
in the employ of the Speculative Service, happens to catch the
tail end of a prevarication. “Somebody’s telling lies in here,” he
pronounces, “and it’s making it hard to eat.” It’s Ratesic’s special
skill, shared by only a few, to be able to ferret out lies as they’re
being hatched, in this case by a kid who’s been stealing his mom’s
pills and takes it on the lam, to Ratesic’s joy, since “it’s the part I
like: pure law enforcement, my feet in the boots and the boots
on the ground, me breathing heavy and charging after a liar.” Alas,
even in the independent nation called Golden State, there are
those who would adorn and adjust the truth, even when it comes
close to Ratesic—say, in the matter of the deceased brother for
whom he continues to mourn. And are things really all that horrific out in the country that lies beyond the Shangri-La of free
California, where the vaunted “Objectively So” may differ in kind
and degree? Well, the mind plays tricks, and so does the tongue,

THE END OF LONELINESS

Wells, Benedict
Trans. by Collins, Charlotte
Penguin (272 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Jan. 29, 2019
978-0-14-313400-8

German-Swiss novelist Wells’ fourth
book—his first to be translated into English—is a bittersweet, intricately plotted
family saga that centers on Jules Moreau
and his elder siblings.
After their parents die in an accident when Jules is 10,
he, his sister, Liz, and his brother, Marty, are sent to a boarding school, and gradually they recede from each other, drift
away from the (now haunted) intimacy they shared before.
Liz becomes a beautiful, enigmatic butterfly, ever elusive; the
driven Marty hurls himself into his studies, seizes on a new big
idea, and becomes an early internet entrepreneur. Meanwhile,
the awkward, dreamy Jules wants to become a photographer
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Brennan’s two plots, which seem to require the services
of every law enforcement officer west of the Mississippi,
keep the pot boiling but feel less like a tightly braided rope
than an endless tug of war.

and Ratesic finds himself caught up in a web that even he couldn’t
foresee. In some details, Winters’ story might have fallen out of
a forgotten file drawer at Philip K. Dick’s pad, though Winters
takes a less bleak view of humankind than the master of badvibes future California; though somewhat less surprisingly inventive than the author’s Underground Airlines (2016), it’s still a skillful
and swift-moving concoction.
For those who like their dystopias with a dash of humor.
No lie.

THE NEW IBERIA BLUES

Burke, James Lee
Simon & Schuster (464 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-5011-7687-6

m ys t e r y
TOO FAR GONE

Brennan, Allison
St. Martin’s (512 pp.)
$9.99 paper | Oct. 30, 2018
978-1-250-16446-9
A hostage situation turned deadly
is only the beginning of the latest wild
criminal ride for San Antonio FBI agent
Lucy Kincaid (Breaking Point, 2018) and
her friends and relations.
Up until two months ago, neurologist
Dr. Charles McMahon had an apparently
unlimited future at Clarke-Harrison
Research. But then something went wrong inside Charlie, who
attacked a colleague, saw his wife walk out with the children,
and got canned from his job. Brennan’s opening scene finds him
waiting in Java Antonio for Dr. Paul Grey, the CHR biochemist who’s the only person he trusts anymore. When Paul fails to
show up, Charlie snaps, produces a handgun, and takes everyone in the coffee shop hostage until he’s shot dead by a SWAT
team that includes Lucy, who’s just completed her training as a
hostage negotiator. What could have reduced Charlie to such
desperate straits, and why didn’t Paul Grey come to the meeting? The second question is quickly answered: because he’s lying
dead in Charlie’s home office. But the first question, whose
answer turns out to be pretty complicated all on its own, swiftly
gets tangled with the continuing battle Lucy’s bridegroom,
Sean Rogan, is fighting with Madison Spade, his long-ago girlfriend in Sacramento, over custody of Jesse, the 13-year-old son
whose very existence Madison’s kept from Sean for most of the
boy’s life. Even though she’s allowed Jesse to spend six weeks
this summer with his father, she doesn’t trust either Sean’s judgment or his good faith. And her second husband, Carson Spade,
the mob lawyer who avoided prison only by turning state’s evidence, accepting disbarment, and taking his family into witness
protection until the deaths of most of his old associates led the
U.S. Marshals to judge that the threat against them had lifted,
hates Sean with a passion and is more than willing to put teeth
into his own threats.
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Despite a new slate of murders to
investigate and a new love to provide
hope, Sheriff ’s Detective Dave Robicheaux provides still more evidence that
nothing ever really changes in Louisiana’s New Iberia Parish.
Dave is feeling his age. Although his adopted daughter,
Alafair, complains that he treats her like a child, he has to
acknowledge that she’s an attorney, a novelist, a screenwriter,
and an adult who’s presumably capable of managing her relationship with Lou Wexler, the producer of native son Desmond
Cormier’s latest film, now shooting in New Iberia and environs.
Even as he’s pointing out that Wexler’s much too old for Alafair,
Dave’s embarrassed to have been smitten with his new partner,
Bailey Ribbons, who’s basically his daughter’s age. All of which
ought to take a back seat to the escape of convicted killer Hugo
Tillinger from a prison hospital and the death of Lucinda Arceneaux, a minister’s daughter who’s been shot full of heroin and
crucified in Weeks Bay. As usual, however, the case is deeply
entangled with Dave’s personal life, and the links are only tightened by the murders of ex–courtroom janitor Joe Molinari and
Travis Lebeau, a confidential informant working for Dave’s
friend Cletus Purcel. It would be nice and neat to think that
they’d all been killed by Hugo Tillinger—or by Chester “Smiley”
Wimple, the wide-eyed, psychopathic avenger who’s already
crossed Dave’s path (Robicheaux, 2018). In New Iberia, though,
nothing is ever nice or neat, and even Desmond Cormier’s
dreamy fixation on the closing scene of the classic Western
My Darling Clementine, which ought to be a sign of his nostalgic
attachment to a noble image of mortality, ends up attracting
him to Bailey Ribbons, whom he sees as another Clementine,
placing himself along with virtually everyone else in the parish
on a collision course with Dave.
Many of the character types, plot devices, and oracular sentiments are familiar from Burke’s earlier books. But
the sentences are brand new, and the powerful emotional
charge they carry feels piercingly new as well.
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A SUSPICION OF SILVER

Maura is making do. The addition of music has increased business,
but the good times are threatened when Maura discovers a dead
body under the bridge next to the pub. Maura calls the local Garda,
Sean Murphy, whom she’s helped solve several crimes (Many a
Twist, 2018, etc.). The victim’s face is smashed, and no one local is
missing, so Maura and her little circle of friends think they’d better investigate before the pub’s reputation is ruined. Maura, who’s
been concentrating on her own problems, which now include getting someone else to work at the pub, realizes she has no idea where
to find help or how much to pay them. Rose introduces her to her
cooking teacher, who runs a restaurant and introduces Maura to
the shadowy world of undocumented workers. At a crowded music
night at the pub, a stranger steps in to help tend bar and later vanishes. Could he be connected to the dead man, whose identity is
still a mystery? Maura and her friends wonder if the victim was a
hitchhiking tourist or a member of the Irish Traveller community.
Slowly awakening from her oblivious state of indecision, Maura
realizes that she must take control of her life, beginning with solving the murder.
Although the mystery is cleverly woven into the story,
it’s the heroine’s slow awakening and the marvelous local
color that make this one of the best in a fine series.

Chisholm, P.F.
Poisoned Pen (308 pp.)
$26.95 | $15.95 paper | $23.95 lg. prt.
Dec. 11, 2018
978-1-4642-1043-3
978-1-4642-1045-7 paper
978-1-4642-1044-0 lg. prt.
There’s never a dull moment for a
clever spy.
Sir Robert Carey, a cousin to Queen
Elizabeth I, serves as Deputy Warden in Carlisle and spies for
the queen’s privy councilor. Now that he’s saved the life of
King James of Scotland (A Clash of Spheres, 2017), Carey has a
warrant to arrest the putative assassin, Jonathan Hepburn,
aka Joachim Hochstetter, the favored son of a German family
that has royal permission to mine copper and other metals in
the Keswick area as long as the queen gets her share. Carey is
waiting in Edinburgh to see his longtime henchman Sgt. Dodd
when Dodd’s horse, Whitesock, arrives trembling in fear, his
saddle covered in blood. A search turns up a dead body stabbed
with Dodd’s dagger, his chest crushed by hooves, but no sign
of Dodd. As tough as Dodd is, his wife, Janet, doesn’t believe
he could have survived. Fearing she’ll lose her home because
she’s childless, she begs Carey to help her conceive a child she
can pass off as Dodd’s. Carey agrees even though he’s in love
with Elizabeth Widdrington, who’s married to an abusive man
he dare not kill because he fears the queen’s wrath. Instead, he
uses the excuse of a mine inspection to go to Keswick, where
he hopes to find Joachim and kill him. Along the way he meets
a surgeon who reveals that Dodd has survived, nursed by an
enemy who plans to kill him in a duel when he recovers. Carey’s
search for Joachim involves dangerous visits to a mine and some
unexpected revelations.
Character-driven, swiftly moving, and filled with fascinating historical details about mining and the Scottish
border country. Chisholm continues to impress with each
new addition to a top-notch series.

FIVE DAYS, FIVE DEAD

Crigger, Carol Wright
Five Star (282 pp.)
$25.95 | Dec. 19, 2018
978-1-4328-4729-6

A female sleuth makes her mark on
19th-century Spokane.
China Bohannon, heroine of Crigger’s numerically titled historicals (Four
Furlongs, 2016, etc.), is not a woman to
be trifled with. With a Smith & Wesson
daintily concealed beneath her skirt, she shows no reluctance to
defend the clients of Doyle & Howe Detective Agency, founded
by her uncle Montgomery “Monk” Howe and his handsome
partner, Gratton Doyle, against the bad guys who are legion
in this lawless frontier town. So when Monk and Grat are out
of the office, she willingly accepts a commission from saloon
owner Sepp Amsel to find out who kidnapped Anka Kalb, the
sister of his mail-order bride, Jutte. China, with her Bedlington
terrier, Nimble, at her heels, doesn’t shrink from helping Sepp
fulfill the baddies’ ransom request. Nor does she waver as the
bodies start to fall: first a young bellhop at the Majestic Hotel,
then a tailor at Mannheim’s Haberdashery. The trouble is that
in order to fulfill the promise of her title, Crigger has to keep
producing characters to knock off until she reaches the requisite five, spinning out increasingly elaborate and illogical plot
complications. Plucky China, adorable Nimble, and scenic Spokane can’t quite compensate for a puzzle that makes no sense.
If Crigger, like Janet Evanovich, aims to do for the
numbers what Sue Grafton did for the alphabet, she’ll need
to bump her plotting up a notch or her next entry is likely
to wind up six feet under.

THE LOST TRAVELLER

Connolly, Sheila
Crooked Lane (336 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-68331-890-3

An Irish-American transplant continues her struggle to adjust to a new life
in rural Ireland.
Raised by her grandmother in Boston,
Maura Donovan has inherited a pub and
a cottage in Leap. She’s so uncertain of
her plans that she’s done nothing to make her cottage homey, like
stocking it with food. But Sullivan’s Pub has a fairly steady business,
and with the help of her swain, Mick Nolan, and Rose Sweeney, a
talented young cook who plans to add food to the pub’s offerings,
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Balancing the books takes second place to a murder investigation.
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BOTCHED 4 MURDER

old mill, keeps her busy. And keeping busy prevents Sadie from
dwelling on her busted romance with fellow Bostonian Eric
Jensen, whose return to the gambling table after promising he’d
quit sent her off to the countryside and the solace of her nurturing Aunt Gilda. Of course, quiet doesn’t always mean tranquil,
and matching wits with her handsome but cranky neighbor
Grayson Blake, owner of Spirit Hill Brewery, keeps Sadie on her
toes. A fire that guts two stores in Shady Creek’s tiny business
district makes her uneasy. But what really puts Sadie on edge is
learning that Eric’s coming to town with plans to win her back.
Eric’s good intentions are cut short dramatically, and Sadie has
to keep one step ahead of the police in a fast-paced race to see
who can stop a killer from striking again.
It’s hard to imagine how Fox, already author of the Pancake House Mysteries (Yeast of Eden, 2018, etc.) and the Music
Lover’s Mysteries (Deadly Overtures, 2016, etc.), can keep still
another franchise going. But readers will cheer this brisk,
literate addition to the world of small-town cozies.

Eaton, J.C.
Kensington (320 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Dec. 18, 2018
978-1-4967-1988-1

Balancing the books takes second
place to a murder investigation.
Phee Kimball is the accountant
for Williams Investigations. Her boss,
Nate Williams, is a former Minnesota
police detective; his assistant, Phee’s
boyfriend, Marshall, is another refugee
from the frozen north. The upside of living in the Phoenix
area is the warm, sunny weather; the downside is proximity to
Phee’s mother, Harriet, who lives in Sun City West with a neurotic Chiweenie and is surrounded by a bunch of daffy friends.
Although the murder cases her mother dragged her into (Staged
4 Murder, 2018, etc.) have revealed Phee’s gift for detection,
she’s not thrilled when another problem comes up. It seems
that Sun City West resident Sorrel Harlan is in favor of turning two of the golf courses into eco-friendly parks everyone can
use. Most of the residents are horrified, since the place is a golf
community, and nongolfers are worried about property values.
Following threats hurled at a contentious meeting, the board
decides to consider the proposal and vote in a month. Harriet’s
friend Myrna is so bad at bocce ball that she’s ready to believe
she’s killed someone on the nearby golf course with a wild throw.
The deceased is, of course, Sorrel, who has an arrow through her
neck and legions of people angry with her. The list of suspects
is so long that the police hire Williams Investigations to help,
and Phee, egged on by her mother and her friends, can’t resist
using her connections to snoop around. Although the residents
are all suspects, Sorrel had a number of other activities that may
have made her enemies, and there’s always the husband. Even
though Marshall constantly warns her to be careful, Phee can’t
stop sleuthing, and her investigation leads to clues that may be
the death of her.
Eaton serves up enough curveballs to make the mystery
admirably complicated, but there aren’t as many giggles as
in his heroine’s last case.

CRISIS

y o u n g a d u lt

Francis, Felix
Putnam (384 pp.)
$27.00 | Oct. 9, 2018
978-0-525-53676-5
Francis’ latest attempt to find a new
approach to skulduggery in the world of
horse racing revolves around a hero who’d
rather be anywhere else than solving a surprisingly old-fashioned whodunit.
“I know nothing about horse racing,” Harrison Foster announces on Page 1. But that doesn’t
matter to Sheikh Ahmed Karim bin Mohamed Al Hamadi,
a client of Simpson White Consultancy, the crisis-management firm Harry works for. A fire at Newmarket’s Castleton
House Stables has taken the lives of seven horses, one of
them Prince of Troy, the prohibitive Derby favorite Sheikh
Karim had owned, and the wealthy client wants to learn
everything he can about how the fire got started. Ignoring
his asthma and his antipathy to horses, Harry travels to Newmarket, where he interviews Oliver Chadwick, the patriarch
of Castleton House, and his sons, Declan and Tony. Chadwick’s only daughter, Zoe, isn’t available to speak to Harry
because, as it turns out, she was also in the stable that caught
fire. Bypassing cautious Superintendent Bennett and DCI
Eastwood, who want to tread softly till they’ve ruled out
the possibility that the blaze was accidental, Harry resolves
to dig deeper, and a good thing too. Soon enough, Declan,
arrested for Zoe’s murder, engages a dazed Harry as his attorney, and his wife, Arabella, hangs herself after leaving behind
a cryptic note: “It will all come out. I can’t stand the shame.” The
adventures that await Harry range from his sudden romance
with auctioneer Kate Williams to the fulfillment of his worst
nightmare when he’s locked in a dark barn with a very unstable horse before he plucks the culprit from the depths of the
deeply dysfunctional Chadwick family.

WINE AND PUNISHMENT

Fox, Sarah
Kensington (352 pp.)
$26.00 | Dec. 18, 2018
978-1-4967-1868-6

A small town may mean big trouble
for the owner of a New England pub.
Shady Creek, Vermont, seemed like
the ideal escape for Sadie Coleman. When
she’s not inventing new cocktails, curating reading lists for meetings of the local
book club, and mediating quarrels among cantankerous townspeople, The Inkwell, a literary-themed pub she’s opened in an
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Even if all the leading suspects are so despicable that it’s
hard to generate much interest in which of them is guilty of
murder, Francis (Pulse, 2017, etc.) continues to work unexpected and welcome changes on the racing franchise he
inherited from his father.

Galbraith, Robert
Little, Brown (650 pp.)
$29.00 | Sep. 18, 2018
978-0-316-42273-4
J.K. Rowling returns with her fourth
pseudonymous mystery, putting Cormoran Strike and his now-partner in detecting, Robin Ellacott, in the middle of a
scheme involving blackmail, murder, and
the House of Commons.
Fans have had to wait three years for the latest Galbraith
(Career of Evil, 2015, etc.) novel, but the book picks up exactly
where the last installment left off, with Strike arriving late to
Robin’s wedding, just after she says “I do” to her odious fiance,
Matthew. Strike had recently fired Robin from her job at his
private detective agency, worried about her safety after a serial
killer tried to make her his next victim, and Robin is more concerned with whether he’s going to hire her back than about
making sure the wedding guests are enjoying themselves. Notreally-spoiler-alert: He is. Flash-forward a year, and the agency is
prospering when a mentally ill man named Billy shows up with a
half-coherent story about having witnessed something terrible
when he was a child: “I seen a kid killed...strangled.” Soon after,
Jasper Chiswell (pronounced “Chizzle,” in the obscure way of
the English upper class), the Minister for Culture, hires Strike
to find dirt on two people he says are blackmailing him: Geraint
Winn, whose wife is another government minister, and Jimmy
Knight, who, not coincidentally, is the brother of Billy, whose
story Strike had been looking into. Robin goes undercover in
Chiswell’s office, where we meet a variety of the minister’s colleagues, friends, and family members. Rowling keeps many balls
up in the air—perhaps too many considering the dead body that
gets the book off the ground doesn’t show up until Page 281.
There are still another 366 pages to go, and much of that length
is a slog. Robin, who can be a great character, spends way too
much time wondering what to do about her personal life—for
the fourth book in a row. The mystery itself is complex, which is
good, verging on convoluted, which is not. There are pleasures
to be had, as in Rowling’s jokes on her uber-posh characters:
“ ‘Steady on, old chap,’ said [Chiswell’s son-in-law], something
that Robin had never thought to hear outside a book.” But
there’s way too much filler in between.
Let’s hope Rowling’s next book is sharper and shorter.

FRACTURED TRUTH

Furlong, Susan
Kensington (288 pp.)
$26.00 | Dec. 18, 2018
978-1-4967-1169-4

A harrowing tale of murder, bigotry,
and redemption.
Brynn Callahan and her cadaver dog,
Wilco, were both badly injured by an
IED and invalided out of the Marines.
They’ve returned to her grandmother’s
home in Bone Gap, Tennessee, a stultifying place she had been
trying to escape. Born into the community of Irish Travellers
in Bone Gap, Brynn has faced prejudice her whole life and is
fiercely loyal to her clan. Since helping Sheriff Pusser solve a
crime (Splintered Silence, 2017), she’s taken a job with the sheriff ’s department and now feels the scorn of both the locals and
the Travellers, who consider her a traitor. Aided by Wilco, she
rediscovers the body of a girl first found in a cave by a skier, brutally stabbed, surrounded by slaughtered chickens and pagan
symbols, and identified as the 17-year-old Traveller Maura
Keene. Maura’s mother and twin brother, Eddie, are devastated.
They hadn’t missed Maura because they thought she was staying over with a friend while they shopped for a dress for Maura’s
upcoming wedding to Nevan Meath. Maura was pregnant, but
Nevan wasn’t the father, although he is the leading suspect in
her death. While the sheriff ’s department is quick to blame
Travellers for local crimes, Brynn focuses on the mayor’s son,
the putative father of Maura’s child. Meanwhile, she continues
to fight demons of her own. In constant pain from her wounds,
she drinks heavily and is addicted to pain pills, relying on Wilco,
her only devoted friend, to keep her going. Refusing to accept
Nevan’s guilt, she turns up new clues, including Maura’s diary,
and relives painful memories buried in her past. As her life
hangs in the balance, she realizes there’s no easy road to absolution for her sins.
A striking mystery whose twists and turns are complemented by raw descriptions of prejudice, physical pain, and
the horrors of addiction.
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The healing qualities of Bath’s famous waters
are no match for murder.
death comes to bath

KAPPY KING AND THE
PIE KAPER

Lillard, Amy
Zebra/Kensington (352 pp.)
$12.95 paper | Dec. 18, 2018
978-1-4201-4301-0

Two wildly different ladies are challenged by yet another death in the Amish
community of Blue Sky.
Since Kappy King and her best friend,
Edie Peachy, have already solved several
murders (Kappy King and the Pickle Kaper, 2018, etc.), police officer
Jack Jones isn’t surprised when they stick their noses into a new
tragedy. Many rumors abound about why Alma Miller is in the hospital in a coma, but Kappy knows more than most because Jack’s
asked her for help in deciphering some words written in flour on
Alma’s kitchen floor. Jack thinks these words may be in Pennsylvania Dutch, but Kappy says that they’re in English rendered obscure
by Alma’s bad penmanship. Even so, she finds it hard to make sense
of what appear to be the words “nine babies” and “ME blue.” Edie,
who’s been banned by the community for going over to the English
world, is attracted to Jack, who’s especially good with her younger
brother, Jimmy, a hard worker with Down syndrome who loves
animals and helps Edie continue their murdered mother’s beaglebreeding business. Alma was well-liked, but many were jealous of
her prizewinning pies—especially Frannie Lehman, who’s tired of
finishing second. Since none of the Amish will talk to Edie, Kappy
must ask all the questions as they dig into Alma’s background looking for clues to the cryptic message she left. Jack thinks Frannie is
the best bet, especially after he learns that the only things missing from Alma’s home are a quilt and her recipe box. This year’s
pie contest involves high stakes: One of the judges who represents
Mrs. O’Malley’s Pies may want to purchase the recipe for the winning boysenberry pie. Insider knowledge and long memories will
help Kappy and Edie solve the crime.
Experienced readers will have little trouble solving the
mystery, but the likable characters and Edie’s slow progress in re-embracing her Amish side will keep fans coming
back for more.

y o u n g a d u lt

Anna, and Dr. Fletcher and his heavily pregnant wife, Penelope.
Their new next-door neighbor, Sir William Benson, a plainspoken Yorkshireman who made his brass in trade, reminds
Robert of his own grandfather, a mine owner. To his surprise,
Robert finds that the baths are actually helping him. And he
enjoys Sir William’s company. As the two families become better acquainted, Lucy gets to know Sir William’s second wife, a
much younger woman of great beauty and a dramatic disposition with two sons from a former marriage who don’t get on
with Sir William’s three older sons. Arriving at the baths one day,
Robert finds Sir William dead, possibly drowned after a heart
attack. Then Dr. Fletcher discovers that a wound was the cause
of death. The family is in turmoil when Sir William’s latest will
cannot be found, and Robert and Lucy, no strangers to murder
(Death Comes to the School, 2017, etc.), decide to lend a hand. The
likeliest suspects are members of Sir William’s family. His stepsons despised him; his own sons have problems that had greatly
annoyed their father; and his wife finds little reason to regret
his passing. The next to die is Sir William’s valet, perhaps killed
by one of the stepsons searching for the will. Robert and Lucy
both have their sources and talents for finding clues, but the
family’s litany of lies makes it hard to unearth the truth.
An amusing combination of Regency mores, romantic
aspirations, and a clever mystery makes this one of Lloyd’s
best.

FASHIONS FADE, HAUNTED
IS ETERNAL

Pressey, Rose
Kensington (304 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Dec. 18, 2018
978-1-4967-1466-4

The murder of a fashion photographer and the appearance of a ghost from
another era provide an excuse for a vintage-focused fashionista to resume her
investigating hobby.
Cookie Chanel wants to make every
shot perfect at the Fashion and Style Halloween Issue photo
shoot at her local cemetery in Sugar Creek, Georgia. After all,
as the proprietor of specialty clothing store It’s Vintage Y’All,
Cookie has a reputation. So she tries to bring photographer
Tyler Fields’ visions to life, though she’s distracted by the sudden
appearance of a ghost. Not that Cookie is spooked or even surprised by a visit from the undead; after all, she considers Charlotte Meadows—a ghost, but a fellow fashionista—one of her
closest friends. Before Cookie and Charlotte can get to know
their newest ghostly companion, a 1920s gal named Minnie Lynn,
the trio learns that Tyler has been killed before he could even get
his final shots. And while Cookie wants to figure out whodunit,
she doesn’t have much to go on until she finds a stray cat adamant about getting to know her. She’s certain the cat is possessed
by Tyler’s restless spirit—after all, isn’t her own cat, Wind Song,
half-possessed by her grandmother Pearl? In her pursuit of truth,
Cookie’s aided by her closest living friend, Heather Sweet, who’s

DEATH COMES TO BATH

Lloyd, Catherine
Kensington (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Dec. 18, 2018
978-1-4967-0212-8

The healing qualities of Bath’s
famous waters are no match for murder.
Sir Robert Kurland was wounded at
the battle of Waterloo. When his friend
Patrick Fletcher, a former army surgeon,
is forced to reopen an infected wound,
he suggests that a visit to Bath to soak in the waters will greatly
aid his recovery. So Robert’s wife, Lucy, arranges to hire a house,
and they proceed there accompanied by Lucy’s beautiful sister,
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DEATH BY DRAGONFLY

excited to discover that she too can now see the ghosts surrounding Cookie. Also on Cookie’s side as she tries to track a murderer
is her boyfriend, Detective Dylan Valentine, who does his best to
keep Cookie out of trouble even though he can’t stop her from
getting into scrapes. With so much going on, it’s hard to know
which question most needs to be answered: the murderer’s identity? the reason for Minnie’s arrival? Tyler’s future as a cat? the
reader’s ability to remember the characters?
Chock full of ghosts, supernatural guardians, cats possessed by spirits, a handsome police officer boyfriend, and
tips on surviving the afterlife and vintage shopping, the
latest from Pressey (A Passion for Haunted Fashion, 2018, etc.)
again jams in too much to develop any one element beyond
the obvious.

Tesh, Jane
Poisoned Pen (286 pp.)
$26.95 | $15.95 paper
Dec. 18, 2018
978-1-4642-1112-6
978-1-4642-1052-5 paper

An art nouveau dragonfly entangles
a detective and a psychic in a confusing
case.
Psychic Camden owns a boardinghouse filled with odd characters cordially disliked by his wife,
Ellin, who runs the Psychic Network Service and wants Cam
to quit his salesclerk job and do shows for the network. She’s
especially upset because Matt Graber, a fake psychic who uses
two pythons in his act, has gone over her head to get a show on
the network. One of Cam’s tenants is David Randall, a private
detective who often counts on Cam for help with his cases (Baby
Take a Bow, 2017, etc.). David’s newest client is Leo Pierson, a
flamboyant actor whose home has recently been robbed of several valuable art nouveau pieces, including a stunning Lalique
dragonfly reputed to be cursed. Although Pierson inherited
them from his father, there’s been an ongoing family feud, and
the pieces that were stolen are reputed to hold a clue to a large
fortune. Several habitués of the art world knew about the collection. Although Pierson doesn’t suspect them, Randall thinks
interviewing them is a great place to start. Meanwhile, museum
curator Samuel Gallant has gone missing. When they visit a gallery, Cam has a vision of Gallant’s dead body, and sure enough,
the corpse is soon found in a storage closet. Kit, a musician who
lives at the boardinghouse, is another psychic who’s leaned on
Cam to learn how to control his powers. Now it’s Cam who’s
having problems and taking pills to help with his headaches and
sudden frenetic waves of visions followed by no visions at all.
Everyone in the boardinghouse pitches in to help Randall with
the case, investigating people involved in the art world and digging up dirt on their pasts. In the end, Cam will need the help of
those pythons to get over his uncontrollable visions.
The mystery is nothing to write home about, but the
high-maintenance housemates and talking pythons will
certainly hold your attention.

STEAMED OPEN

Ross, Barbara
Kensington (304 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Dec. 18, 2018
978-1-4967-1794-8
A Maine harbor town and clamming
community is rocked by a new resident
bent on upholding private property over
community interests.
Bartholomew Frick, the grandnephew
of beloved and recently deceased Busman’s Harbor elder Lou Herrickson, has
inherited not just the Herrickson House, but also the surrounding
beachfront land on Herrickson Point. The newbie hardly ingratiates himself when he makes a literal boatload of townspeople wait
aboard the Jacquie II while he moves his flashy new sports car off
the town pier in search of a legal parking spot before climbing
aboard for a memorial to his aunt. Local clammers in the community-focused little town are aghast when Bartholomew erects a
fence to make the formerly public beach private. It’s been traditional for them to dig at the beach, and Lou would never have
wanted to keep people out. Though she’s not a clammer herself,
Julia Snowden’s family clambake will be at risk if she can’t get
her hands on a bivalve supply, so she goes to the mansion to talk
some sense into Bartholomew. After an unproductive exchange,
Julia isn’t sure about her next steps. Luckily, she doesn’t have
long to ponder before the police alert her that Bartholomew’s
been killed. While his departure may solve the clam supply
problem, Julia was on the scene too recently to the murder for
police to rule her out as a suspect, though they’ve tangled with
her enough in the past to fear that she may decide to “help”
with the investigation (Stowed Away, 2017, etc.). Julia’s indeed
too curious not to nose around, particularly because Lou’s longtime live-in help, Ida Fischer, is likely to be accused, and Julia’s
certain that Ida’s innocent, though she’ll have to find the real
murderer to convince the police.
Sure to appeal to readers who treasure the Maine coast,
Ross’ latest continues the lives and minor dramas of her fictionalized version of Boothbay Harbor with amiable characters and minimal fuss.
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that only seems to get more difficult with each day. After having been kicked in the face by his stepfather when he was 5,
Thomas Brown can no longer see color. Instead, he can see
shadows of death and the memories leading up to a person’s
demise. It’s why he’s often called to work homicide cases,
though the detectives don’t know the full extent of his gift.
When Thomas spies Helena in a cemetery, he’s able to glimpse
color for the first time in years. It’s either a miracle or something about Helena is important to his abilities. Unfortunately,
this book is rife with stereotypes, abuse, and ableism. Thomas’
thoughts frequently turn to how unfulfilled his life is without
being able to see color: “A life without color was a life without
passion.” There are even times when he thinks being completely blind would be “an odd sort of relief.” There is little
explanation of how Thomas’ abilities work, leaving readers to
simply accept that this is the way things are. The gratuitous
amount of tragedy found in both the hero’s and heroine’s pasts
and presents makes for an unsettling read. Nearly every character here is a victim of abuse or has been an abuser in some
capacity. No amount of happily-ever-after could temper the

WILD ON MY MIND

Kerr, Laurel
Sourcebooks Casablanca (416 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Sep. 25, 2018
978-1-4926-7085-8

y o u n g a d u lt

When Katie Underwood discovers
a trio of cougar cubs, she calls the local
zoo for guidance and comes face to face
with Bowie Wilson, her high school bully.
He’s handsome as ever and a changed
man, but she’ll never risk her heart again
for anyone, especially him.
Katie has quit her underwhelming marketing job to come
back to her tiny hometown of Sagebrush Flats and help her
family after her ex-cop father is injured in a shooting. On a
walk, she discovers three abandoned cougar cubs, calls the
local zoo, and is stunned when Bowie shows up to rescue them.
She’s enraged that he doesn’t remember her and disconcerted
to realize he’s still capable of making her “hormones dance a
happy little jig.” When Bowie clues into their shared background, he’s mortified, but Katie ties her plan for revenge into
a brilliant marketing idea for the struggling zoo that he simply can’t turn down. The two create a social media campaign,
and Katie even volunteers to help care for the adorable cubs.
Spending time at the zoo, Katie meets Bowie’s daughter, Abby,
and acknowledges that Bowie has become an honorable, hardworking single father and zookeeper. Falling into a sexual relationship is easy. Truly seeing Bowie for who he is and forgiving
his past transgressions is harder, but once he protects her
from a family enemy, she begins to understand his brutal past.
And when a vengeful former lover attacks their relationship,
Katie must clarify her feelings for him or risk losing him forever. Kerr’s debut is original and touching, handling a bundle
of sensitive subjects with wit and heart. The occasional scene
told from the perspective of the zoo’s rascally honey badger is
a bonus delight.
Clever, fun, and poignant. A standout debut.

NEVER LET ME FALL

Roads, Abbie
Sourcebooks Casablanca (320 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Nov. 6, 2018
978-1-4926-5587-9
A dark paranormal romance brings
violence, suspense, and heat as an investigator helps a felon clear her name of
murder.
Helena Grayse is out of prison after
serving a decade for the murder of her
boyfriend. She’s lived a hard life, a life
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THE CHRISTMAS KEY

sheer amount of carelessness in Thomas’ portrayal as a colorblind person or the unnecessary violence perpetrated against
the main characters.
Disappointing.

Wilde, Lori
Avon/HarperCollins (416 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Oct. 23, 2018
978-0-06-246827-7

ARCHANGEL’S
PROPHECY

A Marine who feels responsible for
the death of a soldier travels to the man’s
hometown to make amends, but things
get complicated when he falls for the soldier’s sister.
After a childhood filled with uncertainty and abandonment, Mark Shepherd turned to the Marines
for a sense of order and direction. However, after an attack in
Iraq a year ago that left his leg permanently injured and Clayton
Luther, one of his men, dead, Mark is wracked by guilt, believing he is responsible for Clayton’s death. He’s also questioning
his purpose and his rigid belief in following rules. In his last session with a psychologist before being released from the Marines,
Mark receives a mysterious skeleton key that leads him to Twilight, Texas, Clayton’s hometown. Twilight has a number of
legends and traditions that revolve around romance, one of
which is the kismet cookie. The legend goes that sleeping with
a kismet cookie under your pillow on Christmas Eve makes you
dream of your one true love. Before he died, Clayton gave Mark
one, and, “against all common sense, Shepherd had slipped the
cookie underneath his pillow,” then dreamed of a woman he’d
never met before. When Mark arrives in Twilight, his dream
woman turns out to be Naomi, Clayton’s sister. Mark tries to
tell the Luther family about his connection to Clayton, but circumstances keep getting in the way. Mark and Naomi explore an
immediate, fiery attraction, then help each other work through
their pain and grief and ultimately embrace forgiveness, especially once Naomi discovers Mark’s connection to her brother.
Wilde’s studies of military service and war wounds may be light,
but the town that offers shelter and love to soldiers with physical and emotional damage is always nice to visit.
Another Twilight, Texas, Christmas romance filled
with warmth, spirit, and healing.

Singh, Nalini
Berkley (400 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Oct. 30, 2018
978-0-451-49164-0
Elena—the first human to be made
into an angel in memory and consort to
a mighty archangel—is failing, and while
she, her lover, and their friends race to
heal her, they must also stop a serial killer
and meet the growing threat from a powerful and mysterious enemy.
Elena has been turned into an angel by her true love:
“Raphael had kissed her with ambrosia as she fell, her back broken and the rest of her wounded beyond repair, and now she
soared in the sky.” No one knows how long the full “journey
from postmortal to immortal” will take, since any records from
past angel-Mades have been lost. Suddenly, however, Elena is
regressing, and powers she’s come to rely on are receding. Even
her wings are disintegrating. Bad timing, since she’s on the
hunt for a serial killer who’s attacked her brother-in-law, and
the closer she gets to the killer’s identity, the more she realizes
she’ll need all the hunting skills she possesses; tracking him
while her body is undependable and her other powers are vanishing is daunting. Meanwhile, an odd voice in her head—that
seems to be a powerful being communicating with her from
some unknown place—is hinting that she’s going to die, sort
of; Raphael is developing powers that surprise even him; odd
geothermal phenomena are erupting around the world; and an
old nemesis is rising, though in ways no one is expecting. Singh
takes her remarkable Guild Hunter series (Archangel’s Viper,
2017, etc.) in a new direction, threatening Elena and Raphael’s
relationship with changes harkened by an ancient sage who
chooses to communicate with Elena in her head. Though her
prophecies indicate death, the end of the book hints at a more
metaphorical interpretation than a literal one and introduces
some major changes to look forward to in the next title.
Intense, astonishing, and radiant.
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IT WAS ALL A DREAM
A New Generation Confronts
the Broken Promise to Black
America

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:
UNRULY WATERS by Sunil Amrith................................................... 42

Allen, Reniqua
Nation Books (400 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-56858-586-4

DIDEROT AND THE ART OF THINKING FREELY
by Andrew S. Curran........................................................................... 46
SHOWTIME AT THE APOLLO by Ted Fox;
illus. by James Otis Smith.................................................................... 48
HANDEL IN LONDON by Jane Glover.............................................. 49
HOW TO HIDE AN EMPIRE by Daniel Immerwahr..........................52
ALMOST NOTHING by Eric Karpeles.................................................55
THE FIFTH RISK by Michael Lewis.....................................................58
AMERICAN OVERDOSE by Chris McGreal.......................................59
WHEN DEATH BECOMES LIFE by Joshua D. Mezrich.................... 60
THE BAREFOOT WOMAN by Scholastique Mukasonga;
trans. by Jordan Stump.........................................................................61
PROVOCATIONS by Camille Paglia....................................................62
INHERITANCE by Dani Shapiro........................................................ 66
BREAKING AND ENTERING by Jeremy N. Smith.............................67
FEAR by Bob Woodward...................................................................... 71
FEAR
Trump in the
White House

Woodward, Bob
Simon & Schuster (448 pp.)
$30.00 | Sep. 11, 2018
978-1-5011-7551-0
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DEEP CREEK by Pam Houston.............................................................52

Black millennials offer candid views
of the challenges they face.
In her first book, journalist and
broadcast producer Allen, an Eisner Fellow at the Nation
Institute, investigates how the enduring myth of the American dream relates to young blacks between the ages of 18 and
30: “folks,” she writes, “who looked like me.” The American
dream—“the idea that anyone can succeed and enjoy a prosperous life through hard work”—applies, the author asserts, only
“to a limited number of people.” For oppressed and marginalized blacks, the dream has been largely unattainable. Has that
changed, Allen asks, for a new generation? What does upward
mobility look like for them? How do they express their own
dreams? Drawing on interviews with 75 millennials as well as
studies, surveys, and articles, the author recounts stories of
defeat and dashed hopes from blacks who feel that the American dream “wasn’t and isn’t for them.” Among their frustrations
is education: Many believe that a college degree is essential to
their future success, accumulating huge debt to pay for schooling. More than 80 percent of Blacks who complete bachelor’s
degrees have debt upon graduating, compared with 64 percent of whites. Moreover, a college education does not ensure
employment: “The unemployment rate for Black college graduates is the same as for White high school graduates.” For those
who manage to pursue a professional career, the workplace
often feels unwelcoming. As one woman told her, “Black millennials do not have stability and security” in their jobs; they are
often paid less than whites, are not offered career guidance and
mentorship, and “often walk a tightrope between the hood and
the elite.” Home ownership eludes many blacks, as well, with
redlining and predatory lenders victimizing prospective buyers.
Frustrated with their efforts to hold on to middle-class status,
some blacks are redefining what success means to them, rejecting ‘the White-picket fence version of the dream” in favor of
“what the dream means at its core: freedom.”
Sad, revealing testimony to the continuing effects of
racism and inequality.
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year five of
the prize
Photo courtesy Leah Overstreet

UNRULY WATERS
How Rains, Rivers,
Coasts, and Seas Have
Shaped Asia’s History

In alphabetical order by author, here
are the six exceptional books vying for
the 2018 Kirkus Prize for Nonfiction, including my brief thoughts (and quotes
from the review).

American Prison: A Reporter’s Under
cover Journey into the Business of Pun
ishment by Shane Bauer: In this “potent,
necessary broadside against incarceration in the U.S.,” the author expertly
combines memoir, sociology, and criminology to create the most incisive investigation into the American prison system in recent memory.
Heavy by Kiese Laymon: Quite simply, this is the best memoir of 2018: an explosive, forcefully written chronicle of “blackwhite relations, income inequality,
mother-son dynamics, Mississippi
byways, lack of personal self-control,
education from kindergarten through
graduate school, and so much more.”
Dopesick: Dealers, Doctors, and the
Drug Company That Addicted Amer
ica by Beth Macy: Macy’s second nomination for the prize is well-earned.
Dopesick is a deeply reported, compassionate, yet unvarnished
exploration of one of America’s most insidious—and worsening—epidemics: opioid addiction.
Heartland: A Daughter of the Working Class Reconciles
an American Divide by Sarah Smarsh: We all know socioeconomic issues plague our country, but Smarsh puts an unforgettable human face on the situation with this astute book, a
“potent social and economic message embedded within an affecting memoir.”
The Road to Unfreedom: Russia, Europe, America by Timothy Snyder: The bestselling author of On Tyranny returns with
a “highly distressing, urgent alarm to awaken Americans to the
peril of authoritarianism.” Using historical examples with potent analysis, the author “argues persuasively that Russia under
Putin is aggressively working to destabilize Western nations
and export ‘massive inequality’ and ‘the displacement of policy
by propaganda.’ ”
Call Them by Their True Names: American Crises (and Es
says) by Rebecca Solnit: In this “fiery clutch of essays,” the
always-insightful author shows the necessity of action against
the “hard-line, bigoted conservatism” of the moment. “Solnit
is careful with her words (she always is) but never so much that
she mutes the infuriated spirit that drives these essays.” —E.L.

Amrith, Sunil
Basic (416 pp.)
$35.00 | Dec. 11, 2018
978-0-465-09772-2

A compelling history of India over
the last 200 years mostly describing how
its people and rulers have dealt with the

weather.
Amrith (History and South Asian Studies/Harvard Univ.;
Crossing the Bay of Bengal: The Furies of Nature and the Fortunes
of Migrants, 2013, etc.), a MacArthur fellow, reminds readers that India contains great rivers and a famous monsoon,
but these deliver only 4 percent of the world’s fresh water to
14 percent of its population. He also reminds us that Britain
ruled India to make money; even the cost of government and
military operations came from Indian taxpayers. Agricultural
products, the source of most of this wealth, depended heavily
on monsoon rains; when they diminished, famines occurred
and tax collections dropped. Documented since ancient times,
famines probably became more severe with population growth
in the 19th century and the effect of British rule. Most people
believed that modern technology would fix matters. Amrith
mines British and Indian archives to produce a lively history
whose heroes, mostly obscure, developed modern meteorology
and built railroads, irrigation projects, canals, and especially
dams. “Dams were the single largest form of public investment
in modern India,” writes the author, “swallowing considerably
more government expenditure than health care or education....
More than any other technology, they promised a mastery of
nature.” Major famines as late as 1943 only reinforced this
policy. Nationalists were also believers, and following independence, there was a greater push for more projects. The author
documents innumerable missteps and suffering but admits that
it worked. Many Indians still go hungry, but food production
has vastly increased. Still, Amrith doesn’t avoid the bad news
about the future. Global warming is melting Himalayan snows
that feed Asian rivers and worsening the weather, and India is
already quarreling with neighboring nations when their actions
threaten to divert river water.
Despite largely ignoring politics, war, and culture,
Amrith’s thought-provoking history makes a fascinating
case that water is equally important, perhaps more so. (40
b/w photos)

Eric Liebetrau is the nonfiction and managing editor.
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A sharp, entertaining foray into one of civilization’s
most ancient and agonizing quandaries.
hungover

HUNGOVER
The Morning After and One
Man’s Quest for the Cure
Bishop-Stall, Shaughnessy
Penguin (400 pp.)
$17.00 paper | Nov. 20, 2018
978-0-14-312670-6

y o u n g a d u lt

An investigation of one of the primary downsides of alcohol that has forever plagued and puzzled the world’s
drinkers: the common hangover.
“You tumble from dreams of deserts and demons into semiconsciousness,” writes Bishop-Stall (Writing/Univ. of Toronto
School of Continuing Studies; Ghosted, 2010, etc.). “Your mouth
is full of sand. A voice is calling from far away, as if back in that
blurry desert. It is begging you for water. You try to move, but
can’t.” In an attempt to pinpoint an effective cure to this morning-after curse, the author plunges into his own lost weekend,
emerging with an irreverent, quasi-clinical narrative thick with
witty anecdotes and hilarious asides. This is not a treatise on
methods of conquering a hangover, nor a step-by-step guide on
how to deliver oneself from the evils of this ancient ailment. In
his travels to the world’s most notorious drinking spots, including Amsterdam, Scotland, New Orleans, and Las Vegas, the
author engaged with all manner of experts and researchers.
Along the way, he imbibed every alcoholic concoction imaginable, often while juggling multiple writing assignments. He also
met dozens of interesting people, and he tells their stories as
well as the backgrounds of various cocktails, the etymology of
alcohol-associated words, and the ever changing cultural mores
surrounding drunkenness since the Dark Ages. Between visits
to various commercial detox clinics that offer IV drip treatments, Bishop-Stall experimented with the often “messy, stinky,
dodgy work” of trying nearly every practical (and impractical)
morning-after solution ever invented. These include modern
pills and nutritional supplements, offbeat recipes like mixing
charcoal powder with milk, and, of course, the classic remedy:
the hair of the dog. Eventually, Bishop-Stall arrived at a cure of
sorts, which he shares with readers. “Yes, I have found a cure
for the common hangover—or, more accurately, an antidote, or
perhaps a prophylactic,” he writes. “But essentially it is a cure.”
A sharp, entertaining foray into one of civilization’s
most ancient and agonizing quandaries.

Brox (Creative Writing/Lesley Univ.; Brilliant: The Evolution
of Artificial Light, 2010, etc.) moves from the openness and space
found in her earlier, well-received books on farms to places far
more confining. This poignant and somber book is as much
about solitude as it is silence. It’s also a social history of buildings and people who inhabit them, primarily prisons and monasteries, and the silence, whether imposed or invited, that
inhabits those within. The author begins with the history of
Philadelphia’s Eastern State Penitentiary. Built in 1829, it was
largely inspired by Founding Father Benjamin Rush’s belief in
a “new kind of justice,” the “silent and separate incarceration
of criminals.” The plan was to make prisons “as forbidding and
repellent as possible.” Throughout, Brox intimately imagines
its first prisoner, Charles Williams, an 18-year-old black farmer,
personally experiencing the horrors and sufferings of prison life.
The author then transitions to a historical examination of the
monastery and the monks who chose a life of voluntary imprisonment as a means to achieve a more spiritual life. Silence,
monastic chants, and prayers were an integral part of their daily
lives, as was community, something Williams was forbidden. A

SILENCE
A Social History of One of the
Least Understood Elements
of Our Lives
Brox, Jane
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (272 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-0-544-70248-6

The nuances and complexities of
silence.
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large part of the book explores the austere life and writings of
the famous Trappist pacifist monk Thomas Merton and his life
at Kentucky’s Abbey of Gethsemani. Brox touches on many
diverse topics, including the lives of nuns in monasteries and
the horrific World War II bombing of the Monte Cassino monastery, and invokes many voices, including Dickens, Thoreau,
Eugenia Ginzburg, a prisoner of Stalin’s Great Purge, author
Doris Grumbach, and Brox’s “own most profound encounter
with silence.” She concludes that silence can be many things,
from an unwelcome punishment or a “lifelong commitment” to
a “deliberate inquiry” or a “last resort.”
A perceptive and subtle meditation about a “true reckoning with the self.”

valuable. The black-and-white illustrations vary widely in quality, from woodcuts and engravings to some rather amateurish
original drawings.
Aimed at the general public, highly readable, and more
than a little provocative.

AN UNLIKELY JOURNEY
Waking Up from My
American Dream
Castro, Julián
Little, Brown (240 pp.)
$28.00 | Oct. 16, 2018
978-0-316-25216-4

THE INFLAMED MIND
A Radical New Approach to
Depression
Bullmore, Edward
Picador (256 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 1, 2019
978-1-250-31814-5

A rousing, straight-from-the shoulder call for a new approach to treating
depression.
Mental disorders, writes Bullmore
(Psychiatry/Univ. of Cambridge; co-author: The Diagnosis of Psy
chosis, 2011), the head of the Wolfson Brain Imaging Centre, can
have their origin in the immune system. In a book previously
published to acclaim in England, he makes the case for a link
between inflammation and depression, delineating his argument with a “pioneering new field of research...called immunopsychiatry or neuro-immunology.” This new field “exists at
the boundaries between immunology, neuroscience, psychology and psychiatry.” Forcefully rejecting the Cartesian divide
between body and mind—the immune system is now known
to communicate across the blood-brain barrier, which was once
thought to prevent this communication—the author outlines
how the immune system triggers an inflammatory response
to stress and how inflammation can cause changes in how the
brain works, often leading to changes in mood and behavior.
To illustrate, Bullmore refers repeatedly to a former patient
with rheumatoid arthritis, an autoimmune and inflammatory
condition, and depression, and he adds a personal touch with
references to his own temporarily depressed mental state after
undergoing a stressful root canal procedure. Besides explaining
the biological mechanisms linking stress, inflammation, and
depression, the author provides a lesson in medical history that
likens present-day thinking about serotonin to the Hippocratic
notion of black bile and concludes with the statement, “in
short, depression after Descartes is in a sorry state.” Bullmore’s
involvement with a research program at the pharmaceutical
firm GlaxoSmithKline, an arrangement he is quick to acknowledge, may raise questions about his interest in the development
of new anti-inflammatory drugs to treat depression, but his
insights into depression and its treatments are impressive and
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The former San Antonio mayor and
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development tells the story of how he rose
from humble origins to live the Ameri-

can dream.
Born to Chicano activist parents, Castro and his twin
brother, Joaquín, grew up in a household where both were
taught “the importance of political engagement” from an early
age. They also grew up imbibing the “trifecta of...religion, cooking and stories” provided to them by their Mexican grandmother,
who had first crossed into the United States as an orphan in the
early 1920s. Their father eventually left the family; undaunted,
Castro’s mother completed a master’s program in urban studies and worked at an internship with the City of San Antonio
while raising her sons and caring for an aging mother. The difficulties the brothers faced at home forced them to learn “how
to support each other without a parent around” and helped
them overcome their ongoing rivalry. Determined to fulfill
their mother’s wishes that they “reach as high as [they] possibly could,” they graduated high school near the top of their
class and entered Stanford University. There, they continued to
excel and won election to the student senate. Before the brothers went on to attend Harvard Law School, the author briefly
taught high school in San Antonio in a working-class MexicanAmerican neighborhood similar to the ones he had known as a
child. The experience left him determined to use his education
to help ordinary citizens and especially Mexican-Americans.
He and Joaquín returned to San Antonio to work as lawyers and
begin careers in politics. Joaquín went on to win a seat in the
House of Representatives while the author became mayor and
then joined the Barack Obama administration as HUD secretary. Eloquent in its simplicity, Castro’s book offers a moving
account of immigrant success that seeks to encourage all Americans to continue the fight against government injustice toward
immigrants.
A timely, inspiring memoir. (8-page 4-color insert)

|

THE LAST WHALERS
Three Years in the Far Pacific
with an Ancient Tribe and a
Vanishing Way of Life
Clark, Doug Bock
Little, Brown (384 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-316-39062-0

Journalist Clark’s carefully researched
and often dramatic first book follows the
residents of a small village on a remote
Indonesian island as they engage in the tradition of hunting
whales and adjust to the incursions of the outside world.
Over the course of three years, the author, a two-time Fulbright recipient, spent months at a time on the island of Lembata with the Lamalerans, a group of hunter-gatherers. Of the
1,500 members of the tribe, 300 are dedicated to hunting sperm
whales as well as other marine mammals and fish. Scrupulously
leaving himself out of the narrative, Clark focuses on a few

individuals to tell the story of the group. Chief among them are
two young men who aspire to become harpoonists, the most
prestigious—and dangerous—position on the whaling boat.
Jon, raised by his grandparents after his parents abandoned him,
struggles to find a place in a society that scorns him. Ben, an
expert harpooner and boatmaker, finds himself drawn by the
attractions of life outside the island. The author also closely follows Ben’s father, Ignatius, and other older builders and masters of the long rowboats whose construction, unchanged for
generations, is guided by the “Ways of the Ancestors.” Clark
pays less attention to the women of the group, many of whom
are sent away to be educated and work elsewhere in Indonesia, sometimes returning to care for elderly family members,
though he does devote space to the daily life of Jon’s sister
Ika, who wants to marry a young man from another tribe. In
between the stories of the individuals, the author chronicles
the history of the group and the ceremonies he attended in a
society that meshes Catholic faith and animistic religion. Perhaps surprisingly, among the chief villains of the narrative are
the World Wildlife Fund and the Nature Conservancy, which
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An intellectually dense and well-researched yet brisk journey
into one of history’s most persuasive dissenters.
diderot and the art of thinking freely

DIDEROT AND THE ART
OF THINKING FREELY

promote whale-watching rather than whale-killing. The author
argues that sperm whales are less endangered than the Lamaleran society.
An insightful examination of a little-known culture.
(16-page color insert)

WALTER KAUFMANN
Philosopher, Humanist,
Heretic

Corngold, Stanley
Princeton Univ. (760 pp.)
$39.95 | Dec. 11, 2018
978-0-691-16501-1

Luminous biography of the noted
philosopher and intellectual historian
best known for his work on Friedrich
Nietzsche.
Walter Kaufmann (1921-1980) died too young, but not
before having written numerous books that shifted the landscape of the humanities. Corngold (Lambent Traces, 2004, etc.),
a noted interpreter and translator of the work of Franz Kafka,
takes on Kaufmann’s books one after the other, “mainly keeping to one side the foreknowledge of what he was still to write.”
The most influential of them was his first, in which Kaufmann,
a German Jew, rehabilitated the reputation of Nietzsche, badly
marred through association with Nazism. His 1950 book
Nietzsche: Philosopher, Psychologist, Antichrist not only helped rescue Nietzsche from that guilty stain, but also spurred a postwar
renaissance in studies of Nietzsche; no book in the time since,
Corngold ventures, has appeared that has not in some way reckoned with Kaufmann’s. Corngold is not uncritical. He notes
that Kaufmann’s own Nietzschean devotion to self-mastery colored his perception of Nietzsche’s “will to power” and in turn
“sanitizes Nietzsche”; Kaufmann’s view may have been overly
apolitical, but it also helps restore the idea of the Germany
“that Jews dreamt of in their assimilationist craving, the dream
of the haskalah.” Kaufmann would emerge as a powerful critic
of religion (whence the heretic of the subtitle) and student of
world literature and history, taking on the theologies and works
of Luther, Plato, Milton, Aeschylus, and countless others while
waging his own war “against decrepit ideas.” In that pursuit, no
book went unread, and though Kaufmann was a man of action,
this biography is one of ideas and the presupposition that readers are prepared to take on a big slice of intellectual history in
considering them.
Kaufmann’s own self-requiem says it all: “There was
nothing left in him; he did not spare himself; he put everything he had into his work, his life.” But he did not find time
to reckon fully with his own legacy, and in that, Corngold
provides a valuable service.
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Curran, Andrew S.
Other Press (320 pp.)
$28.95 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-59051-670-6

A lively biography of Denis Diderot
(1713-1784), provocateur, polymath, and
central figure in the French Enlightenment.
Ironically, the philosopher whose
name is strongly associated with freethinking kept his freest thoughts under wraps: Thanks to an
early lesson in the consequences of candor, he intentionally left
mountains of unpublished writings to be discovered after his
death. Early writings skewering organized religion and questioning God’s existence earned him public book-burnings and a threemonth prison stint. In the ensuing years, he would save his most
provocative thoughts about sex and politics for the drawer; his
posthumous novel The Nun questioned the immorality of incest
and adultery. But he put some of his most challenging ideas in
plain sight, if subtly, through his life-consuming, multivolume
Encyclopédie, which tweaked the sensibilities of religious leaders
while also striving to “pull back the world’s curtain” through anatomical and mechanical illustrations that were rarely available to
the public. Curran (Humanities/Wesleyan Univ.; The Anatomy of
Blackness, 2011, etc.) gamely sifts through the mountain of Diderot’s output—he was a prolific art critic, lead writer of the Encyclopédie, and an inveterate correspondent—without for a moment
making it feel burdensome. Rather, he ably balances the details
of Diderot’s life with thoughtful considerations of the source and
depth of his philosophical byways, taking his more peculiar ideas
seriously but not literally. Curran’s mission is served by his subject’s wealth of experiences: In addition to his run-ins with state
and religious leaders, he found a patron and intellectual sparring
partner in Catherine the Great and corresponded with Benjamin
Franklin before the American Revolution his writings helped
inspire. As Curran writes, Diderot argued that kings and religious
leaders “were complicit in running a massive illusion factory”; a
more skeptical world may be Diderot’s greatest legacy.
An intellectually dense and well-researched yet brisk
journey into one of history’s most persuasive dissenters.

TURNED ON
Science, Sex and Robots

Devlin, Kate
Bloomsbury Sigma (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Dec. 18, 2018
978-1-4729-5089-5

A curiously fascinating study on the
evolution of personal-use robotics in
contemporary society.
A researcher in human-computer
interactions, Devlin’s (Computing/Goldsmiths, Univ. of London) interest in sex
|

robots began after socially interacting with the innovative wizards behind their automation. She taps into the many conversations she’s had with fellow “robosexologists” and confirms
that robotic intelligence is increasingly becoming “integrated
into our everyday lives.” The author discusses the popularity of
virtual assistants like Alexa and Siri and humorously surmises
that for every command to play music, there is someone barking sexually lewd orders just to see what happens. “If it exists,”
she writes, “people will try to corrupt it.” Though the closest
commercially available product to real-life sex robots is the
RealDoll, Devlin believes the future possibilities are as endless
as the ethical complications they inspire. Meanwhile, readers
will enjoy the history of artificial sexual stimulation, courtesy of
the author’s brisk histories of early string and lever versions of
robotic mechanisms seen in ancient Rome and Egypt, the origins of the female vibrator, and a humanoid prototype named
Pepper among other thinking and teaching machines made
for human companionship and development. Chronicling her
interviews with a generous sampling of sex experts, Devlin also
explores the titillating world of “teledildonics” (internet-synced

smart sex toys) and techno-enhanced pleasure bots, and she
works to debunk the industry’s myths and correct misconceptions. Throughout, she presents her material with intelligence,
a clever wit, and a charming sense of humor. Her thoughts on
traditional attitudes toward sex, emotional attachment, and
misappropriation add clarity and perspective to a narrative that
reads as more than a simple discourse on bridging robotic automation and artificial intelligence with adult novelty. Her visit to
a sex doll factory provides a future-forward glance at the race
to capitalize on this fascinating (and lucrative) niche market,
which technologically and erotically bridges the gap between
the artificial and the biological.
An immensely absorbing and provocative book on the
past, present, and future of robosexuality.
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This graphic treatment adds a new dimension to a
music book that was already hailed as a classic.
showtime at the apollo

THE STRUGGLE IS ETERNAL
Gloria Richardson and Black
Liberation

SHOWTIME AT
THE APOLLO
The Epic Tale of
Harlem’s Legendary Theater

Fitzgerald, Joseph R.
Univ. Press of Kentucky (370 pp.)
$50.00 | Nov. 22, 2018
978-0-8131-7649-9

A detailed biography of a once-prominent civil rights activist.
In the 1960s, Gloria Richardson (b.
1922) was at the forefront of the Cambridge Nonviolent Action Committee, which targeted racial
injustice in Cambridge, Maryland. Drawing on interviews
with Richardson over many years, nearly 40 interviews with
other activists, and a prodigious number of books and articles,
Fitzgerald (History and Political Science/Cabrini Univ.) makes
his literary debut with this thoroughly researched biography.
Having Richardson’s cooperation proves to be both a boon and
liability. She “shared her voice” as well as “many intimate details
of her life and how she views the world,” but the author’s affection for her sometimes clouds the narrative. The daughter of
a prominent Cambridge family, Richardson was taught “selfrespect, respect for family, and respect for and service to her
black community.” Undergraduate studies at Howard University grounded her in sociology, political science, and “research
methods and group-management skills.” In 1962, Cambridge’s
first civil rights demonstration, led by black students, included
Richardson’s high school–age daughter. Soon Richardson was
asked to lead the CNAC as it evolved from supporting the
students to carrying out its own goals, coordinating with the
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, the NAACP,
and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, to focus
on voting and school desegregation. Richardson, a feisty, outspoken reformer, rejected “the politics of respectability” that
had characterized protest movements of the 1950s; clashes
with police, arrests, and angry demonstrations were inevitable.
“Threats of violence, including murder, against CNAC members
and their supporters were common,” Fitzgerald reports. Media
coverage elevated Richardson to the national stage. When
the Kennedy administration decided to become involved in
Cambridge’s racial problems, Richardson at first felt “a sense
of optimism” that, unfortunately, was short-lived. A meeting
with Robert Kennedy, she remarked, seemed like an empty
ritual. For the next several years, Richardson was a strong and
influential voice that, the author asserts, “helped Black Power
percolate” and expand.
An admiring celebration of one woman’s important
contribution to an ongoing struggle. (13 b/w photos; 2 maps)

Fox, Ted
Illus. by Smith, James Otis
Abrams ComicArts (240 pp.)
$24.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-4197-3138-9

This graphic treatment adds a new
dimension to a music book that was
already hailed as a classic.
Most graphic adaptations aim to reach new generations of
readers with a work that is flashier but less substantial than the
original. This collaboration between Fox (In the Groove: The People
Behind the Music, 1986, etc.) and illustrator Smith represents a new
experience for readers, one with an immediacy and vitality that
text alone might never approach. Fox’s original was published to
wide acclaim in 1983; that book illuminated the significance of
the Apollo to musicians and to the Harlem community, detailing how it got to be where it was and celebrating the legacy
that lives on. The current project gives Fox the opportunity to
update the original and to show how, in the subsequent 35 years,
the venue has expanded its offerings, hosting the likes of Chris
Rock and Bruce Springsteen and a memorial service for James
Brown. The narrative brings readers behind the scenes to the real
show backstage and to the hotel rooms where the young reporter
conducted his interviews. It also highlights the visual performing styles of some of the most galvanic artists in the history of
popular music. Performers who were then unknown and were
launched as winners of the Apollo’s Amateur Night competition
include Ella Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday, James Brown, Jimi Hendrix, Luther Vandross, and Michael Jackson. Fox and Smith effectively present the progression of entertainment styles from swing
and tap dance through bebop, gospel and blues, rhythm & blues,
soul, and rock. They provide an entertaining, lively narrative with
profiles that match the spirit, drawings that seem as musical as
the music described within the text.
The renewal of spirit through this striking collaboration reflects the way the Apollo has renewed itself through
the decades.

THE LONG HONDURAN NIGHT
Resistance, Terror, and
the United States in the
Aftermath of the Coup
Frank, Dana
Haymarket (290 pp.)
$17.95 paper | Nov. 6, 2018
978-1-60846-960-4

A historian and activist offers a damning indictment of corruption, human
rights violations, and failed U.S. policy in
Honduras.
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routinely attended performances of his works and supported him
financially—and she keeps us apprised throughout of the cultural
and social affairs of the English. Although the author writes
for a general readership, she does explore many of his major
works—operas, oratorios, occasional music—in considerable
detail, explorations that will resonate most clearly with musically
sophisticated readers. She also assesses Handel’s personality—his
temper, his ferocious work ethic—and his personal life, though
there is not much about his love life (he never married). Glover
also shows us a prescient, adaptable Handel, an artist sensitive
to shifting times and interests. When Londoners’ interest in the
Italian opera waned, he turned to oratorios sometimes based on
the works of notable English poets, including Dryden Milton.
Messiah also gets its due, and the author informs us that there is
no evidence for the legend about the king’s standing during “Hallelujah.” Near the end she includes a touching scene: Handel visiting the declining Jonathan Swift.
Lush and illuminating—a lovely structure built on a
solid foundation of research, expertise, and affection. (16
pages of color illustrations)

y o u n g a d u lt

Frank (Emerita, History/Univ. of California, Santa Cruz;
Women Strikers Occupy Chain Store, Win Big: The 1937 Woolworth’s
Sit-Down, 2012, etc.) offers a heady mix of personal experience,
historical context, and contemporary condemnation of the
chain of events that brought Honduras into a state of chaos.
She examines events in Honduras following the coup d’état that
ousted President Manuel Zelaya in 2009 and the constitutional
crisis and regime that followed. Despite the author’s lobbying
of Congress to influence Honduran policy, the region destabilized and fell into a quagmire of corruption and violence. Also
unhelpful were the State Department, which insultingly viewed
Latin America as America’s “backyard,” and other areas of the
U.S. government that consciously chose to look the other way
even as it continued to “dance with dictators.” These days, Honduras has a notorious reputation for violence, especially in the
wake of its refugee crisis, exemplified by the much-publicized
“caravan” of 57,000 undocumented, unaccompanied minors that
fled Central American countries in 2014. “Those parents had
known exactly how brutal the alternatives were at home,” writes
Frank. “Just like the parents who sent their kids north, they
were trying to imagine, and build, a future for their loved ones.”
As to the cause, the author boldly calls it as it is: “But let’s be
clear: those gangs and drug traffickers took over a broad swath
of daily life in Honduras in part because the elites who ran the
government permitted and even profited from it. Who was the
gang, in this story?” Readers who aren’t invested in Latin American history or politics may find the political narrative somewhat
lackluster, but the author’s on-the-ground reports are gripping.
Frank even finds times for a bit of dark humor: “When, exactly,
did I start using the term ‘axe murderer’ all the time?”
An important, little-known history that offers much
truth and little reconciliation.

HANDEL IN LONDON
A Genius and His Craft
Glover, Jane
Pegasus (320 pp.)
$28.95 | Dec. 4, 2018
978-1-68177-881-5

How and why the young German
musical genius moved to London, where
his budding talent blossomed.
Glover (Mozart’s Women: His Family,
His Friends, His Music, 2006) is a celebrated
veteran conductor (the London Mozart Players and others) and
musical authority who has more than 40 years of experience as
a musician. She brings all her knowledge and experience to bear
in this thorough and revealing work about the prolific and prodigious George Frideric Handel (1685-1759). The author’s approach
is steadfastly chronological: She begins with Handel’s birth family (his father was a barber-surgeon) and then advances steadily
toward his blindness and death. Although Glover focuses on the
composer’s life and music, she devotes large portions of the narrative to the royal politics of his time—Handel was an intimate
at the court of George I and II; members of the royal family
|
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A focused, emotionally devastating
argument against aggressive policing.
no place on the corner

LEFT TO THE MERCY OF A
RUDE STREAM
The Bargain that Broke Adolf
Hitler and Saved My Mother
Goldman, Stanley A.
Potomac Books (216 pp.)
$27.95 | Dec. 1, 2018
978-1-64012-044-0

The son of a Holocaust survivor
rehearses the horrors of his mother’s
captivity, the improbability of her survival, and the deleterious lingering effects on her—and him.
Goldman (Loyola Law School, Los Angeles), the on-air legal
editor for Fox News from 1996 to 2006, has several objectives
here: to outline a piece of the history of the Holocaust (grim
reminders of inhumanity appear on virtually every page), tell his
mother’s remarkable story, ruminate about the perpetrators of
the atrocities, and condemn those who profited by it, especially
Alfried Krupp, whose family and wartime business found great
success because of the Nazi war machine—and because of the
labor of Jewish slaves. Although the author focuses primarily on
his mother, he occasionally employs a wide-angle lens to show
us what was going on throughout war-torn Europe; he even
deals some with the stories of Anne Frank, Raoul Wallenberg,
and other Holocaust icons. His mother’s story is astonishing;
her survival, virtually impossible. As the war was winding down,
she was working in the concentration camp at Ravensbrück
and would almost certainly have died there if not for one man’s
negotiation with Heinrich Himmler, who, seeing the end of the
war (and realizing what would happen to him), made a deal to
release some Jewish women, Goldman’s mother among them.
She then traveled to Sweden, stayed about a year and a half and
immigrated to America, where she married (the Nazis had shot
her first husband) and gave birth to the author. Her dark memories never left her, and Goldman describes his own difficulties
dealing with her as she aged and struggled. The author works
hard to maintain a scholar’s tone in his text, but throughout, he
also shows us the blood of millions seeping through his pages.
A welcome excavation of an obscure corner of Holocaust history.

BUILDING THE NATION
Missed Opportunities in Iraq
and Afghanistan

Gregg, Heather Selma
Potomac Books (304 pp.)
$29.95 | Dec. 1, 2018
978-1-64012-087-7

Innumerable authors describe why
American efforts to rebuild Afghanistan and Iraq failed disastrously; fewer
explain how we could have done it
right. That’s the purpose of this closely reasoned political
science lesson.
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In her latest book, Gregg (Defense Analysis/Naval Postgraduate School; The Path to Salvation: Religious Violence from the
Crusades to Jihad, 2014, etc.) argues that U.S. leaders focused on
the “state” at the expense of the “nation,” and their first mistake
was to conflate the two. A “state” is a legally recognized territory that provides services for its population in exchange for
its loyalty. A “nation” is a group that shares a common past and
traditions and perhaps a language. In its obsession with statebuilding, the U.S. spent perhaps as much as $1 trillion to provide an army, police, public utilities, courts, education, health
care, and (an obsession) elections. American officials failed to
understand that people “need to identify with their country
on a personal level, share its norms, and believe in their common destiny.” Gregg’s advice will remind readers of the “winning hearts and minds” campaign from the Vietnam War. In fact,
winning hearts and minds worked whenever America tried it in
Vietnam as well as in Afghanistan and Iraq. The disadvantage is
that it’s expensive and takes a long time, so leaders soon discard
it in favor of tactics that seem cheaper and quicker: currently,
drones and Special Forces. The author admits that nationbuilding is not a program that can be completed “in five, ten,
or fifty years. Rather, building the state and nation is an evercontinuing process that requires constant adjustments to meet
the demands of the people, their sense of national unity, and the
role of the state.”
A scholarly education in the elements of effective government, although readers may conclude that no amount
of insight can provide a happy outcome to wars that should
not have been fought in the first place.

NO PLACE ON THE CORNER
The Costs of
Aggressive Policing
Haldipur, Jan
New York Univ. (224 pp.)
$25.00 paper | Nov. 27, 2018
978-1-4798-8800-9 paper

A focused, emotionally devastating
argument against aggressive policing.
Haldipur (Sociology/California State
Univ., Long Beach) has the academic
chops to deliver his argument, but it’s
the three years of ethnographic fieldwork he conducted in New
York City that will shock readers. The sociologist took a hard
look at a “crime prevention program” known colloquially by
the community simply as “stop and frisk,” a practice whereby
American citizens could be rounded up and herded into the
criminal justice system without warning. Spoiler alert: It happens a lot more to people of color. The author’s focused on
four primary groups that strongly defy the clichéd portrayals
of their community: achievement-oriented young adults, young
adults involved in some way with the criminal justice system,
local parents, and recent immigrants. Haldipur found the first
group had become “invisible youths,” driven indoors by neighborhood violence and an aggressive police presence. The author
|

also discovered that parents were experiencing an acute form
of trauma vicariously through their children. Young people who
were already known by the police and had experience with the
criminal justice system were exposed to the harshest treatment
and developed the most cynical attitudes, as voiced by one of
Haldipur’s many subjects: “That beef ain’t ever gonna stop. It
ain’t ever gonna stop...it’s just gonna continue.” Although the
author offers plenty of smart policy recommendations involving the concept of “community policing,” the personal stories
resonate most deeply. Even more remarkable are the many
examples of young people who have developed a characteristic resilience to the stress that surrounds them on a daily basis.
These individuals, writes Haldipur, display a “remarkable ability
to compartmentalize troubling and even dangerous incidents
and events in a way that prevents them from ‘contaminating’
other aspects of their social, educational, and work lives.”
A sharp portrait of one of the many seriously troubled
areas of the American criminal justice system—and one
without clear solutions.

will inform and entertain as it turns an assumed piece of aviation
history upside down.
Aviation history does a loop-the-loop as the author
shares new and exciting insight into the history of the
Wright brothers.

INTERMEDIA, FLUXUS AND
THE SOMETHING ELSE PRESS
Selected Writings by
Dick Higgins

Higgins, Dick
Clay, Steve & Friedman, Ken—Eds.
Siglio Press (364 pp.)
$35.00 paper | Nov. 20, 2018
978-1-938221-20-0

A compendium of writing from an
innovative publisher and pioneering avant-garde artist of the
1960s and ’70s.

y o u n g a d u lt

WRIGHT BROTHERS,
WRONG STORY
How Wilbur Wright Solved
the Problem of
Manned Flight

Hazelgrove, William
Prometheus Books (288 pp.)
$24.00 | Dec. 4, 2018
978-1-63388-458-8

A look at the true story behind the
Wright brothers and their famous flights

at Kitty Hawk.
For more than a century, Wilbur and Orville Wright have been
touted as equal partners in the invention of the flying machine
and of the concept of manned flight. Yet in this intriguing, wellresearched treatise, Hazelgrove (Shots Fired in Terminal 2: A Wit
ness to the Fort Lauderdale Airport Shooting Reflects on America’s Mass
Shooting Epidemic, 2017, etc.) rejects that notion in favor of a more
logical one: Wilbur was the genius behind the theory of putting a
man in a machine that could soar like a bird, and Orville followed
his brother’s instructions, assisting in the mechanical aspects of
building the first airplane. The author also points out that it was
just by chance that it was Orville’s turn to test the plane when the
first photograph was taken. This coincidence made many assume
that the brothers were operating on the same level, but as Hazelgrove demonstrates convincingly, they were far from it. Not only
does he discuss the events at Kitty Hawk; the author delves into
the Wright family dynamics: of the father who knew Wilbur was
the brighter of the two boys; of how they remained at home their
whole lives along with their sister, who only married late in life;
and of the impact the death of their mother had on the children.
Hazelgrove also ponders the sexualities of the three siblings and
Wilbur’s grave illness, which may have given him the time in bed
necessary to dream of flying. For anyone curious about the details
behind the invention of the flying machine, this engaging book
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A profound and inspiring love letter to one piece of
Earth—and to the rest of it, as well.
deep creek

An experimental composer, writer, critic, editor, and
visual artist, Higgins (Modernism Since Postmodernism: Essays on
Intermedia, 1997, etc.), who died in 1998, did not subscribe to
entrenched categories when it came to art; accordingly, he pursued a variety of aesthetic interests. A member of the Fluxus
artist collective, Higgins sought to create hybrid forms of art,
or what he called intermedia—cross-genre works like sound
poetry, visual poetry, and happenings (live, interactive theatrical performances). Taking the form of manifestos and critical
essays, these assorted writings set down the principles of Fluxus,
including an emphasis on internationalism, experimentation,
ephemerality, and playfulness, and also detail Higgins’ time
as editor of Something Else Press, an independent publisher
devoted to short runs of experimental art books and writing.
Editors Clay, publisher of Granary Books, and Friedman (Chair
Professor of Design Innovation Studies/Tongji Univ.), the former manager of Something Else and the editor of The Fluxus
Reader (1998), have created an attractive book, with some of
Higgins’ essays reproduced in facsimile and sample covers of
Something Else books and pamphlets also reprinted. Higgins
is strongest in his ability to convey the heady feel of an avantgarde arts movement and the haphazard zeitgeist surrounding
an innovative small press. He also excels at explaining complex
experiments in art in a straightforward, clear manner. However,
few manifestos age well, and a dated quality occasionally arises
here due to some jargon and the repetition of anecdotes. Nevertheless, anyone interested in the history of experimental arts
movements in general, and Higgins and other Fluxus artists
in particular, will find much value in these pages, particularly
those seeking a blueprint for their own innovative arts community or advice about how to run a small press.
A provocative firsthand account delving into the importance of artist collectives, the making of hybrid art forms,
and the trials of independent publishing.

DEEP CREEK
Finding Hope in the
High Country

Houston, Pam
Norton (288 pp.)
$25.95 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-0-393-24102-0

A collection of essays about finding and maintaining one’s place on our
changing planet.
In her latest, Houston (English/
Univ. of California, Davis; Contents May Have Shifted, 2012, etc.)
writes with the same unvarnished, truth-loaded sentences that
made her short story collection Cowboys Are My Weakness (1992)
a contemporary classic. Her nonfiction persona, like many of
her fictional narrators, is tough and full of gumption. “Did I ask
myself whether putting 5 percent down on a 120-acre ranch I
had no idea how to take care of and no foreseeable way to pay
for might have been taking the idea of retethering to the earth to
a radical extreme? I did not,” she writes, continuing, “if buying
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the ranch was a gross overreaction to either my mother’s death
or my book’s [Cowboys] unexpected turn, it was a secret I kept
from myself.” Of course, the author made it work, and the ranch
served as a connecting point between seasonal teaching and her
many travels. The author’s affinity for the place is clearly powerful—and infectious for readers. “Ranch Archive,” which mostly
recounts the history of the ranch itself, is the least engaging
piece, but the rest are excellent, as the author enthuses readers through her prose and attitude alike. Writing in the face of
climate change, she refuses to shrink. “I am celebrating because
this magnificent rock we live on demands celebration,” she
writes. “I am celebrating because how in the face of this earth
could I not?” By the end of the book, she has been through it
all—fires, blizzards, murdered animals, and more—and we
understand when she writes, “when you give yourself wholly
to a piece of ground, its goodness enters your bloodstream like
an infusion. You will never be alone in the same way again, and
never quite dislocated. Your heart will grow down into and back
out of that ground like a tree.”
A profound and inspiring love letter to one piece of
Earth—and to the rest of it, as well. (12 b/w illustrations)

HOW TO HIDE
AN EMPIRE
A History of the Greater
United States

Immerwahr, Daniel
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (528 pp.)
$35.00 | Feb. 19, 2019
978-0-374-17214-5

America extends far beyond the
mainland.
In a richly detailed, thoroughly
researched history, Immerwahr (History/Northwestern Univ.;
Thinking Small: The United States and the Lure of Community Devel
opment, 2015) chronicles the vast American empire from its vigorous westward expansion on the mainland to its reach around
the world. Drawing on archival sources and much scholarship,
the author engagingly depicts the nation’s conquests, first displacing Native Americans, followed by the claiming of uninhabited islands, the spoils of war, and strategic locations. By World
War II, territories comprised nearly one-fifth of America’s land
area. Unacknowledged by most mainland citizens, these possessions have been relegated “to the shadows,” with the populaces,
at various times, “shot, shelled, starved, interned, dispossessed,
tortured, and experimented on.” America’s early forays abroad
led to the annexation of small uninhabited islands—nearly 100
of them—that were piled high with bird droppings, coveted
as fertilizer. In 1898, Spain’s defeat in the Spanish-American
War brought a bounty: the Philippines (which the U.S. bought),
Puerto Rico, Guam (which came free), and Cuba, which the
U.S. occupied under military control. Later, the Virgin Islands,
Samoa, and various other sites in the Pacific became American territories, which today comprise around 4 million people
“who have no representation in Congress, who cannot vote
|

for president, and whose rights and citizenship remain a gift
from Washington.” Immerwahr animates the narrative with
a lively cast of characters: brusque, egocentric physician Cornelius P. Rhoads, for example, who conducted medical experiments on Puerto Ricans, whom he deemed “the dirtiest, laziest,
most degenerate and thievish race of men ever inhabiting this
sphere.” Standing up for colonists’ rights—often to their frustration—were Ernest Gruening, governor of the territory of
Alaska, and Douglas MacArthur, who led troops in the Philippines during WWII. Although the U.S. has divested itself of
colonies, not needed in an era of economic globalization, the
nation has invested heavily in military bases, which today number around 800. “The Greater United States,” the author notes,
“is in everyone’s backyard.”
A vivid recounting of imperial America’s shameful past.
(58 b/w illustrations)

CONFESSIONS OF A ROGUE
NUCLEAR REGULATOR

THE END OF ICE
Bearing Witness and Finding
Meaning in the Path of
Climate Disruption

Jamail, Dahr
New Press (320 pp.)
$25.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-62097-234-2

A war journalist and mountaineering
aficionado chronicles his global travels
to witness the stakes of humanity’s greatest battle: the destruction of our planet.

y o u n g a d u lt

Jaczko, Gregory B.
Simon & Schuster (208 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-4767-5576-2

stronger such resistance became, and he admits that “sometimes I behaved in a way that could be described as hotheaded.”
Since resigning in 2012, he now advocates from the outside and
maintains that “nuclear power is a failed technology.”
A cautionary tale with a matter-of-fact tone.

The political education of a scientistturned–nuclear energy regulator.
As chairman of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission under President
Barack Obama, Jaczko was not a political insider; nor was he beholden to the
industry that had invested and reaped billions of dollars from
the proliferation of nuclear energy. He maintains that he was “a
nuclear power moderate” when appointed to the commission,
though one who “had become skeptical of the ability of the
nuclear power industry to properly balance its fiscal responsibility to shareholders with the demands of public safety.” As with
many regulatory agencies, nuclear power regulation seems to
suffer from a fox-guarding-the-henhouse mentality. The financial stakes are huge, not only for the industry, but for those who
benefit from the jobs the industry creates and the taxes it pays,
which often support the communities where the reactors are
located. Accidents are rare, but when they occur, as the lingering memory of Three Mile Island reminds us, the results can be
devastating. Better safe than sorry, but how safe is safe? “What
constitutes ‘safety’ is often determined by political, not just scientific, judgments,” writes the author, who experienced political resistance funded by anti-regulation lobbying throughout
his tenure. “I was hardly anyone’s first choice for the job,” he
admits, as even the Obama administration that appointed him
expressed skepticism over his lack of administrative experience
and the staffers he would oversee weren’t accustomed to working with someone so young (early 40s). Jaczko found himself
consistently at odds not only with the industry he was charged
with regulating and with their congressional supporters, but
with the rest of his commission. The more he pushed for safeguards following the Japanese Fukushima accident in 2011, the
|
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A well-researched music biography best read with some
traditional American folk songs playing in the background.
wasn’t that a time

Award-winning journalist Jamail (The Will to Resist: Soldiers
Who Refuse to Fight in Iraq and Afghanistan, 2009, etc.) began covering climate disruption—the term he prefers over the more
common “climate change”—in 2010 and has since “published
more than one hundred articles” on the subject. For his latest
book, he traveled to the front lines of extreme shifts in habitat
and ecology: Denali in Alaska, where glaciers are rapidly melting; the Pribilof Islands in the Bering Sea, where increasingly
horrific storms and “large-scale die-offs” decimate the local
culture; the Rock Islands of Palau in the western Pacific ocean,
where corals experience often fatal “bleaching”; and the Amazon, whose famous biodiversity is threatened by deforestation,
warming temperatures, and various other human-caused effects.
The book is assiduously researched, profoundly affecting, and
filled with vivid evocations of the natural world. Jamail’s deep
love of nature blazes through his crisp, elegant prose, and he
ably illuminates less-discussed aspects of climate disruption,
like the Alexandrium toxin, a “marine dinoflagellate” responsible for the mass deaths of birds and fish, and white pine blister
rust, “one of the single largest threats to trees in the continental
United States.” The constant assessment of Earth’s grim status
can be a tad repetitive, but perhaps that’s the point, as Jamail
infuses the book with a sense of reluctant futility. Near the end,
he writes that he has surrendered his hope that “bludgeoning
people with scientific reports about increasingly dire predictions of the future would wake them up about the planetary
crisis we find ourselves in.” Now, he grieves, which “is a way of
honoring what we are losing.”
A passionate, emotional ode to the wonders of our
dying planet and to those who, hopelessly or not, dedicate
their lives to trying to save it.

WASN’T THAT A TIME
The Weavers, the Blacklist,
and the Battle for the Soul of
America
Jarnow, Jesse
Da Capo (304 pp.)
$27.00 | Nov. 6, 2018
978-0-306-90207-9

The story of the Weavers, “America’s
most popular folk singers.”
It’s not exactly an untold story, given
that one member of the group was Pete Seeger and on the
fringes of the tale lurks legendary singer/songwriter Woody
Guthrie, not to mention the coverage the group received in the
popular 1982 documentary The Weavers: Wasn’t that a Time! Nevertheless, longtime music journalist Jarnow (Heads: A Biography
of Psychedelic America, 2016, etc.) delivers a by-the-numbers
biography of a band whose popular songs and covers earned
them plenty of attention during the Red Scare and a place on
the blacklist. Most readers think of folk groups as particularly
tightknit, but the author reflects equally on the tensions within
the group. “The band was a slow-functioning democracy under
the best of circumstances,” he writes. On display, too, are the
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very different personalities of each member: Lee Hays, the contentious bass singer who co-wrote “If I Had a Hammer”; Fred
Hellerman, the band’s unsung producer and arranger of songs;
Seeger, the driven, multitalented banjo picker whose songs
would go on to be huge hits for the next generation of artists
like Peter, Paul and Mary and The Byrds; and Ronnie Gilbert,
so popular at the time she was simply known as “The Voice.”
The author also ably recounts dramatic scenes in the nation’s
courtrooms—e.g., Seeger demanding, “do I have a right to sing
these songs? Do I have a right to sing them anywhere?” There
are also interesting cameos sprinkled throughout this colorful
tale, from Rosa Parks and Martin Luther King Jr. organizing for
civil rights to Bob Dylan—about whom Hellerman exclaimed,
“he can’t sing, and he can barely play, and he doesn’t know much
about music at all.”
A well-researched music biography best read with some
traditional American folk songs playing in the background.

THE BANISHED IMMORTAL
A Life of Li Bai (Li Po)
Jin, Ha
Pantheon (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-5247-4741-1

The National Book Award–winning
Chinese-American novelist and poet
sketches the life of one of his native
country’s foundational poets.
Jin’s (Creative Writing/Boston Univ.;
The Boat Rocker, 2016, etc.) subject, Li Bai (701-762), better
known to Western readers as Li Po, wrote about rural China
with a melancholy grace; his work is suffused with long rivers ferrying travelers under watchful moons, leaving lovers
and drinking partners behind. The creator of this poised and
forceful (if somber) work was restless, constantly torn between
wanting a secure government perch and wanting to abandon
mainstream society entirely. The son of a merchant, he grew up
in relative financial comfort, but because of a cultural distrust
of businessmen, he found it nearly impossible to qualify for officialdom. Instead, he traveled, often for years at a time, all but
abandoning his wife and children, writing poems that caught
the attention of fellow poets like Du Fu and of royalty; for a
time, he was a favorite of the Tang dynasty emperor. However,
court life felt like a gilded cage, and his attempts at statecraft
were dismissed as amateurish. Li Bai is an intriguing bundle of
contradictions, but Jin seems to struggle with how to reconcile them. The author is a careful, deliberate stylist, which has
made for finely understated novels and short stories. When
writing nonfiction, though—especially regarding a subject like
Li Bai, where accurate historical records are sparse—his writing becomes restrained, even wooden. Though Jin has accessed
Chinese-language sources, his book is often frustratingly bereft
of interpretive power or context. For example, the author barely
examines the publishing industry (or word of mouth) that led
to Li Bai’s rising stardom but fusses over picayune squabbles
|

MUHAMMAD
Forty Introductions

about his behavior at court. Jin’s fine translations of his subject’s
poems are blessedly abundant, but he resists delivering deep
interpretations of them.
Jin dutifully explores Li Bai’s status as a major, highspirited poet but with little of the vigor of his subject.

ALMOST NOTHING
The 20th-Century
Art and Life of
Józef Czapski

Karpeles, Eric
New York Review Books (460 pp.)
$19.95 paper | Nov. 6, 2018
978-1-68137-284-6

|

The character and life of Muhammad based on a collection of his sayings.
Knight (Religious Studies/Univ. of
Central Florida; Magic in Islam, 2016,
etc.) draws on the hadith tradition in
Islam—collections of sayings by Muhammad—to provide his
own introduction to the prophet, seeking “Muslim traditions
that offer representations of Muhammad that speak from outside canonical privilege.” The author’s portrait of Muhammad
is progressive, sometimes controversial, and he aims to be inclusive of a variety of Muslim voices. The hadith structure works
well as a framework for approaching the complex character of
Muhammad from a variety of angles. Some chapters are relatively
straightforward and portray the prophet as, for instance, a doting
grandfather, an orphaned boy, or even an advocate against animal
cruelty. But most chapters dig deeper into Muhammad’s personality and his legacy. Knight finds in Muhammad radical hospitality, patience in judgment, and, above all, a paragon of “the greater
jihad”—the battle against one’s ego. As in previous books on
Islam, the author occasionally delves into contentious territory,
especially in discussions of Muhammad’s sexuality; at one point,
he asks readers to “imagine the Prophet...as a gay man.” Later, in
discussing the variety of forms that Islam has taken, Knight discusses the Nation of Islam and other related controversial groups.
The author also uses the hadith tool to explore those who were
close to Muhammad and who had an influence on the beginnings of Islam. For instance, he explores the life of Aisha, one of
Muhammad’s later wives, and through her brings a feminist focus
to the roots of the Muslim faith. During his conclusion, Knight
states, “if someone objects to me with the clichéd charge that I
treat Islam ‘like a buffet,’ I answer that I treat it like a dozen buffets.” Indeed, readers will find 40 buffets in this single book.
A worthwhile and sometimes challenging read for Muslims and non-Muslims alike.

y o u n g a d u lt

Engaging life of a little-known artist
and writer who was on hand for some of
the 20th century’s major events.
Józef Czapski’s long life (1896-1993) stretched over almost
all the 20th century, and he knew everyone. Descended from
“various noble houses—Baltic, Austrian, Russian—with a smattering of Polish ancestry,” he considered himself a Pole. He was
more liberal than his mother, who employed only Catholic servants at the family’s estate, but he shared her broad interests
and intelligence. Czapski entered the Polish army during World
War I and was soon given a special assignment because of his
fluency in Russian: namely, to travel inside Bolshevik Russia and
retrieve three Polish officers who had disappeared there. At the
beginning of World War II, when Poland was invaded by both
Germany and the Soviet Union—“a stab in the back,” Czapski
wrote, “that accelerated the collapse of our last holdout against
two great totalitarian powers”—he narrowly avoided being executed by the Soviets, an atrocity for which he would ever after
seek justice (and attain a small measure of it toward the end of
his life). Along the way, he had a love affair with a member of
the Nabokov clan, painted exquisite portraits, wrote books on
Proust and other subjects, and traveled everywhere, including
America, for which he had little enthusiasm. Writes biographer
and translator Karpeles (Paintings in Proust, 2008, etc.), who discovered Czapski accidentally through a friend who himself discovered him through a chance remark by Canadian writer Mavis
Gallant about the brilliant Polish exile community in Paris, “he
spared himself no disenchantment.” A central episode in Czapski’s life was his internment in Russia before being allowed to
go to British territory, which he recounts in Inhuman Land (just
published, also by NYRB); Karpeles sheds abundant light on
that episode, giving us a nuanced portrait of a man of parts.
A Zelig-like figure, Czapski is, by Karpeles’ account,
“largely unknown to American readers and artists.” This
fine biography serves as a useful corrective.

Knight, Michael Muhammad
Soft Skull Press (320 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-59376-147-9

HOW WE WIN
A Guide to Nonviolent Direct
Action Campaigning
Lakey, George
Melville House (224 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Dec. 4, 2018
978-1-61219-753-1

An activist offers hard-won advice
for community organizers.
After the publication of his last book
on social and economic reform, Lakey
(Viking Economics: How the Scandinavians
Got It Right—and How We Can, Too, 2016, etc.) was often asked
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Kiese Laymon

HEAVY IS A DYNAMIC MEMOIR THAT IS UNSETTLING IN ALL THE
BEST WAYS
By Maya Payne Smart

Emphatic and unsparing, Kiese Laymon’s Heavy (Oct.
16) explores the weight of wellness in a culture obsessed
with lean. His expansive intelligence and fluid prose bear
up to haunting family secrets and American deceptions
with deep, potent wells of beauty, humor, and empathy.
Initially conceived as a weight-loss story chronicling
his family’s struggles with food and violence, the writing
of Heavy, which was recently named a finalist for the 2018
Kirkus Prize for Nonfiction, got murkier when relatives
sidestepped his interview questions or lied altogether.
“We’re a family, like most families, of addicts, but we never talked about the addiction,” he says. “We would talk
about losing weight or gaining weight but we never talked about why. We never talked about particular memories
around domestic, sexual, and racial violence.”
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He became convinced that no one in his family wanted to reckon with the weight of where they had been or
do the work of freeing themselves of it. “You need to
keep that for your journal,” his mother would say of the
revealing material he wished to mine for the book. “Nobody else needs to see that kind of writing.”
Laymon disagreed and drafted chapters directed to
his grandmother, mother, and aunt one by one, determined to revisit the leaden truths they preferred to ignore. But writing to so many people began to feel like an
evasion too. The person he most needed to address, most
feared addressing, was his mother. In the final draft, he
wrote only to her, from cover to cover.
“When you revise a book like this, of course, you’re
aware that there’s something you might have to explain
because there are readers out there who are not the direct audience,” he says. “But the skeleton, muscle, and,
I would say, even the skin of this is definitely written to
my mom.”
The approach is audacious. Letters of advice and apology from parent or elder to child abound, but a child’s
chronicle of physical and emotional abuses directly addressing the parent is rare. To Laymon, it felt right to train
his words on the person who introduced him to books
and gave him so many stories to tell. It was his mother,
after all, who made him write every morning for an hour
and a half and again before bed, a practice he maintains
to this day. It was his mother who made him think writing
was a way to understand the world.
And so he wrote to her about a lifetime of unspeakable things—beatings and molestations, gambling and
gorging, getting hurt and hurting others. “I just didn’t
want to write to a generic reader about that,” he says of
their disquieting tangles with abuse, addiction, and one
another. “I wanted to write to my mom about that.”
He credits reading authors like Toni Cade Bambara,
Toni Morrison, and James Baldwin with showing him that
the sticky, messy, traumatic cracks of life are the most im|

portant parts to explore. “The kind of writing my mama
taught me to do just could not seep into those cracks, but
I could not seep into those cracks if my mama didn’t encourage me to have the writerly practice it necessitated
to fall in those cracks,” he explains.
Thirty years in the making, Heavy is dense with detail
thanks to volumes and volumes of journals that Laymon
has kept since childhood; margin scribblings in treasured
books; family photos over the years; and more recent interviews and conversations. Several passages explicitly
refer to the process of writing and remembering. In this
way, he reveals the labor, thick with revision and reappraisal, that it takes to render memory honestly.
It’s a testament to the depth of his research, the patience of his process, and the nuances of his writing that
the book reads as more entreaty than accusation. Heavy’s
every line begs for a tender, motherly response with little
evidence that a satisfying one could ever be forthcoming.
The power of Laymon’s writing, then, is not in what
he asks of his mother but in what he claims and proclaims
for himself. Heavy insists that healing requires baring significant weight—the heft of memories, one’s own weight,
others’ weight—not only bearing it.

y o u n g a d u lt

Maya Payne Smart writes book reviews and musings at Ma
yaSmart.com. Heavy received a starred review in the July 1,
2018, issue.

for advice about how to mount a successful direct action campaign on many issues. With input from Daniel Hunter, who
trains climate change campaigners; Ryan Leitner, activist for
environmental justice and now organizer for the Earth Quaker
Action Team; and Eileen Flanagan, who teaches online courses
about nonviolent direct action, the author lays out movementbuilding strategies that may be applicable to a variety of causes.
“We present ways of working that don’t burn people out,” Lakey
writes, “ways that support campaigners to be the best human
beings they can be.” The author alerts readers to the difference between a protest and a campaign: a “one-off protest is
for venting, not for exerting power.” Campaigns, on the other
hand, “are built for sustainability and escalation.” They should
have a clear focus rather than a general concern “like climate
or war or poverty” or ending racism. Instead, the group should
define a specific goal. Rather than focusing “on unlearning prejudice,” the group would do better to focus on “justice issues
that matter deeply to many people, regardless of race.” The
group should identify its target, “the decider who can yield to
your demand,” and create a “strategy arc”—“a series of actions
over time that will build power.” One activist designed a Movement Action Plan to highlight the evolution of a campaign,
including awakening public support, confronting obstacles
and the unexpected, linking the campaign to similar efforts
to provide mutual aid, and choosing tactics appropriate to the
demographic being targeted. A group’s actions, Lakey cautions,
need to make sense to someone outside of the group, to garner
support. He underscores the importance of training to foster
new ideas, build morale, deepen participants’ understanding of
issues, and prevent burnout.
Clear, encouraging, and potentially empowering.

AFGHANISTAN
A History from 1260 to the
Present
Lee, Jonathan L.
Reaktion Books (784 pp.)
$50.00 | Dec. 15, 2018
978-1-78914-010-1

A comprehensive history of a storied
nation held together by an alliance of
tribal and political groups that threatens
to dissolve at any moment.
Afghanistan “emerged from the collapse of three great
empires,” writes British historian Lee (The “Ancient Supremacy”:
Bukhara, Afghanistan, and the Battle for Balkh, 1731-1901, 1996,
etc.), that once held sway across broad stretches of Central
Asia. It has famously been the graveyard of empires since, an
indomitable place that has stymied armies from Britain, Russia,
and now the U.S. The modern nation is an ever shifting blend
of ethnic groups and traditions and efforts at power-sharing in
a political entity that Lee describes as “unstable and riddled
with factionalism.” By the author’s reckoning (and many other
observers’), the U.S. invasion has not helped matters; instead, it
has put Afghans in the familiar if uncertain position of reading
|
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As with nearly all of Lewis’ books, this one succeeds on
so many levels, including as a well-written primer on how
the government serves citizens in underappreciated ways.
the fifth risk

the wind to see who’s in charge. For instance, Lee calls the rout
of Osama bin Laden and al-Qaida a pyrrhic victory since it was
replaced by the “hydra-headed movement” called the Islamic
State group. Previous efforts have not been much better. As the
author chronicles, Indian rulers attempted to bring Afghanistan under their rule, and following them, the British, whose
earliest reports from the field noted “the sectarian and ethnic
tensions at court” and who later blundered into a war that saw
its army suffer its worst defeat since the American Revolutionary War. For all that, Lee adds, Afghanistan has had moments
of calm, including a relatively stable period of self-rule under
a monarchy that lasted, “in one expression or another,” until
the communist regime that came into power in 1978. Many
of Afghanistan’s true modernizers, this long but well-written
chronicle documents, were royals who looked westward to
places like Turkey but could not replicate such elements as a
well-educated managerial and officer class and a developed
intelligentsia. What remains is a country that today seems
unfortunately and unjustly adrift.
Anyone seeking to understand a complex, even bewildering part of the world will benefit from Lee’s careful
account.

THE FIFTH RISK

Lewis, Michael
Norton (256 pp.)
$26.95 | Oct. 2, 2018
978-1-324-00264-2
Lewis (The Undoing Project: A Friend
ship that Changed Our Minds, 2016, etc.)
turns timely political reporting he published in Vanity Fair into a book about federal government bureaucracies during the
first year of the Donald Trump presidency.
At first, the author’s curiosity about the relationship
between individual citizens and massive federal agencies supported by taxpayer dollars did not lead him to believe the book
would become a searing indictment of Trump. However, Lewis
wisely allowed the evidence to dictate the narrative, resulting
in a book-length indictment of Trump’s disastrous administration. The leading charge of the indictment is what Lewis terms
“willful ignorance.” Neither Trump nor his appointees to head
government agencies have demonstrated even the slightest
curiosity about how those agencies actually function. After
Trump’s election in November 2016, nobody from his soon-tobe-inaugurated administration visited federal agencies despite
thorough preparation within those agencies to assist in a traditionally nonpartisan transition. Lewis primarily focuses on
the Energy Department, the Agriculture Department, and the
Commerce Department. To provide context, he contrasts the
competent transition teams assembled after the previous elections of George W. Bush and Barack Obama. Displaying his
usual meticulous research and fluid prose, the author makes
the federal bureaucracy come alive by focusing on a few individuals within each agency with fascinating—and sometimes
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heartwarming—backstories. In addition, Lewis explains why
each of those individuals is important to the citizenry due to
their sometimes-arcane but always crucial roles within the government. Throughout the book, unforgettable tidbits emerge,
such as the disclosure by a Forbes magazine compiler of the
world’s wealthiest individuals list that only three tycoons have
intentionally misled the list’s compilers—one of the three is
Trump, and another is Wilbur Ross, appointed by Trump as
Commerce Secretary.
As with nearly all of Lewis’ books, this one succeeds on
so many levels, including as a well-written primer on how
the government serves citizens in underappreciated ways.

THE MEANING OF LIFE
The Case for Abolishing Life
Sentences
Mauer, Marc & Nellis, Ashley
New Press (224 pp.)
$25.99 | Dec. 4, 2018
978-1-62097-409-4

A study on the counterproductive
impact of life sentences.
Using startling statistical data, the
Sentencing Project executive director
Mauer (Race to Incarcerate, 1999, etc.) and Nellis (A Return to
Just ice: Rethinking our Approach to Juveniles in the System, 2015,
etc.), senior research analyst, vehemently defend their crusade against life imprisonment, which is the sentence for a
shocking number of inmates in American prisons. This number has been steadily rising over the last half-century despite
a substantial decline in violent crime. The authors also argue
that prison sentences longer than 20 years have “diminishing
returns,” with few moral or practical justifications. Bolstering the authors’ arguments are six stirring portraits involving
life-sentenced convicts, curated by former lifer Kerry Myers,
who served nearly 30 years of his life sentence and remains
adamant about his innocence. Mauer and Nellis sprinkle the
profiles throughout chapters examining detrimental prison
policy choices, racial biases, declining clemency rates, and the
negative trends of sentence severity. The authors discuss lifetime terms for juveniles, such as a former Los Angeles gang
member convicted of murder in his youth whose productive
post-prison life reflects the authors’ core argument. Another
instructive story is that of a former convict who credits a disciplined work schedule and daily service-animal training as keys
to her rehabilitation during incarceration. As with Mauer’s
Race to Incarcerate, this book is convincingly and meticulously
researched while also balanced in its acknowledgement that
the issue remains complex and highly controversial. Mauer
and Nellis not only build a compelling argument for ending
life imprisonment; they also provide strategic public-policy
groundwork for enacting a maximum 20-year sentence. They
outline recommendations for a “full recalibration of the American sentencing structure” and a prison system–wide overhaul
that they believe will increase overall public safety. Readers on
|

THE FIRST CONSPIRACY
The Secret Plot Against
George Washington

both sides of the argument will surely find this book fodder
for inspired debate and proactive discussion.
A riveting, passionate case against lifetime incarceration and a plea for criminal justice reform.

AMERICAN OVERDOSE
The Opioid Tragedy in
Three Acts
McGreal, Chris
PublicAffairs (336 pp.)
$27.00 | Nov. 13, 2018
978-1-61039-861-9

|

An atmosphere of distrust and subterfuge pervaded the Colonies on the
eve of war.
In brisk, tense chapters, Meltzer (The
Escape Artist, 2018, etc.) and documentary TV producer Mensch
relate a tale of spies and treason, conspiracy and counterintelligence at the start of the colonists’ war against Britain. Using
present tense, the authors create a sense of immediacy and peril:
Patriots are being hastily formed into a ragtag, rowdy army; the
British, with its incomparable navy, are mounting a well-orchestrated campaign, sending hundreds of ships to assail Manhattan;
and the clock, as clocks do in such thrillers, is ticking. Central
to the convoluted plot is the fate of George Washington, portrayed by the authors as a paragon of leadership and perfection:
“perfect poise, perfect manners, perfect horsemanship, perfect
appearance.” He faces a population of “divided loyalties and
shifting allegiances...ripe for treachery, spying, and doublecrossing.” Farmers and townsfolk are lured into fighting for the
king and conveying secret information. New York Gov. William
Tryon and the city’s mayor, David Mathews, are conspirators,
Tryon masterminding treachery from aboard a British ship
docked in New York’s harbor. Shocked by rumors, Washington
decides to assemble an elite band of soldiers enjoined to protect
him. Their nickname was the Life Guards. In addition, he convenes “a dedicated team who can uncover the enemies’ secret
activities,” learn their plans, and thwart them. The secret Committee of Intestine Enemies, the authors assert, will become,
two centuries later, the CIA: “the domain of dedicated agencies
with well-trained experts and sophisticated technologies.” As
rudimentary as it was, however, Washington’s clandestine committee ferreted out important information: Among turncoats
were members of Washington’s Life Guards and, astonishingly,
his housekeeper. The authors acknowledge that some elements
of the plot remain mysterious: Washington’s housekeeper, for
example, left his employ suddenly, but no records point to her
involvement. Nevertheless, the conspiracy is foiled, and in July
1776, Washington’s public reading of the Declaration of Independence finally energizes his soldiers.
A lively political thriller.
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A deftly researched account of America’s opioid epidemic.
Guardian reporter McGreal’s book
is authoritative in tone and vernacular
in style. He introduces us to the voices of the epidemic—users,
suppliers, family members, and others—but also to its antecedents in both medicine and drug policy. “At the time,” he writes,
describing the 1970s, “American doctors regarded morphine
with suspicion to the point of hostility. Whatever its qualities
as a painkiller, it was regarded as so addictive and life destroying
that the medical profession refused to countenance its use even
for the dying.” The author’s powerful narrative has deep roots
in history. In 1908, Theodore Roosevelt appointed the United
States’ first opium commissioner, “who described Americans as
‘the greatest drugs fiends in the world.’ ” Then, in the 1980s, doctors began to look at the benefits of opioids in palliative care.
Many of those physicians were “cavalier” in their research; some
of the most disturbing testimony here comes from them, especially juxtaposed against the families that have been destroyed.
The real villains, though, are the pharmaceutical companies—
especially OxyContin manufacturer Purdue—and the doctors
and politicians who abet them. At one point, McGreal cites a
West Virginia legislator who, in the early 2000s, told the state
attorney general that “one of the federal prisons was having
to send a bus to pick up guards out of state because it couldn’t
find enough people locally who could pass a drug test.” Even so,
drug lobbyists did their best to shut down regulations. By 2009,
“prescription opioid deaths...[were] three times the number of
a decade earlier.” The numbers are staggering, and the author
doesn’t offer a lot of hope for change. “What’s going on now is
a maturing of the epidemic,” a former Food and Drug Administration official reports. “People are addicted, and that means
they’re going to keep needing it. It’s going to be years that they
stay on it until they finally get over it. If they don’t get killed.”
A well-rendered, harrowing book about dire
circumstances.

Meltzer, Brad & Mensch, Josh
Flatiron Books (384 pp.)
$29.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-250-13033-4
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Though some pieces begin jauntily but fade into
irrelevance, Morris generally keeps readers engaged,
as she has done successfully for decades.
in my mind’s eye

WHEN DEATH
BECOMES LIFE
Notes from a
Transplant Surgeon

IN MY MIND’S EYE
A Thought Diary

Mezrich, Joshua D.
Harper/HarperCollins (368 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-0-06-265620-9

An outstanding memoir by a transplant surgeon who combines an autobiography and operating room dramatics with an equally
engrossing history of his profession.
In his first book, Mezrich (Surgery/Univ. of Wisconsin
School of Medicine and Public Health) avoids standardissue jokes about motorcyclists who don’t wear helmets but
reminds readers that, except for the occasional live donor, a
tragedy usually precedes every transplant. “Someone who
had just died had saved the life of someone he had never met,”
he writes, “and we were the ones that made it happen.” The
author touches all bases with a masterly hand. He trained as
a surgery resident, undergoing the usual mixture of servitude
and inspiration. He graduated to a fellowship, during which
skill and satisfaction increased with no decrease in the workload. Readers will share the author’s exhilaration at the end of
a procedure when, for example, the clamps are released, blood
flow turns a new kidney pink, and urine flows out before his
eyes. At intervals, the author digresses, offering a cogent history of transplants. These sections will enthrall most readers
save animal rights proponents, who will recoil at the myriad
of animals sacrificed along the way. However, plenty of human
recipients also died miserably, except for the rare identical
twin, in the decades before doctors realized that they required
immunosuppression. About half died during the 1960s and
’70s, when surgeons used early versions of anti-rejection drugs.
After the first effective immunosuppressant, cyclosporine,
was approved by the Food and Drug Administration in 1983,
success rates exceeded 90 percent. As a result, transplanting
many organs has become routine. Still, recent doctor-authors
give equal time to failures, so Mezrich recounts plenty of painful experiences.
Medical memoirs have become a significant genre over
the past two decades, and this one ranks near the top, in a
class that includes arguably the best, Henry Marsh’s Do No
Harm (2015).

Morris, Jan
Liveright/Norton (288 pp.)
$24.95 | Jan. 1, 2019
978-1-63149-536-6

The nonagenarian historian and
travel writer invites us into her private
world with a mixed but amiable daily
diary of her thoughts, observations, and
reflections.
Morris (Battleship Yamato, 2018, etc.) does not dwell overmuch on the indignities and tribulations of old age; rather, she
celebrates the fact that she is still alive and (mostly) kicking,
taking pleasure in the grand and mundane in like measure.
She does not mention being a pioneering transsexual, nor—
since her traveling days are now few—her fame as one of our
most accomplished travel writers and historians. Many of the
entries are lighter than air, others nostalgic or wistful, chipper or gloomy, lilting and poetic, naïve or mildly cynical. Some
deploy philosophical insights on the human condition and
sharp assessments of current world events. The book moves
from humor to veiled melancholy to sharply delineated sense
of place, with some of the author’s own sprightly verse for
grace notes. While her chief subject is her home of 70 years,
Wales, Morris definitely has some bees in her bonnet. Whatever pops into her head gets equal time, from Brexit and agnosticism to the abomination of zoos, the malleability of memory,
the better angels of Britain’s imperial era, the U.K.’s current
malaise, her special affection for the United States, the intimate presence of the books in her personal library, the horrors of the daily news, the spellbinding mysteries of birds, and
the seductive traps of ego. There’s also an ode to Montaigne,
asides on her longtime companion Elizabeth, a dissection of
monarchical absurdities, an appreciation of technological
advancements, an accounting of the marvelous menagerie of
keepsakes in her home, and an elegy for the changing nature
of the English character.
Though some pieces begin jauntily but fade into irrelevance, Morris generally keeps readers engaged, as she has
done successfully for decades.

ARMY OF EMPIRE
The Untold Story of the
Indian Army in World War I
Morton-Jack, George
Basic (624 pp.)
$32.00 | Dec. 4, 2018
978-0-465-09404-2

Morton-Jack (The Indian Army on the
Western Front: India’s Expeditionary Force to
France and Belgium in the First World War,
2014) reveals the extent to which the
army of British India affected the outcome of World War I.
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THE BAREFOOT
WOMAN

Mukasonga, Scholastique
Trans. by Stump, Jordan
Archipelago (160 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Dec. 11, 2018
978-1-939810-04-5
A profoundly affecting memoir of a
mother lost to ethnic violence.
Mukasonga (Cockroaches, 2016, etc.) left her birth country of
Rwanda to work in France before the genocide began, but she
was well familiar with the events preceding it. As a child, she
recounts, her mother informed her that her duty was to cover
her body with a colorful pagne when she died: “No one must see
a mother’s corpse,” she said portentously. “Otherwise it will follow you, it will chase you...it will haunt you until it’s your turn to
die, when you too will need someone to cover your body.” When
she was still young, Mukasonga and her family were herded off
to an inhospitable region where, she imagines, the Hutu rulers
hoped that “the Tutsis of Nyamata would gradually be wiped out
by sleeping sickness and famine.” Instead, long before the genocide began, they were steadily victimized: beaten, raped, looted,
murdered. The author’s mother, a reader of signs and omens,
|

held drills so that her children could escape: “And so we knew
exactly how to scurry into the brambles, how to dive under the
dried grasses.” Mukasonga’s account of village life can be charming, as when she writes of the importance of growing sorghum for,
among other reasons, making a mild beer that served as a social
bond. But then it can become harrowing on the same page, as
when she considers whether a man can truly be a man if robbed
of his cattle, a visible sign of wealth and status. Finally, in the
spasm of civil war and genocide that swept across Rwanda in
the early 1990s, her mother and dozens of other family members
were killed. The author closes with a haunting vision in which the
ghost of a friend asks her whether she has brought “a pagne big
enough to cover them all, every one of them.”
A loving, urgent memorial to people now “deep in the
jumble of some ossuary” who might otherwise be forgotten in time.

THE EDGE OF MEMORY
Ancient Stories, Oral
Tradition and the
Post-Glacial World

y o u n g a d u lt

Historians have often declared that Indian soldiers suffered
terribly in Europe’s bitter 1914 winter even though many came
from mountain regions where cold, snow, and ice were the norm.
They were also viewed as a weak colonial force only useful for
easy border scrapes. On the contrary, writes Morton-Jack in
this deep, dense history, the soldiers were seasoned professionals: well-traveled, politically aware, militarily skilled, and fully
capable of employing their own tactics and enterprise. During
WWI, the Indian Army was in a state of perpetual evolution. By
1916, the Indian cavalry in France was the British Expeditionary
Force’s best trained and most experienced. The British knew
the Indian Army needed to be well treated to hold them; in the
first year in France, there were a record number of desertions
and self-inflicted wounds. The British did all they could to provide the comforts of home, with special food, equipment, and
arms—at least in France—but discipline was strict for deserters. The stories of the different forces and their successes and
failures show the diversity of the war and the strong need for
central leadership. Until the beginning of 1916, Britain’s military forces had divided controls between two separate departments and headquarters in London and India. Under Field
Marshal William Robertson and Commander in Chief Charles
Monro, the size of the Indian force was increased via improved
pay, pensions, and promotions. With sufficient men and money,
earlier losses were reversed. The author includes a helpful cast
of characters and a glossary to define “durbar,” “kafir,” “sahib,”
and many other terms that may be unfamiliar to general readers.
This highly detailed look at India’s global effort in their
(mostly) patriotic devotion to the empire occasionally gets
bogged down but usually picks back up quickly. World War
I fans will appreciate the broad look. (30 b/w illustrations)

Nunn, Patrick
Bloomsbury Sigma (288 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-4729-4328-6

Ancient folktales recount verifiable
environmental events.
Examining stories handed down from
nonliterate cultures, Nunn (Geography/
Univ. of the Sunshine Coast; Vanished Islands and Hidden Continents
of the Pacific, 2017, etc.) mounts compelling evidence to argue that
these tales offer valuable insight into dramatic climate changes.
He criticizes scientists who quickly dismiss such tales rather than
attend to their significance for our understanding of the Earth’s
geological history. The author homes in on “a time from the coldest part of the last great ice age about 20,000 years ago, to 1,000
years or so ago,” during which knowledge and observations were
communicated orally. He asserts that “the edge of our memories
today lies 10 millennia or so in the past,” regretting that much of
what modern humans experienced before that time—for almost
200,000 years—has been lost. Nunn focuses most extensively
on stories about “coastal drowning along the Australian fringe,”
northwest Europe, and the edge of the Indian subcontinent to
glean insight into massive flooding that occurred as the Earth
warmed after the last great ice age. Melting glaciers caused the
sea level to rise: The coast of northern Australia, he reports, may
have been “submerged every day during the more rapid periods
of postglacial sea-level rise,” fueling stories about inundation
as well as the disappearance of some plants and animals. Sometimes these tales took the form of descriptions of transformed
environments, sometimes of myths that attribute environmental changes to the actions of nonhuman or superhuman beings.
Besides flood narratives, Nunn looks at folktales recording earthquakes, crashes of meteorites, the disappearance of islands, and
volcanic eruptions. For example, for 7,000 years, the Klamath
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jane leavy bats it out
of the park with a new
bio of babe ruth

Photo courtesyRichard Mallory Allnut

Jane Leavy’s grandmother lived in the shadow of
the old Yankee Stadium, and Leavy grew up hearing
the cracks of bats and the cheers of the crowds that
filled the house that, as the adage goes, Babe Ruth
built. That may have destined her to her long and
distinguished career as a rare woman sportswriter
covering professional baseball for
the Washington Post, which led to
bestselling biographies of Mickey Mantle and Sandy Koufax and
the baseball-themed novel Squeeze
Play. In time, the venue certainly
figured in her choice of George
Herman Ruth as the subject for
her new book The Big Fella: Babe
Ruth and the World He Created (Oct. Jane Leavy
16)—though it was a choice she resisted for a long time.
Still, she warmed to the project after deciding that
she might in fact have new things to say about the
much-written-about Ruth. One helpful moment in
reaching that decision was a conversation with Julia
Ruth Stevens, Ruth’s now 102-year-old daughter, who
let slip that her father’s parents had divorced.
Leavy made other discoveries, too. As she dug into
the story, she realized that “the digital revolution has
made so many documents available that writers didn’t
have access to before and that offset what I couldn’t
have access to in terms of interview subjects.” Ruth’s brilliance
as a player and personality continues to shine today, and Jane Leavy
has delivered a lucid, literate book
that shows every aspect of his
greatness. It’s an exemplary biography, offering a model not just
of a sports figure, but of someone
determined to make his own way
in the world. For her part, having
done all that excellent work, Leavy has no time to rest
on her laurels—for she’s off to practice that game-day
pitch in the house of heroes. —G.M.
Gregory McNamee is a contributing editor. The Big Fella
received a starred review in the Aug. 15, 2018, issue.
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Indians handed down a story about the creation of Crater Lake,
in Oregon, that began as an eyewitness account of the eruption of
the volcano Mt. Mazama. Other tales have led archaeologists and
geologists to locate submerged towns or land bridges that explain
human and animal migration.
A surprising, well-supported perspective on Earth’s
distant past.

PROVOCATIONS
Collected Essays

Paglia, Camille
Pantheon (752 pp.)
$40.00 | Oct. 9, 2018
978-1-5247-4689-6

The scholar and culture warrior
comes out swinging with an overstuffed
omnibus that hits and misses in equal
measure.
Ever since the publication of her
extraordinary 1990 critical study Sexual Personae, Paglia (Humanities and Media Studies/Univ. of the Arts, Philadelphia; Free Women,
Free Men: Sex, Gender, Feminism, 2017, etc.) has been somewhat of a
split personality, and some readers may wish her two sides could
be separated. Keep the artist/critic, the excavator of cultural
mysteries, the scold of higher education, and the daunting interpreter of art and poetry whose book Break, Blow, Burn (2005) is a
masterpiece; banish the self-promoter who often gets triggered
by liberalism and feminism. The present volume, which collects
the author’s work from Washington Post Book World, the Wall Street
Journal, the Weekly Standard, ARTnews, the Hollywood Reporter,
and many other diverse publications, is both brilliant and occasionally obnoxious. Paglia covers a vast swath of society and
culture at large, including sections on popular culture, literature,
education, art, politics, and more. She is still at her fiery intellectual best as a teacher, whether she’s throwing out odd but intriguing comparisons—Captain Ahab and Ziggy Stardust are both
“scarred by lightning,” each “a voyager who has defied ordinary
human limits and paid the price”—or deciphering poetry, happily
butchering sacred cows along the way. (Wallace Stevens “ended
his career with a laborious, plodding, skeletal style, employed in
self-questioning poems of numbing length.”) Paglia loves classic
rebels, including Dylan, Dalí, Picasso, Warhol, and the gay artist
Tom of Finland, but she’s equally inclined to power. She writes
fondly of Ayn Rand, a “bold female thinker who should immediately have been a centerpiece of women’s studies programs”; New
York Mayor Rudy Giuliani (“I am frankly enjoying his assault on
the arts establishment”); and Sarah Palin (“like Annie Oakley, a
brash ambassador from America’s pioneer past”).
Your mileage, as they say, may vary where this shrewd
cultural historian—and shallow contemporary observer—
is concerned. Take it or leave it: This career retrospective
is both maddening and essential.

|

Eloquently compassionate and sure to appeal to late-life
women, Pipher’s book draws from a deep well of insight that
is both refreshing and spiritually aware.
women rowing north

WOMEN ROWING NORTH
Navigating Life’s Currents
and Flourishing As We Age

CREATIVE CONSTRUCTION
The DNA of Sustained
Innovation

Pipher, Mary
Bloomsbury (272 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-63286-960-9

Pisano, Gary P.
PublicAffairs (256 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-61039-877-0
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How big companies can innovate.
The economist Joseph Schumpeter
said companies sow the seeds of their own
“creative destruction”—and lose their
original purpose—when they innovate. Not so, writes Pisano
(Business Administration/Harvard Business School; Science Busi
ness: The Promise, the Reality, and the Future of Biotech, 2006, etc.).
In this deeply informed book, he describes how large enterprises
can succeed at transformative innovation by “systematically creating an innovation strategy, designing an innovation system, and
building an innovation culture.” He goes on, “big does not always
mean ugly. Scale alone is not an impediment to innovative capacity.” Nor is acquisition the only road to growth. Even so, innovation is hard work, “akin to renovating a home while living in
it.” The key is leadership prepared to “exploit” scale; size and age
matter far less. Drawing on research and his own consulting experiences, Pisano explains how companies from IBM to Apple have
innovated successfully by building their capabilities, identifying
unmet customer needs, and working in familiar or unknown terrain, or both, to achieve goals. Driven by his use of vivid examples,
the narrative covers the types of innovation, from routine (readyto-eat salad) to outside the home court (Honda creates HondaJet)
to disruptive business model (Uber vs. traditional taxis); details
what goes into them; and urges companies to pursue a balanced
portfolio of approaches. Especially valuable is the author’s discussion of problems faced by multidivisional companies whose
expertise is dispersed in independent silos that prevent them
from bringing ideas together to exploit opportunities. Sony, for
example, was a consumer electronics leader but lacked capacity
for integrating its existing knowledge; Apple beat it in developing portable electronic devices. Pisano also examines DuPont’s
invention of Kevlar, intended as a solution to a tire problem
but most effective in stopping a bullet. “Kevlar, it turns out, is a
great solution to many problems, just not the particular problem
DuPont was focused on solving,” he writes.
A useful manual for fostering a sustainable culture of
change.
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A distinguished clinical psychologist
and bestselling author examines the personal and social issues that aging women
face in modern American society.
For women in transition between late-middle and old age,
life becomes more difficult. Loss, especially through death,
becomes the new norm as women see their bodies and minds
devalued by society. To help women navigate these late-life
“turns in the river,” Pipher (The Green Boat: Reviving Ourselves
in our Capsized Culture, 2013, etc.) offers practical wisdom
based on interviews, research, and her own experiences as a
therapist and aging woman. In the first section, the author
highlights “the challenges of the journey,” which she illustrates with real-life anecdotes. As Pipher writes, TV, “movies,
fashion, and advertising rarely reflect the needs and circumstances of older women.” Women who formerly felt attractive experience a “crisis of confidence,” and many women find
their bodies becoming more limited due to illness or age. In
the second section, Pipher focuses on “travel skills” women
need to manage this part of the journey. The ability to accommodate change is key, as is creating a community of individuals with whom to communicate and deflect the isolation that
too often comes with age. Reframing “situations in positive
ways, being thankful, and giving to others” are also skills that
can help ease the journey forward. In the third section, the
author emphasizes the importance of relationships. Female
friendships, in particular, can bring comfort and pleasure, and
for those whose marriages have survived into old age, partners
and families can become safe havens. But the most important
relationship an aging woman has will always be with herself.
As Pipher notes in the final section, one of the greatest gifts of
old age is the loss of “false selves” carried earlier in the journey
and the emergence of a whole and authentic self. Eloquently
compassionate and sure to appeal to late-life women, Pipher’s
book draws from a deep well of insight that is both refreshing
and spiritually aware.
Thoughtful, wise, and humane.
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BEYOND THESE WALLS
Rethinking Crime and
Punishment in the
United States

HOW TO GET RID OF
A PRESIDENT
History’s Guide to Removing
Unpopular, Unable, or Unfit
Chief Executives

Platt, Tony
St. Martin’s (384 pp.)
$29.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-250-08511-5

A sobering review of the ills of the
American criminal justice system and a
few prescriptions for reform.
Police arrest around 14 million people each year in the
United States, leaving 65 million people with criminal records
and 20 million with a history of incarceration. The American
criminal justice system, Platt (Affiliated Scholar/Center for the
Study of Law & Society, Univ. of California; Grave Matters: Exca
vating California’s Buried Past, 2011, etc.) argues, is unique in its
approach to prisons and jails. Tracing the history of incarceration and its complex roots, he thoroughly discusses how class,
race, and gender shape the criminal justice system. Race and
militarism play particularly central roles in what the author
views as a dysfunctional approach to criminalization. He also
tracks the historic influence of politics, fear, private policing, and international business. Platt believes correcting these
problems will be difficult, citing a long history of failed reforms
that remind us to “make sure the velvet glove does not cover an
iron fist.” The author encourages readers to re-examine criminal stereotypes and to both value the incarcerated and appreciate their attempts at resistance. While reviewing the modern
political approach to law and order, Platt chronicles his hopes
and frustrations, which seem to ebb and flow with liberal and
conservative administrations. The author is decidedly leftist;
he even joined a Marxist party until its implosion in the 1980s.
Platt calls for bold thinking but never quite offers groundbreaking solutions that might otherwise make the book more useful.
Most of his suggestions, tucked away at the end of the book, are
familiar and widely analyzed elsewhere—e.g., reining in private
security operations, reducing incarceration and deportation of
immigrants, and welfare reform. Ultimately, the author focuses
less on these solutions than on the intrinsic and historic barriers to any reform. Still, the historical analysis will give pause to
even the most ardent supporters of law enforcement agencies.
A thoroughly leftist, intermittently applicable look at
the state of American criminal justice. (16-page b/w photo
insert)
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Priess, David
PublicAffairs (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Nov. 13, 2018
978-1-5417-8820-6

A timely anecdotal narrative about
how every incumbent U.S. president has
left office, focusing on departures or near departures under
duress.
In each chapter, former CIA officer Priess (The President’s
Book of Secrets: The Untold Story of Intelligence Briefings to America’s
Presidents, 2016) discusses a discrete path toward departure:
rejected by one’s own political party (Presidents Tyler, Fillmore,
Pierce, Buchanan, Arthur, and Lyndon Johnson); undermined
by opponents and/or subordinates (Nixon); sunk due to general
unpopularity (Taft); death by natural causes (Harrison, Taylor,
Harding, Franklin Roosevelt); assassination (Lincoln, McKinley,
Garfield, Kennedy); temporarily unable to serve due to a traumatic occurrence (Wilson, Eisenhower, Reagan); and impeachment (Andrew Johnson, Clinton). Throughout the book, Priess
delves into the provisions of the U.S. Constitution, explaining debates among the Founding Fathers about how much
stability to offer a chief executive. Nobody desired an executive with powers so weak as to be ineffective, but at the same
time, nobody wanted to be ruled by a monarchy similar to the
one from which the country had just won independence. The
author makes the historical context relevant through his skilled
storytelling, and at the end of the book, he concedes that his
research focuses on the “how” of the removal processes without
addressing the question of “when.” Although Priess rarely mentions Donald Trump by name, he clearly has the sitting president in mind as he explores the idea of an incumbent president
being clearly unfit for office. Of course, he writes, it is inevitable that a centuries-old Constitution cannot be expected to
anticipate every permutation of unfitness. As a result, he suggests, without offering specifics, that contemporary policymakers consider amending the Constitution to adapt to current
circumstances. Harking back to Abraham Lincoln, Priess writes
that government of the people, by the people, and for the people must encompass fair but contemporary means of removing
presidents if necessary.
A mostly dispassionate discussion of an issue that must
be addressed.
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Robinson claims she didn’t do it, and her book
leaves no reason to doubt her.
none of the above

THE SPY WHO WAS
LEFT BEHIND
Russia, the United States,
and the True Story of the
Betrayal and Assassination
of a CIA Agent

NONE OF THE ABOVE
The Untold Story of the
Atlanta Public Schools
Cheating Scandal,
Corporate Greed, and the
Criminalization of Educators

Pullara, Michael
Scribner (352 pp.)
$28.00 | Nov. 13, 2018
978-1-5011-5213-9

Robinson, Shani & Simonton, Anna
Beacon (256 pp.)
$28.95 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-0-8070-2220-7

|

A former teacher convicted in the
Atlanta Public Schools cheating scandal makes a strong case
that students have been cheated by corporate profiteers and
racist policies that undermine public education.
Writing with journalist Simonton, Robinson offers a personal story of false accusations and a trial gone wrong within a
larger story of political machinations and student performance
as pawns in a racist game. The narratives don’t quite mesh, as
the personal one becomes detailed past the point of repetition
and the larger one could justify a longer book of its own. However, both stories will leave readers feeling Robinson’s outrage.
She casts herself as a bit player who unfairly found herself cast
as a public enemy, facing jail time for a crime that she convincingly claims she didn’t commit. The author was a neophyte who
would receive no bonus for higher test scores, and by the time
she was charged in a racketeering conspiracy to defraud the
school system, she had already left teaching for social work. So
what did she do? According to her, it all came down to a forgettable 20 minutes when she was asked to erase “stray marks”
from some of her students’ tests, which might interfere with
computer scoring. She was not asked to change any answers,
though someone else might have, since the teachers later wondered how some students could have scored much higher than
their class performances would have indicated. The investigation cast a wide net, and Robinson was charged based on the
testimony of others who agreed to a plea bargain, including the
supervisor who asked her to erase the marks. She was urged
to take a similar deal and refused because she insists she had
done nothing wrong. She is now appealing. The author relates
her story at length amid decades of context on the privatizing
of both public schools and prisons, the connections between
real estate and public education, the racism underlying urban
renewal, and the other factors that have left the Atlanta schools
where they are.
Robinson claims she didn’t do it, and her book leaves no
reason to doubt her.
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For 10 years, lawyer Pullara pursued
the mysterious 1993 murder of diplomat and CIA agent Freddie
Woodruff in the Soviet Republic of Georgia. In his first book,
he unspools his findings.
An expert in complex commercial litigation who felt a
“suspicion about the sincere pronouncements by the US government” after he had completed a long investigation into the
dubious circumstances of his father’s death in the Vietnam War,
the author, who knew Woodruff ’s family earlier in his life, did
not buy the official version of Woodruff ’s murder. After postings in Berlin, Leningrad, Ankara, and Ethiopia, Woodruff was
working at the embassy in the Georgian capital of Tbilisi when
he was murdered on a mountain road (supposedly “a random
act of violence”) during a “sightseeing trip” in August 1993. The
car had been driven by the chief bodyguard of Eduard Shevardnadze, who had become acting chairman of the State Council of
Georgia after the breakup of the Soviet Union in 1991. As Pullara vividly recounts, so many of the details didn’t make sense—
e.g., that Woodruff was in Georgia to train Shevardnadze’s
security force, as well as the numerous ill-fitting circumstances
about the murder itself. Moreover, when the murder was conveniently blamed on Anzor Sharmaidze, a young former Soviet
trainee, evidently under torture, the author sought to figure out
the role CIA operations officer and secret Russian spy Aldrich
Ames might have played in the affair; Ames was arrested by the
FBI for espionage less than two weeks after Sharmaidze was
sentenced to 15 years in prison in 1994. From diving deep into
FBI documents to repeatedly visiting the country and tracking down the shadowy protagonists, Pullara does a fine job of
sleuthing to get at what he believes is the truth.
A highly detailed, engrossing work that incorporates a
history of fledgling Georgia amid the author’s well-demonstrated “passion for mysteries...[and] memory for trivia.”
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VIRTUE SIGNALING

Scalzi, John
Subterranean Press (432 pp.)
$40.00 | Dec. 31, 2018
978-1-59606-894-0
Marking the 20th anniversary of
his blog, the bestselling science-fiction
author gathers posts from 2013 to 2018.
Scalzi (Head On, 2018, etc.) is never
shy about speaking his mind. A socially
liberal independent and self-declared
“Rockefeller Republican” who no longer votes for the GOP on
the national ticket, he includes several posts on the buildup to
the 2016 election as well as some composed during the Donald
Trump era. The previously topical pieces, particularly those written when it was assumed that Hillary Clinton would become
president, taste bitter and are not exactly useful now that their
moment has passed. But there are also a number of strong posts
on being a feminist ally and the evils of harassment, assault, and
prejudice of all kinds. (His 2014 post on Jian Ghomeshi has taken
on fresh relevance now that the disgraced Canadian media personality has resurfaced.) The other posts filling out the book
include film reviews and musings on pop culture; anecdotes from
Scalzi’s past that express his deep love for his family, friends, and
felines; and some extremely useful bits of life advice sparked by
current events (the one about how to make a sincere apology is
particularly clear and helpful). The author is skilled at distilling
liberal anger into cogent arguments and talking points. Sadly, his
posts regarding politics in the science-fiction community have
been omitted from the book. Perhaps he doubted their wide
appeal, but given that his readers are likely part of that community, it seems a shame that he failed to include any of those posts,
particularly the ones regarding harassment at conventions, which
many regard as helping to set new policy. The blog-post format
can also feel abrupt on the printed page. However, what the book
suggests is that it would be interesting to see Scalzi write a series
of long-form, wider-ranging essays on evergreen topics. Perhaps
he might also share more about his writing process.
Of interest, if a bit warmed over and not entirely satisfying at times.

INHERITANCE
A Memoir of Genealogy,
Paternity, and Love
Shapiro, Dani
Knopf (272 pp.)
$24.95 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-5247-3271-4

Before focusing on memoirs, Shapiro
(Hourglass: Time, Memory, Marriage, 2017,
etc.) drew from her family life in her fiction. In her latest, she delves into an origin story that puts everything she previously believed and wrote
about herself in fresh perspective.
66
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The author’s relationship with her mother was difficult.
“My single best defense had always been that I was my father’s
daughter,” she writes. “I was more my father’s daughter. I had
somehow convinced myself that I was only my father’s daughter.” Eventually, she learned that she wasn’t her father’s daughter at all, at least not in the way that she had initially understood.
Through DNA testing to which she had only submitted because
her husband had done so, Shapiro discovered that she shares
none of hers with her father’s side of the family and that the
sperm that impregnated her mother had come from someone
else. But who? The first half of the book trudges through a bit
too much day-by-day detail, as the author becomes convinced
that there’s no way these results could have been mistaken. It is
after she discovers who her real father is, or at least the sperm
donor, that the narrative deepens and enriches our deeper
understanding of paternity, genetics, and what were then called
“test tube tots.” Sperm donors had been guaranteed anonymity, and the man she contacted was initially resistant to upset
the balance of his family dynamic because of his participation
in the procedure decades earlier. Equally upsetting Shapiro
was the issue of what her parents had believed, separately or
together, about her parentage. Had they spent their lives as
a family deceiving her, or had they also been deceived? Then
there was the doctor whom they had consulted when they were
having fertility issues, “an outlaw” whose credentials were shaky
but whose results were impressive.
For all the trauma that the discovery put her through,
Shapiro recognizes that what she had experienced was “a
great story”—one that has inspired her best book.

IKE’S MYSTERY MAN
The Secret Lives of
Robert Cutler
Shinkle, Peter
Steerforth (428 pp.)
$29.95 | Dec. 4, 2018
978-1-58642-243-1

A biography of Robert Cutler (18951974), novelist, Boston banker, and President Dwight Eisenhower’s first assistant
for national security affairs, the position
known today as National Security Advisor.
Cutler, journalist Shinkle’s great-uncle, served in this capacity from 1952 to 1955 and again from 1957 to 1958. Eisenhower
later appointed him executive director of the Inter-American
Development Bank, which was established to fight communism by encouraging economic development in Latin America.
Although quite the bon vivant in Boston, during his stint in
Washington, D.C., Cutler shunned the limelight, leading him
to be dubbed “the Mystery Man of the White House.” One
reason for remaining in the shadows was that Cutler was gay.
He and several highly placed gay friends somehow survived
the dragnets of the Joseph McCarthy era’s “Lavender Scare,”
when gays were driven from government as security risks.
Cutler was never outed during his lifetime, though he took no
|

A page-turning real-life thriller, the sort of book that may
leave readers feeling both invigorated and vulnerable.
breaking and entering

extraordinary measures to conceal his lifestyle and showed little
concern for his job security. In his multivolume diary, he poured
out his unrequited desires for a committed relationship with a
much younger protégé in florid and extravagant language. So
oppressive were Cutler’s emotional demands that they became
smothering, interfering with friendships and at times evidencing an alarming instability. In his debut book, the author alternates between these two secret lives; neither portion is notably
successful. The coverage of Cutler’s National Security Council
days includes such significant events as U.S.–sponsored coups
in Guatemala and Iran, but the narrative is straightforward and
dry; if it contains any new revelations, Shinkle does not highlight them. He describes Cutler’s various rendezvous with gay
men in gaudy detail, but to no apparent purpose. Cutler’s diary
entries illustrate the depths of his feelings for these men but
never broach subjects of wider significance—e.g., the predicament of a gay man in a hostile governmental and social culture.
An important man in his day, neither of Cutler’s secret
lives now appears sufficiently interesting to merit the
attention of 21st-century readers. (43 photos)

Simon, Joel
Columbia Global Reports (170 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-9997454-2-7

A well-formed argument against the
doctrine of refusing to negotiate with
terrorists to gain the release of hostages.
“From a pure negotiating standpoint,” writes Simon (The
New Censorship: Inside the Global Battle for Media Freedom, 2015,
etc.), executive director of the Committee to Protect Journalists, “adopting a public posture of ‘we don’t negotiate with
terrorists’ is a terrible opening gambit.” First formulated by
Richard Nixon, that posture reduces the value of the hostages
to their kidnappers, which makes it more likely that hostages
will be killed. Still, talking tough in the face of hostage-takers
scores political points in the U.S. and the U.K. even as countries
such as France pay in order to rescue their citizens. Again, that’s
for political reasons. As Simon notes, when war correspondent
Florence Aubenas was kidnapped in Iraq in 2005, the French
government reportedly paid $10 million to retrieve her. Officially, the government denied that it had acquiesced, but the
fact that it had underscores political differences: “When French
citizens are kidnapped, the public often mobilizes to demand
their release,” with the idea that part of the social contract is
that the government protects its citizenry by whatever means
necessary. On the other hand, Americans and Brits come with
guns blazing, which often leads to the deaths of hostages, if not
soldiers and civilian bystanders. As Simon observes, when the
British sent in soldiers to rescue a New York Times correspondent and a colleague taken hostage in Afghanistan, a soldier, a
|

BREAKING AND
ENTERING
The Extraordinary
Story of a Hacker Called
“Alien”
Smith, Jeremy N.
Eamon Dolan/Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-544-90321-0
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WE WANT TO NEGOTIATE
The Secret World of
Kidnapping, Hostages and
Ransom

woman, and a child died in the fire. “These deaths,” he notes,
“were all the more tragic because private negotiators who were
communicating with the kidnappers already had a deal for both
hostages’ release.” Simon, who has been involved in negotiation
efforts himself, ventures that Daniel Pearl’s killing in Pakistan
might have been avoidable and that it was meant to send a signal “that kidnapping Westerners was now a sanctioned tactic”
on the part of al-Qaida.
A persuasive argument that deserves to be heard in
Foggy Bottom, the Pentagon, and other corridors of power.

A novelistic tech tale that puts readers on the front lines of cybersecurity.
For all whose lives and connections depend on the internet—nearly everyone—this biography of the pseudonymous
“Alien” provides a fast-paced cautionary tale. Smith (Epic Mea
sures: One Doctor. Seven Billion Patients., 2015, etc.) has enough
experience as a computer programmer to understand the technicalities of this world, but his storytelling makes it intelligible
to general readers; indeed, the narrative is more characterdriven than technology-driven. The book requires a few leaps of
faith—not only that Alien is who the author says she is, but that
she can so vividly recount events and conversations that happened years before she met the author. The story begins with
Alien at MIT. Lacking focus and direction, she was drawn to a
hacking community in a time when the term could extend from
picking locks to taking drugs and didn’t become more focused
on technology until computers became more central to society. The hackers often lived more adventurous lives than many
students, and Alien experienced plenty of casual sex, drug use,
and a few tragic casualties along the way. She graduated from
hacking computer systems to helping protect them from hackers at a time when “Corporations from Microsoft and Cisco
on down had begun hiring hackers of their own to help defend
themselves against other hackers.” Some worked one side of the
fence, some worked the other, and some straddled the line and
were capable of “going rogue.” Smith goes into great detail to
demonstrate how Alien could penetrate the security of whomever was employing her, showing how a real criminal would do it,
and makes fearfully clear that there is “no such thing as absolute
security in this world, or any definitive and final fixes.” Alien
now runs a small hacking company that assists with security for
banks, governments, and other organizations.
A page-turning real-life thriller, the sort of book that
may leave readers feeling both invigorated and vulnerable.
kirkus.com
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THE SECOND KIND
OF IMPOSSIBLE
The Extraordinary Quest for
a New Form of Matter
Steinhardt, Paul J.
Simon & Schuster (352 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-4767-2992-3

An admirable popular account of
the quasicrystal, an oddball arrangement of atoms that seems to contradict

scientific laws.
Steinhardt (Physics and Astrophysical Sciences/Princeton
Univ.; co-author: Endless Universe: Beyond the Big Bang, 2006), a
pioneer in the field and a fine writer, makes a mighty effort to
describe a complex chemical phenomenon; he mostly succeeds.
Readers should carefully read his explanation of how pure substances such as minerals form periodic, symmetric arrangements of atoms called crystals, which must fit together with
no gaps into which other atoms can squeeze. Only three forms
qualify: the tetrahedron, the triangular prism, and the parallelepiped (six-sided box). Popular writers use the tiling analogy. To
install a bathroom floor, only square, triangular, or hexagonal
tiles fit perfectly. Just as you can’t fit pentagonal or octagonal
tiles into the floor, no crystal can have five or eight or any largersided symmetry. This was the rule—not really a formal law—
until Roger Penrose invented Penrose tiles in the 1970s. These
can fill any room despite having bizarre shapes. Intrigued, scientists began producing five, eight, and other many-sided “quasicrystals” by heating and rapidly cooling metals in the laboratory.
Thankfully, Steinhardt turns his attention from crystal theory
to chronicle a gripping scientific quest. He and his colleagues
searched the world’s mineralogical collections, drawing a blank
until minuscule specks from Italy showed promise. Proof
required finding similar pieces in a natural location, an exhaustive 10-year process that began with frustrating detective work
to discover the specimen’s source, followed by an expedition to
Siberia and success in 2009. Scientists figured out that natural
quasicrystals form through temperatures and pressures that
don’t exist on Earth; they’re found in meteorite fragments.
The research continues, and it will hopefully produce
technological marvels (or maybe not). Meanwhile, readers will enjoy this enthusiastic introduction to a weird but
genuine new form of matter.

REVOLUTIONARY THREADS
Rastafari, Social Justice,
and Cooperative Economics

Sullivan, Bobby
Akashic (228 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Dec. 4, 2018
978-1-61775-655-9

A post-hardcore rock star, community activist, and social justice intellectual offers an alternative look at
countercolonial history through the lens
of the Rastafari movement.
Clearly having developed into far more than his punk-influenced history suggests, Sullivan offers a vibrant examination of
American and African history with an anti-colonial patina, colored by episodes from the lives of fascinating and often controversial figures in both the past and contemporary history. Not
quite a manifesto and not quite a memoir, the book incorporates
aspects of both into an unusual but compelling narrative that
encourages cooperation for the greater good, cultural tolerance,
and equitable relationships among all peoples—a process akin
to “decolonizing our minds.” The author begins with some anecdotes that will be fascinating for those of us who remember the
days of Minor Threat and Bad Brains in the D.C. punk scene. Sullivan (a self-described “racially ambiguous white kid”) recounts
venturing out with his friend Johnny Temple (who would go on
to found Akashic Books, among numerous other exploits) to see
Toots and the Maytals, accidentally meeting Doctor Dread, and
landing jobs at the famous RAS Records. From there, the author
spins a culturally rich, spiritually uplifting history of the world
that stretches from Ethiopia’s Haile Selassie, a central figure in
Rastafari culture, to the abolitionist John Brown to Marilyn Buck,
the violent revolutionary and poet whom Sullivan corresponded
with until her death in 2010. Along the way, the author frequently
returns to themes that are clearly important to him, including
prison ministry and reform, the power of collectivism, the meaning of resistance, and the importance of unity among all peoples.
It’s a messy story, with charged touchstones that some readers
will find uncomfortable, but it comes together well, and Sullivan
offers a strong argument for cooperative economics.
An engaging and challenging read.

WHY I AM A HINDU

Tharoor, Shashi
Scribe (320 pp.)
$27.95 | Dec. 1, 2018
978-1-947534-56-8

An Indian diplomat examines his
deeply held spiritual beliefs.
Tharoor (Inglorious Empire: What the
British Did to India, 2018, etc.), former
Under-Secretary-General at the U.N.,
eloquently explains the religion that has
offered him wisdom and spiritual consolation throughout his
68
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An Ojibwe novelist and historian delivers a politically charged,
highly readable history of America’s Indigenous
peoples after the end of the wars against them.
the heartbeat of wounded knee

THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM
One Fat Man’s Quest
to Get Smaller in a
Growing America

Tomlinson, Tommy
Simon & Schuster (256 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-5011-1161-7

An obese man struggles to lose the
excess weight he’s carried throughout
his life.
In this revealing memoir, journalist Tomlinson, a former
longtime reporter and columnist for the Charlotte Observer,
shares the story of his battle with weight gain and loss during his
lifetime, from childhood through college, work, marriage, and
beyond. He readily admits that food can become an addiction,
a go-to in times of both stress and joy. His earliest childhood
memories include family get-togethers where vast quantities of
rich, highly caloric food were in abundance and he was encouraged to eat as much as he wanted. He suffered for it, getting
shamed at school for being overweight and having to buy special clothes in his teens that would fit; yet he could not control
his cravings and continued to gain weight. He writes, “I lust
|

after greasy double cheeseburgers and fried chicken legs and
Ruffles straight out of the bag,” he writes. “I covet hot Krispy
Kreme doughnuts that melt on my tongue. I worship bowls full
of peanut M&Ms, first savoring them one by one, then stuffing my mouth with handfuls, then wetting my finger to pick up
those last bits of chocolate dust and candy shell. My brain pings
with pleasure; my taste buds groan with desire.” After topping
out at 460 pounds and seeing a doctor’s diagnosis of “morbidly
obese,” Tomlinson knew he needed to change before the “morbid” part became reality. He doesn’t hold back in his comments
about his needs and wants and interjects enough humor to offset the more serious parts of the narrative and keep the pages
turning. Readers who are overweight will find encouragement
in Tomlinson’s story, which serves as proof that with determination and the right attitude, anyone can win the battle over food
addiction and/or obesity.
An authentic look at a struggle that millions of Americans face every day.

THE HEARTBEAT OF
WOUNDED KNEE
Native America from 1890 to
the Present

y o u n g a d u lt

life. Clearly presenting Hinduism’s roots, central tenets, and
major texts and thinkers, he portrays the religion as a polycentric faith, open to all seekers of spiritual enlightenment. He is
dismayed, however, by what he sees as the corruption of Hinduism into “the intolerant and often violent forms of Hindutva,”
a political movement that aims at “creating social and cultural
distinctions for a political purpose.” Hindutva sees Hinduism
“as a badge of identity, rather than as a set of values, principles
and beliefs.” An insidious form of identity politics, according to
Tharoor, Hindutva foments prejudice against India’s Muslims
and Christians and insists on Hinduism “as a badge of allegiance
rather than a way of relating to the cosmos.” For the author, it
is precisely Hinduism’s capacious validation of other faiths and
its rejection of one “single structure of theological authority
or liturgical power” that makes the religion so attractive. Tharoor confronts directly the social and cultural practices that
have been associated with Hinduism: the discriminatory caste
system, which he admits is unfortunately widespread in India;
superstitious beliefs in astrology, signs, and soothsayers; and the
“God Market” that has drawn the gullible to “charlatans, poseurs
and tricksters” who offer “simplistic ideas of spirituality and
amass huge fortunes.” The author believes that although caste
was entrenched by British colonial rule, even after India’s independence it has become an indisputable fact of life, practiced by
more than a third of the population. While he was raised to be
oblivious to caste, he recognizes that he has benefited socially,
economically, and politically by having been born into an upper
stratum. “Caste blindness,” he admits, “is itself an affectation
available only to the privileged.”
A thoughtful celebration of Hinduism as a potentially
unifying force.

Treuer, David
Riverhead (528 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-1-59463-315-7

An Ojibwe novelist and historian
delivers a politically charged, highly
readable history of America’s Indigenous
peoples after the end of the wars against them.
Native American history, Treuer (Prudence, 2015, etc.) provocatively reminds us, does not end at Wounded Knee, which
is usually the last major event concerning Native people that
non-Natives can recite. The population of those who identify
as Native has increased tenfold since 1900; a third of them
are under the age of 18 in a time when many other populations—including white Americans—are aging. “We seem to be
everywhere,” writes the author, “and doing everything.” This
is not for want of trying otherwise on the part of the federal
government, which, at several points in the last 12 decades, has
attempted to delist Indian populations and seize reservation
lands. Treuer’s account includes many such maneuvers, such as
the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, along with episodes of
Native resistance that were not always successful. As he notes,
for example, the American Indian Movement of the 1970s, born
in the cities, often had trouble gaining a foothold on rural reservations such as Pine Ridge: “Despite its focus on reclaiming
Indian pride by way of Indian cultures and ceremonies, and by
privileging the old ways, reservation communities were not
entirely sold on AIM.” Treuer has been through a tremendous
amount of literature to write this book, but he’s also been out
on the land talking with people in those communities, as with
one tough Blackfoot elder he interviewed: “He had the clipped
tones of the High Plains along with a kind of ‘Don’t fuck with
kirkus.com
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CAMELOT’S END
Kennedy vs. Carter and
the Fight that Broke the
Democratic Party

me’ cadence that I always think of as ‘elderly Indian voice.’ ”
Treuer closes his lucid account with a portrait of the “water
keepers” who gathered from all over the continent in the hope
of protecting Sioux lands against an oil pipeline that, for the
moment, has been stalled in its tracks through their efforts.
A welcome modern rejoinder to classics such as God Is
Red and Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee.

THE GIRLS NEXT DOOR
Bringing Home Front to the
Front Lines

Vuic, Kara Dixon
Harvard Univ. (340 pp.)
$29.95 | Feb. 4, 2019
978-0-674-98638-1

A military historian examines women’s volunteer efforts to support American troops.
An adviser to a PBS documentary
on the United Service Organizations, Vuic (War, Conflict, and
Society/Texas Christian Univ.; The Routledge History of Gender,
War, and the U.S. Military, 2017, etc.) draws on extensive archival sources to create a thoroughly documented, anecdote-filled
history of women’s roles as recreation program volunteers
from World War I to the present. Besides illuminating women’s
significance in military life, the author chronicles changes in
assumptions about gender, sexuality, and race in American culture for the last 100 years. Under the auspices of the Red Cross,
the USO, and the military’s Special Services, young women
worked on bases and battlefields “to distract lonely men from
war’s boredom and brutality,” serving as “representations of
ideal femininity and womanhood, and as reminders of the civilian and domestic life to which the men would return.” Preferred
volunteers were college-educated, attractive, vivacious, and
independent, eager for the adventure of an overseas assignment.
Above all, they needed “to embody a particular kind of middleAmerican wholesomeness” that would contrast favorably with
scantily clad USO performers and “exotic, sexualized native
women” such as prostitutes, who thronged around military
bases. Volunteers cooked, handed out doughnuts, and danced
with servicemen; however, they were warned, romance and sex
were not in their job description. During the Vietnam War, the
Red Cross rotated women often during their tour to keep them
from becoming too close to soldiers. Some volunteers chafed at
restrictions, which included living behind barbed-wire fences,
obeying curfews, and never leaving camp alone. In 1973, the
transition from conscription to the All-Volunteer Force meant
that more families accompanied servicemen and servicewomen,
changing the volunteers’ role from being “wholesome symbols
of desire” to offering programs such as community centers and
summer day camp. Still, even with increasing numbers of servicewomen, officials continued to sanction “hypersexualized
entertainment,” evidence of the “conflicting, yet intertwined
ways” that women have been used by the military.
A fresh contribution to women’s history. (18 photos)
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Ward, Jon
Twelve (400 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-4555-9138-1

The story of internecine warfare in
the Democratic Party.
In 1980, Jimmy Carter was in trouble.
The sitting Democratic president was unpopular. Though the
economy had been flagging for most of the past decade, as sitting president, he bore much of the blame even if he did not
deserve it. Iranian revolutionaries had taken Americans hostage
in the U.S. Embassy in Tehran, and Carter seemed helpless. On
matters both domestic and foreign, Carter was perceived as
weak and out of touch. Even as he anticipated a tough election
fight against whomever the Republicans nominated (Ronald
Reagan, it would turn out), he faced a challenge from the left
within his party. Ted Kennedy, the youngest son of the legendary political family, challenged Carter for the Democratic nomination that year. As Yahoo senior political correspondent Ward
notes, “it was one of only a handful of times...that an incumbent president running for reelection had been challenged from
within his own party.” Though Carter would emerge from that
struggle, bruised and battered, he would succumb to Reagan
in the general election. This is the story the author tells in this
intriguing political history. In a fine dual political biography
that becomes a riveting tale of a party seemingly in chaos, the
author occasionally overstates his case—the Democrats were
hardly “broken” as a party in the 1980s and beyond—and the
dual-biography structure sometimes makes it seem as if Carter
and Kennedy are somehow inevitably on a political collision
course. Still, Ward provides deep insight into American politics
in the past five decades. He writes fluidly and demonstrates a
firm grasp of how politics work. It is also interesting that he
writes in a time when there are increasing whispers that a sitting
president might face an internal challenge to his renomination.
A useful reminder of a past era that resonates with contemporary politics.

|

By the author’s account, Trump, sensitive and insensitive, out
of his element and constantly enraged, cannot be trusted to
act on his own instincts while anywhere near the Oval Office.
fear

AFTER THE PROTESTS ARE
HEARD
Enacting Civic Engagement
and Social Transformation

FEAR
Trump in the
White House

Woodward, Bob
Simon & Schuster (448 pp.)
$30.00 | Sep. 11, 2018
978-1-5011-7551-0

Welch, Sharon D.
New York Univ. (272 pp.)
$28.00 paper | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-4798-5790-6

|

A dish-filled tiptoe through the current
White House in the company of an allknowing tour guide, legendary Washington
Post investigative reporter and definitive
insider Woodward (The Last of the President’s Men, 2015, etc.).
“He’s always looking for adult supervision.” So says bigmoney donor Rebekah Mercer to alt-right mastermind Steve
Bannon of Donald Trump early on in Woodward’s book, setting a theme that will be sounded throughout the narrative.
By the author’s account, Trump, sensitive and insensitive, out
of his element and constantly enraged, cannot be trusted to
act on his own instincts while anywhere near the Oval Office.
Indeed, the earliest and instantly newsworthy moment of the
book comes when economic adviser Gary Cohn spirits away a
letter from Trump’s desk that would have broken the U.S. alliance with South Korea. Trump demanded the letter but then,
it seems, forgot about it in its absence. “It was no less than an
administrative coup d’état,” writes Woodward, “an undermining of the will of the president of the United States and its constitutional authority.” It’s not the sole instance, either, as the
author steadily recounts. Drawing on deep background, meaning that sources cannot be identified—the reasons are immediately evident—Woodward ticks down a long list of insiders and
their various ways of adapting to the mercurial president, sometimes successfully but more often not. One figure who can be
seen constantly walking that line is South Carolina Sen. Lindsey
Graham, whom former staffer Reince Priebus sold on Trump by
saying, “you’re a lot of fun. He needs fun people around him.”
Trump emerges as anything but fun—but also rather easily managed by those around him, so long as he is able to sign documents (“Trump liked signing. It meant he was doing things, and
he had an up-and-down penmanship that looked authoritative
in black Magic Marker”) and otherwise look presidential.
Woodward’s book will shock only those who haven’t
been paying attention. For those who have, it reinforces a
strongly emerging narrative that there’s a serious need for
grown-ups on Pennsylvania Avenue—grown-ups who have
read the Constitution.
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A multicultural, interdisciplinary overview of activism as a means to an end.
As a social ethicist and Unitarian
minister, Welch (Communities of Resistance and Solidarity: A Femi
nist Theology of Liberation, 2017, etc.) balances idealism and pragmatism, arguing that “we can be morally pure but strategically
inept, and when that happens we lose.” Through surveys of literature, personal experience, and profiles of those on the front
lines, she makes a case for “visionary pragmatism” as “an alternative to utopian thinking or cynicism and despair.” She finds
kindred spirits where others see resistance or compromise:
socially responsible corporations, socially engaged academics, a movement dubbed “Solutions Journalism” (which some
would consider crossing the line from observer to participant),
and Barack Obama, disparaged by some activists as too moderate but praised here for “one of the ongoing legacies of the
Obama presidency—a catalytic form of civic engagement—not
utopian but committed to the creation of microtopias that bear
the seeds of ongoing critique and engagement.” The author’s
approach stresses progress and process rather than pie-in-thesky goals that see protests dissipate when they are unrealized.
She allows that there are many different approaches that can
be employed to achieve similar ends and that any sign of progress might well intensify resistance (Obama followed by Trump).
Throughout, Welch draws from a tale told within the Potawatomi Nation of the “Windigo, a person driven by greediness
with a heart as cold as ice, only focused on his or her own needs.”
She urges white activists to recognize the Windigo within, to
see how its spirit within the nation has exploited others, and
to strive for an inclusive society that reflects and serves our
better natures: “Helping people to create organizational structures and policies that identify and check such implicit biases
or prejudices is essential in our work of creating a society and
economic system that truly embodies our values.”
More of a call to reason than a call to arms, the book
offers hope in the face of great challenges.
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Powering Libraries. Empowering Communities.
[Sponsored]

Kelvin Watson
Inviting the Uninvited

By Megan Labrise

Photo courtesy Ari Rothenberg

Africa—and it didn’t deter me from checking out
other books after that.”
Watson remained a voracious reader through middle school, college, and officer training. He served as
a commissioned officer in the Army and worked in
leadership roles in sales and marketing, for Ingram
Book Group and Borders Group, Inc., before pivoting
to a decorated career in public library service. Eighteen months ago, he transitioned from director of
e-content services and strategy at Queens Library in
New York City to the highest administrative position
at the 11th-largest public library in the nation: director
of Broward County Libraries in southern Florida.
“The theme we’ve embraced over the past year and
a half is ‘inviting the uninvited,’ ” says Watson, who
is one of two recently named directors at large of
the Public Library Association. “The greatest value
we can give the community is continuing to launch
initiatives for everybody, even those who can’t, for
whatever reason, make it to our physical locations.
“What that has meant to Broward County is
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After Kelvin Watson’s family finished watching

turning the library into a place that is both physi-

the 1984 miniseries Master of the Game, the St. Louis,

cal and digital,” he says of the 36-branch system,

Missouri, native marched right to the nearest library,

which serves approximately 1.9 million Floridians.

checked out the Sydney Sheldon novel it was based

“Most people are now equipped with a cellphone,

on, and read that 400-page book cover to cover. He

so, essentially, the library is wherever you want the

was 8 years old.

library to be.”

“I felt very accomplished. That thing was big-

This fall the library can be found at 10 new Bro-

ger than me!” says Watson, who vividly remembers

ward County locations—including a coffee shop, a

the experience 42 years later. “Reading that book

health care center, and the Pompano Beach City

made me recognize that what you check out from

Hall—courtesy of Pop Up Library, a pilot program

the library can transport you to the places you read

forged in partnership with Baker & Taylor, a Char-

about—I was transported to the diamond mines of

lotte-based distributor of books and entertainment.
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The system is one of the first in the nation to offer

strengthening the relationship between the library

full access to its e-book collection, via Baker & Tay-

and school district, Watson says.

lor’s Axis 360 platform, through a device that func-

“Baker & Taylor are excellent partners for us

tions like a hotspot and doesn’t require additional

because they continue to innovate,” he says. “It’s

staff to run.

good to have partners that are adapting to our chang-

Just plug in Pop Up Library and “you immediately

ing needs and the needs of the communities we serve.

are able to gain access to our Axis 360 database of

They’re always responsive, willing to hear from the

e-books, and you can start getting access to those

customers, willing to listen to their customers, and I

library materials without the need for a library card,”

appreciate that.”

Watson says. “It’s mobile, so we can choose and move

Always striving with an eye toward the next

the locations. The way I envision it, we now have

accomplishment, Watson and his team have big

10 new [digital] locations to add to the number of

plans to bring Broward County customers the maxi-

[brick-and-mortar] locations we have. We’re bring-

mum value a modern library can provide, no matter

ing more awareness of the library and extending our

who—or where—they are.
“As a library system, we’re constantly evolvPhoto courtesy Ari Rothenberg

ing, we’re adapting,” Watson says. “That’s what the
library has to do, just like any other organization or
company that serves the public.
“We’ve done projects like working with our buses,”
he says, “advertising the library and also connecting people to our electronic resources on the bus,
because the buses are equipped with Wi-Fi. We did a
similar thing with our parks. It’s always warm here in
South Florida, so we have a lot of those outside gyms.
We launched a pilot last fall for people to connect to
music while they walk the trails or exercise.

reach in the community.”

“You have to stay relevant,” he says. “There are so

Broward County is already experiencing great

many other things that people could be doing versus

success with a similar program launched last year:

going to the library. I’m trying to make sure they’re

Community Share provides e-collection access to

always coming back.”

students in Broward County Public Schools, allowing them to view library resources during the school
day, right at their desks, with digital library cards the

Megan Labrise is a staff writer and co-host of the Fully
Booked podcast.

key to a kingdom of knowledge. Thirty thousand students are registered, and they’re already looking to
expand the program, which has the added benefit of
|
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children’s
PERFECT

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Amato, Max
Illus. by the author
Scholastic (48 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-0-545-82931-1

PERFECT by Max Amato.....................................................................74
THIS PROMISE OF CHANGE by Jo Ann Allen Boyce &
Debbie Levy.......................................................................................... 75
ONE-THIRD NERD by Gennifer Choldenko;
illus. by Eglantine Ceulemans............................................................... 77
START NOW! by Chelsea Clinton; illus. by Siobhán Gallagher......... 77
THE GAME OF STARS by Sayantani DasGupta................................. 77
THE GOOD EGG by Jory John; illus. by Pete Oswald........................ 84
HATS OFF TO MR. POCKLES! by Sally Lloyd-Jones;
illus. by David Litchfield..................................................................... 86
SEA BEAR by Lindsay Moore............................................................. 88
STRUTTIN’ WITH SOME BARBECUE by Patricia Hruby Powell;
illus. by Rachel Himes.......................................................................... 89
BLOOM BOOM! by April Pulley Sayre............................................... 90
PAY ATTENTION, CARTER JONES by Gary D. Schmidt..................91
GOGI’S GAMBIT by Eliot Schrefer; illus. by Emilia Dziubak............91
WUNDERSMITH by Jessica Townsend; illus. by Jim Madsen............ 94

THE GAME OF STARS

DasGupta, Sayantani
Scholastic (384 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 26, 2019
978-1-338-18573-7
Series: Kiranmala and the
Kingdom Beyond, 2

Amato’s debut features two writing
tools with opposing dispositions: a yellow pencil and a pink, stand-alone eraser.
One likes to make marks; the other
delights in eradication. Can this end well? Clean, white backgrounds
set the stage for opening strokes and smudges easily removed. The
eraser exhibits confidence, but the writing implement picks up
speed, creating—in rapid succession—an impudent caricature of its
nemesis, a cyclone, an army of menacing pencils, and a forest that
becomes so thick it’s essentially solid black. Stumped, the eraser
eventually swipes at the darkness. Although the attempts leave
residual texture, the effect is pleasing. A sun created by erasing leads
to a galaxy, and the neatnik eraser directs a newly hewn rocket onto
a fresh page, exclaiming, “Eat my dust!” Soon, however, the devilish drawer is at it again. The eraser’s response—rubbed-away letters
forming the book’s title—reveals that this strategy brings peace
with the duo’s differences (and that their interactions are actually
enjoyed). Employing a controlled palette for the digitally manipulated photographs and hand drawings, Amato maintains interest by
animating a few deft lines into ever changing facial expressions and
by varying the page designs from panels to full spreads. Surprisingly,
the pencil doesn’t have any lines to speak; the eraser does all the talking, albeit in brief comments.
Children will be amused by the relationship and
intrigued with the technique, comprehending that one can
draw with a pencil and an eraser—and that opposites can
co-exist. (Picture book. 3-9)

TRAILBLAZER

Aslan, Austin
Harper/HarperCollins (352 pp.)
$16.99 | Dec. 31, 2018
978-0-06-274103-5
Series: TURBO Racers, 1
A 12-year-old gets a shot at glory in
a high-tech, motorized extreme triathlon—but everything has its price.
When not tinkering with mechanical engineering projects, Mace Blazer
lights up the leaderboards in TURBO arcade simulations. In
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Gems relevant to today’s politics, along with the narrator’s
strong inner voice, make this offering stand out.
this promise of change

SHEEP DOG AND
SHEEP SHEEP

Barclay, Eric
Illus. by the author
Harper/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-0-06-267738-9
New friends are out together, though
not dancing, sheep to sheep.
The dancing allusion is apropos given that Sheep loves
to trot the light fantastic and show off fancy hoofwork. The
sprightly movements help her meet a shaggy canine on her farm.
When this critter—a sheepdog—explains his function, Sheep
declares that she’s an expert at watching animals of her kind,
too, and is, therefore, a “SHEEP sheep.” Twice while searching
for items her new buddy will need for his job, Sheep is stalked by
wily predators. Unbeknownst to her, but observed by the dog—
and readers—they attempt stealthy grabs but are promptly sent
packing by...guess who? A third near mishap, to which Sheep
is again oblivious, soon occurs, but the watchful dog saves her
woolly hide again. Sheep Dog’s best “rescue,” though?—a clever
and satisfying action plan for Sheep’s future at this thin story’s
resolution that gives her a sense of purpose and restores her
self-esteem, at the same time offering a punning twist on shepherding. Some may frown that the male is active and resourceful while the female remains relatively passive. The illustrations,
rendered in colored pencils and Adobe Photoshop, are humorous and energetic if flat, which suits the endearing, cartoony,
expressive characters.
Not the best friendship story, but one needn’t feel
sheepish about enjoying this. (Picture book. 3- 7)
|

I NEED A HUG

Blabey, Aaron
Illus. by the author
Scholastic (32 pp.)
$14.99 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-1-338-29710-2
A hug shouldn’t require an instruction manual—but some do.
A porcupine can frighten even the largest animal. In this
picture book, a bear and a deer, along with a small rabbit, each
run away when they hear eight simple words and their name:
“I need a hug. Will you cuddle me,...?” As they flee, each utters
a definitive refusal that rhymes with their name. The repetitive structure gives Blabey plenty of opportunities for humor,
because every animal responds to the question with an outlandish, pop-eyed expression of panic. But the understated moments
are even funnier. Each animal takes a moment to think over the
request, and the drawings are nuanced enough that readers can
see the creatures react with slowly building anxiety or, sometimes, a glassy stare. These silent reaction shots not only show
exquisite comic timing, but they make the rhymes in the text
feel pleasingly subtle by delaying the final line in each stanza.
The story is a sort of fable about tolerance. It turns out that
a porcupine can give a perfectly adequate hug when its quills
are flat and relaxed, but no one stays around long enough to
find out except for an animal that has its own experiences with
intolerance: a snake. It’s an apt, touching moral, but the climax
may confuse some readers as they try to figure out the precise
mechanics of the embrace.
This is a tremendously moving story, but some people
will be moved only on the second reading, after they’ve
Googled “How to pet a porcupine.” (Picture book. 3-5)

y o u n g a d u lt

TURBO races, vehicles morph among land, sea, and sky forms
for various legs of the complicated, wild races. After finding out
about a traveling exhibit with a restored, legendary, crashedtoo-soon first-generation trimorpher called Event Horizon—just
in time to miss it—Mace takes a risk to see the craft in person.
The unintended consequences (which include a police chase)
lead Mace to Event Horizon’s legendary, mysterious pilot, Quasar,
who invites him and three other top simulation performers for
a summer of training. Quasar promises entrance in the Gauntlet Prix to the best of them. Coloradan Mace (default white and
fluent in ASL due to growing up with Deaf parents) is joined
by Japanese-American Aya, Dex from the Dominican Republic,
and white Norwegian Henryk. They must compete against one
another in the face of elimination and dismissal as the legendary
racer teaches them to do anything to win. Mace must decide if
he should do it Quasar’s way or play it honest—either alternative holds heavy consequences—and discovers that TURBO’s
future depends on his decisions. Intense, impeccably paced,
bonkers-awesome international race sequences provide clarity
without sacrificing tension or becoming repetitive—and, more
importantly, compensate for the formulaic setup.
With flash, spectacle, and tough character choices, an
all-around, full-throttle read. (Science fiction. 8-14)

THIS PROMISE
OF CHANGE
One Girl’s Story in the
Fight for School Equality

Boyce, Jo Ann Allen & Levy, Debbie
Bloomsbury (320 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-68119-852-1

An autobiographical account in verse
of a teen pioneering school desegregation in the South.
Jo Ann Allen lives up on a hill with the other black residents
of Clinton, Tennessee. They travel to Knoxville to attend the
black schools, but in 1956, two years after the Brown v. Board
of Education decision, a judge in Knoxville tells Clinton officials that they must integrate immediately. Jo Ann is one of 12
black students who enroll in the all-white Clinton High School.
With co-author Levy, she tells her story of that year in poems
grouped by her relationship to her town (“Mine, Theirs and
Ours”; “Fear,” etc.). Most of the white people who support
the black students do so only out of civic duty to obey the law.
kirkus.com
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the 2018 kirkus
prize in young
readers’ literature
Photo courtesy Leah Overstreet

There’s one thing I know about
the Kirkus Prize: It is really, really
hard to pick just six books out of all
the truly stellar books of the year. But
choose them our judges must, and
they picked some great ones. My YA
colleague, Laura Simeon, will be talking about the two young adult finalists,
and it is my pleasure to introduce to
you (if you haven’t met them already)
the two picture-book and two middle-grade finalists.
Crown, by Derrick Barnes and illustrated by Gordon C.
James, is already picture-book royalty, having been honored
by the 2018 Newbery, Caldecott, Coretta Scott King, and
Ezra Jack Keats committees.
This joyous paean to the black
barbershop “oozes black cool
and timely, much-needed black
joy,” a statement that’s just as
true now as it was when our reviewer wrote that last year. Yuyi
Morales’ Dreamers is similarly
timely. A picture-book memoir of the author/illustrator’s
immigration to the United States from Mexico with her
young son, a babe in arms, it intimately evokes her feelings
of strangeness in her new land with surreal mixed-media illustrations that are “a spectacular culmination of [her] work
thus far.”
Meg Medina, a finalist for the 2016 prize for her YA novel
Burn Baby Burn, returns in the middle-grade category with
Merci Suárez Changes Gears, in which the title character
navigates both the churning waters of a snooty private school
as a scholarship kid and the emotional tides of her CubanAmerican extended family. Her bond with her grandfather,
who’s slipping into dementia, is “heartbreakingly beautiful.”
The biracial (black/white) protagonist of Jacqueline Woodson’s Harbor Me likewise moves between two worlds: her
home, where she nervously awaits the release of her father
from prison, and her school, where she and five classmates
support one another in a dangerous, unpredictable world. It
is “a powerful tale of community and mutual growth.”
Read them and love them: They are all glorious. —V.S.

Still, there are moments of hope, as when her white classmates
elect her vice president of their homeroom; it seems she might
make friends. But then hatred and violence overtake the town
of Clinton, necessitating federal law enforcement to keep the
peace. Readers will empathize with Jo Ann’s honest incredulity: “Mouths spewing insults. / (Do these mouths sing hymns on
Sunday? / Do they say ‘I love you’?)” One timely poem remembers a local election in which “every single / white supremacist/
segregationist / candidate / lost.” Such gems relevant to today’s
politics, along with the narrator’s strong inner voice, make this
offering stand out.
Powerful storytelling of a not-so-distant past. (epilogue,
authors’ notes, photos, timeline, sources, bibliography, further reading) (Verse memoir. 9-14)

FREYA & ZOOSE

Butler, Emily
Illus. by Thermes, Jennifer
Crown (208 pp.)
$16.99 | $19.99 PLB | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-5247-1771-1
978-1-5247-1772-8 PLB
What happens when a fashionable
penguin and an irreverent mouse each
coincidentally stow away on a hot air balloon headed for the Arctic?
At first it’s no picnic for either of them. Freya, the penguin,
named for the goddess Freya, seeks to escape her sad reversal
of family fortune by following adventurous advice from her
dog-eared copy of Hints to Lady Travelers at Home and Abroad.
Zoose, a diminutive mouse named after the venerable god Zeus,
grew up cursed by his uncle and childhood priest and banished
by his community. He’s determined to become the first of his
species to reach the North Pole. This modern-day odd couple
soon learns that traveling involves risk and one must rise to the
occasion. Ultimately they determine that it is “better to drift
together than drift apart.” By the end of their voyage, they
each discover their talents while overcoming their fears, further proving that “travel is the true touchstone of character.”
Zoose learns to accept death while Freya redefines the meaning of “home.” Butler has a light, humorous, and fluent touch,
which particularly shines when her characters share their own
stories. This endearing travel-buddy tale is further brightened
by Thermes’ charming illustrations.
For fans of animal and adventure stories alike. (Fantasy.
8-12)

Vicky Smith is the children’s editor.
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ONE-THIRD NERD

Choldenko, Gennifer
Illus. by Ceulemans, Eglantine
Wendy Lamb/Random (224 pp.)
$16.99 | $19.99 PLB | Jan. 29, 2019
978-1-5247-1888-6
978-1-5247-1889-3 PLB

START NOW!
You Can Make a
Difference

Clinton, Chelsea
Illus. by Siobhán Gallagher
Philomel (144 pp.)
$16.99 | Oct. 2, 2018
978-0-525-51436-7

How does a preteen become a voice
of change for their community? (Hint:
Start by reading this book!)
Clinton (and her editing team) knows how to speak to the
middle-grade crowd, hitting all the right notes in this useful and
enjoyable guide to activism. A wide range of hot-topic issues is
covered, including climate change, health and fitness, and even
bullying and friendships. Each roughly 20-page chapter introduces readers to a topic with an overview, a precise bit of history,
|

THE GAME OF STARS

DasGupta, Sayantani
Scholastic (384 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 26, 2019
978-1-338-18573-7
Series: Kiranmala and the Kingdom
Beyond, 2

y o u n g a d u lt

Best known for her Tales from
Alcatraz series, Choldenko writes for a
slightly younger set in this celebration of
family ingenuity.
It’s hard enough that fifth-grader Liam’s parents divorced
and now he, his two younger sisters, and their single mom live
in an apartment in need of repair. Their beloved dog, Cupcake,
won’t stop peeing on the rug, and the landlord has given them
three weeks to get rid of the dog—or they’re all out. Episodic
chapters balance depictions of the harsh realities of divorce
and financial changes with amusing trial-and-error escapades
as the siblings hatch moneymaking schemes to fund expensive
vet tests. Along the way, the personality of each sibling shines
through. Faced with more responsibility than other kids his age,
Liam just wants to play tennis as well as Roger Federer—or at
least to keep up with Moses, a new student who seems to have
it all. Third-grader and total nerd Dakota is biding her time
until she can cure cancer. Second-grader and avid hugger Izzy
has Down syndrome, and her inclusion is not only seamless, but
integral to the plot. Even when getting on each other’s nerves,
they rally together when it matters most. Expressive black-line
art depicts their lovable antics as well as members from their
diverse community. Liam and his family are white; his best
friend, Dodge, has brown skin and is likely of Latinx heritage,
and Moses presents black, among other secondary characters
of color.
Reminiscent of Judy Blume’s work, this endearing
story will make many children laugh and allow some to see
a part of themselves. (Fiction. 8-12)

and a few real-world examples to enforce the idea that no goal
is too lofty or unmanageable. Gallagher’s line illustrations are
intermixed with photographs of kids who’ve made a difference.
The children discussed are inclusive of many ages, races, and
genders, allowing a diverse range of readers to find personal
connections to the text. The language is simple but never simplistic. When reach words or unfamiliar terms are used, they are
defined, explained, and often spelled phonetically. Each chapter
ends with a bulleted “Start now!” list that offers helpful suggestions for involvement, balancing advice kids can give to parents
and activities they can do themselves. In most cases, writing to
an elected official is included, reminding children to reach out
and let their voices be heard. The backmatter includes an index
but, sadly, not a bibliography for further reading.
A must-have title for school and public libraries as well
as young activists’ home collections. (Nonfiction. 9-13)

In this sequel to DasGupta’s middlegrade debut, The Serpent’s Secret (2018),
readers learn that Parsippany, New Jersey, middle schooler Kiranmala has not
returned to the Kingdom Beyond Seven Oceans and Thirteen
Rivers for months.
In fact, none of the Indian-American’s friends from the
Kingdom Beyond—especially princes Lalkamal and Neelkamal,
their cousin Mati, and the bird Tuntuni—has contacted her
since her departure. But after she is visited by the Rakkhoshi
Queen under the cloak of night and prompted by an interdimensional television station to enter Who Wants to Be a Demon
Slayer?, a multiverse reality game show, Kiranmala sets off to
the Kingdom for another rollicking roller-coaster ride of an
adventure, featuring a fork fight with a demon school dropout,
an intergalactic auto-rikshaw ride, and a mind-boggling series
of riddles with a ghost. In this outing DasGupta draws inspiration from American and South Asian pop culture in addition to Bengali folk and children’s literature, and an extensive
author’s note provides readers with additional context for many
of the cheeky references peppered throughout the book (the
“Dead and Lovely” cream hawked in interdimensional TV ads is
inspired by fairness creams that are ubiquitous on the Subcontinent, and “Samosa Drones” are a nod to Amazon’s suggestion
that they might use drones for book deliveries). Kiran’s smart,
funny voice will win new fans and gratify returning readers.
DasGupta once again wittily meshes Bengali folktales,
intergalactic science, and a spectacular world of her own
creation in a yarn that is part hero’s quest, part immigrant
coming-of-age tale. (Fantasy. 10-14)
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WEIRDO

If they can master their jealousy and rivalry, they may be able to
save not only the island, but their own family. Irish legends collide
with modern times in a fast-paced, magical tale about the ordinary
becoming extraordinary. Diversity is limited to the magical variety.
A distinctive fantasy with depth, humor, and heart.
(Fantasy. 8-12)

Do, Anh
Illus. by Faber, Jules
Scholastic (144 pp.)
$5.99 paper | Jan. 29, 2019
978-1-338-30558-6
Series: Weirdo, 1
Once again the new kid at a new
school, Weir (last name Do, rhymes
with “go”) learns that his name is just the
beginning of his problems.
With an episodic narrative style perfect for fans of David Pilkey
and his ilk, author Do introduces Weir, his ridiculous and recognizable family, his propensity to say and do the wrong things, and his
growing crush on Bella Allen. Dynamic type changes and Faber’s
clean line drawings punctuate the spare text, making this an accessible choice for emergent and reluctant readers. Weir’s apparently
multiracial family (black-haired dad was born in Vietnam, and
light-haired mom’s maiden name was Weir), including a flagrantly
flatulent farter—er, father and a terror of a toddler brother, should
resonate with a range of readers. Of less interest and relevance to
readers of this genre, perhaps, are Weir’s expressions of gendered
norms. Younger readers may find Weir’s romance unlikely or even
off-putting, and older readers may wonder at the casual misogyny
of a boys’ muscle contest. Weir’s description of Bella as the “seventh-best-looking girl at school,” complete with an illustration of
the seven girls lined up in order of prettiness, is equally unnecessary and unfunny, as is a reference to gendered clothing. All of the
characters are depicted with paper-white skin.
A mix of chortle-inducing comedic insight and cringeworthy comic tropes. (Graphic/fiction hybrid. 7-10)

THE STORM KEEPER’S ISLAND

Doyle, Catherine
Bloomsbury (304 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-1-68119-959-7

Eleven-year-old Fionn and his 13-yearold sister, Tara, visit an island off the west
coast of Ireland that’s rich in history, wonder, and danger.
From the moment Fionn steps onto
the shores of Arranmore, he can feel the
island’s power. Smoke billows from a fireless hearth. The sea rages
and then calms in an instant, and his grandfather captures the
island’s storms in the candles he fashions. Tara throws herself into
a quest to find the Sea Cave, a secret place of power reputed to
grant one wish per generation. Fionn would use the wish to find
his father, lost at sea, and save his mother from her depression, but
he fears Tara would throw her wish away on her crush on Bartley, a
boy with perfect hair and a dark heart. Fionn uses the oldest candle, exposing him to the island’s most dangerous secrets and forcing him to fight for those he loves. Deep magic and an epic battle
between good and evil swirl around two very ordinary siblings.
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THE SQUIRREL MANIFESTO

Edelman, Ric & Edelman, Jill
Illus. by Zaboski, Dave
Aladdin (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Nov. 20, 2018
978-1-5344-4166-8

This rhyming picture book features
young squirrels who learn to save, spend, and give back.
Narrated by a wren and using squirrels as stand-ins for
humans, this pedantic rhyming story is transparent in its purpose of teaching children the whys and wherefores of prudent
(mostly fiscal) living: care for the world, save, spend a little,
and give back to those less fortunate. At face value, it’s a worthy endeavor, and it’s thorough—there’s a backmatter “Squirrel Manifesto Guide for Grown-Ups” that gives caregivers
four steps to take to cultivate financial knowledge in children
(“Tax a little. Spend a little. Save a little. Give a little”). But
it’s all undone by the backmatter author bios, which take up
a full page and inform readers (or rather their caregivers) that
the authors run a financial services company, and in fact, its
logo and that of its partner company grace this page. What
could have been a solid, if heavy-handed, story about prudent,
thoughtful, and charitable living turns into manipulative product placement, using a children’s story to promote a business.
Illustrator Zaboski’s illustrations are colorfully busy but vary in
neither palette nor presentation, and readers may tire of cutesy
squirrels cavorting long before the story ends. Additionally, an
illustration depicting the famous Michelangelo Sistine Chapel
image but with squirrels in the role of God and Adam is as irrelevant to the story as it is odd to contemplate.
A worthy message is sullied by blatant commercialism.
(Picture book. 5-8)

A DREADFUL FAIRY BOOK

Etter, Jon
Amberjack Publishing (300 pp.)
$16.99 | Nov. 6, 2018
978-1-948705-14-1
Series: Those Dreadful Fairy Books, 1
A bookish sprite sets off on a quest
for a new home and finds far more than
she bargains for in Etter’s solo debut, a
fantasy romp.
When the not-so-bright sprites of
Pleasant Hollow misguidedly burn down
both Shade Glitterdemalion’s home and, more importantly,
|

Importantly, Farrell brings in the voices of the women, which
provides clarity and understanding of what they experienced.
standing up against hate

her library, Shade, in a very un-spritely burst of anger, storms
off to find a new home, surrounded by books in a fabled place
called a library. But outside of Pleasant Hollow, the realm is
steeped in the tension of an uneasy truce between the warring
good and evil fairies, and as Shade cautiously journeys to the
only independent library that may have survived the last war,
she encounters many fairy creatures who are just as out of place
and dreadful at being proper fairies as she is. With an exasperated narrator who would much prefer a story whose fairies and
plots behave the way they ought and with characters that not
only question, but outright shatter the status quo to embrace
difference, Etter offers readers a rich world of complexity and
moral ambiguity as Shade navigates loss, betrayal, magic, and
friendship in pursuit of the wonders of books and self-love. It’s
difficult to give Etter credit for diverse racial representation in
a world of multihued nonhuman creatures; nevertheless, this
chubby brown protagonist full of flaws and wit and heart is
quite welcome.
For bibliophiles (and bibliothecaphiles) and all those
who step expectantly into mushroom rings. (Fantasy. 9-13)

Farrell, Mary Cronk
Abrams (208 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-4197-3160-0

African-American women fought
for freedom at home and abroad as they
served their country during World War II.
When the United States Army found itself in need of personnel who could do work that would free men to report to
combat, it established first the Women’s Auxiliary Army Corps
and then the Women’s Army Corps. Black leaders were already
encouraging more wartime opportunities for African-Americans and sought to use this innovation to help end segregation. Civil rights activist Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune pushed for
integration of the corps, but the country’s official “separate but
equal” policy stood, although a quota of black women received
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STANDING UP AGAINST HATE
How Black Women in the
Army Helped Change the
Course of WWII

79

Young readers will squeal with delight at the onomatopoeic
responses given by the animals, including “Ewww!” “Peeyew!”
and “Blech!” even as they root for Seal to win them over.
sealed with a kiss

officer’s training. The women who responded to the call were
well familiar with the racial mores of the times, but the insults
they endured hurt. Nevertheless, they worked and trained hard
and put forth every effort to succeed, sometimes risking court
martial for standing up for themselves. When they were called
for overseas duty, the 6888th Central Postal Battalion performed their duties so well in Birmingham, England, that they
went on to another assignment in France. Importantly, Farrell
brings in the voices of the women, which provides clarity and
understanding of what they experienced. She also highlights the
role of black newspapers in keeping the community informed
about the difficulties they often faced. The text is richly supported with archival photographs. The importance of this story
is amplified by the inspiring forward by Maj. Gen. Marcia M.
Anderson, Army (Ret.), who makes a direct link between the
determined struggles of those described and the achievements
of African-American women in today’s U.S. military.
The stories in this valuable volume are well worth
knowing. (author’s note, glossary, timeline, source notes,
bibliography; index and forward not seen) (Nonfiction. 10-14)

SEALED WITH A KISS

Ferry, Beth
Illus. by Tallec, Olivier
Harper/HarperCollins (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-06-247577-0
A made-for-storytime tale for little
ones who do (and do not!) love affection.
Seal has just arrived at the national zoo from France and
is eager to make “zee” new friends. So when no one visits her,
she sets out to smooch her way around the zoo, believing she is
making friends as she goes. However, her new zoo mates are less
than thrilled by her fishy smell and (they think) overly friendly
manners. Oblivious, Seal kisses on until at last the snow leopard sets her straight with a growl: “You stink!” Embarrassed, she
slinks back to her pool as Sparrow, the only animal to initiate a
friendship with Seal, reminds the other animals that once they,
too, were new at the zoo. Together, the residents find their own
way to welcome their new neighbor, and friendships begin at last
on a good note. Soft acrylic, pencil, and charcoal illustrations
feature wide-eyed, wildly dramatic animals in numerous kissing
scenes. Young readers will squeal with delight at the onomatopoeic responses given by the animals, including “Ewww!” “Peeyew!” and “Blech!” even as they root for Seal to win them over
and, perhaps, rethink some of their own assumptions about
cultural differences in their own settings. The humorous text
offers numerous examples of rich language to build children’s
vocabularies.
A pleasing twist on a friendship tale that gently teaches
about cultural manners and boundaries. (Picture book. 4-8)
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MARSHFIELD MEMORIES
More Stories About
Growing Up

Fletcher, Ralph
Christy Ottaviano/Henry Holt (208 pp.)
$17.99 | Nov. 13, 2018
978-1-62779-524-1
A second set of childhood memories
from the author of Marshfield Dreams
(2005)—these spun around the feeling of
being an “in-betweener” in his family as
eldest of eight (later nine) siblings.
Fletcher opens with an elaborate neighborhood map
(“Marshfield was my Middle-earth,” he writes) and goes on in
short chapters to recall the pleasures—and sometimes tribulations—of being a Boy Scout, playing marbles, joining a muddy
scramble to gather a bucket full of frogs, having the house to himself for a day, getting a pocket transistor radio, and like treasured
moments around age 10. Other memories, such as learning that
a Sunday school acquaintance who shared his love for chocolate
Necco Wafers had died and seeing his school bus driver Ruben
Gonsalves silently watch his son get slapped (wondering since if
the 1964 incident would have even happened in his “white town...
but for the color of their skin”), spark more complex responses.
In an epilogue he tallies other less halcyon memories, capped by
the later death of a brother covered in greater detail in the previous volume. Still, like the mock funeral his friends gave him when
he and his family moved away from Marshfield, readers will find
these reminiscences “sad, funny, a little weird, and very sweet.”
Engaging episodes, not beyond the ken of the current
generation and lit with just enough sentiment to give them
a warm glow. (Memoir. 9-11)

THE CHILDREN AND
THE WHALE

Frost, Daniel
Illus. by the autbor
Little Gestalten (32 pp.)
$19.95 | Nov. 6, 2018
978-3-89955-816-6

“In the far, far north,” Cuno and Aia
seek out an animal with “a heart as big as a boat.”
After his father tells a story one night, Cuno spends days
ignoring his little sister to scan the Arctic waters in hopes of
seeing a whale. “The big beast” even occupies his dreams. Captivated by the puzzle of how a whale can “be so large and never
be seen,” Cuno sneaks away, taking his father’s kayak into open
water to “find the whale on his own.” Annoyed when he discovers tag-along Aia hiding in the hull, Cuno banishes her to the
stern. As their journey continues, Cuno’s frustration with Aia
grows. Only when the two suddenly become separated does
Cuno show he cares. But it takes “a huge, kind heart” of a different type to reunite them and return them home. Readers
aware of Indigenous Arctic peoples will notice characters wear
|

parka-style attire, have brown-skinned faces, and search for
the whale using an Inuit kayak and paddle. While modernist
illustrations echo the stark Arctic setting and cinematic perspectives enhance tensions, the British author/illustrator and
his German publisher exclude mention of Indigenous cultural
specifics in a tale that has a folkloric feel, leaving readers adrift.
An even-keeled offering about sibling bonds and a spectacular visual of human connection to the natural world
yaws off course. (Picture book. 2-6)

PUMPKIN ISLAND

Geisert, Arthur
Illus. by the author
Enchanted Lion Books (40 pp.)
$17.95 | Oct. 23, 2018
978-1-59270-265-7
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Geisert, known for his intricate etchings that often feature
profusions of pigs, here turns to pumpkins, offering a meditation on the effects of one astonishingly fertile runaway pumpkin on a small Iowa town.

It all begins when a pumpkin is washed away from a farm to
a small island in the middle of a river near a bridge. It breaks; its
seeds sprout; vines soon stretch from the island to downtown
via that bridge. In a sequence of expansive double-page spreads,
Geisert depicts the overrunning of Main Street by the pumpkin’s progeny, the orange gourds improbably popping up everywhere. “People did fun things with the pumpkins. Sometimes,
even dangerous things.” People throw pumpkins, do acrobatics
and dance with them. And of course they build medieval siege
weapons. Ultimately, after a gentle pumpkin chaos reigns for
several page turns, the townspeople (all seemingly white) carve
them into jack-o-lanterns and range them all up and down Main
Street, their faces glowing long into the night. Geisert’s spreads
offer readers detail upon whimsical detail, including a witch
who walks calmly about and much rooftop tomfoolery. The text
and art are occasionally out of sync, and, truthfully, there isn’t
much plot—but there are many pumpkins to count.
Readers captivated by the understated silliness of the
premise may find themselves imagining what their own
neighborhoods might look like under similar circumstances. (Picture book. 5-8)
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THE FASTEST FINISH

Hapka, Catherine
HMH Books (160 pp.)
$13.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-328-85901-3
Series: Junior Ninja Champion, 2
The characters from The Competi
tion Begins (2018) face choices and unexpected curveballs along the path to the
Junior Ninja Champion finals.
The premiere episode of the reality
TV competition is such a hit that the producers decide to add
a twist. There will be one more round of semifinals, a wildcard
episode, which will send up to 10 new competitors to the finals.
Hypercompetitive sports superstar Ty Santiago’s furious—as an
alternate, he’s not eligible for another try at one of those new
spots. He’s quite grumpy when an aspiring wildcard joins the
team at the kid-oriented gym his parents own: Noah Dhawan,
a dancer with hidden motives. Despite Ty’s hostility and Izzy’s
indifference, Noah (supported enthusiastically by Mackenzie)
progresses well using his dancer athleticism and balance against
the obstacles (described efficiently in the compact text). As the
finals bear down on the cast, Izzy must make a choice between
friendship and popularity or being a responsible competitor,
and Ty’s in the uncomfortable position of needing something
bad to happen to someone in order to compete. When it
comes down to it, though, these are good, maturing kids who
make good choices. Of the central characters, implied-Latinx
Ty, black Kevin, and biracial (Indian/white) Noah balance Izzy,
Mackenzie, and JJ, all default white; competing teams display
a fair amount of diversity as well. The ending notes the show’s
renewal for another season, prompting another installment.
A fast, positive, athletically aspirational read. (Fiction.
9-12)

DUST BUNNY WANTS A
FRIEND

Hevron, Amy
Illus. by the author
Schwartz & Wade/Random (32 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Jan. 22, 2018
978-1-5247-6569-9
978-1-5247-6570-5 PLB
A dust bunny is swept up into a quest for companionship.
From a spot behind a potted plant, a dust bunny (depicted as
an actual bunny, with light gray scribbles superimposed denoting puffs of dust) moves to a place under a chair. A double-page
spread shows the full expanse of the room, revealing a small bug,
some ants, a sleeping cat, and scattered toys. The small bug is
the first to come into contact with the dust bunny. As the two
meet, the art’s scale zooms in, and the dust bunny offers up an
enthusiastic greeting (“Hi!”). Unfortunately for the dust bunny,
the bug continues on its way. As do the ants, who visit next. The
cat sneezes, sending the dust bunny flying onto a blanket next
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to a teddy bear. Soon, a pair of tiny brown hands lifts the blanket
up. The dust bunny clings on, but a broom sweeps them away.
The discombobulated dust bunny looks like they’ve had enough.
But, across the gutter, a pile of other dust bunnies crowding
underneath a bed joyfully welcomes one of their own. Wordless,
except for a few hand-lettered exclamatory phrases (in addition to “hi,” there’s “bye” and “ACHOO!”), Hevron’s authorial
debut is distinguished by well-paced repetition and humor. Her
whimsical art, rendered in digitally collaged acrylic and marker
on wood, is richly textured. Even the white space of the background shows the wood grain—an exquisite touch.
Who knew uncleanliness could be so cute? (Picture book.
2-5)

I DO NOT LIKE BOOKS
ANYMORE!

Hirst, Daisy
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (40 pp.)
$15.99 | Nov. 20, 2018
978-1-5362-0334-9

Monster siblings Alphonse and Natalie (Alphonse, That Is Not OK to Do! 2016) return in a sympathetic
story about learning to read.
Natalie is excited to go to school and to learn to read. She
and her younger brother, Alphonse, love stories, both hearing
them and telling them. But when the teacher hands Natalie
her first primer, reading seems harder than expected, as “the
letters and words looked like prickles or birds’ feet.” Despite
the teacher’s encouragement to sound out the words, Natalie is
frustrated by the difficulty as well as the absence of a real story
in this book about a cat that sits. Practicing eventually gives her
mastery of this book, but when Alphonse asks Natalie to read
aloud one of his books, the letters and words look “like scuttling
insects with too many legs and eyes.” Natalie declares, “I DO
NOT LIKE BOOKS ANYMORE!” Instead, she decides to
take care of her sick elephant, Sinéad, while making up her own
more interesting story. Dad helps by writing the words to the
pictures she draws with her brother, producing a homemade
book she can read again and again. Bold, primary colors against
white space create supportive scenes peopled by this lovable
family of adorable, Muppet-like monsters eager to nurture
some perseverance and full of patience with Natalie’s struggle
and ultimate accomplishment. Natalie is on her way to reap
the pleasures of learning to read, as seen in the endpapers, by
authoring her own storybooks, a recognized strategy to foster
beginning readers.
Learning to read can be hard, and this book offers
youngsters tackling the skill needed sympathy. (Picture book.
5- 7)
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Like a Clementine of color, Ellie May is a protagonist readers
can feel for even if they don’t share her preoccupations.
ellie may on presidents’ day

ELLIE MAY ON
PRESIDENTS’ DAY

Homzie, Hillary
Illus. by Ebbeler, Jeffrey
Charlesbridge (112 pp.)
$14.99 | Dec. 18, 2018
978-1-58089-819-5
Series: Ellie May, 1

Ellie May wants desperately to be
flag leader in class this week, but can she
figure out how to please her teacher?
Ellie May hasn’t been flag leader in months even though she
waves her hands enthusiastically every morning to be picked.
Her class is learning about U.S. presidents for Presidents’ Day,
and Ellie May figures that if she can act like a president, maybe
Ms. Silva will pick her. Chopping down a class plant so that she
can tell the truth about it, as George Washington supposedly
did, doesn’t work. (Ava, know-it-all–turned-friend, and Ms.
Silva both explain that the cherry-tree story is a myth.) Taking

apart the class pencil sharpener because Abraham Lincoln liked
taking gadgets apart completely backfires. When she owns
up to her actions though, she is surprised by the results. The
classroom is ethnically diverse—Ellie May and Ava appear black
(Ava has a dark skin tone while Ellie May has a light one); the
teacher presents as white. While the text clarifies that presidents were just people, the uncritical glorification of historical
presidents by black kids (who would have been treated poorly
by them) seems a little off-key. For more of her antics, see Ellie
May on April Fool’s Day. An appended note on the Pledge of Allegiance omits mention of “under God”; it’s followed by a note on
Presidents’ Day.
Like a Clementine of color, Ellie May is a protagonist
readers can feel for even if they don’t share her preoccupations. (Fiction. 6-9) (Ellie May on April Fool’s Day: 978-1-58089-820-1)
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John embeds a seed of a great idea—finding a balance
between personal and social responsibility—within a
rip-roaring, touching narrative.
the good egg

SKYSCRAPER

Hurley, Jorey
Illus. by the author
Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster
(40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-1-4814-7001-8
Follow along as machines construct a
skyscraper, from the ground all the way up, up, up!
In her punchy trademark one-verb-per-page style, Hurley
starts off with a demolition followed by the numerous steps
of building an enormous new skyscraper. Watch the excavator
“dig” the foundation, the flatbed truck “haul” the beams for a
crane to “raise,” and more, all the way through to the finishing
touches of windows and paving. Near the last page, a change
from landscape to portrait orientation finally treats readers to
a complete view of the towering finished product. Occasionally,
scale is difficult to ascertain in the illustrations, making it hard
to perceive the building’s upward progression, though changing
seasons nicely underscore that completing a project this large
is a lengthy process. On each page, a new construction vehicle
lumbers in, ranging from the familiar (bulldozer) to the lesser
known (pile driver). The closing glossary identifying the equipment and its function will help readers connect the verbs to the
machines’ tasks. The flat, digitally rendered construction vehicles, depicted in comparatively bright primary colors, stand out
distinctively against the matte, mostly gray background, though
the imposing vehicles feel more static than dynamic.
The big machines may initially draw readers, but kids
will leave with a solid foundation about the immensity of
large-scale construction. (Informational picture book. 3-6)

THE GOOD EGG

John, Jory
Illus. by Oswald, Pete
Harper/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-0-06-286600-4
Being a good egg can be eggs-cruciatingly stressful.
This earnest counterpart to John
and Oswald’s hilarious The Bad Seed (2017) opens with a direct
address from an oval-shaped saint to readers: “Oh, hello! I was
just rescuing this cat. Know why? Because I’m a good egg.” Just
how good is this egg? “Verrrrrry good.” Without hesitation, the
bespectacled egg offers to help others with carrying groceries,
painting houses, and changing tires. The good egg even tries to
“keep the peace” among the other 11 eggs in its dozen, who forgo
their bedtime, eat sugary cereal, and break stuff. Rotten eggs
indeed! When the pressure of being good proves too much, the
beleaguered egg embarks on a journey of self-care. John embeds
a seed of a great idea—finding a balance between personal and
social responsibility—within a rip-roaring, touching narrative.
Despite his sober narrator, the author’s sense of humor remains
84
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intact thanks to some clever (and punny) wordplay. Likewise,
Oswald’s digitally composed, bright artwork pops with ribtickling close-ups and character-building moments. Both text
and art complement each other perfectly. Too long alone, the
protagonist heads back to its rowdy family, imparting a slice of
wisdom to readers: “I’ll be good to my fellow eggs while also
being good to myself.” It’s an empowering moment made all the
better when this good egg returns to find a rapturous welcome
from the others.
Eggs-quisitely excellent. (Picture book. 4-8)

THE INVISIBLE STRING

Karst, Patrice
Illus. by Lew-Vriethoff, Joanne
Little, Brown (40 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Oct. 30, 2018
978-0-316-48623-1

A book aimed at easing separation
anxiety and reinforcing bonds.
Twins Liza and Jeremy awaken during a thunderstorm and
go to their mother for comfort. She reassures them that they’re
safe and says, “You know we’re always together, no matter
what,” when they object to returning to bed. She then explains
that when she was a child her mother told her about the titular “Invisible String,” encouraging them to envision it as a link
between them no matter what. “People who love each other are
always connected by a very special String made of love,” she tells
them, reinforcing this idea as they proceed to imagine various
scenarios, fantastic and otherwise, that might cause them to be
separated in body. She also affirms that this string can “reach all
the way to Uncle Brian in heaven” and that it doesn’t go away if
she’s angry with them or when they have conflicts. As they go to
bed, reassured, the children, who present white, imagine their
friends and diverse people around the world connected with
invisible strings, promoting a vision of global unity and empathy.
While the writing often feels labored and needlessly repetitive,
Lew-Vriethoff ’s playful cartoon art enhances and lightens the
message-driven text, which was originally published in 2000
with illustrations by Geoff Stevenson.
Sentimental but effective. (Picture book. 3-6)

FAIRY IN WAITING

Kinsella, Sophie
Illus. by Kissi, Marta
Delacorte (160 pp.)
$14.99 | $17.99 PLB | Jan. 29, 2019
978-1-5247-6991-8
978-1-5247-7066-2 PLB
Series: Fairy Mom and Me, 2
Fans find more magic mayhem in this
sequel to Fairy Mom and Me (2018).
Ella’s good-hearted but inept Fairy Mom just wants to make
things better, whether it’s finding a pet bird or enlivening a party.
|

Ella can’t wait to be old enough to use magic herself. She watches
as many of Mom’s online lessons with Fairy Tutor Fenella as possible. Until she gets a Computawand of her own, Ella serves as
assistant and, in a bit of role reversal, often tells Mom the correct
magic codes to undo her messes. Each episodic chapter is told
through Ella’s eyes. In one, Fairy Mom disrupts Dad’s important
lunch with his boss, Mr. Lee, and his wife, Mrs. Lee. Fairy Mom
and Ella just want to find Mrs. Lee’s bird, but in the process they
turn into monkeys! Oops. In another, Ella’s Not-Best Friend, Zoe,
is underwhelmed by Ella’s birthday party. Fairy Mom is determined to impress with a big cake—but it keeps growing! Large
typeface and plenty of dialogue make this easy to read, and the
imaginative situations are captured in animated black-and-white
cartoon art. In this throwback white-bread world, Dad is the
annoyed authoritarian demanding, “No magic.” Characters are
one-dimensional, and any diversity comes through secondary
characters such as the Asian Lees. Activities at the close include
a recipe as well as a word scramble, maze, and drawing prompt.
A cotton-candy read for transitional readers. (Fantasy.
6-8)

STEEL DRUMS

Lakin, Patricia
Aladdin (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Dec. 18, 2018
978-1-4814-7898-4
Series: Made by Hand
A chronicle of the history and production of steel drums.
Steel drumming began on Trinidad. Its African roots are
made clear: West Africans forced into chattel slavery brought
their drumming traditions with them to the island, but oppressive white slaveholders outlawed drumming. Even post-slavery
the drumming ban continued, so the people adapted by using
found materials such as biscuit tins and paint cans. During
World War II, the U.S. built a base on Trinidad, and drummers
used the 55-gallon oil containers to make drums. Ellie Mannette, an ingenious black Trini who would come to be known
as the “Father of the Modern Steel Drum,” was one of the first
to do this. The focus here shifts to Glenn Rowsey, a white U.S.
steel drummer and steel-drum maker. Readers follow Rowsey
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through the fascinating process of creating a steel drum, which
makes up the bulk of the book. The choice to highlight a white
musician/craftsperson comes off as culturally tone deaf given
the African/African diasporic roots of the art. Easy-to-understand text and plentiful full-color photos make this book accessible even for younger readers. Books on steel drumming are
scarce, so it’s particularly disappointing that this book, while
offering a good historical base, places white voices and experiences at its center.
A decent choice for music classrooms, but its focus on
a white American musician makes it a bust for another
seemingly natural application in units on Caribbean culture. (DIY instrument instructions, timeline, glossary,
resources) (Nonfiction. 6-10)

MARIA THE MATADOR

Lambelet, Anne
Illus. by the author
Page Street (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-62414-656-5

A food obsession takes a girl into a
bullfighting arena.
Pigtailed Maria, a Spaniard, has one true love: churros. One
is good, many are great. Happily for her, she reads a poster that
guarantees a “LIFETIME SUPPLY OF CHURROS TO THE
MATADOR LONGEST IN THE ARENA.” Unhappily for her,
Maria is not built to fight bulls. The other matadors are scornful
of her, but once in the fight they are all bested. It is now Maria’s
turn to face that “most ferocious-looking bull.” She walks up to
him and does not fight or wave her cape; rather, she invites him
to dance. The bull has never heard this request, having only ever
faced aggressive opponents. In a lovely double-page spread, the
animal and Maria, fan in hand, show off their graceful moves.
They are next seen happily enjoying churros at Maria’s table.
Memories of another famous bull, Ferdinand, come to mind as
beauty bests fighting. While Lambelet’s tale is purposefully pacifist, caregivers dealing with a child who will eat only one food
may not appreciate the conclusion; others will wish for a note
about churros, a fried dessert. The stylized pencil-and-digital
illustrations depict angular humans and animals, and the color
palette is primarily browns and purples. The typeface uses bold,
capitalized words for emphasis.
It turns out that dance can be good for the stomach.
(Picture book. 4- 7)
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HATS OFF TO
MR. POCKLES!

Lloyd-Jones, Sally
Illus. by Litchfield, David
Schwartz & Wade/Random (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Jan. 29, 2019
978-0-399-55815-3
978-0-399-55816-0 PLB
A lonely dachshund named Mr. Pockles finds new friends when he shares his extensive collection of
elaborately decorated hats with other animals from his town.
Mr. Pockles lives all alone in his house with a hat-shaped
roof, surrounded by his collection of imaginative hats, each
one named and adorned with thematic decorations for every
occasion. He longs to attend the Hat Day celebration at the
PandaPolitan Club, but only pandas are allowed at the exclusive destination. While stopping in a bakery for a treat to cheer
himself up, Mr. Pockles meets Lady Coco Fitz-Tulip, a grande
dame of the panda set on her way to the Hat Day event. She
is wearing a Carmen Miranda–style hat covered with fruit, and
in a hilarious sequence, her hat is eaten by baby bunnies. Mr.
Pockles invites Lady Fitz-Tulip and the other animals from the
cafe back to his house, where they all choose new hats. Lady
Fitz-Tulip takes everyone to Hat Day as her special guests, as
“friends of pandas are invited, too.” The drolly humorous story is
told in a strong narrative voice, with melodramatic flair, clever
dialogue, and distinctive personalities for both Mr. Pockles and
Lady Fitz-Tulip. Vibrant mixed-media illustrations use a cool
palette with jewel-toned accents and glowing lights in the city
buildings that impart a fairy-tale aura to the setting.
This amusing story is delicately threaded with some
subtle lessons about sharing, making friends, and including everyone. (Picture book. 4-8)

OUT OF THIS WORLD
The Surreal Art of
Leonora Carrington

Markel, Michelle
Illus. by Hall, Amanda
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-0-06-244109-6

Artist Leonora Carrington (1917-2011) bucks pressure and
tradition to join the surrealist movement.
“Leonora’s parents wanted her to be like every other wellbred English girl. But she was not.” This white girl with Irish
heritage doesn’t want to “become a lady.” As a child, she
sketches make-believe planets; she’s expelled from boarding
school after boarding school. In Italy, she sees Renaissance art
in churches and galleries and forges ahead “to paint her own
imagined worlds.” She joins the surrealists in London and
then France, painting fantastical creatures and women who
are not simply “pretty decorations.” When Nazi Germany
invades France, Carrington escapes to Mexico (described, alas,
|

Milton’s observations are keen and ingenuous,
just the sort a dog may have, and this artless feel is
echoed in illustrator Elliott’s watercolors.
paradise found

as “exotic”), befriends artist Remedios Varo, and continues
painting surrealist works about enchanted women, nature,
mysticism, and the occult. Hall’s watercolor ink, gouache, and
pencil-crayon illustrations feature mild surrealism, far less
eerie than Carrington’s. Hall uses sinuous lines abundantly—
doorways curve, tree trunks bend—and tints Carrington’s
world with greens, golds, and oranges. A few full-bleed spreads
are magnificent, including the flight from Nazi Europe, which
combines a burning city and a winged creature-ship, and a
depiction of Carrington’s late painting of a giantess, for which
readers must turn the book sideways. A love affair with surrealist Max Ernst and an early marriage of convenience to escape
Europe go unmentioned until the author’s note; Carrington’s
mental illness isn’t mentioned anywhere.
An empowering introduction that demands parallel
examination of Carrington’s own work. (illustrator’s note,
bibliography) (Picture book/biography. 5-9)

McCully, Emily Arnold
Illus. by the author
Disney-Hyperion (272 pp.)
$21.99 | Nov. 6, 2018
978-1-368-01991-0

Caldecott Medalist McCully delves
into the lives of extraordinary American women.
Beginning with the subject of her earlier biography Ida
M. Tarbell (2014), McCully uses a chronological (by birth
year) structure to organize her diverse array of subjects, each
of whom is allotted approximately 10 pages. Lovely design
enhances the text with a full-color portrait of each woman and
small additional illustrations in the author/illustrator’s traditional style, plenty of white space, and spare use of dynamic
colors. This survey provides greater depth than most, but even
so, some topics go troublingly uncontextualized to the point
of reinforcing stereotype: “In slavery, Black women had been
punished for trying to improve their appearance. Now that they
were free, many cared a great deal about grooming”; “President
Roosevelt ordered all Japanese Americans on the West Coast to
report to internment camps to keep them from providing aid to
the enemy Japanese forces.” Of the 21 surveyed, one JapaneseAmerican woman (Patsy Mink) is highlighted, as are one Latinx
woman (Dolores Huerta), one Mohegan woman (Gladys Tantaquidgeon), three black women (Madam C.J. Walker, Ella Baker,
and Shirley Chisholm), four out queer white women (Billie Jean
King, Barbara Gittings, Jane Addams, and Isadora Duncan; the
latter two’s sexualities are not discussed), two Jewish women
(Gertrude Berg and Vera Rubin), and three women with known
disabilities (Addams, Dorothea Lange, and Temple Grandin).
Despite its not insignificant flaws, this book provides
insights into the lives of important women, many of whom
have otherwise yet to be featured in nonfiction for young
readers. (sources) (Collective biography. 10-14)
|

This British picture book, with more
text than usual for the format, tells the adventures of Albie, a
dog, who is looking for his mate, Nellie.
While the book’s design is rather staid—illustrations in
full bleed that run past the gutter and text on the rest of the
white page with some black-and-white spot illustrations—its
content is not. The story’s text is robust and rambles conversationally (in a very good way) as it details what Albie sees and
smells and hears on his adventure to find Nellie. Author Milton
(author/title pun duly noted) has a way with words as he introduces American readers to an English countryside in summer.
His observations are keen and ingenuous, just the sort a dog
may have, and this artless feel is echoed in illustrator Elliott’s
watercolors. White outlines give body to a riot of color and
naïve forms, and the overall feeling is one of delight. The story
is simple: Albie wakes up in the cozy kitchen and discovers that
his boon companion, Nellie, is missing. He trots outside and
investigates the garden, meadow, seashore, and town. Then
Albie, (after an adventure in town involving sausages) finds
himself drawn to a cave in the heart of the mountain, where he
meets Gwendolyn, an ancient dragon who helps him find Nellie. Nellie has never been in trouble, though; quite the opposite,
and the ending is a satisfyingly happy one.
Just lovely. (Picture book. 3-8)
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SHE DID IT!
21 Women Who Changed the
Way We Think

PARADISE FOUND

Milton, John
Illus. by Elliott, Helen
Graffeg/Trafalgar (36 pp.)
$11.99 paper | Jan. 1, 2019
978-1-912213-64-1

THE POTTER’S BOY

Mitton, Tony
David Fickling/Scholastic (256 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 26, 2019
978-1-338-28539-0
Ryo, a young adolescent in a bygone
Japan, embarks on a mindful journey of
self-discovery.
Ryo is listless in his pottery apprenticeship under his father, a renowned
artist. He is intrigued when he witnesses
Akio, a monk, skillfully defeat a band of “brigands” threatening
his village. Inspired, he follows the monk’s advice to seek the hermit Unzen in the mountains to initiate his martial arts training.
After mentoring him, Unzen introduces him to the Hidden Ones,
a vigilante group that trains in all forms of self-defense and mindfulness practices at their camp in the mountains. There, Ryo is
teamed with three other students to sharpen his skills for their
first mission. When disaster strikes, Ryo finds his training put
to the real test to overcome not only physical, but mental obstacles in order to survive. Mindfulness is the book’s major theme,
with poetic interludes of mindfulness practice interspersed
throughout the text. Unfortunately, there are cultural blunders.
kirkus.com
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The author/illustrator’s background in scientific
illustration serves the book well; the bear staring directly
at readers early on has glistening eyes and a nose that
surely will smudge the opposite page.
sea bear
References to flying winged dragons ignore traditional Japanese
depictions of wingless water-based creatures. Japanese greetings
and commands are misused in social interactions. Both the introduction of the concept of yin and yang and portrayals of varying martial arts styles evoke images from other Asian countries.
Regrettably, these missteps uproot the story.
Instructional in meditative practices; unmindful of its
cultural context. (Fantasy. 9-12)

SEA BEAR
A Journey for Survival
Moore, Lindsay
Illus. by the author
Greenwillow (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-0-06-279128-3

In poetic prose, a polar bear reveals
her dependency on the cycle of Arctic seasons.
The artwork is strikingly beautiful, with a palette that gives
equal glory to such natural wonders as starry night skies, ocean
depths, and the aurora borealis. The author/illustrator’s background in scientific illustration serves the book well; the bear
staring directly at readers early on has glistening eyes and a nose
that surely will smudge the opposite page. Renderings of Arctic habitats and their denizens are equally impressive. The text
also excels. Complementing its enchanting rhythm, the text
includes some enjoyable alliteration (“a weary raft of wary walruses”). The bear begins her story by telling readers that polar
bears are patient animals and that she has learned patience from
her mother. This sliver of anthropomorphism cleverly engages
readers with this particular bear while giving a basic, scientific
account of one year in a female polar bear’s life. The facts are
fascinating. Polar bears apparently spend their lives alternately:
gorging on seals and ambling on sea ice, then paddling toward
terra firma during the annual ice melt, and then nearly starving
while on land. The females move further inland to birth their
cubs, and the cycle resumes as the ice rebuilds. “I will teach the
sea’s rhythm to my cubs and whisper to them in the dark.”
A subtle cry for environmental activism in an enticing
package. (endnotes) (Picture book. 4-9)

MARY WEARS WHAT
SHE WANTS

Negley, Keith
Illus. by the author
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-0-06-284679-2
A young schoolgirl learns to follow her own rules despite
opposition and pressure in this picture book inspired by Mary
Edward Walker.
In the early 1800s, girls weren’t allowed to wear pants. Only
“uncomfortable dresses...heavy-and-hot-and-hard-to-breathe-in
88
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dresses.” The expressive pink and blue drawings and patterns
on ample white space show unhappy, immobile girls, while boys
in pants cartwheel, jump, run, and play. But one day Mary has
an idea. She wears pants. The townspeople are shocked! They
heckle her, they throw things at her, they tell her not to wear
boys’ clothes. In a touching scene, she sits with her father and
asks if she should stop wearing pants. He says that people sometimes fear what they don’t understand, but he doesn’t tell her
what to do. She decides to stick with her decision: “I’m wearing my clothes!” In the end, she’s a trendsetter. The constant
association of skirts with frowns and pants with happiness
oversimplifies both the historical moment and a modern-day
environment in which skirts are the norm in many cultures.
The sudden appearance of all the girls in pants (and smiles) at
the end as well as multiracial faces among both hecklers and
classmates make this more of a story than a biography. But the
example of following one’s inner compass and bucking the status quo comes across loud and clear. A note on the historical
Walker, a white woman who served as a surgeon during the Civil
War, is appended.
An endearing delivery of a valuable message, to be
taken with several grains of salt. (Picture book. 4- 7)

DOG DIARIES
A Middle School Story

Patterson, James with Butler, Steven
Illus. by Watson, Richard
Jimmy Patterson/Little, Brown (208 pp.)
$9.99 | Dec. 3, 2018
978-0-316-48748-1
Series: Dog Diaries, 1

Junior is a dog of great enthusiasm.
Recently adopted from the animal
shelter by Mom-Lady, he’s the happy
owner of a pet human boy he calls Ruff. Ruff is a good human.
He lets Junior sleep on his bed, takes him for walks to the dog
park (neighborhood map included), and seems unperturbed
by Junior’s ever-so-doggy ways. Unfortunately, Junior accidentally gets away at the dog park and causes all sorts of amusing
pandemonium, very annoying to nasty professional dog trainer
Iona Stricker. She presents Ruff with an ultimatum: either train
his unruly dog (in her class), or she will have Junior returned to
the shelter. Junior—once he learns what’s needed—is happy to
comply, until his enthusiasm gets the better of him once again.
Related in Junior’s endearingly canine first-dog voice, the tale
is a quick one, accompanied by Watson’s numerous cartoon
illustrations that perfectly capture Junior’s whimsical attitude.
A healthy serving of mild bathroom humor should appeal to the
intended audience. After all, who doesn’t like to hear of a dog
using Ruff ’s sister’s shoes for a latrine? The few human characters all appear to be the white default. The broad humor and
fast pace will likely entice many a reader turned off by longer,
more deliberative tales. Activities and a “Doglish” glossary are
included.
This series opener is a romp in the park. (Fiction. 7-11)
|

STRUTTIN’ WITH
SOME BARBECUE
Lil Harden Armstrong
Becomes the First Lady
of Jazz

Powell, Patricia Hruby
Illus. by Himes, Rachel
Charlesbridge (96 pp.)
$18.99 | Dec. 11, 2018
978-1-58089-740-2

DRAGONS GET COLDS TOO

Roan, Rebecca
Illus. by Santoso, Charles
Bloomsbury (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-1-68119-044-0

A little girl with a sick dragon uses a
guidebook to nurse it back to health.
A human woman in stereotypical doctor garb doles out
expert advice via a Dr. Spock–like manual. She nurses her own
ill dragon, an orange one with yellow ridges down its back and
gray wings, as an example. But the child reading the guidebook
finds that the advice is a bit off, and her tweaks and real-life
experience are juxtaposed, hers on white-backgrounded pages,
the expert’s on colored ones. Step 1 is to definitively diagnose
your dragon with a cold. While the pages that follow don’t
directly reflect that process, they are humorous nonetheless:
A “Fact” box explains that dragons need alternatives to tissues
(too likely to ignite). A companion “Tip” is to have extras of
your own clothing about, as dragons don’t wear sleeves. The
|

RISE OF THE DRAGONS

Sage, Angie
Scholastic (272 pp.)
$14.99 | Feb. 26, 2019
978-0-545-86496-1

The unsuspecting world is threatened by deadly dragons and dragon riders from a parallel world in this series
opener.
Leading off a projected multiauthor
series attached to a game with online and
table-top versions, Sage phones in an initial episode that reads
like Anne McCaffrey fanfic interwoven with a sketchy subplot.
Sad and lonely 11-year-old Londoner Sirin Sharma recalls old
tales learned from her dying mother of how the peaceable dragons who once flew Earth’s skies turned to evil Raptors and were
exiled. Meanwhile, the fire-breathing descendants of said exiles
and their telepathically Locked riders, all of whom have been
at war for so long that their world is devastated, discover that a
silver dragon—the only hue that can travel between universes—
has been hatched for the first time in ages. Said hatchling,
Lysander, and orphaned shepherd lad Joss Moran, who finds
and Locks with him, are captured, discover unexpected allies
winged and otherwise, have an extended (and nonfatal) aerial
battle, then escape to this world just in time to save Sirin from
bullying girls. The human cast, all except possibly Central Asian
Sirin evidently white, has no agency in the tale or the entire scenario aside from providing the dragons with easy food (one way
or another), and with no evident sign that the larger story has
a direction, the author leaves everything, and everyone, up in
the air.
A pre-fab grab at pre-Pern preteens. (game rules, URL,
and detachable trading cards not seen) (Fantasy. 10-12)
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Lil Hardin, dubbed “the first lady of
jazz,” gets a loving ode in this biography in free verse.
Raised by “Mama and Grandma / in Memphis, Tennessee,
/ two blocks from / wild, wailin’ Beale Street,” Lil was a precocious musician from childhood. But the night life of Beale Street
with its “devil’s music” pulled her away from the proper, ladylike
college life her mother wanted for her. She got a job at a music
store and then won a place in an all-male band, an exceptional
feat at the time. She met Louis Armstrong, a shy trumpet player,
when they played in the same band. She told him he couldn’t
stay playing second trumpet and was behind much of his success. “Dang, they were musical royalty— / inventing / a new kind
of sound— / makin’ / jazz.” As she earlier demonstrated in Jose
phine (illustrated by Christian Robinson, 2014), Powell is a diehard fan of jazz, and it shows in the hum of her lines. She writes
in her introduction that she hopes this biography inspires readers “to explore early jazz—and makes you want to get up and
dance.” On both counts, her writing succeeds. Himes’ ink-andgraphite illustrations are inspired by the time period and add to
the immersive feel of the work.
Brimming with a contagious love of jazz and its first
lady, this work brings down the house. (notes, timeline,
glossary, resources, sources, index) (Verse biography. 8-14)

tongue-in-cheek digital illustrations belie the easygoing tone
of these notes (taped to the pages) and show the girl struggling
with a disgustingly snotty dragon (green with orange ridges and
dark green wings). Indeed, adult readers are sure to see some
parallels here, especially if there are any sick toddlers in the
house, and will chuckle along, though younger readers may miss
the understated humor entirely depending upon their maturity
level (challenging vocabulary may require an extra assist from
grown-ups: “distraction,” “harsh critics,” “adequately,” “amusement,” etc.). The protagonist presents white and the doctorauthor presents black.
Humorous, but it doesn’t fill the bill for distracting little listeners from their own colds. (Picture book. 5-8)
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ROTTEN!
Vultures, Beetles, Slime, and
Nature’s Other Decomposers

Sanchez, Anita
Illus. by Ford, Gilbert
HMH Books (80 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-1-328-84165-0

Thankfully, most stuff rots.
This colorfully illustrated effort is aimed at a grade school
audience that’s sure to be appreciative of an oft-stinky subject.
Sanchez breaks the broad topic of decay down into a multitude
of subtopics, covering dung beetles, animal scavengers, fungi,
the decomposition of a log, earthworms, decomposition in the
home, a comparison of natural rot vs. what doesn’t happen in a
landfill, and finally, human decomposition—including mummies and preserving bodies in honey or alcohol. The information is doled out in small doses, usually just a paragraph at a
time, and always on brightly colored pages (a couple of which
are a bit challenging to read because of insufficient contrast
between text and page color). Plenty of amusing, cartoony illustrations accompany the text and enhance its accessibility. Basic
instructions are included for creating a compost pile, growing
red worms, and making whole wheat bread. Although the illustrations and bright pages give the book a frivolous look, the
information is generally accurate and in sufficient depth for
the audience. The bibliography consists almost entirely of adult
reading materials, however, and there are no suggestions for further reading for young inquiring minds.
Readers are likely to view their world more carefully
after learning of the important role decomposition plays in
the cycle of life. (Nonfiction. 8-11)

1919
The Year that Changed
America
Sandler, Martin W.
Bloomsbury (192 pp.)
$24.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-68119-801-9

The year 1919 was a significant one in
20th-century American history.
Sandler draws on a wide range of resources to present some
of the most compelling news stories of a banner year. In Boston, a huge tank of molasses exploded, sending a lethal flood
of syrup across an area largely occupied by impoverished immigrants. Both soldiers just returned from the Great War and
those who’d patriotically served on the homefront discovered
that there’d be few jobs for them—most of those at wages insufficient to support families—leading to numerous strikes. Reacting to intolerable repression, black Americans struck back at
white abuses in a series of violent racial conflicts (described
as “riots”) that rocked both urban and rural communities. The
U.S. attorney general pushed back against a perceived “Red
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Scare” of communist agitators, leading to mass imprisonments
and deportations that reflected more a growing sense of antiimmigrant prejudice than any actual danger. Women were
campaigning to achieve voting rights, and Prohibition was
instituted. Each chapter attempts to relate that section’s issue
to modern problems, in one case tenuously drawing a connection between labor unrest and climate change. Sandler’s prose
is vigorous, impassioned, and carefully contextualized. If some
of his choices seem odd (he fully reports the Molasses Flood,
a regional story, while the massive international influenza epidemic of the era receives scant coverage), it’s nevertheless a
fascinating story, augmented by numerous attractive archival
images.
An entertaining and instructive look at a tumultuous
year. (further reading, sources, index) (Nonfiction. 11-16)

BLOOM BOOM!

Sayre, April Pulley
Photos by the author
Beach Lane/Simon & Schuster (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-4814-9472-4
A celebration of flowers in poetry
and photographic imagery.
Sayre’s latest feast for the eye and ear focuses on blooming
plants, showing their emergence, their growth, their beauty, and
their profusion in certain places and times, especially spring.
Very short couplets (“Seeds sprout. / Stems pop out”; “Leaves
emerge / stalks surge”) are printed in large, legible text directly
on each photo, which fills a page or spread. The titular refrain,
“Bloom, boom!” follows each couplet. Carefully composed photographs vary in subject and perspective, from fields of flowers
to striking close-ups of shoots, leaves, buds, and blossoms. She
shows surprising desert blooms, spring wildflowers, garden
tulips, and flowering trees. Just when the pattern begins to feel
repetitive she begins to include more animals in her images: a
bumblebee on a lupine, a chickadee and a butterfly on flowering
trees, and a lizard sunning itself, and she changes up her refrain,
just once. The California poppies shown close-up on the cover
stretch out on a hillside at the blooming, booming conclusion.
The rhyme and rhythm of the text invite reading aloud; the pictures show well even across a room. This easy-to-grasp botany
lesson is supplemented with backmatter offering older readers more information about the bloom boom and about each
photograph.
A charming introduction to flowering plants, this is an
obvious addition to a nature-themed storytime that can
also can be read alone by budding readers. (web resources)
(Informational picture book. 3-8)
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Schmidt gracefully weaves together the humor of school, siblings,
and a dachshund with a delicate digestive system with deeper
themes of family connection, disappointment, anger, and grief.
pay attention, carter jones

PAY ATTENTION,
CARTER JONES

Schmidt, Gary D.
Clarion (224 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 19, 2019
978-0-544-79085-8

GOGI’S GAMBIT

Schrefer, Eliot
Illus. by Dziubak, Emilia
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins (352 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-0-06-249111-4
Series: Lost Rainforest, 2
The Ant Queen is on the move again,
putting all the inhabitants of the rainforest in danger, in this sequel to Mez’s Magic
(2018).
While she and her minions are powerful, those born during the eclipse received magical abilities that enable them to
fight the encroaching ant hoard. Gogi, the capuchin, blessed
with ability to control fire, travels back to the site of the epic
battle to meet with his friends. While his impulsive monkey
brain often gets him in trouble, his emotional sensitivity makes
him an invaluable ally. Mez the panther is gifted with invisibility
and bravery. Lima the bat is an enthusiastic healer. And Rumi
the tree frog is hyperintelligent and can control the wind. Now
Rumi’s calculations warn of another eclipse that will likely have
|

HUSH, LITTLE BUNNY

Stein, David Ezra
Illus. by the author
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-0-06-284522-1
Spend the day with a little bunny and
their papa as they explore the world around them to the familiar
tune of “Hush, Little Baby.”
“Hush, little bunny, don’t you cry. // Papa’s gonna give you the
big blue sky. / And if that big blue sky clouds over, // Papa’s gonna
give you a patch of clover.” The winter snow has melted, and
Papa is ready to take his little bunny out into the beautiful spring
world. From tasty patches of clover to nibble to scary hawks to
hide from, Papa teaches little bunny everything they need to
know about being a bunny in the meadow. More importantly, he
shows that he will always be there for the little bunny. Charming
illustrations bring the bunny duo to life and will certainly catch
children’s eyes right off the bat. Done in Stein’s characteristically
loose and scratchy style, the bunnies frolic and gambol with abandon. Despite the reference to danger in the form of the hawks, the
illustration depicts them wheeling in the sky in the distance; when
the bunnies take shelter, they are cozily nestled in a burrow with
no predator in sight. Caregivers will be sure to relate to the loving
papa bunny, while children will enjoy singing along to the lullaby.
While this hardly reinvents the wheel, it is a solid addition to the children’s lullaby-book genre. (Picture book. 3-5)

y o u n g a d u lt

Carter Jones’ family inherits the services of a “gentleman’s gentleman” with a
passion for cricket just when they most
need him.
Mr. Bowles-Fitzpatrick arrives in a
purple Bentley at their New York state home during a downpour
on the morning of Carter’s first day of sixth grade. The Butler, as
Carter thinks of him, helps with Mary Poppins–like efficiency and
perceptiveness to organize and transform the chaos of a household
with little money, four children, a father deployed overseas, and a
gaping hole. Six-year-old Currier died three years ago, and Carter
carries his brother’s green shooter marble like a talisman. Carter’s
memories of a more recent wilderness trip with his father are filled
with deep sadness and foreboding. Meanwhile, Mr. Bowles-Fitzpatrick (amusingly snobby about pizza, television, and American
slang) encourages Carter to step up, to play a bigger role in his sisters’ lives—and to learn to play cricket. Schmidt convincingly conveys the zany elegance and appeal of the game without excessive
explanation. Though the newly formed middle school cricket team
includes boys surnamed Yang and Singh, none of the characters are
described by race, and the primary cast is assumed white. Schmidt
gracefully weaves together the humor of school, siblings, and a
dachshund with a delicate digestive system with deeper themes of
family connection, disappointment, anger, and grief.
The result is wonderfully impressive and layered. (Fiction.
10-13)

its own effects on the residents of the Caldera. While the team
is strong, their bonds will be tested by new friends, old enemies,
and surprising twists. The second installment in this fast-paced
fantasy is enhanced by the richly detailed rainforest setting.
The characters choose to overcome stereotypes and interspecies prejudice, making this not only an entertaining read, but a
tale about how to celebrate differences and still find unity.
Another knockout in a series that will appeal to nature
lovers, animal lovers, and fans of magical adventure. (Fantasy.
8-12)

FROM TREE TO SEA

Thomas, Shelley Moore
Illus. by Neal, Christopher Silas
Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster
(32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-1-4814-9531-8
Qualities found in nature are extolled
and parallels drawn to strengths that can
help children (and adults) face and overcome challenges.
Thomas’ first-person narration, which some listeners may
find preachy and distant, seems intended to represent the
voices of the various children pictured throughout. Their voices
are similar, however, as each describes the ways that natural
kirkus.com
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Matt Phelan

WHO NEEDS DRAGONS WHEN THERE ARE TERRIBLE LIZARDS TO BE FOUGHT
IN KNIGHTS VS. DINOSAURS?
By Megan Labrise
Photo courtesy Rebecca Phelan

Angelo Matt Phelan was constructing an epic battle among toy knights when his 4-year-old son, Jasper,
got bored, grabbed a T-Rex, and trounced his father’s
evenly lined battalions. Lances and horses flew everywhere.
“And I thought...that’s good!” Phelan tells Kirkus
by phone from his Pennsylvania home. “Knights
fighting dinosaurs! That’s kind of fun. Has anyone
done that before?”
A Googling revealed they had not—at least, not in
the manner of a Scott O’Dell Award–winning graphic novelist who’s keen on innovation and adventure.
Phelan had recently finished the 2016 New York Times
bestseller Snow White: A Graphic Novel and was cast92
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ing around for a new project, something he’d never
attempted before. An uproarious illustrated Arthurian adventure for middle-grade readers fit the bill.
“I like the origin story,” Phelan says of Knights vs.
Dinosaurs (Oct. 23), “because it comes from fun—literally, from play—which is what I was interested in
as a follow-up to Snow White,” a more realistic take
on the famous fairy tale, set in gritty 1920s New York
City, “which was, you know, not a laugh riot.”
Knights vs. Dinosaurs is rightly the story of Sir Erec,
a Knight of the Round Table who’s less brave than
Lancelot, less noble than Galahad, but still an allaround pretty good guy, if slightly prone to invention.
“When Sir Erec thought the whole thing over, he
supposed he shouldn’t have said he’d slain forty dragons,” Phelan writes. “Four might have been more realistic. He also shouldn’t have boasted in front of Merlin, the one person in court smart enough to know
that fierce dragons were—more or less—a flagon of
hooey.”
Caught fabulating by Merlin during a courtly version of show and tell (“Sharing Time”), Sir Erec is destined to learn his lesson after being transported to
prehistory, via enchanted cave, along with compatriots/competitors Sir Bors (a bit of one), Sir Hector (a
bookish one), the Black Knight (total badass), and Sir
Bors’ squire, Mel. They soon encounter Terrible Lizards with little on their minds.
“They’re basically Ray Harry Allison dinosaurs, the
dinosaurs from the original King Kong,” Phelan says.
“They come around and they all just want to chomp
you. They’re all out to get you. I didn’t want to have
one of the dinosaurs befriend Mel or something like
that,” he says.
But de-emphasizing the Terrible Lizards’ inner
worlds had the jolly effect of enriching the knights’.
|

elements teach resilience, strength, and bravery, among other
characteristics. Trees, for example, “show me how to stand tall,”
while “Stones show me how to be strong.” The smoothly written, extremely earnest text is leavened by occasional wordplay:
“Oceans show me how to travel far and wide. / I see all there
is to see, / but I always return / with a friendly wave.” Neal’s
double-page spreads, created in mixed-media and digital, have
an appealingly childlike feel and are enlivened by some unexpected perspectives. The progress from day to night and back
to dawn offers a logical flow, and a nighttime scene of a tiny
boat floating above the shadow of an enormous whale among
the reflections of stars and moon is particularly arresting.
Characters are depicted with a range of skin tones, and a few
glimpses of far-off skyscrapers add a hint of urban flavor to the
mostly pastoral settings, but no particular cultural or ethnic
group or geographical location is identified.
Textually purposeful and visually appealing, this may
be useful to caregivers seeking to reinforce both positive
traits and an appreciation for nature, but it’s unlikely to
engender much enthusiasm without this kind of deliberate endorsement. (Picture book. 5- 7)

y o u n g a d u lt

“What happened was I became very very much interested in the characters, how they interact with each
other and their relationships with each other—more
so than the dinosaur stuff,” Phelan says. “It became a
book about the knights, which I think was the best
way to approach it. I’d really started loving the characters, thinking how I could play this person against
this person, which is the great thing about having an
ensemble cast.”
What’s great about Knights vs. Dinosaurs are Phelan’s action-filled brush-and-ink illustrations and
side-splitting dialogue between knights (a personal
favorite is “we seem to be experiencing the summer
months,” a typically English understatement, from
a knight wearing full armor in a jungle). The book
is “epic—in plot, not length—and as wise and wonderful as Gerald Morris’ Arthurian exploits,” our reviewer writes.
“Comedy and adventure have always been a great
combination,” Phelan says with a shoutout to T.H.
White’s The Once and Future King. “I wanted to write
a book that was escapist fun but also had real characters, and it was a pleasure to sit down and do it.”

THE LIGHT JAR

Knights vs. Dinosaurs received a starred review in the
July 15, 2018, issue.

Thompson, Lisa
Scholastic (240 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-1-338-21630-1
A nearly-12-year-old British boy
waits for the return of his missing
mother.
Nate’s mother wakes him in the
night and bundles him into a rental car,
saying that they’re going on holiday to a
cottage where they’d stayed long before. Nate barely remembers the tumbledown place, a gardener’s cottage on the outskirts of a large estate, now fallen into ruin, but he’s grateful to
escape his divorced mother’s abusive live-in boyfriend, Gary.
But the next afternoon, Nate’s mum goes to get groceries and
doesn’t come back. Nate’s only briefly alone—he’s soon visited
by Sam, his imaginary friend from toddlerhood, and then Kitty,
a girl about his age who claims to be the daughter of the estate
house’s current owner. Kitty brings Nate food and accepts his
explanations as to his parents’ whereabouts. Meanwhile Sam
and Nate have long conversations about the fates of imaginary
friends. Told from Nate’s point of view, the story is frankly
implausible—Nate worries that his mum has returned to Gary
but never goes in search of her or does anything to help his
own situation, making him feel younger and less resourceful
than 12. His relationship with his father is glossed over, and
Gary never feels realistically threatening. Nor does the imaginary-friend angle generate much interest. The book adheres to
the white default.
The sentence-level writing is good, but the plot doesn’t
hold. (Fiction. 8-12)
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DRESS LIKE A GIRL

Toht, Patricia
Illus. by Tu-Dean, Lorian
Harper/HarperCollins (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-0-06-279892-3
Fashion-conscious young girls get
practical tips on finding suitable outfits for every occasion—
and profession.
An ethnically diverse group of girls arrives at the home of their
friend, whose Asian father and black mother look on. In the rhyming text readers learn that the rules about what it means to dress like
a girl are to be heeded “in your own way.” The girls proceed to play
dress-up and make-believe with costumes of astronauts, doctors,
conductors, fire fighters, police officers, scuba divers, arctic explorers, athletes, and construction workers. The ink-and-watercolor
illustrations render lively children against spare backgrounds of
rooms throughout the house that adapt to the girls’ imaginations.
Readers are told to “Make your own rules / in this big wide world. //
Set your sights high / and... // ...DRESS LIKE A GIRL!” After many
play scenes, they demonstrate their costumes and personalities for
the hostess’s family, holding signs that say “Whoooo runs the world?
GIRLS” and “My own hero” and “Get it, GIRL!” Then they fall
asleep in their superhero-, dinosaur-, and outer-space–themed sleeping bags, with costume equipment scattered around on the floor.
More a promotion of girl power than a challenge to gender—it does
still validate the concept of “dressing like a girl”—this book encourages girls to broaden their horizons beyond princesses and fairies.
A cute reflection of girl-centric playtime, role play, and
friendship. (Picture book. 3- 7)

WUNDERSMITH
The Calling of
Morrigan Crow

Townsend, Jessica
Illus. by Madsen, Jim
Little, Brown (336 pp.)
$17.99 | Nov. 13, 2018
978-0-316-50891-9
Series: Nevermoor, 2

The tests are over; now it’s time to
get down to business.
Morrigan Crow returns in this thrilling second installment of
the Nevermoor series. Townsend picks up almost immediately
where she left off and introduces readers to Morrigan’s fellow scholars in Unit 919, a group of nine students who made it through the
trials and tribulations of the first book. Although skin tone is not discussed, the group is implied to be ethnically diverse based on naming convention. Equally diverse are the talents, or “knacks,” of these
individuals, ranging from the previously introduced Cadence’s mesmerism to Lambeth’s “short-range orac[ular]” powers. This motley
group must come together as one while learning all they can as members of the Wundrous Society. Morrigan (who presents white) is also
tasked with attempting to control her Wundersmith abilities while
94
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learning about the (potentially dubious) history of past Wundersmiths. Townsend’s sophomore endeavor once again fully immerses
her readers in a world that intermixes the magic of the Emerald City
with Howl’s pithiness, Percy Jackson’s humor, Coraline’s darkness,
and perhaps a dash of the depravity of Katniss’ District One. Fantasy fans will not be disappointed. Savvy readers will appreciate how
the themes of otherness, group privilege, prejudice, and activism are
masterfully interwoven into the overall plot. The only sad spot in
an otherwise enjoyable text is the hanging question: How long until
Book 3 comes out?
A worthy title that deserves a spot on the fantasy
shelves. (Fantasy. 9-12)

HOW TO GIVE YOUR CAT
A BATH
In Five Easy Steps

Winstanley, Nicola
Illus. by Martz, John
Tundra (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-0-7352-6354-3

A determined girl delivers a raucous manual on how to
bathe a cat.
This step-by-step guide to bathing a cat is everything
except boring. Whether it’s filling the tub with too much (or
not enough) water, upturning the house in search of a scaredy
cat, or attempting to bribe the frightened feline with a delicious
snack of milk and cookies, this rose-haired instructor is intent
on teaching readers how to bathe her pet. After each attempt to
demonstrate this hilarious lesson, the persistent instructor finds
that either the water has gotten too cold or the bathwater has
flooded the house or some other such calamity. After her fivestep tutorial has turned into a 10-step failure, the young protagonist realizes that bathing a cat is achievable in one easy step: Cats
can lick themselves clean. The illustrations are filled with action
and humor. Each page is a bright yellow, and even when there is
no text, the composition and the expressions of both cat and girl
communicate volumes. The little girl has brown skin and pink
hair in two pom-pom pigtails.
Fans of the popular How To series by Jean Reagan and
Lee Wildish will enjoy this entertaining book—as will anyone who’s ever known a cat. (Picture book. 5-8)

THE GOOSE EGG

Wong, Liz
Illus. by the author
Knopf (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Jan. 22, 2019
978-0-553-51157-4
78-0-553-51158-1 PLB
Once Henrietta the elephant’s quiet
is interrupted, there may be no going
back to being satisfied with solitude.
|

LOLA DUTCH WHEN I
GROW UP

Wright, Kenneth
Illus. by Wright, Sarah Jane
Bloomsbury (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-68119-554-4

A girl experiments with careers and
loves them all.
In prior book Lola Dutch (2018), the narrative voice classified Lola’s exuberant personality as “too much”; this time it’s her
career aspirations. Fortunately, after opening with the same chiding tone (“This is Lola. Lola Dutch. Lola Dutch wants to be too
much”), the narration drops the judgment, and Lola goes to town,
sampling careers to her heart’s content. She’s an opera singer!
Inventor! Botanist! Each requires copious assistance—for example, “Gator built the set. Pig composed the orchestrations. Crane
designed the costumes”—depicted in vignettes, after which readers see a full-bleed double-page spread of accomplishment: Lola
onstage belting opera or Lola perching in an I’m-the-king-of-theworld pose in the nose of her old-fashioned, mildly steampunk
flying ship. Other careers fly by more quickly in spot illustrations:
astronaut, pastry chef, veterinarian, chemist. Visual references to
Vermeer and Leonardo will tickle adults. Ever present is Lola’s
steady guardian, Bear, who’s ungendered, wears a yellow bow tie,
and seems to lack feet (to no mobility detriment). The pencil,
gouache, and watercolor illustrations are airy and cheerful. Lola,
a tall, skinny white girl, is supposedly facing a quandary here—
what to be when she grows up—but her career explorations and
boundless energy are exciting, not stressful.
Breezily enthusiastic. (Picture book. 4- 7)
|

continuing series
LIZZIE BORDEN

Burgan, Michael
Aladdin (224 pp.)
$18.99 | $7.99 paper | Oct. 2, 2018
978-1-4814-9652-0
978-1-4814-9651-3 paper
Series: History’s Worst
(Biography. 8-12)

SHELBY’S STORY

Cameron, W. Bruce
Illus. by Cowdrey, Richard
Starscape/Tom Doherty (208 pp.)
$16.99 | Nov. 6, 2018
978-1-250-30191-8
Series: A Dog’s Way Home
(Fiction. 8-12)

y o u n g a d u lt

Henrietta’s a classic introvert. She loves her Darjeeling and
the morning paper. She loves swimming below the noisy geese
at the lake and savoring the peace underwater. But one day, the
elephant gets “a little too lost” in her thoughts, and she bonks
her head on a piling. She bandages the “goose egg” she feels on
her head with her trunk. (In-the-know listeners will be screaming with delight.) Henrietta’s brought up short when her egg
hatches and she finds herself a “Mama!” When she is unable to
return the imprinted baby to the nest, Henrietta takes her in,
but her peace and solitude are shattered, and that only worsens
as Goose grows. Finally, the clever elephant uses a brush and
paint to transform her head into a mama goose, and she teaches
the bird all she needs to know about being a goose. Goose flies
off in the fall, but Henrietta’s quiet is now emptiness...until
Goose returns with goslings of her own. Wong’s watercolor, colored pencil, gouache, and Photoshop illustrations are delightfully spare, keeping the focus on the expressive elephant and
her dilemma. Henrietta is the only character with personality;
Goose (and her goslings) is merely cute. While a sweet tale, it
carries with it the rather overbearing assumption that introverts are, unbeknownst to them, probably actually lonely.
Adoptees may appreciate the message; introverts may
want to look elsewhere. (Picture book. 3- 7)

THE ART SHOW ATTACKS!

Chabert, Jack
Illus. by Loveridge, Matt
Branches/Scholastic (96 pp.)
$15.99 | $4.99 paper | Oct. 30, 2018
978-1-338-18198-2
978-1-338-18197-5 paper
Series: Eerie Elementary, 9
(Horror. 5-8)

CRUSH

Chmakova, Svetlana
Illus. by the author
JY/Yen (240 pp.)
$24.00 | $11.00 paper | Oct. 30, 2018
978-0-316-36323-5
978-0-316736324-2 paper
Series: Berrybrook Middle School, 3
(Graphic fiction. 10-13)

UNICORNS AND GERMS

Citro, Asia
Illus. by Lindsay, Marion
Innovation Press (96 pp.)
$16.99 | $5.99 paper | Oct. 2, 2018
978-1-943147-46-5
978-1-943147-47-2 paper
Series: Zoey and Sassafras, 6
(Fantasy. 7-10)

BRAMBLE THE HEDGEHOG

Clarke, Jane
Scholastic (96 pp.)
$4.99 paper | Nov. 27, 2018
978-1-338-20025-6
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THE TORNADO TWINS

Series: Dr. Kitty Cat, 10
(Fantasy. 6-9)

Lyga, Barry
Amulet/Abrams (272 pp.)
$13.99 | Oct. 2, 2018
978-1-4197-3124-2
Series: The Flash, 3
(Fantasy. 10-14)

STAND DOWN, BULLIES

Day, Sophia & Pearson, Kayla
Illus. by Zowada, Timothy
MVP Kids Media (76 pp.)
$14.99 | Oct. 30, 2018
978-1-64255-233-1
Series: Real MVP Kids
(Fiction. 4-10)

ORACLE OF DOOM

Deutsch, Stacia
Little, Brown (160 pp.)
$9.99 | Oct. 2, 2018
978-0-316-41356-5
Series: Spirit Riding Free
(Historical fantasy. 8-12)

CLASH OF BEASTS

McMann, Lisa
Harper/HarperCollins (400 pp.)
$16.99 | Oct. 2, 2018
978-0-06-233720-7
Series: Going Wild, 3
(Fantasy. 8-12)

SASQUATCH AND THE
MUCKLESHOOT

Gidwitz, Adam & Bruchac, Joseph
Illus. by Aly, Hatem
Dutton (192 pp.)
$14.99 | Nov. 13, 2018
978-0-73523-176-4
Series: The Unicorn Rescue Society, 3
(Fantasy. 8-12)

BLOOD AND BONE

DOG DAYS IN THE CITY
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HAMSTERSAURUS REX VS.
THE CUTEPOCALYPSE

Royals for a New Era
Sherman, Jill
Lerner (48 pp.)
$31.99 | Nov. 1, 2018
978-1-5415-3945-7
Series: Gateway Biographies
(Biography. 9-14)

VAMPIRINA IN THE SNOW

Girls Who Code Founder
Sherman, Jill
Lerner (48 pp.)
$31.99 | Nov. 1, 2018
978-1-5415-2447-7
Series: Gateway Biographies
(Biography. 9-14)

Pace, Anne Marie
Illus. by Tham, LeUyen
Disney-Hyperion (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 2, 2018
978-1-368-02318-4
Series: Vampirina
(Picture book. 3-5)

MERLIN’S LAST QUEST

Leung, Julie
Illus. by Carr, Lindsey
Harper/HarperCollins (368 pp.)
$16.99 | Oct. 2, 2018
978-0-06-240405-3
Series: Mice of the Round Table, 3
(Fantasy. 8-12)

THE BATTLE OF THE
LABYRINTH

The Graphic Novel
Riordan, Rick
Adapt. by Vendetti, Robert
Illus. by Collar, Orpheus & Dodé, Antoine
children ’s

NEAL DEGRASSE TYSON

LET SLEEPING DRAGONS DIE

O’Donnell, Tom
Illus. by Miller, Tim
Harper/HarperCollins (368 pp.)
$12.99 | Oct. 2, 2018
978-0-06-237760-9
Series: Hamstersaurus Rex, 2
(Fantasy. 8-12)

Kendall, Jodi
Illus. by Campion, Pascal
Harper/HarperCollins (320 pp.)
$16.99 | Oct. 2, 2018
978-0-06-248456-7
Series: The Unlikely Story of a Pig in the
City, 2
(Fiction. 8-12)

The Queen of Pop
Schwartz, Heather E.
Lerner (48 pp.)
$31.99 | Nov. 1, 2018
978-1-5415-2444-6
Series: Gateway Biographies
(Biography. 9-14)
Star Astrophysicist
Sherman, Jill
Lerner (48 pp.)
$31.99 | Nov. 1, 2018
978-1-5415-2445-3
Series: Gateway Biographies
(Biography. 9-14)

Nix, Garth & Williams, Sean
Scholastic (272 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 30, 2018
978-1-338-15849-6
Series: Have Sword, Will Travel, 2
(Fantasy. 10-14)

Hunter, Erin
Harper/HarperCollins (304 pp.)
$16.99 | $17.89 | Oct. 2, 2018
978-0-06-264210-3
978-0-06-264211-0 PLB
Series: Bravelands, 3
(Fantasy. 8-13)
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BEYONCÉ

MacHale, D.J.
Random House (304 pp.)
$16.99 | Oct. 9, 2018
978-1-101-93261-2
Series: The Library, 3
(Fantasy. 8-12)

ABIGAIL’S DIARY

Disney-Hyperion (128 pp.)
$21.99 | $12.99 paper | Oct. 2, 2018
978-1-4847-8235-4
978-1-4847-8639-0 paper
Series: Percy Jackson & The Olympians
(graphic novels), 4
(Graphic fantasy. 10-14)
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PRINCE HARRY & MEGHAN

RESHMA SAUJANI

STICKER GIRL AND THE
CUPCAKE CHALLENGE

Tashjian, Janet
Illus. by Wilmink, Inga
Christy Ottaviano/Holt (192 pp.)
$14.99 | Oct. 9, 2018
978-1-250-19647-7
Series: Sticker Girl, 3
(Fantasy. 8-11)

young
adult
WHITE STAG

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Barbieri, Kara
Wednesday Books (368 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-250-14958-9
Series: Permafrost, 1

THE WICKED KING by Holly Black................................................... 98
THE GILDED WOLVES by Roshani Chokshi...................................... 99
TWO CAN KEEP A SECRET by Karen M. McManus..................... 104
SKYWARD by Brandon Sanderson.....................................................105
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A scarred survivor must decide if
she will be predator, prey, or something
more.
Violently orphaned, then tortured,
17-year-old Janneke has spent a century
in Permafrost as a goblin thrall. When the Erlking’s death sets
off the Hunt for the white stag, Janneke accompanies her current master, Soren. Together, they must stop Lydian—Janneke’s
abusive first captor and Soren’s maniacal uncle—prevent a war,
decide Janneke’s humanity, and resolve their unusual relationship. Video game–like action sequences, obligatory fae political machinations, unnecessary mystical ordeals, random animal
slaughter, and melodramatic brooding ensue. Suffering from
chosen one syndrome—prophecies, magical birth, inexplicable uniqueness, and desirability—Janneke survives the Hunt
through stubbornness, specialness, and a repeatedly mentioned
but superficially discussed childhood of being raised as a male
heir (she reserves the feminine form of her name, Janneka, for
intimates). Russet-haired, green-eyed Janneke has dark skin
and suggested Scandinavian origins, while Soren is whitehaired, purple-eyed, and blue-gray skinned. Dazzling descriptions and morbid humor aside, debut author Barbieri eschews
original dialogue and subtlety in favor of anachronisms, clichés,
blunt moralizing, and insensitive treatment of sexual abuse.
Originally self-published online, this tale reads more
as impassioned fanfiction than a fully realized, judiciously
edited novel; best for existing fans. (Fantasy. 16-adult)

IN PARIS WITH YOU

Beauvais, Clémentine
Wednesday Books (272 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-250-29916-1
A novel in verse loosely based on a
Russian classic and transported to contemporary Paris.
Eugene and Tatiana first met as teens,
thrown together in the suburbs when
17-year-old Eugene accompanied his
friend Lensky on visits to Lensky’s girlfriend, Olga. To Tatiana,

THE GILDED WOLVES

Chokshi, Roshani
Wednesday Books (464 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-250-14454-6
Series: Gilded Wolves, 1
|
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meet the young
adult finalists for
the kirkus prize
Our Kirkus Prize judges had
the challenging task of winnowing down well over 150 outstanding
young adult titles that received a
Kirkus star and coming up with two
finalists. I did not envy them this
difficult task, but I applaud wholeheartedly their final choices: one
deeply moving realistic fiction novel in verse and one riveting fantasy
with relevance to current events.
Elizabeth Acevedo’s The Poet X is about Xiomara,
the daughter of Dominican immigrant parents in New
York City. She also has a twin
brother, and, while the two
are cherished by their parents,
this love often feels oppressive and conditional. Xiomara
does not share her mother’s
and best friend’s devout Catholicism, skipping confirmation classes in favor of a poetry club. Our judges loved
the nuance in this story: Xiomara navigates a world in which her body is objectified
and sexualized; religious faith is portrayed sensitively; the
sibling relationship is realistic and complex; first love unfolds tenderly and with charm; and, in a book about finding one’s voice through poetry, the writing sings.
Children of Blood and Bone by Tomi Adeyemi is set in
Orïsha, an alternate West Africa in which Zélie is marked
as a divîner, one with the potential for magic, by her distinctive white hair. However, during her childhood, the
oppressive King Saran engaged in genocide against all
maji, including Zélie’s own mother. Now, the king’s daughter, Amari, who is appalled by her father’s actions, has stolen a powerful scroll that can restore magic to Orïsha. It
is up to Zélie, her brother, and Amari to evade their pursuers and complete their quest. Along with the fantastic
worldbuilding, absorbing plot, and exceptional character
development, our judges appreciated the timely questions
the story poses about power and prejudice.
I could not be more pleased with these two worthy titles—so different from one another but both representative of the high standards of YA literature today. —L.S.
Laura Simeon is the young adult editor.
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Olga’s 14-year-old sister, Eugene is charming and the perfect
crush. Eugene, however, is apathetic and bored by life, uncaring
about whom he might hurt by his actions, even after a tragic accident ends Lensky’s life. Ten years later, when he encounters Tatiana, an art history scholar, Eugene has a “gray man’s soul”: “He
was used to his hope feeling numb, / used to hoping for nothing
in particular.” Now, as an adult, Eugene sees Tatiana as the solution to his listless, colorless life, his interest in her becoming an
unchecked obsession. With the potential for a successful career
and a move to the United States ahead of her, Tatiana isn’t so sure
a romance between herself and Eugene will last—not with his
words after her teenage confession of love still ringing in her ears.
Based on Pushkin’s Eugene Onegin, the plot easily translates into
a modern setting. Yet the complex structure—free verse originally published in French—becomes stilted, the flow frequently
disrupted by asides from the omniscient narrator. Despite Paris’
diversity, all characters appear to be white.
A love story that goes nowhere. (Verse novel. 14-adult)

THE WICKED KING

Black, Holly
Little, Brown (336 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-316-31035-2
Series: Folk of the Air, 2

A heady blend of courtly doublecrossing, Faerie lore, and toxic attraction
swirls together in the sequel to The Cruel
Prince (2018).
Five months after engineering a coup,
human teen Jude is starting to feel the strain of secretly controlling King Cardan and running his Faerie kingdom. Jude’s selfloathing and anger at the traumatic events of her childhood (her
Faerie “dad” killed her parents, and Faerie is not a particularly
easy place even for the best-adjusted human) drive her ambition, which is tempered by her desire to make the world she
loves and hates a little fairer. Much of the story revolves around
plotting (the Queen of the Undersea wants the throne; Jude’s
Faerie father wants power; Jude’s twin, Taryn, wants her Faerie
betrothed by her side), but the underlying tension—sexual and
political—between Jude and Cardan also takes some unexpected
twists. Black’s writing is both contemporary and classic; her
world is, at this point, intensely well-realized, so that some plot
twists seem almost inevitable. Faerie is a strange place where
immortal, multihued, multiformed denizens can’t lie but can
twist everything; Jude—who can lie—is an outlier, and her firstperson, present-tense narration reveals more than she would
choose. With curly dark brown hair, Jude and Taryn are never
identified by race in human terms.
A rare second volume that surpasses the first, with, happily, more intrigue and passion still to come. (map) (Fantasy.
14-adult)
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ONE TOO MANY LIES

Bowen, L.A.
West 44 Books (200 pp.)
$19.95 | Dec. 1, 2018
978-1-5383-8250-9

THE GILDED WOLVES

Chokshi, Roshani
Wednesday Books (464 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-1-250-14454-6
Series: Gilded Wolves, 1

Leigh Bardugo’s Six of Crows (2015)
and Dan Brown’s The Da Vinci Code (2003)
converge in this dazzling new fantasy.
The backdrop is 1889 Paris, just
weeks before the Exposition Universelle.
Forging is a divine art, believed to emanate from the broken
fragments of the Tower of Babel. The French faction of the
Order of Babel, which is currently in charge of protecting the
West’s Babel Fragment, now consists of only two Houses after
one House fell and another died without an heir. Séverin Montagnet-Alarie, infamous thief and hotelier, half-French and half–
North African, is the rejected heir of the dead House Vanth
who longs to claim his inheritance. Hypnos, the dark-skinned,
blue-eyed son of a Martiniquan mother and French aristocrat
father, is the patriarch of House Nyx and Séverin’s childhood
|

HALO
Battle Born

Clarke, Cassandra Rose
Scholastic (304 pp.)
$9.99 paper | Jan. 1, 2019
978-1-338-25364-1
Series: HALO, 1

y o u n g a d u lt

Escalating fibs, little white lies, omissions, inventions, and outright falsehoods escort three teenage girls into the
seductive world of underage partying.
Paige transitions from a 16-year-old
who loves the color and crunch of fall
leaves and wants to be a writer to a stereotypical party girl
sneaking out to drink. With her best friends, Kate and Abby,
Paige slides down the drain along with alcohol and drugs to
meet the predatory men who lurk at the bottom. In a headlong
rush to leave childhood behind, all three girls take advantage
of oblivious parents and a culture that glorifies alcohol, pot,
and parties. A pregnancy scare, a drunken blackout, unwanted
intimacy, and a broken heart predestine the BFFs to an inevitable climax that forever damages their innocence. Vivid nightmares of drowning and funerals provide a glimpse of the danger
Paige is courting while foreshadowing what lies ahead. Using
italicized conversations and the parsimonious application of
capitalization and punctuation to enhance her rhythmic poetry,
debut author Bowen ultimately offers a glimmer of redemption. Without judgment, she uses Paige’s first-person narrative
to show the dangers of alcohol and drugs by constructing a linear path of poems that will haunt the reader. All characters are
assumed white.
Layers of lies about alcohol and pot transform a teenage girl into a stranger even she barely recognizes in this
engaging novel for reluctant readers. (Verse novel. 12-18)

rival. He offers to help fulfill Séverin’s desire if Séverin retrieves
a Horus Eye, an artifact which can reveal the location of a Babel
fragment. To accomplish his mission, Séverin enlists the help of
his closest allies—his brother Tristan, a landscape artist; bisexual Enrique, a half-Filipino, half-Spanish historian; Zofia, a Polish-Jewish engineer; and Laila, an Asian Indian dancer. Readers
will be fascinated by each cast member’s unique background
and personal motives. Chokshi (Star-Touched Stories, 2018, etc.)
creatively reimagines history, weaving fantastical elements with
symbology and broadening the scope of her narrative by integrating multiethnic worldviews.
An opulent heist adventure that will leave readers voracious for more. (Historical fantasy. 14-adult)

When their coastal town is attacked
by an alien enemy organization known as
the Covenant, four teens learn what they
are capable of and what they are willing
to do for the people they love.
High school students Evelyn Rousseau, Victor Gallardo,
Saskia Nazari, and Dorian Nguyen didn’t make it to the town’s
shelters before the doors closed. Luckily, Saskia’s house is a veritable fortress filled with prototype weapons from her parents’
jobs as defense system manufacturers. The teens, who were not
close prior to this disaster, have to learn to work together as
a team. During surveillance they cross paths with a Spartan, a
supersoldier who fights with the United Nations Space Command, named Owen-B096. They are trained by Owen and
learn that the aliens are digging up an artifact in their town.
The team sabotages the drilling and forms a plan to safely get
themselves and the survivors of their village of Brume-sur-Mer
off their planet, Meridian. But will everything go according
to plan? Clarke (Star’s End, 2017, etc.) brings the popular video
game “Halo” to life with likable characters and a suspenseful,
fast-paced plot. While the characters are somewhat two-dimensional, the nonstop action will draw in readers. Knowledge of
the game makes the plot and terminology easier to follow.
Diversity is implied through names.
A series opener that will find readers wherever the
video game is popular. (Science fiction. 12-18)
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MY ALMOST FLAWLESS TOKYO
DREAM LIFE

Cohn, Rachel
Disney-Hyperion (352 pp.)
$17.99 | Dec. 18, 2018
978-1-368-00839-6

An American teen is swept away to
Tokyo, Japan, beginning a posh new life
with a father she’s never met.
Ever since her prescription-drug
addicted mother went to jail, Elle Zoellner, who is European-American, African-American, and Native
American on her mother’s side and Japanese on her father’s, has
been in foster care. On her 16th birthday her long-lost father
sends for her. Suddenly, Elle is living in a luxury Tokyo hotel
owned by her family and attending an elite international school.
It all seems like a dream come true until she meets her impassive
father and indifferent grandmother and aunt. In an attempt to
win them over, she makes her way into the superrich and popular clique at school, the Ex-Brats. But when Elle finds herself
falling for the boy iced out by the group and hated by her family,
her life becomes even more confusing. Cohn (Sam & Ilsa’s Last
Hurrah, 2018, etc.) creates a fun, well-paced novel about family,
friendship, and romance, but aside from Elle, many characters
are underdeveloped and the plot feels like a soap opera. Cohn
tries to tackle many important issues, including substance
abuse, but doesn’t devote much attention to them. The ending
feels rushed and abrupt, but the descriptions of Japanese etiquette and customs, sights, attractions, and food succeed.
Overall, a fun and enjoyable look into the drama of lives
of privilege and power. (Fiction. 13-18)

CROW FLIGHT

Cunningham, Susan
Amberjack Publishing (352 pp.)
$12.99 paper | Dec. 11, 2018
978-1-948705-16-5
Gin Hartson lives a strictly logical
life—until she falls in love with a boy
with a dark family secret.
Gin has one goal for her senior year
of high school: getting into Harvard. A
brilliant computer programmer and statistical modeler, she streamlines her life
by programming apps that tell her everything from what to
eat to what to wear to what to do with her free time. But her
faith in the infallibility of data-driven logic evaporates when
she falls for Felix Gartner, the brilliant son of the extraordinarily wealthy owner of the technology company Odin. When
Gin and Felix start dating, Gin couldn’t be happier—until she
uncovers a secret that forces Felix to choose between his father
and his future. For the first time in her life, Gin must learn to
trust her instincts, no matter what the data says. While the
romance between Gin and Felix sizzles with authenticity and
100
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charm, debut author Cunningham crams the corporate espionage subplot into the final third of the book, rendering the
potentially suspenseful narrative rushed and forced. Additionally, while it is fascinating to watch Gin’s character evolve, the
supporting cast—which is almost exclusively white, as are the
protagonists—remains regrettably two-dimensional, especially
unfortunate because some characters have the possibility of
real complexity, if only the author had chosen to expose their
multiple layers.
An enjoyable coming-of-age romance with a poorly
paced suspenseful subplot. (Romance. 14-18)

DEAR HEARTBREAK
YA Authors and Teens on the
Dark Side of Love
Demetrios, Heather—Ed.
Henry Holt (304 pp.)
$17.99 | Dec. 18, 2018
978-1-250-17090-3

Surrender your laptop, Ann Landers:
17 YA authors (and one intrepid spouse)
are now writers-in-residence at the
Heartbreak Hotel.
Humans could barely conjugate a verb when the poets and
musicians among them began earning their keep explaining
the damnable mystery of love, that emotion that slashes and
burns its way through tender hearts. Demetrios (Bad Romance,
2017, etc.) asked teenagers to write letters to Heartbreak itself
and gathered YA authors to address their anguish. The mostly
female authors, representing a diverse variety of backgrounds,
answered with cleareyed empathy. Each writer embraces one
broken teen heart while responding with a masterful combination of painful honesty, gentle encouragement, and irreverent
humor. Libba Bray (Before the Devil Breaks You, 2017, etc.) shares
her own stories of physical disfigurement with a young woman
who laments that her chronic disease renders her unlovable. Jasmine Warga (Here We Are Now, 2017, etc.) reminds a girl who is
loved by someone her best friend has feelings for that love is not
a competition. Kim Liggett (The Unfortunates, 2018, etc.) bares
her soul and relives her own trauma to comfort a survivor of
date rape. Whether it is unrequited love, love that has become
abusive, or the misery of being ghosted, this collection reaffirms that love is worth living for, that we must love ourselves
first, and that, thankfully, broken hearts do mend.
The rock bands are right—“Love Hurts.” (resources)
(Nonfiction anthology. 13-19)
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An action-packed, entertaining blend of
space hijinks, humor, and romance.
the disasters

FIRE & HEIST

Durst, Sarah Beth
Crown (304 pp.)
$17.99 | Dec. 4, 2018
978-1-101-93100-4

THE DISASTERS

England, M.K.
HarperTeen (368 pp.)
$17.99 | Dec. 18, 2018
978-0-06-265767-1
A diverse crew of space academy
washouts cracks wise and kicks ass while
racing against time to save Earth colonies from terrorists.
By the year 2194, space colonization
is a fact of life, and future colony officers
train at the Ellis Station Academy on the moon. Wannabe pilot
Nax Hall is mortified at failing out of the program on his first
day. When terrorists attack the station, Nax steals their shuttle
to escape, along with three other Academy washouts: Rion, a
rich black boy from London with an interest in politics; Zee,
a blonde, athletic trans girl from Kazakhstan who’s skilled at
medicine and surgery; and Case, a former child genius and
tech prodigy with two moms (one Latinx, one Asian) who suffers from panic attacks. By the time they team up with Asra, a
Bengali Muslim hijabi girl and talented hacker, they’ve been
|

THE SIMILARS

Hanover, Rebecca
Sourcebooks Fire (352 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 1, 2019
978-1-4926-6510-6
Following the death of her best
friend, Oliver Ward, Emmaline “Emma”
Chance dreads the thought of going
back to her prestigious boarding school,
Darkwood Academy.
Although the grief-stricken Emma
expects the worst of her school year, she is little prepared for
the complications life throws at her: Not only has Darkwood
accepted six new students—“the Similars”—who are clones
of existing students, but one of them, Levi Gravelle, bears
Oliver’s face. To make matters worse, Emma’s roommate and
close friend, Prudence “Pru” Stanwick, is brutally attacked and
placed in a medically induced coma. In a world of secrets and
hidden agendas, it is up to Emma to discover the truth about
Pru’s attack and Oliver’s death with the help of the Similars,
although she is not sure if she trusts them. While the first half
of Hanover’s debut is gripping and the depiction of Emma’s
grief tender, the second half falls short on multiple accounts—
disjointed and repetitive writing, flat and underdeveloped
characters, and an implausible plot—so the potential of an
otherwise interesting premise remains largely unrealized. Tired
tropes include the handsome but brooding love interest, dead
and dying best friends, an unnecessary love triangle, and a onedimensional villain. The fast-paced narrative and the cliffhanger
ending, however, will keep fans of the genre interested. Main
characters are assumed white.
Yet another cookie-cutter dystopian novel rife with clichés. (Dystopia. 14-18)
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A fantasy heist long on worldbuilding
and short on theft.
Following her mother’s midheist
disappearance, Sky Hawkins wants to
determine what happened and repair her
grieving family and their fall in wyvern
society. Wyverns, this Earth’s famous-for-being-famous people,
are formerly shape-shifting dragons exiled from Home. They
look like and live among humans but have their own customs
and rules; hoard size conveys status, and teens come of age with
a first heist. Sky assembles her crew—loyal boyfriend, Ryan,
whose vault Sky’s mother was robbing; book-smart human
Gabriela Marquez, who mostly exists to drive Sky around and
feel worthless compared to the adventurous wyverns; and
brown-skinned wyvern wizard Maximus, who has his own
plans—and schemes to follow her mother’s trail while Sky’s
three protective older brothers and her father keep secrets. The
heist is absurdly simple (they have an inside guy) and quickly
gives way to many revelations and a journey Home, followed
by a return and the requisite upending of society. Sky’s incredible wealth and privilege are acknowledged in her wry narration,
but the poor-little-rich-girl refrain and self-consumed approach
make her hard to like. Secondary characters largely lack depth.
On the other hand, hints of the larger world—like wyvern-run
California—intrigue. The Hawkins family is assumed white.
A quick read not without pleasures, but the premise is
the best part. (Fantasy. 12-16)

framed for the assault and have only days to save the colonies.
As the five flee from planet to planet with terrorists on their
tail, they build a believable friendship. The banter flows freely
and the tension stays high while Nax contends with his growing
attraction to both Rion and Case. The refreshingly normalized
representations of Muslim, South Asian, trans, and bisexual
characters enrich this appealing story.
An action-packed, entertaining blend of space hijinks,
humor, and romance. (Science fiction. 13-18)
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Mary McCoy

ANCIENT ROME GETS A SUSPENSEFUL UPDATE IN I, CLAUDIA
By James Feder
Photo courtesy Katie Stanford

As with her previous novels, Mary McCoy’s latest
features young women grappling with wide-ranging
issues like friendship, privilege, and a lack of meaningful adult influence. A self-professed “history nerd,”
McCoy found additional inspiration for this particular young adult book in a rather unlikely place, however: Julian Graves’ 1934 classic, I, Claudius.
Set between the assassinations of Julius Caesar
and Caligula, I, Claudius explores the tumultuous
early decades of the Roman Empire. The narrator,
Claudius, details a time of intrigue and back-stabbing (literally), corruption, and the ruthless accumulation of power. “I don’t know how I realized
it,” McCoy begins, “that the Julio-Claudian Empire
102
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mapped onto an American high school so well, but
it really works.”
I, Claudia (Oct. 1) is set at a top-tier high school
in Los Angeles, a place where the political, economic, and social elite send their children. But for the
most ambitious, the real learning experience takes
place outside the classroom. True authority lies less
with the principal or the student senate than it does
with the secretive Honor Council, which wields the
power to dole out suspensions and expulsions as
they see fit. With a stammer and a limp, Claudia’s
first instinct is to keep her head down and steer clear
of the cutthroat brand of politics her new school
traffics in. But with a little prodding, she discovers
that she’s not only effective in a position of power,
but that she enjoys it.
“It was a matter of taking the character of Claudius and bringing her into the 21st century,” McCoy
says. “It was about figuring out how a character who
came from a lot of privilege but who, for a variety
of reasons, doesn’t feel like she fits into that world
would navigate this setting.”
For a novel so rooted in history, told through
the perspective of a young woman obsessed with
preserving the “facts” for posterity, it’s fitting that
contemporary events found their way into McCoy’s
narrative. She entered the final stages of editing the
book in October 2016, and the two candidates vying for the top political job in the United States had
an unanticipated effect on the development of her
characters.
“I couldn’t help it, but Donald Trump just kept
finding his way into the character who’s based on
Caligula [Cal],” she explains. “And even though Livia
(based on Augustus’ wife, Livia) is in many ways unsympathetic, Hillary Clinton helped me deepen her
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James Feder is a writer based in Tel Aviv.

THE ME I MEANT TO BE

Jordan, Sophie
HMH Books (304 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 1, 2019
978-1-328-97706-9

Texan best friends Willa and Flor
both break “girl code” as they deal with
personal crises, heartache, and love.
Sweet, loyal Willa Evans knows how
to pretend. She has secretly loved her
football-player neighbor Zach Tucker
for so long even her bestie, popular, athletic beauty Flor
Hidalgo, has no clue. Zach and Flor broke up nine days earlier,
and Willa doesn’t want her relief to show. Instead, Willa, Flor,
and their rebellious friend Jenna decide to start an “official
girl-code manual.” Almost immediately, Willa breaks rule No.
1, “never date a friend’s ex,” when she ends up in a dark closet
with Zach, while Flor keeps secrets about her increasingly
chaotic home life (her mother abandoned the family, and her
single father has started dating someone barely older than she)
and her developing feelings for her smart and sexy new math
tutor, Grayson O’Malley. While the book will please fans of
“friends to more” and “opposites attract” romances, it barely
passes the Bechdel test. Willa, who’s white and middle class,
and Flor, who’s half-white, half-Mexican and conspicuously
rich, talk more about boys and dating than anything substantive. Both love interests are white. The dual perspective may
be necessary, but Flor’s narrative is more nuanced and the
chemistry in her banter-filled romance more exciting; Willa’s
gets steamy too quickly to offer much tension.
Two love stories for the price of one fun, but predictable, story. (Fiction.14-18)
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and make her a more complicated character. She’s
a young woman who has a lot of political ambition,
and thinking about Hillary, and the things she was
subjected to, it helped me understand Livia’s arc.”
A gripping, multifaceted character, Claudia’s
unique voice is one of the most memorable and enjoyable aspects of the novel—especially in the insight Claudia offers into her unexpected journey to
power. And it was that theme of power, in its many
forms, that dominated much of McCoy’s thinking
as the story she was telling unfolded.
“People like Richard Nixon and Trump, and the
people who work for them, they didn’t just wake up
one day and decide to defraud the American people,” McCoy says. “They practiced, and they probably practiced in places no one was really paying
attention, like high schools and colleges. There’s a
certain type of person who seeks out that type of
recognition and ambition,” she muses, “and I think
if you decide that you want to go into politics because you want to make the world a better place,
you have to become that kind of person. I think I
came to the conclusion that good people have to
be willing to sacrifice themselves to the machine.”

JUST FOR CLICKS

McDowell, Kara
Amberjack Publishing (250 pp.)
$12.99 paper | Jan. 29, 2019
978-1-948705-19-6

What is it like to grow up with no
privacy because your mother has shared
your entire existence on the internet?
Twin sisters Claire and Poppy
Dixon (assumed white) have grown
up in Gilbert, Arizona—but also in
the public eye of millions of strangers
thanks to their mother’s incessant mommy blogging. As a high
school senior, Claire is disenchanted with her fishbowl existence. The arrival of worldly, well-traveled new student Rafael
Alejandro Luna (who is half of Mexican descent and doesn’t
know his mother) provides Claire with the opportunity to be
“Just Claire” instead of internet famous. Later, after Rafael discovers her online identity, the teens grow closer until Claire
feels safe enough to reveal even deeper secrets. In her debut
novel, McDowell combines a strong plot with snippets of text,
|
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Masterfully paced with well-earned thrills.
two can keep a secret

emails, and website comments to deliver a clever meditation
on privacy, family, and loyalty. Using a first-person perspective,
the novel focuses on topical issues such as phone addiction and
social media obsession while also addressing typical teen fare of
romance and family drama. The fast-paced action and several
surprising plot developments keep the reader’s interest as the
tension between Claire and her family mounts and her attraction to the unusually forgiving Rafael grows.
Breezy and fresh meditation on privacy and relationships in the internet age, with a likable protagonist who
would rather code than braid her hair for a fashion vlog.
(Fiction. 12-18)

TWO CAN KEEP
A SECRET

McManus, Karen M.
Delacorte (336 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-5247-1472-7

History threatens to repeat itself in a
small town known for disappearing teen
girls.
When their mother is suddenly sent
to rehab, twins Ellery and Ezra Corcoran
are uprooted from California to live with their grandmother in
Vermont. True-crime–obsessed Ellery knows the town is infamous for girls going missing. Her own aunt, her mother’s twin,
disappeared 23 years ago, never to be found. Just five years ago,
Lacey Kilduff was found murdered in nearby Murderland, a
Halloween theme park. All eyes are on the twins as the new kids
in town, and Ellery’s pulled between the popular girls and Malcolm Kelly, the younger brother of Declan, Lacey’s boyfriend
and the person everyone suspects murdered her. Disturbing
acts of vandalism pop up, threatening a sequel to events at
Murderland. When Ellery’s nominated for homecoming queen,
the threats begin to target her and the other princesses, and no
matter what he does, Malcolm keeps ending up at the wrong
place at the wrong time, making for an easy scapegoat. Alternating between Ellery’s and Malcolm’s perspectives, the mystery
unfurls at a deliciously escalating pace, filled with believable red
herrings and shocking twists. Readers will furiously turn pages
until the satisfying end. Though the students are predominantly
white, Ellery and Ezra are biracial (white and Latinx), and Ezra
is gay. Malcolm is white, and his best friend is a bisexual KoreanAmerican girl.
Masterfully paced with well-earned thrills and spooky
atmosphere worth sinking into. (Thriller. 14-18)
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WHAT YOU HIDE

Richards, Natalie D.
Sourcebooks Fire (384 pp.)
$10.99 paper | Dec. 4, 2018
978-1-4926-5718-7
Two teens with different life circumstances are drawn together in this thriller
featuring a mystery set in their Ohio
town’s public library.
When privileged, funny, and kind
Spencer gets busted for breaking a library
window while climbing the outside of the building, he winds up
doing community service there to make amends. It doesn’t take
him long to notice smart, self-possessed Mallory, who spends
long hours in the library since leaving home due to the unsettling behavior of her domineering stepfather. In short chapters
that alternate between the two in first-person narration, their
story unfolds, blending with an eerie subplot about strange and
frightening occurrences that happen largely after hours within
the library. Though there’s never much doubt that they will
become romantically involved, care is taken to develop both
characters, including their places within their families—Spencer, adopted by loving and extremely wealthy parents, acutely
feels the weight of their expectations, while Mallory’s heartrending experience of being homeless and worrying about her
mom, who’s pregnant, is poignantly told. Spencer is described
as having bronze skin, which differs from his adoptive family’s
pale blondness. Mallory is implied white. There is some ethnic
diversity among secondary characters, including Mallory’s best
friend, Lana, whose Venezuelan family is struggling following
her dad’s and brother’s deportations.
A taut, compelling mystery and a compassionate realistic fiction novel all in one. (Thriller. 14-18)

WHAT IF?

Russell, Anna
West 44 Books (200 pp.)
$19.95 | Dec. 1, 2018
978-1-5383-8258-5
Drumming is the only thing that
relieves 16-year-old Joshua from his
counting rituals.
Joshua’s secret is that he feels trapped
by his mind. The pattern and percussion
of drumming help pause the relentless
notion that if he doesn’t do what his thoughts compel him to
do, the people he cares about will come to harm. Joshua, who is
white, is entering a new high school as a 10th-grader, and no one
knows that he’s late for classes because he has to do his locker
combination while simultaneously counting to 100 or that he
can’t concentrate on schoolwork because he must count every
crack in the ceiling. Then he meets Mage, a stellar student with
“deep brown skin,” hair in braids, and a penchant for the word
“magic.” Together with Joshua’s sister, Julia, they form a band for
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the upcoming talent show. Things brighten even further after
his therapist explains that Joshua’s condition is called obsessive-compulsive disorder and then prescribes medication and
talk therapy. Even still, his father is skeptical, “Now that you
know, / can’t you just...stop?” It’s this miscomprehension that
leads Joshua’s father to take some potentially damaging action.
This is a captivating story that will capture teens’ imaginations.
Written in verse, this slim, rhythmic novel for reluctant
readers vividly evokes a teen boy’s struggle with obsessivecompulsive disorder. (Verse novel. 12-17)

A SKY FOR US ALONE

Russell, Kristin
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins (336 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-0-06-269702-8

|

Eager to prove herself, the daughter
of a flier disgraced for cowardice hurls
herself into fighter pilot training to join
a losing war against aliens.
Plainly modeled as a cross between
Katniss Everdeen and Conan the Barbarian (“I bathed in fires of
destruction and reveled in the screams of the defeated. I didn’t
get afraid”), Spensa “Spin” Nightshade leaves her previous occupation—spearing rats in the caverns of the colony planet Detritus for her widowed mother’s food stand—to wangle a coveted
spot in the Defiant Defense Force’s flight school. Opportunities
to exercise wild recklessness and growing skill begin at once, as
the class is soon in the air, battling the mysterious Krell raiders
who have driven people underground. Spensa, who is assumed
white, interacts with reasonably diverse human classmates with
varying ethnic markers. M-Bot, a damaged AI of unknown origin, develops into a comical sidekick: “Hello!...You have nearly
died, and so I will say something to distract you from the serious, mind-numbing implications of your own mortality! I hate
your shoes.” Meanwhile, hints that all is not as it seems, either
with the official story about her father or the whole Krell war in
general, lead to startling revelations and stakes-raising implications by the end. Stay tuned. Maps and illustrations not seen.
Sanderson (Legion, 2018, etc.) plainly had a ball with this
nonstop, highflying opener, and readers will too. (Science fic
tion. 12-15)
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In Strickland County, coal is king,
opiate abuse is rampant, and a wide valley separates those who have power from
those who do not.
Eighteen-year-old Harlowe is making plans for a life outside of Strickland
when violence arrives on his doorstep, leaving behind the dead
body of his older brother, Nate. The murder and its implications decimate Harlowe’s family, sending his mother back into
the grip of addiction and pulling his father deeper into the
mines. Harlowe becomes desperate for answers, chasing fragmented clues and secrets that Nate left behind. His feverish
obsession with uncovering the truth can only be matched by
his fiery desire for Tennessee, a beautiful girl who also knows
sadness and who arrives in his life just as Nate is taken from it.
The portrait of life in fictional Strickland, with its poverty, corruption, and pollution, is grim but not far-fetched. Glimmers of
hope exist in characters’ deep connections to the land and tight
bonds with those they trust, but readers will wonder if Harlowe
can truly flourish if he stays in the home he’s always known.
Characters are assumed white; the portrayal of self-reliant and
isolated Appalachian culture is unmistakable; gender roles are
traditional and rigid. Though the storyline occasionally meanders, it is driven by mystery and peppered with themes relevant
to young readers such as identity, betrayal, and romance.
A bleak yet compelling portrayal of Appalachian mountain life. (Fiction. 14-18)

SKYWARD

Sanderson, Brandon
Delacorte (528 pp.)
$19.99 | Nov. 6, 2018
978-0-399-55577-0
Series: Skyward, 1

STREET SONG

Wilkinson, Sheena
Ink Road (256 pp.)
$12.99 paper | Nov. 1, 2018
978-1-78530-089-9
A disgraced teen pop singer who
made his name on a televised talent show
finds purpose playing in a new band in
this Irish import.
Ryan is newly home from drug rehab
and being pushed by his stepfather and
former manager, Ricky, to complete secondary school when
a fight erupts and Ryan flees Dublin. A chance meeting with
smart, driven musician Toni leads him to her hometown of Belfast, where for the first time he has both the freedom to make
his own music and the responsibility to make a living entirely on
his own. He, Toni, and her band mate, Marysia, instantly click,
and he makes money mainly through busking, which keeps his
head just above water. The precariousness of Ryan’s situation—
living in a hostel and earning just enough to eat—gradually
gives way to a more desperate existence, and this experience is
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realistically rendered and movingly described. Though he stays
away from drugs, Ryan’s drinking causes problems in his new
life, including between him and Toni, for whom he’s fallen hard.
Romance fans will appreciate their ongoing banter even if its
outcome is largely predictable. The Northern Irish setting, seen
through Ryan’s eyes, is at once understated and vivid. All main
characters are white; Marysia, whose family is Polish, is gay.
Engaging and heartfelt, this will appeal to contemporary fiction readers. (Fiction. 14-adult)

continuing series
THE CAGED QUEEN

Ciccarelli, Kristen
HarperTeen (400 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 25, 2018
978-0-06-256801-4
Series: Iskari, 2
(Fantasy. 13-18)

GENIUS: THE REVOLUTION

Gout, Leopoldo
Feiwel & Friends (272 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 7, 2018
978-1-250-04583-6
Series: Genius, 3
(Adventure. 12-18)

AS SHE ASCENDS

Meadows, Jodi
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins (560 pp.)
$17.99 | Sept. 11, 2018
978-0-06-246943-4
Series: Fallen Isles, 2
(Fantasy. 13-18)
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JACKSON’S STORY
One Dog’s Journey to His
Forever Home

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:
CELLINI by Vito “Tutuc” Cellini & Mick J. Prodger.........................114

Baker, Elizabeth
Illus. by Blanchfield, Matt
Archway Publishing (28 pp.)
$13.95 paper | $5.99 e-book
Feb. 13, 2018
978-1-4808-5930-2

THE FLAPPER, THE IMPOSTOR, AND THE STALKER
by Charlene Bell Dietz........................................................................116
THE RELUCTANT HEALER by Andrew D. Himmel.........................120
PHANTOMS OF THE HOTEL MEURICE by Jeremy R. Mack..........122
WWI CRUSADERS by Jeffrey B. Miller............................................124
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In Baker’s debut picture book, a rescue dog recounts his
life’s journey.
As a rambunctious puppy, a black Labrador retriever named
Buddy lives with his boy, Toby. Although Toby loves him, the
family often mistreats him. One day, Toby’s dad ties Buddy to a
tree, abandoning him. Luckily, he’s discovered by a couple who
takes him to a shelter where workers rename him Jack. Jack
finds comfort in Jill, his cage mate. Eventually Jack and Jill are
taken into a truck filled with dogs. When Jill goes to her “forever home” Jack is devastated. Finally, the pup meets his new
family, a nice couple who call him Jackson. Their home has a
yard and a bed just for him. Despite his painful past, Jackson
is now loved by “mom and dad.” The colorful, realistic pictures
by debut illustrator Blanchfield capture the Lab’s emotional
responses. Baker emphasizes human kindness, like when a
worker sleeps in a sleeping bag alongside caged dogs. Featuring instances of animal abuse, this book is most appropriate
for older children. Nuanced situations may require adult explanation, like when Jackson is neutered (he recalls feeling sore,
made to wear a “bucket” on his head). The afterword suggests
ways humans can address the overpopulation of dogs, like neutering and spaying.
Young animal lovers will appreciate this heartening,
realistically rendered tale.

BEAT THE BLUES

Bennett, Mick
Unsolicited Press (252 pp.)
$17.00 paper | $5.99 e-book
Jun. 21, 2018
978-1-947021-22-8

THE FLAPPER, THE IMPOSTOR,
AND THE STALKER

A Jersey Shore romance kindled in
the swinging 1970s still smolders when
old lovers come together in 2008.
Ronny Hopkins has long pined after
his neighbor Katie Kline, the two young
Belmar, New Jersey, natives often sharing time together over

Dietz, Charlene Bell
Quill Mark Press (308 pp.)
$26.99 | $16.99 paper | $6.99 e-book
Nov. 21, 2017
978-1-945212-65-9
978-1-945212-66-6 paper
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hollywood
nights
Los Angeles isn’t called the “City of
Broken Dreams” for nothing. It’s a
place of glitz, glamour, struggle, and
heartbreak that’s inspired countless
novelists over the years, from Nathanael West to Joan Didion to Bret
Easton Ellis. Here are a few notable fictional takes on Tinseltown that Kirkus
Indie’s reviewers have highlighted:
Black Star over Hollywood, a 2017
novel by John W. Ravage, delves into
the area’s past to tell the story of a down-and-out AfricanAmerican vaudeville performer in 1939 who goes on to
find fame in the early days of the film industry as a cowboy
in B-movie Westerns. But, as is common in Hollywood
tales, success doesn’t come easy. “Ravage evokes questions
of race with rare delicacy and descriptions of midcentury
Hollywood with learned skill,” writes Kirkus’ reviewer.
Kia McInerny’s 2016 novel, Max in Filmland, offers a
different historical take on the City
of Angels, set in 1979, in which New
York lawyer Maxwell Rider moves
west and becomes part of a friend’s
film-financing firm. But before long,
the firm gets entangled in a sketchy
gold-mine scheme, making Max the
target of FBI agents. “The story’s
emphasis on white-collar crime, in
lieu of murder, gives it an old-Hollywood feel,” says Kirkus’ reviewer,
“as a perpetual fear of betrayal replaces potential violence.”
In Tim Patrick’s Death of a Movie Star (2017), a tale of
revenge plays out on a near-future celebrity game show
called StarBash. A-lister Cassandra Moreaux believes that
a fellow contestant got her thespian mother blacklisted in the
1950s; meanwhile, struggling actor
Brandi Bonacore seeks vengeance
on Moreaux for her own struggles.
Kirkus’ reviewer notes how this
“darkly humorous” novel tackles
the “presumed artificiality of Hollywood’s denizens”—for example,
StarBash fakes scenes at New York
City’s Plaza Hotel on West Coast
soundstages. —D.R.

a little weed and “The White Album.” But Katie is a thoughtful girl, still affected by Robert F. Kennedy’s assassination in
’68, moved to explore the issues of the tumultuous era she is
growing up in, and charmed by the adult allure of New York but
also Ronny’s father. Although their adulterous affair is quickly
recognized as a mistake, their liaison leaves behind a handful
of nude Polaroids of Katie, which Ronny finds hidden away
with his father’s dirty magazines. Yet when Ronny confronts
her, the two make love. But a relationship seems untenable, as
Katie stays busy paying her dues writing obits for the Village
Voice, graduating to chasing stories for the newspaper, while
Ronny relaxes on the Jersey Shore, working as a lifeguard and
spending his nights at local bars. Worse, Katie struggles with
panic attacks, and Ronny’s resentment over her past and present experiences sometimes culminates in violent or jealous outbursts. Distance, family deaths, and other love interests soon
pull them apart, but when they reunite for a day in 2008, the
remnants of their time together—not naked photographs but
his unanswered love letters—promise to remind them of what
they once were. Bennett (Summer Mirrors, 2015, etc.) returns
to Belmar to tell a warts-and-all love story spanning decades,
deftly breaking down the small moments that form long, awkward relationships. The first half of the novel is presented in
fast-paced snippets of character and conversation. The dialogue is quick and relies heavily on the two protagonists’ understanding of each other, with their interactions full of in-jokes,
slang, and references to their time together. There are recognizable hallmarks to differentiate the ’70s from the modern day,
with numerous nods to the music, drug culture, and celebrities,
and in the 2000s, that period’s technology. The book’s second
half, taking place over a shorter amount of time, slows the pace
considerably but keeps the engrossing tale’s most important
aspect alive, its delicate switching between Ronny’s and Katie’s
points of view.
A decades-old, honest love story that never feels like
merely a time capsule.

HOGAN’S HOPE

Bombaci, Connie
iUniverse (146 pp.)
$26.99 | $13.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
Mar. 29, 2018
978-1-5320-4335-2
978-1-5320-4327-7 paper
The Christian edition of Bombaci’s
award-winning memoir (Hogan’s Hope: A
Deaf Hero’s Inspirational Quest for Love and
Acceptance, 2017) about a deaf dog with

astounding abilities.
When Hogan the Dalmatian came into Bombaci’s life,
the dog was battered, malnourished, and longing for a loving
home. But at least the previous owners didn’t euthanize him,
a disturbingly common practice with deaf Dalmatians. His
life began a new and bright chapter when he was adopted by
Bombaci, who saw his potential more than his limitations. She

David Rapp is the senior Indie editor.
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by falling short of her extraordinary potential. She’s especially
attached to Fiske since he became something of a substitute for
her own father, who died of cancer when she was only 3 years
old. There’s a break in the case when another past Winner—
Eric Pinkersby, an astonishingly successful tech entrepreneur—
discovers that Fiske has been exchanging texts regularly with
Autumn Brockert, a 16-year-old student of his. And when she
too goes missing, the police suspect he abducted her, though
Steph simply can’t accept that her idol is a craven predator.
Bond collapses two distinct literary genres into one seamless novelistic whole: a mystery and an emotional drama. While
the past Winners hunt down clues in order to find Fiske, they’re
forced to confront the memories of their high school selves
and the extent to which their adult lives are either a consummation or betrayal of their youthful talents. And Fiske is deliciously enigmatic—though almost heroically supportive of
his students, he seems to harbor a dark past, filled with rueful
remorse. The author subtly captures Fiske’s complexity as well
as his penchant for profoundly stirring inspiration: “Stephanie,
time is our mortal enemy. Time leeches ambition. Never forget
that greatness lives inside you. No matter how far off course you
stray—no matter what you’ve done or have to atone for in the
past—greatness remains. Greatness is never beyond salvage.”
But the plot becomes increasingly convoluted and implausible
and exchanges the dramatic nuance that typified the beginning
for operatic melodrama. Yet Bond is so ingeniously inventive—
he consistently moves the story in wholly unpredictable directions—that it’s likely readers will forgive these real but minor
fictional vices. The novel’s central mystery is thrilling, but the
true spine of the tale is the fragile connections between the past
Winners, who must not only investigate Fiske’s disappearance,
but also the authenticity of their lives and friendships.
An exhilarating and emotionally astute mystery.

THE WINNER MAKER

Bond, Jeff
Self (330 pp.)
$12.95 paper | $3.99 paper | Dec. 1, 2018
978-1-73225-520-3

BABY SNAKES

When a popular high school teacher
suddenly vanishes, a pack of his most
devoted former students starts looking
for him in this debut novel.
Bob Fiske is a legendary high school
English teacher and football coach at Evanston Township High
in Michigan who’s known for his undying dedication to his students. He regularly compiles an unofficial list of “Winners,” a
roster meant both to recognize students for their talents and
inspire underachievers to fulfill their unrealized promise. Then
Fiske mysteriously disappears, raising suspicions of foul play.
Some admiring past Winners are so distraught they organize
their own search party, prepared to put their lives on hold until
they track him down, their loyalty to Fiske affectingly depicted
by Bond. The group doesn’t have much time. Principal Mancini and Fiske have long been bitter rivals—the teacher is infamous for his confrontational demeanor. Mancini gives the band
24 hours to find Fiske before he’s terminated from his job for
dereliction of duty. The team of faithful former students is led
by Stephanie “Steph” Reece, who was one of Fiske’s brightest
pupils. She is haunted by guilt that she squandered his support

Campbell, Demarest
Okir Publishing (314 pp.)
$18.00 | $2.99 paper | May 18, 2018
978-1-64271-122-6
Campbell’s darkly humorous historical novel follows the iconoclastic life of
Cordelia Moran in 19th-century Calcutta.
These well-drawn, decidedly British
characters spend their steamy days in
India in erudite, witty repartee: “Young
Richard set about earning his keep by keeping Delia amused,
spying and lying for her, and defending her against the incumbent downstairs staff of crabby, dank cousins from the outskirts
of Aix who always appeared to have slicked back their hair
with their own sputum.” In Europe, Delia marries a man called
only Mr. James, a recent widower in whose house she is recuperating from a medical procedure. After a few years of miscarriages and near-death pregnancies, her husband, who “slid
into her bed” one night, dies, freeing Delia to return, wealthier,
to India. In India, she enters into a murky relationship with
|
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and her husband, Jim, began learning ASL, eventually teaching Hogan more than 70 words. They also underwent rigorous
desensitization with him, counterconditioning the fearful reactions he learned during his abused youth. In addition to now
having affectionate and dedicated owners, Hogan enjoyed the
canine companionship of India, the family’s black Lab, and,
later, Georgia, another adopted deaf Dalmatian. He also loved
people of all ages, and the author includes a particularly touching account of an elderly man whose bitter heart was softened
by Hogan’s “unwavering devotion and steadfast friendship.”
Hogan’s fame quickly grew, and he and Bombaci were featured
in numerous publications and television productions (including Oprah), spreading the vital message that pervades this
book: “All God’s creations are worthy of receiving thoughtful
consideration, good treatment, and genuine love. No matter
the age, size, characteristics, or type, each is capable of living a
wonderful, rewarding life.” Bombaci’s writing reads effortlessly,
exploring themes that extend far beyond the canine world. She
also ably demonstrates Hogan’s character development from a
scared and scrawny pup to a handsome, highly intelligent dog
full of energy and love—a life-affirming transformation. This
Christian version is essentially the same as the original except
garnished with Bible verses that bring a faith-filled ambience
to the book. The book’s organization lacks nothing, taking
readers on the step-by-step journey of Hogan’s life; its universal, empowering message gives it the potential to reach a much
wider audience than just dog lovers.
An original, hope-filled story told well.

Indie B ooks
Wo r t h D i s c o v e r i n g
[Sponsored]
THE ENGINE
WOMAN’S LIGHT

GRANTED

by Laurel Anne Hill

“This final installment of a trilogy, set in Somerville, Kentucky,
offers a slice of small-town life.”

by Angela Correll

“In this dystopian YA novel set in
an alternate, steampunk-y version of California, a teenage girl
gets mystical visions of tasks that
she must perform to save her
people.”
A coming-of-age story that
thoughtfully blends mysticism
and adventure.

ALL THE WISDOM
AND NONE OF
THE JUNK

SIN & REDEMPTION
by James E. McCarthy

by Katy Craig & Katie Kramer
“A brief but comprehensive
instruction manual for applying
to college.”
A clear and practical resource,
intelligently structured.

BREATHE
by Mike Brogan
“In Brogan’s (Kentucky Woman,
2016, etc.) thriller, U.S. agencies
are on the trail of a kidnapped
scientist, a potential indication
that someone wants to use her
skills to develop a weapon.”
Bare-bones in the best way; a
thoroughly tense and rousing tale.
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A Southern saga creates a fully
realized world with characters
who are easy to get to know and
root for; it’s a comfortable place
worthy of a return trip.

|

“A debut novel delivers a journey through poverty and the
heroin trade.”
A rare, hopeful crime story that
also manages to be deeply
honest.

FRANCINE

RUSTY THE
FORGOTTEN
FIRE ENGINE

by John Schwartz
“A corporate novel chronicles a
young woman’s meteoric rise at a
coal mining company. ”

by Joseph Fisher
“A once-beloved fire engine
regains a town’s affection in this
picture book for lap readers.”

A dramatically taut tale propelled
by artful characterization and
political relevance.

A children’s tale that veers
toward the sugary side, but the
ups and downs of an anthropomorphic fire engine are sympathetically portrayed.

by Brian Cox
“A personal memoir about a man’s
difficult relationship with his father,
his search for enlightenment, and
his obsession with tennis. ”

y o u n g a d u lt

CARSON CLARE’S
TRAIL GUIDE
TO AVOIDING
DEATH & OTHER
UNPLEASANT
CONSEQUENCES

TENNIS WITH GOD

by Bruce & Carson McCandless

A brief but edifying remembrance
that’s filled with poignant personal
reflection as well as moments of
international adventure.

“Carson and Bruce McCandless’
(Six Poems and a Song, 2017,
etc.) light-verse guide to surviving middle school explains and
rates common dangers and provides survival tips.”
Delightful verse and surprisingly
useful tips make this a winner.

THE REVENGE OF
ZACHARIAH KERMIT
HIGGINS
by A.S. Wood
“A bullied boy hatches a plan to
get revenge on his bullies through
social media in this novel for middle schoolers.”
An entertaining, insightful novel
that urges understanding over
retaliation.
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Indie B ooks
Wo r t h D i s c o v e r i n g
[Sponsored]
EYEWITNESS
My Journey to
The Hague

CELTIC KNOT
by Ann Shortell

by Isak Gaši & Shaun Koos
“A chilling personal account of the
atrocities committed by the Serbians during the 1992-1995 Bosnian
War as experienced by Gaši and
told by debut author Koos.”

“A historical novel dramatizes the
murder of a prominent Irish politician in late-19th-century Canada.”
A thrilling and historically edifying
period tale.

Important, powerful; a cautionary tale about nationalism.

ANGEL FALLS

BUTTERMILK SKIES

by Babette De Jongh

by Diane Elliott

“A spunky ballet teacher has to
choose between her small-town
sweetheart and a suave, Scottish
newcomer.”

“In this YA novel, a teenage girl
struggles to find her place after
the tragic death of her brother.”

A thoughtfully written, rewarding
read.

THE DAY YOU
LOVE ME
by Jay Lewis Humphrey
“A debut collection of short stories explores the complexities of
love and passion.”
Accomplished and consistently
engaging tales of romance.
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A moving tale of love and
acceptance recommended for
readers who enjoy the great
outdoors and complex character relationships.

HEART GUIDE
True Stories of Grief
and Healing

DISORDERLY
CONDUCT
by Mary Feliz

by Diana Ensign

“In Feliz’s (Dead Storage, 2017,
etc.) murder mystery, amateur
sleuth and professional organizer
Maggie McDonald comes to the
aid of her best friend, whom the
cops suspect of murder.”

“Survivors describe their grieving
processes and how they found
strength in the face of death in this
volume about spiritual growth.”
Frank, warm, unflinching, and
compassionate—a heartfelt work
that explores sorrow and healing.

An enticing fourth series installment thanks to an engaging cast.

by Howard Burman

by Sherry Turner

“Burman (The Secret Game, 2016,
etc.) pieces together the life of
a reclusive poet in this satirical
novel.”

“A debut memoir that presents
a realistic view of the challenges
faced by baby boomers responsible for elderly parents.”

A truly enjoyable comic tale with
an emotional core.

Engaging, honest, and poignant and a worthy addition
to the burgeoning Alzheimer’s
literature.
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LIFE WITH MOLLIE
But Really It’s All
About Me

PARADISE BY
PARADISE

Cea proves expert in celebrating and berating the
cult of masculinity in equal measure.
fast

D’mitri Shevchenko, a sinister character who supplies Delia’s
dying mother with opiates and may or may not have kidnapped Delia’s ward, Alistair. To redeem Alistair, Delia marries
Shevchenko while secretly married to another man, with whom
she lives after leaving Shevchenko but with whom she is seldom
seen. She grows reclusive as she ages, increasing the mystery
surrounding her various adventures and misadventures, all the
while remaining the center of attention in her small coterie of
friends, admirers, and detractors. Campbell’s tale of an eccentric, independent woman living out her life in colonial Calcutta
is set against a geographically accurate backdrop. It’s filled with
wit, period detail, and literary references (like Delia’s name—
a Shakespearean reference to Lear’s daughter banished for her
independence). Her women are strong and eccentric; her men,
delightfully Dickensian. The powerful writing style and clever
characters are thoroughly enjoyable but can sometimes overshadow and confuse the storyline.
An elegant examination of the people and mores of
a particular time and place in the history of the British
Empire; perfect for anglophiles.

turned out, and completely happy.” The portrait is followed
by a pleasingly serene account of the family making wine
together. These tender observations are counterbalanced by
searingly pitiless passages, as when the narrator’s father urinates on a corpse, commenting: “I told him I was going to
piss on his grave. I’m just saving myself the trip.” Cea proves
expert in celebrating and berating the cult of masculinity in
equal measure. On occasion, the author shoehorns in a philosophical debate, such as a protracted conversation between
a priest and a physicist regarding Creation. Although engaging, this is somewhat incongruous to the developing narrative.
But this proves only a minor distraction from a thoroughly
engrossing novel.
Vivid storytelling in a Faustian tale, with a few
meanderings.

CELLINI
Freedom Fighter

Cellini, Vito “Tutuc” & Prodger,
Mick J.
ELM Grove Publishing (558 pp.)
$36.98 | $25.99 paper | Aug. 14, 2018
978-1-943492-38-1
978-1-943492-39-8 paper

FAST

Cea, Stephen F.
iUniverse (230 pp.)
$9.85 paper | $2.99 e-book
Feb. 16, 2018
978-0-692-57709-7

A nonagenarian inventor and operative recounts a dramatic life.
In this debut memoir, co-written
with Prodger (Luftwaffe vs. RAF, 1998, etc.), Cellini leads
readers through the globe-spanning series of adventures that
made up his life. Born in New York and raised in Italy, Cellini
was something of a juvenile delinquent before being drafted
into the Italian army. He soon deserted and joined a partisan
unit, taking part in their guerilla warfare until Italy was liberated. He then went to work for the Office of Strategic Services,
helping to fight the black market that arose during World War
II while also taking part in illicit transactions of his own. After
the war, Cellini returned to the United States, accompanied
by his cousin Franci, whom he married soon after arriving. As
he moved from one factory job to another, his innate mechanical aptitude allowed him to create inventions and develop
improvements, and Cellini ended up with more than a dozen
patents to his name. He also formed connections around the
world, leading him to work for the Nicaraguan government in
the 1970s, carry out negotiations with Italian organized crime
in the ’80s, and design a gun stabilizer for the U.S. military.
The book is illustrated with both historical photographs and
contemporary images. The author’s exploits sometimes verge
on the picaresque, but the reader is always left with a clear
sense of the danger Cellini often found himself facing, and
even in the book’s most intimate scenes, violence is never far
away. Cellini and Prodger have an eye for the small moments
that make up this wide-ranging narrative (“Franci has left
them alone with their grappa and their memories but with
her impeccable sense of timing she recognizes the need to
interrupt with espresso”), and although Cellini’s recollections

A boy growing up in New York City
becomes riven between good and evil in
this debut coming-of-age novel.
The story opens with the unnamed
narrator as an infant, timid in nature
and emotionally attached to his teddy bear. His father is quite
the opposite. Recently released from prison and the son of an
Italian immigrant prizefighter, he is tender toward his family
but has a brutal temper when crossed by others. When the
narrator is being bullied at school, a man in a red sweat suit
arrives, douses the culprit in gasoline, and threatens to torch
him. The narrator suspects that the “red stranger” is connected to his father, and his innocence begins to slowly recede.
After developing a proclivity to play truant from high school,
the narrator has a chance encounter with his teacher Delbar
Pahlavi, who introduces him to the joys of classic literature.
The narrator’s family moves to New Jersey, where he adapts
to suburbia; finds a girl, Alex; and, in time, becomes an attorney. It is at this point in his life that the “red stranger” returns,
offering the possibility of great wealth, to be accrued from fixing horse races. The lure of the dark side is devilishly tempting.
Cea offers a contemporary take on the classic German Faust
legend, in which a demon lures the dissatisfied protagonist
into temptation. This is intelligent, weighty writing. When
describing his grandfather, the narrator notes: “He wasn’t
courageous, just fearless. His demeanor was of a quiet confidence. Some people may have mistaken him for complacent.
That wasn’t it either. He was just satisfied with the way his life
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ORCHARD STREET

make up the bulk of the story, it is also well-researched, with
plenty of substantiating detail and further information about
the many well-known figures he encountered. Cellini tells a
fascinating story and keeps the reader enthralled and engaged
despite the book’s length.
A wide-ranging memoir of an active and momentous life.

Clark, Wayne
Self (260 pp.)
$15.99 paper | $0.99 e-book | Jul. 2, 2018
978-1-77519-151-3

Chinchen, Ron
XlibrisAU (704 pp.)
$41.39 | $27.59 paper | $4.99 e-book
Mar. 28, 2018
978-1-5434-0613-9
978-1-5434-0612-2 paper
Chinchen’s debut horror novel tells
the story of an otherworldly terror sweeping across a remote region of Australia.
The Kimberley is a massive West
Australian plateau made up of rugged, largely uninhabited land.
In 2089, Superintendent Jake McLynn is tasked with policing
the scattered settlements in the beautiful but dangerous region.
He’s called to one such settlement to investigate a mysterious
attack that’s left everyone in the community dead—many with
lacerations that look like they were made by animals. At the
crime scene, McLynn encounters Maj. Julian Lee, an old comrade from his Special Forces days who now works in Australian
military intelligence. Lee has been investigating an unexplained
tanker ship that washed up on the Kimberley coast two years ago,
its crew missing and a large hole burned through its hull. This
may also be related to another incident, almost two decades earlier, in which many people were slaughtered in a remote village
in New Guinea; a survivor of that event has since disappeared.
The latest attack, meanwhile, could be connected to a cabal
whose members meet in secret across Oceania. As more populated regions are threatened, McLynn must do everything in
his power to save them. Chinchen writes in a lavish prose style
that renders his landscapes in alien hues: “The sun, a dazzling,
harsh yellow-white orb in these latitudes, again dominating a
cloudless azure sky, a startling vista, almost too bright for the
unshaded eye.” The novel offers a wonderful blend of the sci-fi,
Western, and mystery genres, with a Lovecraft-ian horror element that’s truly original and unnerving. Fans of each of these
categories of books will find things to love in this creepy, sunsoaked Australian detective story. The author also isn’t afraid
to let suspense build; the book is about 700 pages long, which
gives him plenty of room for moody digressions, but when the
reveals do come, they’re worth the wait. Hopefully, Chinchen
has more books on the way.
A gripping, original work with plenty of Aussie personality.
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In this coming-of-age novel, a young
man tries to attain his dreams through
luck and pluck.
In Clark’s (That Woman, 2017, etc.)
Depression-era tale, Charles Czerny
has led a sheltered life. Now in his 20s,
he shares a small, dingy apartment on the Lower East Side
with his mother, who has become increasingly distant following the early death of her lover, the man Charles called
Uncle. The only thing Charles inherited from Uncle was his
truck, Blue. Charles uses Blue to deliver bundles of newspapers to newsboys, but he also aspires to become a reporter
someday. The naïve Charles is soon also earning extra money
by doing special jobs for the Irish mob, which protects the
papers he delivers. Charles, who uses the nom de plume Bulldog, then gets in over his head by taking part in a convoluted
plot to murder a theater critic who gave a bad review to a
musical that starred the mob boss’s girlfriend. Worse yet, he
falls for the starlet. To save her and himself from that kingpin, Charles recruits a rival gang, a Chinese tong, to intercede on their behalf. Will Charles make enough right moves
to end up getting the girl and the career he craves? In this
story that feels like a tale culled from the golden age of movies, Clark has created a real Horatio Alger–type character
in Charles. What Charles lacks in book learning, he makes
up for by reading and listening to those in the know. He can
also read people. In other words, Charles makes his own luck,
albeit sometimes by accident. He is a protagonist readers can
root for. The other well-rounded characters are the leaders
of the Chinese tong; the players attached to the Irish mob
are more one-dimensional. Clark has paced his narrative well,
slow enough that Charles’ relationships can grow organically
yet not too poky. The novel’s atmosphere also gives readers
a good feel for what was a difficult time to grow up in New
York City. The result is a colorful snapshot of one man’s mission to pursue his ambitions, whatever the obstacles.
An enjoyable tale that traces the unlikely rise of a goodhearted man surviving humble beginnings.

SCENT OF THE BEAST

115

It is hard to believe that the teenage flapper could
be so savvy, so smart, such a survivor, but Dietz makes
readers believe as the pages turn.
the flapper , the impostor, and the stalker

STORIES FROM THE
TENTH-FLOOR CLINIC
A Nurse Practitioner
Remembers

THE FLAPPER, THE
IMPOSTOR, AND
THE STALKER

Dietz, Charlene Bell
Quill Mark Press (308 pp.)
$26.99 | $16.99 paper | $6.99 e-book
Nov. 21, 2017
978-1-945212-65-9
978-1-945212-66-6 paper

Crane, Marianna
She Writes Press (230 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $9.95 e-book
Nov. 6, 2018
978-1-63152-445-5

A veteran nurse practitioner reflects
on her time working in a clinic for elderly,
low-income patients in this debut memoir.
In the 1980s, Crane left her job as a nurse with the VA to
take charge of a new senior clinic in a high-rise public housing
complex on Chicago’s West Side, an experience she chronicles
in her vivid, unflinching book. She was eager for the chance to
prove her mettle and relished the opportunity to run her own
clinic independently. But from her first day on the job, it was
clear she might be in over her head. Her Evan-Picone suits were
out of place in the makeshift, roach-infested clinic, where the
single bathroom doubled as a conference room. Gangs and violence were a problem in the surrounding neighborhood. But the
real challenge was getting used to her co-workers and patients.
Though her instinct was to stick to giving checkups and dispensing medical advice, the author soon found herself planning
funerals for people who had no family, defending the elderly
against scammers, and visiting local bars to track down one
woman’s alcoholic son. In this thoughtful and compelling memoir, Crane’s keen eye for detail brings her stories, by turns heartbreaking and humorous, to life on the page. Graphic accounts
of treatments, like an at-home pelvic exam she performed on
a seriously ill woman, are disturbing but reflect the reality of
caring for a disadvantaged population with few resources. The
author also has a clear sense of her own weaknesses. She admits
she sometimes had a “mental block against taking action,”
which seemed partly born of wanting to help patients retain
their dignity and independence but also a desire to keep her
emotional distance in complicated situations. In one case, she
admits to feeling a sense of relief when a patient died, since it
meant she would no longer have to dedicate so much effort to
arranging her care. Through it all, Crane’s passion for helping
others is obvious even as she struggles to figure out the best way
to do that.
An honest, compassionate look at what it takes to care
for some of America’s most vulnerable citizens.
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In this prequel, readers discover
where a feisty, chain-smoking, elderly
flapper got her start—in Chicago in the Roaring ’20s with all of
its frenetic craziness.
Seventeen-year-old Kathleen McPherson comes from a
staid, upper-middle-class family in Minneapolis, but she is a
rebel at heart. When a young classmate is murdered in the park
right across from her house one night in 1923, she begins to sense
danger. She decides she will absolutely not attend the women’s
college that her family has picked out for her. A talented dancer,
she and her gifted singer pal, Sophie Dagget, run off to Chicago.
Amazingly, they both find work, but that just pulls them deeper
into danger. Madcap characters proliferate. Some are good and
protective, but others are as dangerous as rattlesnakes. In fact,
people from Kathleen’s past in Minneapolis are more treacherous than the notorious gangsters in Chicago. Did her almost
lover Chester Davidson fake his death, and is he now trying to
kill her? What about wacky Ivy Schrader? Is Mrs. Vivian Davidson to be trusted? And who is this rather creepy Pritchard fellow who nonetheless seems to be a kind of guardian angel? The
action never stops, and the girls—the annoying Dolly, a former
classmate, also shows up—get into one scrape after another.
Kathleen falls for a married man who is not really the cad that
he seems. The imposter is finally revealed, and readers can have
their choice of stalkers, depending on the quarry. Dietz (The
Flapper, the Scientist, and the Saboteur, 2016), whose preceding
novel featured Aunt Kathleen McPherson as an aging flapper
and spirited amateur detective, has a wonderful time with all
of it. The chapters are quite short, with each one featuring an
epigraph and an appropriate cliffhanger or semicliffhanger. The
author’s prose deftly captures her protagonist’s gutsiness and
insouciance. Here Kathleen steals a gangster’s car left idling:
“She floor boarded it down the street, howling in delight, taking
the corner on two wheels....Her face hurt from grinning.” It is
hard to believe that the teenage flapper could be so savvy, so
smart, such a survivor, but Dietz makes readers believe as the
pages turn. The author is also a master of suspense. Not until
the final pages is the stalker (or stalkers) revealed.
A fast-paced historical novel that is both scary and
witty, a wonderful combination.

|

HEARTS OF MERCY

Donaldson’s historical novel follows
a group of vigilantes in 19th-century
Tennessee who attempt to control the
behavior of “wayward” females.
Donaldson (On Viney’s Mountain,
2009, etc.) begins her tale as Lavinia
“Viney” Walker receives a letter from her fiance, Charlie, breaking their engagement. Viney’s long-lost father shows up, asking
that either she or her sister, Lizzie, accompany him from Rugby,
Tennessee, to his home in the Great Smoky Mountains. He feels
he needs one of his daughters to look after him as he approaches
the end of his life. Viney agrees, and she hopes that the change
of scenery will distract her from her heartache. Shortly after
arriving at her father’s home, Viney is indeed distracted by her
handsome young cousin James. As James and Viney begin to
court, Viney learns of a violent group called the White Caps—
hood-wearing men who terrorize and whip local women who
are alleged to have behaved in any sort of “lewd” manner. Most
White Caps are former Union soldiers who claim that their
actions will somehow preserve the integrity of the U.S. after the
Civil War. When the White Caps catch Viney kissing James, the
group sets their sights on her. Told in a straightforward prose,
Donaldson’s novel animates 19th-century Tennessee, particularly in descriptions of apple stack cakes, chess pies, spicy apple
butter, gingerbreads, and other popular dishes of the era. Told
primarily from Viney’s perspective, the narrative shifts a few
times to the point of view of Charlie, an odd choice since his
role is minor. Even so, Donaldson demonstrates a thoughtful
understanding of the political climate, the lasting impact of war,
and one woman’s emotional journey in this action-packed story.
The novel also deftly illustrates the tensions that persisted after
the Civil War.
A captivating tale about father-daughter relationships,
personal independence, and second chances.

y o u n g a d u lt

in an abandoned railroad shack by a swamp on the outskirts of
the town of Porter Mills, tucked between the Catskill Mountains and the Hudson River. Ten-year-old Caleb Walden is also
drawn to the swamp, both by the memory of his father, who
drowned there two years earlier, and by the need to escape persecution by his mother Ruby’s new boyfriend, Hurley Cobbs.
When Redmond meets Caleb at the edge of the marsh, he is
unwillingly won over by the boy’s generous openness, and the
two form a mutual bond of companionship and respect. Unfortunately, the shiftless and deeply prejudiced Hurley makes it
his business to drive Redmond out of town while at the same
time risking Caleb and Ruby’s farm with his small-time criminal
enterprise. Will an honest sheriff and the friendship of a fatherless boy be enough to keep Redmond’s past from destroying his
future? Doty weaves a gripping tale, and the two mismatched
protagonists come to life on the page as realistically sympathetic characters. While Hurley is one-dimensionally evil, the
author provides a glimpse into a painful childhood that offers
some elucidation of the roots of his racism. The novel’s ’60s setting is skillfully evoked, from the names of penny candies such
as Mary Janes and Atomic Fire Balls to telling quotes from President John F. Kennedy and the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. Also
well-drawn is the precarious state of late childhood, characterized both by simple scenes of rural enjoyment and the constant
danger of cruelty from disrespectful adults. Side plots such as
Hurley’s moonshine scheme and Caleb’s and his friends’ fears
of a legendary old swamp woman add both humor and suspense.
Frequent repetition of an offensive racial epithet may disturb
some readers, but its use is realistic and clearly condemned in
the context. All in all, a touching and satisfying read.
A compelling coming-of-age tale set against the background of mid-20th-century rural New York and the burgeoning civil rights movement.

Donaldson, Joan
Black Rose Writing (208 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Jun. 28, 2018
978-1-68433-091-1

BEACH BODY BOOGIE

Fagan, Timothy
Fireclay Books (384 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $2.99 e-book
Jun. 28, 2018
978-1-73245-960-1

THE LAST CICADA

In this debut novel, a Cape Cod cop’s
homecoming takes a deadly turn when a
Secret Service agent ends up murdered
and an assassination plot is discovered
before the U.S. president’s vacation visit.
Who says you can’t go home again? Pepper Ryan was the former “wonderboy” of the New Albion Police Department. But
three years ago, a disastrous bust gone awry compelled him to
quit the force, grab his guitar, and head for Austin, Los Angeles,
and Nashville. No sooner does he return home and rejoin the
department than a dead Secret Service agent is found on the
beach in a clambake pit with a red starfish on his chest. “Back
in uniform two days and the kooky shit’s already started,” a veteran officer greets Pepper. And it shows no signs of letting up
as the president plans to come to New Albion to hit up a dying

Doty, R.A.
DayLew Publishing (268 pp.)
$12.95 paper | $3.99 e-book
Aug. 22, 2018
978-1-73275-450-8
A black ex-convict and a young white
boy form an unlikely friendship in the
early 1960s in this debut novel of racism
and redemption.
In May 1963, a Georgia man named
Redmond Williams is released from New
York City’s Rikers Island prison. Seeking to avoid trouble and
start a new life, he heads upstate, where he sets up housekeeping
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Adam Croft

A WRITER SUCCESSFUL IN BOTH TRADITIONAL & INDIE PUBLISHING STICKS
WITH INDIE
By Rhett Morgan
ing what’s going to happen next and being twisted and
turned in all sorts of different directions. Although the
books are so active, it’s a very passive reading experience.
Writing them is much the opposite, so it’s a completely
different sort of encounter.
What do you think made Her Last Tomorrow resonate
so much with readers?
The Connor family is a completely normal, everyday family….And then this huge event comes out of nowhere and
turns their lives upside down. Readers aren’t being asked
to relate to a spy or a detective—they’re reading from the
point of view of a normal, everyday person, and this is
something that could happen to anyone.
When did you first decide to pursue self-publishing?
I never had any other intention. For me, it was a quick
and effective way to see how readers reacted to my work.
Sales were very good, and it showed me that this could actually be an extremely viable industry of its own. It’s now
a larger industry than the traditional publishing one, so
I’m glad I got in early!

In 2011, after the Kindle was first released in the U.K.,
Adam Croft decided to use the new platform to sell his
novels—a single idea he had for a plot twist soon grew
into the Knight and Culverhouse mystery series, and he
eventually sold more than a million books as an independent publisher. Croft earned his place on bestseller lists
in Canada, Australia, and the U.S. with Her Last Tomor
row, a stand-alone thriller about a man who must choose
between his wife and kidnapped daughter. That success
helped him land a lucrative deal with Amazon imprint
Thomas & Mercer, but as of now he’s taken back the
rights to all his fan-favorite mysteries and decided to see
where digital self-publishing can take him next.

What have some of your most successful strategies
been for finding readers?
Advertising on Facebook has been successful for me, as
have many other forms of online marketing, but you can’t
beat word of mouth. I get emails every day from readers who’ve been told about my books by their friends and
have then become hooked. Most of them then go on to
tell their own friends, and that sort of recommendation
just can’t be beaten.

As a writer, what do you enjoy about the thriller genre?
As a writer, very little. But as a reader, I love it. It’s always great to be kept on the edge of your seat, wonder-
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In your experience, how was Thomas & Mercer different from other publishers?
The books they publish are only available to buy from Amazon, which is one major difference, but I don’t think it’s
a good one. It’s one of the primary reasons I got my rights
back. I don’t think it’s healthy for any company to have
such dominance and to demand exclusivity, no matter how
successful and revolutionary they’ve been for authors.
Where do you see digital publishing going in
the future?
I think it’s stable now. No major changes are required,
and I don’t think there’ll be anything revolutionary for
a while. The traditional model will remain, as many people just aren’t interested in running a publishing company
at the same time as writing. Readers couldn’t care less—
they want good books with great covers, and both models give them that.
What can we look forward to next?
My next psychological thriller should be out in October.
One of the beauties of independent publishing is that I
can release a book as soon as it’s ready. On the flip side, it
does mean I don’t know the release date of my own books
until a few weeks in advance, so I can’t be any more specific than that, unfortunately!

y o u n g a d u lt

but disenchanted billionaire backer for continued financial
support. The unpopular president’s imminent arrival brings out
the cranks and protesters and one very credible assassination
threat. Pepper, who knows the area and the locals, is assigned
to collaborate with the Secret Service. He works in the shadows
of his retired father, the former chief of police, and his brother,
“the finest young homicide detective in Boston in the last twenty
years” until he is gunned down trying to foil a robbery. As for
Pepper, his fellow officers have started a pool to bet how long
his current tenure with the force will last. There’s nothing like a
good redemption story to launch a series of procedural thrillers.
But while Pepper is looking for a chance to prove himself, he
doesn’t quite fit the pulp profile; he’s young, he’s handsome, and
he’s not divorced, an alcoholic, or in thrall to any vices. Except
for the previous flameout, he seems to be a good cop. Fagan
doesn’t push a hard-boiled tone. He has a good ear for dialogue
and a vivid sense of place, which he has populated with memorable and credible characters, including Pepper’s high school
flame—a jet-setter whose father is the ailing benefactor hosting
the president—and the two hit men who are adding to the area
body count as well as old friends and new enemies who have the
hero in their sights.
An entertaining and compulsively readable thriller—
on the beach or anywhere.

CHAINS OF NOBILITY

Graft, Brad
The Sager Group (468 pp.)
$18.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
May 16, 2018
978-0-9996338-5-4

Rhett Morgan is a writer and translator living in Paris.

Debut author Graft’s historical novel
follows a young, kidnapped nomad in the
Middle East.
Near the upper Volga River in 1236,
Duyal goes about his regular duties as
a Kipchak. The Kipchaks are a migratory people whose lives
revolve around the animals they tend. It’s not an easy existence,
and it’s made even more difficult by raids from enemies. After
a devastating attack by Mongols, Duyal is enslaved and taken
from the steppe. His final destination is a citadel in the city of
Hisn Kayfa in what is present-day Turkey. The citadel, like Duyal,
belongs to a powerful prince named al-Salih Ayyub. The plan is to
turn Duyal, along with other captured boys, from wild children
of the East into Mamluk warriors. The boys train with swords,
lances, and bows. If life on the steppe was hard, life in the citadel is almost unbearable. Many of the boys will fail the difficult
training, and some will even die. Those who pass, however, will
become fearsome warriors. Will Duyal be among the victorious? That question is answered stage by excruciating stage. The
text abounds with evocative portrayals, like that of the city Hisn
Kayfa: “Upstream, the blue-muddied river winds its way through
irrigated fields of green, the rich foliage eventually tapering to
tan.” Many particulars are time-appropriate and interesting; for
example, in bow training, Duyal doesn’t jump directly to the
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Himmel’s sharply etched characters and smart,
observant prose shrewdly capture the ways people think
and talk about religious and philosophical issues.
the reluctant healer

massive qaw. He and the other recruits must instead work their
way up from smaller weapons like the flexible kabad. However,
the spell of an ancient environment sometimes falters with lines
of modern dialogue. One novice is asked “What’s your malfunction?” and the reader may be left to wonder whether they hadn’t
been transported some 700 years into the future world of Full
Metal Jacket. Despite such anachronisms, there is an exciting
urgency to Duyal’s survival and the greater question of what he
will do should he make it through the program.
Excitingly illuminates an ancient class of warriors
despite a few missteps.

managed to marshal an articulate discourse in defense of shallow
insights,” Will muses of one blowhard, and he calls the earnest,
didactic New Age tomes Erica presses on him “Soviet propaganda without the charm.” But the tale takes Will’s hangdog spiritual quest seriously while avoiding the clichés of New Age fiction.
There are no revealed certitudes, no channeling of omniscient
beings from the astral plane. Will remains a flawed, neurotic man
torn between his lawyerly devotion to evidence and logic and the
haunting, ambiguous glimpses of supernatural forces that intrude
on him. He is perpetually in doubt about whether his abilities are
real or just luck and hopeful figments of the imagination—especially when they fail. And they work no miraculous healing in
his own life. His new calling often feels like a drag and leads him
into a serious ethical lapse; what enlightenment he gains comes
through painful experience and self-examination rather than
clairvoyance. As he grapples with metaphysical mysteries, even
dyed-in-the-wool skeptics should find his struggle compelling.
A vivid evocation of the conflict between reason and
spirituality.

THE RELUCTANT
HEALER

Himmel, Andrew D.
Greenleaf Book Group Press (312 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $7.99 e-book
Oct. 8, 2018
978-1-62634-530-0

CASPER AND JASPER AND
THE TERRIBLE TYRANT

A skeptical lawyer wrestles with a crisis of faith—gaining it, not losing it—as
he discovers his own possibly supernatural powers in this debut novel of ideas.
Will Alexander is leading a mediocre, hollow life as an
attorney for a Manhattan law firm when he meets Erica Wells,
a social worker who incorporates New Age mysticism into her
practice. He’s smitten by her green eyes; she’s smitten by his
green aura, which only she can sense. Will takes Erica’s disparagement of Western evidence-based medicine in favor of “universal healing and energy”—featuring detoxification, herbal
supplements, and regression therapy—for so much nonsense.
But he puts up with her eccentric enthusiasms for the sake of
her passion and vibrancy. But then, during a chance encounter,
Will, with no effort or intention, apparently cures a legal client
of an anxiety disorder. Others seek him out: He dispels a tech
mogul’s fatal neurological ailment with a few minutes of meditation and sends an old man’s cancer into remission during a
night of drinking. Will is nonplussed by all this: He doesn’t feel
like he’s doing anything to cure people and thinks his successes
might be a placebo effect or pure coincidence. Still, word of
mouth creates demand for his services, so he sets up shop as the
world’s most diffident healer, warning patients that he claims
no special powers and makes no promises and telling them not
to pay him unless they feel like it. Will’s self-disparagement perversely inspires trust, and his practice thrives—and makes him
a target of a cynical investigative journalist intent on proving
him a fraud.
Himmel’s entertaining novel is on one level a fine comedy
of ideological manners. Much of it unfolds in funny, awkward
dinner-table conversations as Erica floats her ardent mystical
beliefs and dares her dubious companions to mock them while
they search for ways to steer the conversation to safer waters.
The author’s sharply etched characters and smart, observant
prose shrewdly capture the ways people think and talk about religious and philosophical issues. “I was always struck by how he
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Jacobs, Tilia Klebenov
Linden Tree Press (348 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $3.99 e-book | Jun. 1, 2018
978-1-949048-00-1
A middle-grade fantasy about two
boys who are separated from their parents during the reign of a petty despot.
In the Lands of Yonder is the town of
Middlemost, where everyone is welcome.
Adele and Kale Brandiwygn live there with their identical twin
infants, Charles and James. They tell the kids apart by putting
bracelets on them, labeled “C” and “J.” One day, Count Wilhelm Scream arrives in the Lands, declaring himself Supreme
Ruler. He lives in Castle Mirkstone and dispatches a Special
Police force to enslave anyone who disagrees with him. Naturally, the citizens of Middlemost try to resist the Count, and
they hold secret meetings to strategize. The Brandiwygns host
one such gathering; during it, the Special Police break in and
haul the rebels toward wagons that will bring them to a prison
on Mount Count. Other Middlemost folk, including Zach and
Becky Zuckerman, watch in horror. Adele and Kale hurl their
babies into the crowd before they’re captured, and the Zuckermans catch them. Twelve years later, Charles and James are now
known as Casper and Jasper, and they live with the Zuckermans
in Inglenook. Adele and Kale have been toiling away in separate camps, maintaining hope for the family’s reunion someday.
The twins soon go on an adventure, battling various supernatural creatures along the way, to make that happen. In this darkly
mirthful tale, Jacobs (Second Helpings at the Serve You Right Café,
2015) embraces the difficult task of depicting a fascist society
for a young audience. Many of her concepts—such as the textbook Adele must teach, Science and Other Lies—earn a laugh, but
underneath it all is the idea that people like the Count can and
|

do ruin real countries. However, the fact that the characters
battle against him and his policies will remind readers that “the
life of the mind confers a peculiar kind of liberty,” as the Brandiwygns learn in captivity. Jacobs’ prose is exceptionally bouncy in
tone: “The boys were bright as comets and tough as tungsten.”
Throughout, the twins’ fights with trolls and man-eating marshmallows, among other monsters, remain engaging.
Readers young and old will adore the buoyancy of this
dystopian adventure.

MARIA’S MARVELOUS BONES

Kollias, Carrie
Illus. by Guile, Gill
Tellwell Talent (34 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Jun. 5, 2018
978-0-228-80221-1
978-0-228-80222-8 paper

After an accident, a girl finds support,
comfort, and care from kind medical staff in Kollias’ debut picture book.
Maria and her brother are jumping on the couch when she
falls and breaks her arm. At the hospital, she encounters caring doctors and nurses who provide her with explanations to
help her feel safe. For example, a nurse uses a blood pressure
cuff to see “how well Maria’s HEART was working to pump
blood around her body.” Maria also receives an IV and x-rays,
and she receives medicine that puts her to sleep so that a doctor can make her arm straight. The author, an orthopedic surgeon, depicts medical processes using child-friendly language
(“an x-ray is a picture of bones...taken with a special camera
that can see through skin”). Overall, the story takes readers
on a realistic journey, which concludes when Maria gets her
cast removed. It also introduces educational elements, including anatomical terms: “Dr. Anna said Maria’s body was making
‘CALLUS’...a big ball of bone glue. The glue had calcium in it,
to make...broken bones heal.” Guile’s (Bear Picks a Pumpkin,
2018, etc.) top-notch illustrations are charming and colorful,
with diverse characters. They emphasize friendly faces, which
will be particularly encouraging to young patients in similar
circumstances.
A wonderful resource to help prepare children for medical intervention after an injury.

y o u n g a d u lt

On Angie Finley’s first day at Lafayette Senior High School
in North Carolina in 1966, she witnesses the students playing
keep-away with an African-American student’s backpack while
yelling racial slurs. “I was doubly, triply, quadruply, even quintuply glad I was white,” she thinks as she sits down in her first
classroom. At first, she doesn’t have the courage to stand out
or stand up for others, but she feels a need to befriend the only
black student in her history class, Valerie Franklin—the victim of the keep-away harassment, who becomes the target of
repeated insults and injuries. They share a friendship with Stan
Bukowski, who encourages Angie to write for the school paper
about issues surrounding the Vietnam War. She discovers that
she enjoys being valued for her mind and her opinions; however,
her mother advises her that “The road to popularity is paved
with pompoms.” Angie also starts dating handsome, white
football player Craig Anderson, but later, she starts wondering
whether he might harbor racist views. As she grows more aware
of the larger world around her, she starts to question everything
about herself, from her appearance to her friends. Lacy’s (The
Time Telephone, 2018, etc.) journalism background is evident
throughout this novel, particularly in her characterizations
of Angie and Stan. Their mutual bonding over writing for the
school paper takes them from an initially confrontational relationship to a respectful friendship. The focus on issues of the
day, including bigotry and the draft, give some tension to the
familiar first-love storyline. The attacks against Valerie, in particular, tie into contemporary themes, giving this period piece
a modern feel at times. That said, it remains firmly grounded
in the 1960s, with appropriate clothing and musical references.
A pleasing tale of emerging adulthood.

THE CHILDLESS ONES

Lay, Cam Rhys
Gowanus Press (419 pp.)
$2.99 e-book | Oct. 9, 2018
978-1-7321035-0-4

Lay’s debut novel recounts the story
of a writer and the fantasy world he’s
struggling to create.
Half of this book details the life of
Jack Ampong, a frustrated author who’s
trying to write a Tolkien-esque fantasy
novel, composed of several interconnected short stories. He
quit working as an analytics manager to write full time while his
wife, Sarah D’Albero-Ampong, a former artist, supports them
financially by making sports collectibles, which puts a strain on
their marriage. The narrative moves back and forth between
the two and includes newspaper articles, text messages, Facebook posts, and more. These tell stories of such things as
Sarah’s stellar high school basketball career and details about
Jack’s writing difficulties. The other half of the novel is comprised of Jack’s fantasy tales, replete with maps and fictional
histories. In this world, elflike people with short life spans hold
their people’s collective memories in a “Memory Tree.” There
are also sorcerers, the Cree, whose magic comes at a cost: They

A DAFFODIL FOR ANGIE

Lacy, Connie
Wild Falls Publishing (318 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $1.99 e-book
Dec. 13, 2017
978-0-9996084-1-8

In this coming-of-age YA novel, a
young teenager questions her frivolous
concerns when they clash with the societal changes of the 1960s.
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An important reflection on the moral dimension
of the 20th century’s central disaster.
phantoms of the hotel meurice

can’t have kids. This narrative moves around in time, jumping
between various locales and several different characters, including sorcerer/scholar Padgett and a mysterious figure named
Benedictus. One story focuses on an aging commander who’s
attempting to protect his backwater outpost from an unknown
army; another tells of two unlikely detectives searching for a
missing prince. The overall, interconnected structure is riveting, as the reader never knows where the story will go next—in
either arc. The dual storylines effectively feed off of each other,
and various details and character traits make their ways from
Jack’s life into his fiction. Moreover, Lay manages to bring the
two different strands together at the end in a satisfactory and
unexpected way. By the end of the novel, the author impressively creates two vivid worlds, each with its own history and
compelling characters, while also offering a meditation on the
relationship between creativity, fertility, and shared memory.
A stunning fantasy debut.

elements of French culture and history that would have made
these transgressions possible.
The author dissects, with journalistic meticulousness
and polemical verve, the motivations of Vichy statesmen like
Philippe Pétain, who saw the nation’s invasion as an opportunity for a kind of conservative revolution. Mack’s writing,
consistently lucid and even elegant, is commensurate with
the gravity of the subject matter. His command of the historical period in Paris is exceptional, though he tends to bury the
reader under mounds of minute detail. Also, his judgments can
be rhetorically strident—surely it’s an exaggeration that “the
tendency of the French to resist consisted mainly in listening to the broadcasts of ‘Les français parlent aux français’ on
Radio London.” In fact, he provides plenty of counterfactual
evidence on this score. And while the author’s chief historical
premise isn’t original—he cites the influence of Robert Paxton’s
groundbreaking Vichy France 1940-1944—his consideration of
the proper distribution of blame is an important reflection on
the moral dimension of the 20th century’s central disaster. He
follows a tradition inaugurated by the philosopher Karl Jaspers,
also a psychoanalyst, of plumbing the murky depths of moral
responsibility with sensitivity and insightfulness. Mack’s study
is an intrepid one, challenging pieties historically repudiated
but still alive in the public imagination. Included are pages and
pages of beautifully illustrative photographs.
A well-researched and powerful indictment of France’s
complicity in the Holocaust.

PHANTOMS OF THE
HOTEL MEURICE
A Guide to the
Holocaust
in Paris

Mack, Jeremy R.
Tandem Lane Editions (234 pp.)

A re-examination of French collaboration with Nazi occupiers during World
War II.
The German occupation of France,
between 1940 and 1944, was an unmitigated catastrophe for its
Jewish residents. Their wealth was stolen; they were summarily arrested, expelled from their homes, and shuttled to concentration camps to labor and die. Debut author Mack argues
that this was only possible because of the active participation
of the collaborationist French government, a dark fact not only
largely redacted from official French history, but dishonestly
replaced with heroic tales of resistance. The author conscientiously traces the historical arc of anti-Semitism in France and
discusses the ways Jews became a convenient scapegoat for economic malaise and an explosive immigration crisis. In the first
of three sections, Mack takes the reader on an architectural
tour of Paris, highlighting the buildings the Nazis took over
for their administrative purposes as well as the ways a divided
France became complicit in its own abuse. In the second section, the gruesome extermination of the Jews is considered, the
culmination of a campaign that began with the deprivation of
their civil rights and equality. When the dust settled, more than
73,000 Jewish residents of France were murdered. In the last
section, Mack confronts the collective silence on the part of the
French regarding the nation’s acquiescence to German aggression, a self-censorship that has prevented an honest grappling
with its shame and guilt. This is the fulcrum of the study—a
philosophical examination of the reasons for France’s muteness
regarding its active partnership with German occupiers in
crimes against humanity. Mack, a psychoanalyst, unpacks the
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THE DEVIL’S CONCUBINE

Mafate, Sebati Edward
Virtualbookworm.com (336 pp.)
$15.95 paper | $6.99 e-book
Sep. 20, 2016
978-1-62137-892-1

A Haitian-born man learns that making it in the cutthroat American music
industry may require black magic and
blood sacrifice in Mafate’s (When the
Cobra Strikes, 2012, etc.) thriller.
When 16-year-old Raymond Pata
immigrated to the United States from Haiti, he had aspirations
for stardom. At 24, he finally decides to move to California in
pursuit of a music career. His mother, Jean Pata, who’s built a
successful cleaning business, refuses to support Raymond’s
endeavor since he dropped out of college. So Raymond, on his
own in California, takes a dubious gig driving stolen luxury cars.
But even with his talent and musical equipment, breaking into
the music biz seems unachievable. As per his mother’s recommendation, Raymond sees Baba Brima, a powerful witch doctor who can put him closer to fame. Brima performs a ritual
that requires that Raymond appease gods with a blood sacrifice—committing a handful of murders to ensure the success
of his band, The Rhythm Makers. This sparks serious media
attention as authorities, linking the murders by their ritualistic aspect, hunt a serial killer. But it’s a mysterious, alluring
|

woman who flusters Raymond. Following their initial encounter, she vanishes, and his obsession with her could ultimately be
his downfall. Mafate’s novel originated as a screenplay, which is
evident from the story’s myriad scenes of dialogue and minimal
action. But the well-devised dialogue propels the story and provides seamless background. Though Raymond’s later homicidal
acts significantly curtail any sympathy readers may feel for him,
Mafate doesn’t glamorize the murders. Furthermore, references
to African deities such as Nana Buluku and Mawu are respectful; whatever deeds a believer such as Raymond commits are
on the individual, not the religion. Supernatural elements crop
up in the final act, but like much of the preceding story, they’re
shrewdly understated.
An effectively told, low-key tale of an arduous, sometimes-frightening road to fame.

While all of this information may seem overwhelming, Mann
provides hands-on help for getting started (for example, a bullet-pointed checklist of assets). The worthy appendices include
a budget template and resources for further reading.
A valuable guide for exploring alternatives to divorce
lawyers.

BOB

Maus, Tegon
Tirgearr Publishing (168 pp.)
$3.99 e-book | Sep. 3, 2014

A BETTER, NOT
BITTER DIVORCE
The Fair and Affordable Way
to End Your Marriage
Mann, BJ
Self (248 pp.)
$15.95 paper | $8.99 e-book
Feb. 4, 2018
978-0-692-99456-6

A debut manual offers advice on navigating the rocky terrain of divorce.
After her marriage of 25 years ended, Mann felt like a “puddle on the floor.” With time, her pain faded, and now, as an
advanced divorce mediator in upstate New York, she has helped
thousands of others through the difficult process. Divided
into five parts, the author’s pragmatic handbook begins with a
defense of mediation, calling it a less adversarial, less expensive
alternative to hiring a lawyer. A professional mediator, writes
Mann, is skilled in conflict resolution, guiding couples as they
write a Memorandum of Understanding, which is a nonbinding summary of agreements concerning the division of assets,
child custody, and other issues. When the MOU is processed
into the legal system, it becomes a Separation and Property
Settlement Agreement. Part 2 of the author’s informative read
presents basics of the divorce process and the pros and cons
of different filing options. For example, some “Do-It-Yourself ”
businesses help couples process paperwork but they don’t assist
with negotiations. Laying out some cold, hard facts, Part 3 deals
with financial issues, such as federal taxes during divorce. Part 4
centers on children, including custody issues and co-parenting.
And Part 5 gives some upbeat ideas involving self-care and moving on with life after the breakup. Even when discussing thorny
issues, Mann’s accessible prose has a calm, mature tone: “The
biggest gift you can give your children is permission to have fun and
love the other parent and, by extension, the parent’s partner.” Brimming with useful facts, figures, and tools—such as a calculator
for determining spousal and child support—the book presents
cleareyed tips. In addition, there is an abundance of gentle
emotional advice, like how to tell children the marriage is over.
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Sci-fi/fantasy series author Maus
(Machines of the Little People: The Eve
Project, 2014, etc.) delivers a stand-alone
novel about an alien-abduction plot.
Down-on-his-luck newspaper reporter
Peter Anderson never seems to get a
straightforward answer from anyone
about anything. Hoping to jump-start his moribund career with a
big scoop, he meets with a friendly Russian named Dimitri Rurik
“Bob” Petrova, who puts him in contact with a rogue government
researcher named Donald Thorpe. The scientist has video footage
that seems to show a deadly encounter with glowing UFOs, and
he hints that solid proof of the extraterrestrials’ existence will be
forthcoming. Peter impatiently uses Bob’s assistance and connections to break into Thorpe’s lair; a running gag involves the Russian’s many “cousins,” whom he summons for shadowy activities.
The heroes eventually liberate a captive mystery woman named
Emma Greenwood from a nest of bad guys. Peter soon finds that
she possesses a superpowerful erotic allure and has suspiciously
little knowledge of contemporary human society. Could she be
from another world? And how exactly does Bob fit into all of
this? A number of big questions remain unanswered at the end of
the story, à la TV’s The X-Files (or its sillier 2001 spinoff, The Lone
Gunmen), and Peter himself may not be the most reliable narrator.
However, readers will find the short, breezy page count to be a plus.
Fans of golden-age science fiction may be reminded of the work
of such writers as Robert Sheckley and Frederic Brown, who regularly mixed humor with genre tropes. Modern readers with shorter,
Hollywood-colored recollections will identify this book with the
hit Men in Black movie series—albeit this work seems to be more
from the vantage point of the poor schmoes zapped by the amnesia-inducing Neuralyzer rather than the agents who actually know
what the heck is going on.
A slightly gonzo, tongue-in-cheek UFO-conspiracy yarn.
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The narrative moves at a fast clip, but it’s Minder’s descriptions of
characters and their vices that make this mystery sing.
the house always wins

FUSSY WILLIKERS
The Baby Sock Thief

interests to lead it. He and his intrepid CRB delegates constantly
struggled with German military and governmental authorities
and with the Belgian relief agency Comité National, but they
managed to manipulate, cajole, bluff, and fight their way to providing the most extensive food relief program in modern history.
They did so by preserving their absolute political neutrality and
winning the respect and support of even the German aggressors. To succeed, Hoover and his band knew they had to be on
the right side of worldwide public opinion: “Hoover’s understanding of this concept, and of the way the world’s news media
worked, would serve him and his cause extremely well from the
very beginning.” Miller delivers compelling portraits of young
idealists who interrupted their lives to serve the CRB for no pay.
He engagingly parallels this tale with the story of La Libre Bel
gique, a scrappy underground newspaper that continually poked
the Germans in the eye; he shows how even though the Germans jailed and executed Belgian patriots associated with the
paper, nothing could stop it from getting published. Miller is an
accomplished writer who never gets in the way of his intriguing
story, eliminating tiresome footnotes and in-text citations that
might have detracted from the gripping historical narrative.
A magnum opus that celebrates the qualities of compassion, honor, and humanitarian virtue.

McLemore, Ryan & McLemore, Ashley
Illus. by Lu, Yuqi
Nolan Mac Press (32 pp.)
$21.34 | $11.99 paper | $8.99 e-book
Jul. 5, 2018
978-0-692-13842-7
978-0-692-12484-0 paper

A vexing question—where did all the baby socks go?—finds
a surprising, heartwarming answer in this debut rhyming picture book.
In the promising opening lines, readers learn that “deep inside
the wall behind the washing machine, / lives the most mischievous creature you have ever seen.” As illustrated by Lu (The Blind
Man’s Dog, 2018, etc.), the small creature, called Fussy Willikers,
is elfin and furry, with clever little hands. According to a poster,
Fussy’s goals are to “TAKE ALL SOCKS,” “BATHE IN SOCKS,”
and “BE HAPPY.” Today, he has a special objective: take one
sock from each colored pair. All day, the white mother and baby
wonder why socks are disappearing. But rather than bathing in
his loot, Fussy sews a blanket from the stolen socks, snuggling it
around the infant. Ryan McLemore and Ashley McLemore offer
a heart-melting explanation for lost socks, presented in rhyming
couplets with the repetition that children love. The tale delivers
a perfect balance of mischief, mystery (what is Fussy up to?), and
sweetness, ending with the lines “And in the end, Fussy did not
mind the chore, / because while he loves socks, he loves baby
much more.” The softly colored illustrations enhance the story
with whimsy and well-chosen details.
A charming, humorous read-aloud tale that concludes
on a tender note.

THE HOUSE ALWAYS WINS

Minder, Tom
Black Rose Writing (182 pp.)
$17.95 paper | Oct. 11, 2018
978-1-68433-122-2

In this second book in the Long Harbor mystery series, Minder (The Long
Harbor Testament, 2017) looks at various
characters who are all lured by the promise of easy money.
This sequel returns to Dirty Sam’s,
a casino located on the southern New Jersey coast that’s the
social hub of the nearby town of Long Harbor. All the gambling
there brings in revenue for local governments, and it draws
in people from all walks of life. In this volume, they include a
“mountain of a man,” a disgraced priest, and a local police detective. Someone guns down a mob thug in the casino’s parking
lot, and later, someone tries to shoot the aforementioned manmountain. These developments attract the interest of the Long
Harbor police. Dirty Sam’s also regularly ships out hundreds of
thousands of dollars aboard an armored truck—an attractive
target for the desperate and the greedy, including two of the
casino’s patrons and two of its managers, who are planning an
armed truck heist. The robbery is successful, but all involved
soon learn that there’s no honor among thieves. Lurking in the
background is a former assassin–turned-florist known as “the
Red Dahlia.” New Jerseyan Minder delivers a fun romp, merging elements of a murder mystery and a heist novel into a coherent whole. The narrative moves at a fast clip, but it’s Minder’s
descriptions of characters and their vices that make this mystery sing. For instance, police chief Mark Porfino can’t give up

WWI CRUSADERS
A Band of Yanks in
German-Occupied
Belgium Help Save Millions
from Starvation as Civilians
Resist the Harsh German
Rule. August 1914 to May 1917.
Miller, Jeffrey B.
Milbrown Press (726 pp.)
$24.95 paper | Nov. 11, 2018
978-0-9906893-8-6

Miller (Behind the Lines, 2014, etc.) offers the second volume
of a tour-de-force history detailing a little-known World War I
humanitarian rescue mission, led by a future American president.
During the early years of the First World War, an amazing
organization, the Commission for Relief in Belgium, gathered
together a group of idealistic young Americans to keep the people in German-occupied Belgium from starving. Popular historian Miller continues detailing the history of this organization,
which was formed and run by none other than Herbert Hoover,
who left his own successful business and mining-engineering
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fast food, regardless of what his wife and doctor say; Detective
Ted Hanson has a soft spot for gambling—and for a stripper
named Rhonda Gillmore; and Jim Cooper is a priest-turnedprofessor who spends more time at Dirty Sam’s than in his own
classroom. And those are just the good guys—but Minder effectively illustrates that people’s foibles don’t have to define them,
giving the novel additional dimension.
An enjoyable crime novel that will make readers hope
for future volumes of the series.

Ramsey, Mary
AuthorHouse (246 pp.)
$13.99 paper | $2.99 e-book | Jun. 5, 2018
978-1-5462-3307-7

THE SHAMAN

Nees, David
CreateSpace (338 pp.)
$12.95 paper | $3.99 e-book
Jun. 29, 2018
978-1-72116-918-4
In this thriller that mixes murder and
mysticism, a desperate vigilante crosses
paths with a raven, a coyote, and a mysterious old man.
Dan Stone, who refers to himself as
the “ ‘angel of death’...to gang members
who kill and destroy,” becomes an unholy terror in Nees’ (Payback, 2017, etc.) second book in The Assassin series. Dan took
out the Brooklyn mobsters responsible for his pregnant wife’s
death; as a result, he serves as a newly acquired asset of the CIA.
His brand: “A maverick to be used in the field on almost suicidal
missions.” After Jane Tanner, his CIA handler, mentors him
through agent training, she assigns him to kill the most powerful drug lord in Mexico—Jorge Mendoza. Mendoza’s Pakistani partner, Tariq Basara, plans to not only traffic heroin into
Mexico, but also to smuggle in al-Qaida terrorists who will then
sneak into the United States. Before escaping into the desert,
Dan targets Mendoza at his home. The assassin then outmaneuvers members of Mendoza’s gang who pursue him through the
desert even though he suffers from a swollen ankle and lack of
nourishment. As Dan flees a dozen heavily armed men, a raven
with one black eye and one red eye follows him. Some time
later, a coyote joins the voyeur bird. He fears the coyote may
eat him alive but eventually understands that both it and the
raven are leading him somewhere. It’s to Tlayolotl, an old shaman, who possesses special powers, one black and one red eye,
and his own agenda for Dan. Nees excels at page-turning action
and believable dialogue. He’s also good at building toward a violent scene and then epically delivering. Descriptions of weaponry are detailed, and the blending of magical elements with
the gritty plotting of the cartel and terrorists succeeds. The
cover art is terrific, but a juicier title should have been selected.
Essentially told in third person, it works to have Dan’s internal
monologue supplied in italics. He is a complex character, a brutal killer with a soft spot for children and women, even when
they’re on the wrong side.
Fans will appreciate the high-stakes action, but they
may be surprised by the addition of spiritual elements.

y o u n g a d u lt

A debut novel chronicles the joys,
sorrows, and adventures of a young
North Dakota man with cystic fibrosis.
Surrounding Sean Foster’s story are
the varied narratives of his friends and
extended family—all physically or psychologically flawed through no fault of their own. His sister,
Sara, has control issues; his girlfriend, Jenessa “Jen” Quinto, is
a rape survivor; and Jen’s father, Diego, is a disabled veteran
abused by his wife, Suzanna. Foster lives with his adoptive
mother, Claire, and Sara, her biological daughter. His relationship with Jen begins when she visits him during one of his many
stays in the hospital, this time for a lung infection brought on
by his cystic fibrosis. The two grow to know each other trading
horror stories about being bullied. Upon his release, their love
affair blossoms but then seems to end when Jen mysteriously
disappears under circumstances everyone but Foster seems to
know. In anger, he takes a wild ride in Sara’s pickup truck and
crashes into a semi. Once again hospitalized, Foster teeters in
a limbo state between life and death, with his incorporeal self
wandering the wards and encountering various apparitions,
including Jen’s dead brother, Cam. Eventually, Foster recovers
and Jen returns with a big surprise. Joined by the ghosts and
Sara’s new Jesus-like boyfriend, Johnny Phoenix, and his entourage, Foster and Jen set out to save Diego from his wife and himself. In this engrossing coming-of-age tale that explores timely
issues, Ramsey has a real talent for capturing her characters
through small, subtle details, such as the way teenagers like Foster eat: “I arrived first and ordered a hot chocolate and a cookie
for lunch.” The author takes great pains developing her diverse
cast and dropping subtle hints in the first third of the book that
render the introduction of the supernatural plausible. This is
especially true for Foster, a young man so laid back that it is no
wonder he takes interacting with spirits in stride.
This solid tale about living a full life in the face of challenges delivers a seamless combination of religion, New
Age beliefs, and the supernatural.

THE GIRL WHO ELECTRIFIED
THE WORLD
Ratza, Clifford
Stonewall Press (428 pp.)
Sep. 24, 2018

Electra Kittner uses her superior
intellect to help the president of 22ndcentury America combat a virus and
terrorists in the continuation of Ratza’s
(The Girl with the Lightning Brain, 2018)
sci-fi series.
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QUEERIES

We talk to Gengoroh Tagame, author of
My Brother’s Husband
By Karen Schechner
Image courtesy Gengoroh Tgame

Gengoroh Tagame’s second installment in his manga series My Brother’s Husband continues the story of
Yaichi, a Japanese single dad, who is visited by his dead
brother’s Canadian husband, Mike. What follows is a revelation for the close-minded Yaichi. After watching his
daughter, Kana, instantly bond with the burly, lovable
Mike, Yaichi starts to reconsider his own views. In his Eisner Award–winning work, Tagame’s illustrations animate
everything from a character’s sudden realization to a family outing for ramen. We talk with the Tokyo-born author
and artist about marriage equality, the art of manga, and
James Baldwin.

Why do you think manga lends itself so well to portraying nuanced emotions?
Manga is a format that incorporates text and images at
the same time. Logical thoughts or feelings that can easily be expressed in words can be efficiently expressed
through text. Complicated feelings that can’t be rendered into simple words can be expressed as a matter of
fact through visual imagery (provided you have the artistic skills, of course). For that reason, I pay particular attention to the details of my characters’ moods. It’s also
important that a manga story flows, frame by frame, and
balancing the relationship from one frame to the next is
crucial (this is called “komawari” or frame-division). You
can calibrate the tempo of the story and movements of
the characters through effective arrangement, and I find
the simultaneous possibilities for manga composition and
the complexity of the structure of this medium to be incredibly interesting, personally.

What made you want to tell a story of a “hulking, affable Canadian” who comes to visit his dead husband’s twin and niece in Japan?
I was inspired to write a story that would incorporate themes
of marriage equality when it was making global news (several years ago). At the same time, a general-audience manga
magazine happened to offer me work, so I got to thinking,
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I could write an entertaining manga aimed at straight readers that still incorporated gay themes; a gay marriage story
would be a totally new kind of work that would appeal not
just to me, but to the Japanese manga industry.
So then I started thinking about how I could make
a straight audience more personally invested in a story
about marriage equality, and I thought, nothing could be
more personal to a straight person than having a family
member marry someone of the same gender. By staging a
marriage with a family member of a straight character, I
wanted the straight character to realize marriage equality
doesn’t just affect gay or lesbian couples (i.e., the special
circumstances by which marriage “equality” is defined),
but that it’s an issue that affects all of society, including
straight people. And then because same-sex marriage is
not possible in Japan, the character marrying into the
family necessarily had to identify by a different nationality where gay marriage was legal. Taking all of this into
consideration, along with some other factors, I ended up
making Mike a Canadian.

|

The visit to the onsen, or hot springs, is magical.
Does manga give you a chance to portray some of
your favorite aspects of Japanese culture?
Let’s just say manga is a very versatile medium for depicting all kinds of motifs. LOL.

Who are some of your favorite LGBTQ writers?
As far as artists, Jean Cocteau, Pier Paolo Pasolini, Tom of
Finland all come immediately to mind. It’s a little harder
for me to identify writers because, first of all, there are
few writers in Japan who publicly identify as LGBTQ,
and I feel like even of those writers, none of them are
writing explicit LGBTQ thematics. What’s more, foreign
LGBTQ authors or works are not frequently translated
into Japanese, and what I have read of translated LGBTQ
writing is limited. For example, I remember avidly reading Another Country by James Baldwin when I was 17, loving it, but the only other book by him I’ve read since is
Giovanni’s Room, so I can tell you Another Country is a novel I really like, but I can’t say I like James Baldwin as an
author based solely on two books.

Karen Schechner is the vice president of Kirkus Indie.

y o u n g a d u lt

Twenty-one-year-old Electra is the sole survivor of a helicopter crash. As part of a secret operation in the U.S., the
helicopter had been transporting individuals with data on the
Techno-Plague virus, which triggers rapid onset of dementia.
Though the crash severely injures Electra and causes amnesia,
she gradually regains her faculties—but she won’t let everyone know how much has come back. Years ago, lightning
struck her pregnant mother, giving Electra her name and
“lightning brain” (superior intelligence and strength as well
as T-Plague immunity), and she’s long suppressed her skills
for fear of others’ unfavorable response. When the Guardian
Party overthrows the current administration, Jared Gardner
is the new U.S. President. Electra, whose leaks on T-Plague
projects at the National Institutes of Health (where she was
employed) helped secure Jared’s current position, becomes
his covert adviser and speechwriter. This affords her some
control to find a T-Plague vaccine and thwart terrorists
intent on deploying the virus as a weapon. Meanwhile, physical assaults from terrorists unleash her “Monster”—her often
brutal retaliation. Ratza’s follow-up is an improvement over
the series’ first now that the lead is evolving. For example,
Electra struggles to feel empathy, which adds vulnerability
to a character with seemingly indestructible brainpower and
strength. She also learns more about her late parents courtesy of relatives she meets for the first time. Despite copious
discussions on the T-Plague or terrorist activities, the story
has a steady pace and frequently showcases Electra’s physical
aptitude (“She sidestepped the thrust, using his arm for leverage and swinging him three hundred and sixty degrees, then
throwing him down the stairs”). The ending offers resolution
for at least one subplot and a fantastic cliffhanger that will
leave readers yearning for the next book.
Amped action and layered characters enhance this
commendable second installment.

IN THE WEEDS
A Substitute’s Story

Robinson, Ruthie
ARTwo Publishers (340 pp.)
$10.00 paper | $0.99 e-book
Jun. 12, 2018
978-0-9964389-7-1
A visit to a resort turns into a lifechanging experience for an entrepreneur
and the woman he loves in this novel.
All Nakia Noble wants during
her vacation is peace and quiet, but her sister, Kirby, thinks
she should find a man and have fun. Nakia catches the eye
of Caleb Jones, a successful entrepreneur and outdoorsman.
Their connection is instant, and they spend a passionate evening together. Caleb wants to turn their mutual attraction
into a romance. While Nakia is drawn to him, she is reluctant to pursue a relationship because he is white and she is
African-American. She believes it is easier to marry someone
who “sees the world the way you do.” Several weeks later, he
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visits her family’s resort and discovers their link is still intense.
While exploring a cave, Nakia and Caleb fall asleep and wake up
in a country called Acirema in an alternative universe. In Acirema, Nakia is part of a special police unit tasked with rounding up weeds, or the oppressed. Caleb is an integral part of the
Resistance. As they try to find a way back to their reality, they
develop an unshakeable bond, one that is tested as they are pursued by a dangerous enemy. This latest novel from Robinson
(OCAAT, 2017, etc.) is an ambitious combination of romance
and speculative fiction bolstered by dynamic characters, welldrawn settings, and a propulsive narrative. Nakia and Caleb are
strong protagonists whose relationship anchors the story. The
author establishes their physical connection in the opening
chapters through playful, flirtatious dialogue and scenes that
crackle with erotic tension. Nakia’s views on race and relationships inform her vision of her ideal partner, and her reluctance
to pursue a romance with Caleb is sensitively handled. They are
surrounded by a well-developed cast of supporting characters,
including Nakia’s eccentric Uncle Wallace and Kirby. Robinson is particularly adept at creating vivid settings. The contrast
between the tranquility of Nakia’s family’s resort and the grim,
ravaged Acirema is striking, and the two lovers’ journey is gripping and suspenseful.
An original and thoughtful entry in the contemporary
romance genre.

great travel companions but have turned into their boss or their
parents.” Throughout, Rome periodically pauses to reflect on
larger philosophical concepts, such as the stoics’ views on good
and evil. The end result is an oddly inviting mishmash of genres.
Overall, this book is unlikely to make many hardcore introverts
dust off their passports, but it will get them, and many other
readers, to reflect on the nature of modern travel, particularly
when taking solo journeys.
A thought-provoking, if frequently digressive, philosophical travel guide for reluctant travelers.

HEIR OF RA

Sasinowski, M.
Kingsmill Press (265 pp.)
$5.99 e-book | Aug. 15, 2018
A 16-year-old travels thousands of
years back in time in this YA adventure
combining fantasy, history, mystery, and
a touch of romance.
Teenage Alyssa Morgan has grown
up helping her widowed father, Kade
Morgan, on archaeology digs. After the
Egyptologist contracts a mysterious illness while excavating at the Great Sphinx of Giza, Alyssa is
determined to help him, even if it means parachuting off an
Andean mountain, faking a medical credential to access the
London office of the World Health Organization, or defying
ruthless, international grave robbers. She even leads an assassin
on a car chase that fans of the 2017 movie Baby Driver will likely
admire. Debut author Sasinowski creates captivating action
and an empowered central character that will appeal to many
teenage girls, as will her adoring male supporters, who never
dominate the proceedings. Paul Matthews, a college intern
at WHO with a charming British accent, supports Alyssa and
provides gentle humor—as well as muscle—when needed. His
16-year-old friend Clay Obono, whom he calls a “computer geek
extraordinaire,” becomes another important partner; he uses a
laser and virtual-reality technology to help Alyssa step into the
body of a man in the distant past and unlock the secrets of a
crystal that her dad later found deep under the Sphinx. Science
aficionados will enjoy Clay’s techno-speak as well as Alyssa’s
love of the 1990s TV show Bill Nye the Science Guy. One aspect
that may trouble some readers, though, is the fact that Alyssa
experiences ancient Egypt through male eyes, but it’s a plot
device that works well. Sasinowski’s descriptions are spare, but
the simple details, such as a villain’s “bull neck” and “cold” eyes,
are effective.
An engaging adventure for readers who love stories
with ancient Egyptian themes and strong heroines.

TRAVEL FOR STOICS
Empowering the Solo
Traveler Who is Obsessive,
Introverted, and Compulsive
Rome, Eva
Blue Morpho Press (326 pp.)
$17.95 paper | Jul. 15, 2018
978-0-9678995-1-0

A step-by-step travel-advice handbook for inveterate stay-at-home readers.
Rome acknowledges early in her
engaging nonfiction debut that many introverted, compulsive
people avoid travel entirely whenever possible. As frequent
travelers know, even the most meticulously choreographed voyage is an invitation to chaos; things go missing, unfamiliar food
and drink carry the whiff of peril, and strangers often misbehave.
In this book, which Rome characterizes as part travel guide,
part self-help book, and part memoir, she offers help to unlikely
world travelers by advocating the traditional stoicism of Epictetus, Seneca, and Marcus Aurelius. In addition, she provides tips
for the modern-day “STOIC”—an acronym that stands for
“Solo Traveler who is Obsessive, Introverted, and Compulsive.”
She recounts her own travels as a STOIC in exotic locales such
as Varanasi, India; and Angkor Wat in Cambodia as well as her
adventurous readings of the great stoic philosophers. Her goal
throughout is to empower the introvert, intriguingly stressing
the freedom that such travelers can have by striking out alone,
“placing us at a huge advantage over introverts trapped in a tour
bus group or held hostage by friends they thought would be
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As a historian, Soremekun delves into the context of his life
events without generalizing or ever oversimplifying.
american boy

AMERICAN BOY
A Life Inspired by
American Ideals

ARCTIC SOLITAIRE
A Boat, a Bay, and the Quest
for the Perfect Bear

Soremekun, Fola
Westbow Press (330 pp.)
$37.95 | $22.95 paper | $3.03 e-book
Mar. 29, 2018
978-1-973623-08-3
978-1-973623-09-0 paper

Souders, Paul
Photos by the author
Mountaineers Books (304 pp.)
$26.95 | $21.30 e-book | Sep. 1, 2018
978-1-68051-104-8

United States.
Soremekun grew up in a Nigeria still under British rule during World War II. As a child, he observed both modern colonialism and the long-lasting traditions of the native population.
His larger-than-life grandfather, who lived with several wives
on a compound, was ruled by superstition even as the family
became Methodists. From there, the author’s father moved
the family to Lagos, which, for Soremekun, was like “a giant
theater” of activity and excitement. It was also in Lagos that
he proved his worth as a student, earning outstanding marks in
the British school system and opening the door to a university.
But movies, issues of Reader’s Digest, and various pen pals would
instill a deep fascination for the United States—an interest so
intense it earned him the nickname “American boy.” Soremekun eventually chose to study history at a college in Kansas,
making the long trip by boat, and then completed a master’s
and Ph.D. in history, concentrating on African studies, at
Northwestern University. Throughout the rest of his adult life,
the author and his wife, Elizabeth, would go back and forth
between California and Africa. He would work as a church janitor, a laborer, and a scholar of Angolan missionaries, eventually founding a school benefiting the next African generation.
As a historian, Soremekun delves into the context of his life
events without generalizing or ever oversimplifying. He examines how, even as a child in Lagos, he was able to see the ways
that colonial rulers used tribalism to sow discord among locals,
giving police powers to certain groups and not to others. He
writes with care about the simultaneous liberation of Africa
and the civil rights movement in the United States in the early
1960s, discussing the “alienation” of continental Africans from
African-Americans. The author has perhaps packed too much
into one work, leaving some of these subjects underdeveloped
to continue relating the various incidents of his long life. Still,
this remains a captivating story.
A rich and detailed account about Africa, America, and
the importance of history.
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Souders offers a debut account of his
photographic travails in Canada’s Hudson Bay area.
The author, a Seattle-based photographer who’s done work
for National Geographic and Life, tells of when he went in search
of polar bears in the remote reaches of northeastern Canada.
This book, based on his notes from four boat trips between 2012
and 2015, offers a pleasurable excursion into the arctic wilds,
interspersed with excellent, colorful images that give a good
sense of the landscape, such as one of melting sea ice and a distant forest fire. Before embarking on an account of his journeys,
however, Souders describes his own background, including
his youth in rural Pennsylvania, his time in journalism school
at the University of Maryland, and his experiences as a photojournalist in Haiti and South Africa. After Souders decided
that he wanted to pursue nature photography, he studied “the
masters of my craft—everyone from Ansel Adams to Art Wolfe,
Galen Rowell, and Frans Lanting—and I did everything I could
to make my photographs look like theirs.” In Seattle, he purchased a C-Dory boat—nicknamed “C-Sick”—for his excursions throughout the Hudson Bay. The rest of the book relates
in sumptuous detail how he searched for sea ice and polar bears
from Marble Island to Wager Bay and Melville Peninsula. While
exploring the Nunavut and Manitoba Territories, he chatted
with Inuit hunters and fishermen, made satellite calls to his wife
back home, sipped bourbon alone on his boat, and, of course,
took photos. Souders writes with a journalist’s eye for detail: “I
glassed all the different shapes and contours of the melting sea
ice looking for any sign of polar bears.” It’s also a pleasure to
read his descriptions of the landscape, animals (“Mom and cute
cubs on a summer stroll across the rocky tundra. I watched her
progress through the long lens, the steady click, click, click of
the shutter matching her steps until she filled the frame”), and
locals he met along the way.
Adventurous memories of a talented photojournalist
that abound with wonderful surprises.

A debut memoir traces a professor’s
intricate journey from Nigeria to the
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THE PHOENIX FALLACY
Magnus

comes together as a single, lengthy narrative. This time around,
the author devotes more than half of the book to backstory,
which aptly resolves questions that the series has raised along
the way; for example, readers finally learn precisely how infant
Delacroix wound up in the slums of Cerberus. Furthermore, the
author’s prose retains its razor-sharpness, breathing life into
numerous action scenes: “Large billowing clouds sprung from the
grenades as they landed amongst the disoriented Inferni [Cerberus’ soldiers]....The haze instantly became like soup.” The gratifying final act includes a devastating death and a hint of more to
come—a spinoff set in the same universe, perhaps.
A finale that maintains the series’ savvy and exuberance.

Sourbeer, Jon
Self (594 pp.)
$19.99 paper | $7.99 e-book
Apr. 18, 2018
978-0-9896604-4-0

The conclusion to Sourbeer’s (The
Phoenix Fallacy: Book II, 2014, etc.) sci-fi
trilogy finds mercenary Janus learning of
his past as he strives to stop an impend-

ing disaster.
The ODIN Legion, a group of mercenaries known as “Adepts,”
has found out that Victoria Middleton, an Overlord of the city of
Cerberus, seems to have a sinister plan in the works. Adept Janus
Delacroix, an orphan in his early 20s who was raised on Cerberus
by his adoptive mother, Clara, works to unravel Middleton’s plot,
which necessitates digging into his world’s history—as well as his
own. Norm Walden, former Overlord of wrecked corporate city
Phoenix, and Praetor Alexander Jennings, ODIN’s leader, help
by revealing the events that precipitated Phoenix’s destruction.
Years ago, Jennings was leader of the SHADE Legion, which
Phoenix’s forces inexplicably attacked; the city was hiding a
“miracle” drug that was causing strife between the world’s ruling
Corporations. In the course of Walden and Jennings’ story, Delacroix finds out new details about his biological parents and their
fates. Meanwhile, a secret lying in the Phoenix rubble could spark
a catastrophe, putting millions of lives in potential danger. With
Sourbeer’s impressive final installment, the trilogy effectively

IN TIMES OF SILENCE

Spears, Merwyn
Self (102 pp.)
$0.99 e-book | Nov. 26, 2017
In Spears’ debut novel, an aging narrator recounts his childhood in a rural American town on the cusp of industrialization.
Over the course of 13 ambling chapters, Spears describes the youthful experiences of an unnamed narrator—he’s only
ever addressed as “boy”—in an unspecified hamlet. By the end
of the book, it’s clear that these are recollections of a now-distant past and a slice of small-town America not yet enveloped by
the modernization of the 20th century. The author effectively
captures the textures, sounds, and smells of childhood—from
small-town gossip to the local adventures of the narrator’s array
of friends, who together climb trees, get in fights, and partake
in youthful games. Rather than structuring the book around a
singular narrative, the author uses each broadly titled chapter
(“Love,” “Time,” “Courage”) to examine a particular theme or
event from the narrator’s youth, whether it’s a disastrous storm
or his friend group’s adventures, all set against the backdrop of
small-town social life. There’s Pastor Edison, a lonely man who
delivers larger-than-life sermons; and the enterprising Mayor
Barth, who hopes to re-create a Coney Island–inspired fair on
the town’s grounds. There are also the Martins, a rich couple
who later divorce, and Jessica, a young girl who’s mysteriously
assaulted. Over the course of the novella, the chapters become
more explicitly the memoirs of a man late in his life, and the
tone is Proustian in its contemplation of the simple truths and
revelations of childhood, from a first romance to the loss of
innocence. More than anything, however, this novel evokes a
faraway moment in America: a time of small-scale commerce
and country living. As a result, the title is more than apt.
A studied account of an altogether foreign time.
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Wood tells his prepper yarn in effective, get-the-job-done
prose reminiscent of Alistair MacLean.
collapse

SCARLET’S MAGIC
PAINTBRUSH

Stoller, Melissa
Illus. by Sonke, Sandie
Spork (38 pp.)
Oct. 16, 2018
978-1-946101-67-9

A girl learns to appreciate paintings
that come from her own brush in this children’s picture book.
Scarlet, a freckle-faced, redheaded white girl, once found
a magic paintbrush, and ever since, she’s been able to make
any image appear perfectly on her canvases. But one day, the
brush can’t be found. Her parents give her new paintbrushes,
but Scarlet finds her efforts disappointing because the images
aren’t “perfect”—or often, even recognizable. She tries painting
with her left hand or using a stick-and–cotton-ball implement,
but perfection still eludes her. Nevertheless, she does like her
new, strong lines and bold shapes. When she rediscovers the
lost brush, there’s a problem: The “perfect” paintings aren’t
exactly what Scarlet wants. With a regular brush, though, she
can create the shapes and hues she now likes—with her own
magic. Perfectionism can start young, so Stoller (Return to Coney
Island, 2017, etc.) provides a useful change of perspective in this
book. Although it might seem desirable to have a brush that can
create faultless images, Scarlet is shown to discover a greater
power in making art herself. Sonke’s (The Little i Who Lost His
Dot, 2018) kinetic, detailed illustrations do a great job of conveying Scarlet’s artistic journey from the conventional to freely
swirling shapes and bright colors.
A fine celebration of freedom, creativity, and
self-expression.

y o u n g a d u lt

Each sentence is declarative, providing a consistent structure
for the book. Full-color, nicely detailed illustrations show each
element of the sentence in realistic, not cartoonish detail, making this book an excellent learning tool as well as beautiful.
Vocabulary can be challenging; a “Glossary of Interesting Words”
helps define unfamiliar terms, though in ways more suitable to
older readers. In the C sentence, for example, cloudberries are
described as “an herb native to alpine, Arctic tundra and boreal
forests. They produce amber coloured edible fruit similar to
a raspberry.” “Tundra” and “boreal,” however, aren’t defined.
Other sentences are easier to construe, such as the entry for
W: “A WALRUS’S WHISKERS WHITEN AS IT WAITS.”
Of special interest are the entries relating to Arctic people and
culture. For example, under U, “UNA’S ULU IS A VERY USEFUL UTENSIL,” the illustration shows an old woman slicing
salmon with a curved blade, and the glossary explains that an
“ulu (or woman’s knife) is a curved all-purpose knife used by the
Inuit people. It has many uses and can be used to skin and clean
animals, cut hair, prepare food, or trim blocks of snow and ice
when building an igloo.” Helpful explanations like this take the
book beyond the ABC category, making it appropriate for older
readers doing some research. Also included are some statistics,
a map, and two pages of “Interesting Facts About the North.”
A beautifully illustrated and original book that gives
youngsters fascinating glimpses into Arctic life.

COLLAPSE

Wood, M.B.
Faucett Publishing (300 pp.)
$15.00 paper | Jun. 30, 2018
978-1-387-33591-6
After a nuclear strike ravages the
world, suburbanites in northeast Ohio
struggle in a harsh new environment
of subsistence-survival and murderous
gangs—unaware that an alien spaceship
is en route.
Author Wood (Trash, 2018, etc.) begins his sci-fi pentalogy
with a narrative that is unequally split between pulpy post-apocalyptic action-survival and alien first-contact. In the near future,
Islamist fanatics in Tadzhikistan launch an all-out nuclear strike
using high-yield weapons and electromagnetic pulse bombs
bought from Russia and China (the terrorists have no compunction about firing the warheads right back at Russia and China).
All global communications cease, and most major world cities
are atomized, though the worst of the thermonuclear holocaust
spares much of the American Midwest. Still, with food shipments, goods, and government authority all but extinct, civilization quickly degrades into gang looting and barbarism. Just to
the west of Cleveland, Taylor MacPherson is a mild-mannered
engineer, reluctantly thrust into a role of local protector and
leader of his community when area biker gangs and lowlifes
start raping and pillaging. Successfully beating back marauders
with improvised weapons and barricades, Taylor and his fellow
suburbanites begin the task of restarting organized society, with

NEVER RUB NOSES WITH
A NARWHAL
An Alliterative Arctic
ABC Book

Wellborn, Ruth
Illus. by Wellborn, Morgan
FriesenPress (64 pp.)
$26.99 | $14.99 paper | $5.99 e-book
Jul. 19, 2018
978-1-5255-2592-6
978-1-5255-2593-3 paper
This illustrated alphabet book by debut author Ruth Wellborn and debut illustrator Morgan Wellborn introduces readers
to flora, fauna, people, and sights of the North American Arctic.
Abecedarian children’s books are thick on the ground, but
this one stands out for its unusual theme and unexpected vocabulary. For each letter (E and F plus X and Y are combined), the
book provides a complete alliterative sentence that refers to the
nature and culture of the four North American Arctic regions:
Alaska, the Yukon, the Northwest Territories, and Nunavut. For
example, the text for the letter C reads, “A CARIBOU CALF
CAPERS THROUGH CLUSTERS OF CLOUDBERRIES.”
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currency, taxes, and courts. Meanwhile, however, in deep space,
a bizarre, egg-laying hermaphroditic species called the Qu’uda
have just detected their first transmissions from Earth (which
they call Kota). The possibility of a habitable planet—strategically important now that the Qu’uda are in a state of hostilities
with another space-going race—sparks a long-distance expedition to the Kota system. Wood tells his prepper yarn in effective, get-the-job-done prose reminiscent of Alistair MacLean.
Sympathy is generated for the hero and his cohorts, and Taylor
is a regular-fellow type surprised by how quickly he accommodates violence and survivalist pragmatism when he must. As
thinly shaded as the ET stuff is in this kickoff, the question of
whether the Qu’uda will turn out friend or foe here makes for a
tantalizing one in the view of the saga. Northeast Ohio readers
and armchair Cleveland tourists (if any) will be interested in the
ways Wood works the geography of that much-besmirched city
into the plotline.
Nuclear holocaust, savagery, and space aliens converge
on Cleveland in a competent start to a five-part series.
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Books of the Month
MY PASHTUN
RABBI

THE SPACE
BETWEEN

An entertaining
fish-out-of-water
(and gasping-in-thedesert) saga, with
an inspiring message of inclusion and
understanding.

A labyrinth of plot
and character motivations makes for a
thoroughly enjoyable
novel.

FIRESTORM

ARDIE’S BIG
SECRET

Dete Meserve

David Eden

Rosilyn Seay

Another impeccably
crafted installment
that will satisfy fans.

A charming day-inthe-life adventure for
newly independent
readers.

FORTNIGHT ON
MAXWELL STREET

READ BY
STRANGERS

A highly recommended historical
tale that will make
readers hope that
the good doctor has
more novels in him.

A fine collection of
tales, as unnerving as
they are entertaining.

David Kerns
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Fi e l d No t e s
Photo courtesy Jeremiah Barber

By Megan Labrise
Photo courtesy Joanna Eldredge Morrissey

“[T]he process of revising was a lot
of extracting…political monologues
and…op-eds squished into dialogue
because that’s not what novels are
supposed to be. Fiction is not supposed to be an op-ed disguised as a
fictional story. For me, fiction is the
anti op-ed.”

—Moriel Rothman-Zecher, author of Sad
ness Is a White Bird and one of the National
Book Foundation’s recently announced 5
Under 35 honorees, in the Washington Post

“In the U.S. you have a game where you play cops and thieves, [right]?...—Cops
and robbers! We used to play cops and Pablo Escobar. Some of us would be
the cops trying to apprehend Pablo Escobar and his cronies, and then the other
group would be Pablo Escobar and his gang. We all wanted to be Pablo Escobar
because he was obviously the one with the most power.”
—Ingrid Rojas Contreras, author of Fruits of the Drunken Tree, who grew up in Colombia
and Venezuela before relocating to the U.S. to attend college, on KMUW’s “Marginalia”

“Page 49: We did not take the children to the killing fields of Choeung Ek, in Cambodia, for spring break when Joanie was eight. The bracelet she brought in for
show-and-tell was not, as she claimed, found in a shallow grave. It was a souvenir from our trip to Legoland.”
—Patricia Marx, “Dear Publisher”—a mother’s attempt to correct “a few tiny errors” in
the paperback edition of her daughter’s memoir, The Whore of Babylon—in “Shouts & Murmurs” (the New Yorker)
Photo courtesy Elena Seibert

9. “Bernice, Bob, and the Great
Comet of 1812”
10. “2 Benjamin 2 Button”
11. “The Rich Person Who Was Not
Very Happy”
12. “A Diamond as Big as a Ritz Cracker”

—Brian Boone, “The Short Stories of F.
Scott Fitzgerald, Ranked,” at McSweeney’s
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“[T]his book is the closest thing I have to feeling like
I’m free in a country in which I’m not.”
—Jose Antonio Vargas, author of Dear America, Notes of an
Undocumented Citizen, on WBUR’s “On Point”

Submissions for Field Notes?
Email fieldnotes@kirkus.com.
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Appreciations: Shirley Jackson’s

“The Lottery”—an American (Horror) Classic

B Y G RE G O RY MC NA MEE

Photo courtesy Wikimedia Commons

Every seven years, in a small New Hampshire town called Albany,
local officials—for even a town of 735 inhabitants requires governance—walk its boundaries, clearing brush, cleaning up markers,
and checking to see whether a neighboring, larger town might just
be creeping into their territory. For its part, that neighboring town
is doing just the same thing, lest Albany be perfidious.
Those are the ways of a godly people, people who prize civic
decorum and who have made a kind of ritual of that one way of
being orderly. So it is in another small town, one that we imagine to
be in New England, just half the size of Albany. There, on a late June morning, the townspeople gather, as they
have done since anyone can remember. A man named Summers passes among them, carrying a beat-up black box
that “grew shabbier each year,” followed by a man named Graves, carrying a three-legged stool on which the box,
filled with slips of paper, is placed.
Ominously, in the second paragraph of Shirley Jackson’s story “The Lottery,” small boys have been busily filling their pockets with stones, anticipating what is to come. Grown-ups eventually thwart this act of disorder by
cordoning off the remaining pile of rocks even as the villagers pass the time talking of “planting and rain, tractors
and taxes.” Some of them whisper that the neighboring towns have done away with the lottery that is about to
begin. But not their town: No, they will remain faithful to the old ways even if the contest is one whose victor,
so to speak, will pay for drawing the winning ticket with his or her life. That act of expiation and sacrifice will
ensure continued prosperity for the rest of the village; as one wizened old-timer says,
“Lottery in June, corn be heavy soon.”
Though it appeared in the quiet season of early summer 70 years ago, “The Lottery” is a perfect story for Halloween, and countless subsequent horror stories have
looked to it for inspiration, not least the works of frightmeisters and fabulists such
as Stephen King and Neil Gaiman. “The Lottery” was once heavily anthologized, in
a time when Americans were not so easily offended by critical mirrors held up to our
mores, and widely read in middle school and high school. It is less read today, and, in
any event, it met with plenty of criticism when it first appeared in the June 26, 1948,
issue of the New Yorker. By Jackson’s reckoning, some 300 letters arrived at the magazine, only a dozen or so favorable, the others accusing her of crimes ranging from
Watch out for the rocks!
sorcery to Stalinism and everything in between.
Shirley Jackson would go on to write other stories, many of them just as strange and beguiling as “The Lottery.”
Her 1959 novel The Haunting of Hill House, an adaptation of which debuts this month as a Netflix series, is considered one of the scariest horror stories ever written. But it’s a supernatural tale, far removed from “The Lottery,”
which, as even good and godly people know, is all too real.
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Photo courtesy Gregory McNamee

Gregory McNamee is a contributing editor.
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